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I. Introduction 

1. My name is David S. Evans and I am an economist. This Introduction 

summarizes my qualifications, my assignment, and my principal findings to 

date. 

A. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Qualifications 

I am the Chairman of Global Economics Group, LLC and based in its Boston 

office. I am also the Executive Director of the Jevons Institute for Competition 

Law and Economics and Visiting Professor at the University College London, 

and Lecturer at the University of Chicago Law School. I have BA, MA, and 

Ph.D. degrees in economics, all from the University of Chicago, where I 

specialized in industrial organization and econometrics. My curriculum vita is 

attached as Appendix A. 

As an economist, I specialize in the field of industrial organization, which 

concerns the behavior of firms and their interactions, and in antitrust economics, 

which is the portion of industrial organization that concerns the analysis of 

business practices that could limit competition and harm consumers. I have a 

particular expertise in the study of multi-sided platforms that serve as 

intermediaries between several groups of customers. 

I have written five major books and more than 100 scholarly articles, many of 

which concern industrial organization and antitrust. My work has been widely 
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read and cited. 1 Over the last 25 years, I have taught classes on antitrust 

economics at Fordham University Law School, University College London 

Faculty of Laws, and the University of Chicago Law School. In addition, I have 

served on the faculty for the American Bar Association Annual Antitrust 

Meetings on three occasions. I have also taught various aspects of antitrust 

economics to judges in China and the European Union.2 At their request, I have 

given lectures on antitrust at several competition authorities and sectoral 

regulators around the world, including the Federal Trade Commission. 

5. I have provided expert consulting on antitrust and related regulatory matters 

since 197 5 beginning with US. v. IBM on behalf of IBM and US. v. AT & Ton 

behalf of the U.S. Department of Justice. I have testified, or submitted 

testimony, to courts and regulatory authorities, in the United States as well as 

Australia, Brazil, China, the European Union, Singapore, and Thailand. In 

addition, I have testified before several committees of the U.S. Congress 

1 I am ranked among the top 3 percent of economists according to quality-weighted citations 
by IDEAS/Repec, which tracks publications and citations by economists worldwide. Many 
of my publications and citation rankings are available at http://ideas.repec.org/e/pev9.html. 
Like many social scientists, I post much of my work on the Social Science Research Network 
(SSRN). As of August 5, 2014, based on quality-weighted citations, I ranked 181 out of the 
top 30,000 social scientists globally that SSRN reports citation data for, 85 out of the top 
8,000 economics professors globally that SSRN reports citation data for, and 5 out of the top 
3,000 law professors globally that SSRN reports citation data for. My SSRN publications are 
available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/cf _ dev/ AbsByAuth.cfm?per _id=268756. 

2 In 2009 and 2010, I taught classes for judges, including basic economic principles and 
intellectual property, in the European Union for a program sponsored jointly by the 
University College London and the Toulouse School of Economics. At the request of the 
Chinese State Ministry oflndustry and Information Technology (MIIT), in 2013 and 2014, I 
taught certain aspects of antitrust economics, including Internet-based and platform-based 
industries, to judges from the Chinese Supreme People's Court and provincial appeal courts. 
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including the Senate Banking Committee, the House Financial Services 

Committee, and the House Oversight Committee. 

6. I have conducted research, published, or submitted testimony on industries that 

are relevant to the proposed merger of Comcast Corporation and Time Warner 

Cable, Inc. (the "Transaction"), including the cable television industry, the 

media industry, Internet-based industries, and the telecommunications 

industries. I have been invited to lecture on Internet-based industries by OfCom 

in the United Kingdom, by the MIIT in China, and by the InfoComm 

Development Authority in Singapore. I made a presentation to the Organisation 

for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) Hearing on Network 

Neutrality in June 2011 at the request of the OECD. 

7. I have personal experience with the businesses at issue in this matter. I have 

been a Comcast subscriber, in the Boston area, since 1991 and a Netflix 

subscriber, and user of its streaming video service, since 2007. 

B. Assignment 

8. Counsel for Netflix asked me to evaluate the effects of the proposed Transaction 

on competition in the provision of broadband services to providers and to 

consumers of online video and to competition in the distribution of video 

content generally.3 My research into this issue is ongoing and this declaration 

3 My declaration responds in part to a declaration submitted on behalf of Comcast by Dr. Mark 
Israel. See Mark A. Israel, Implications of the Comcast/Time Warner Cable Transaction for 
Broadband Competition (April 8, 2014) ("Israel Declaration"). Dr. Israel focuses on the 
impact of the Transaction on "edge providers" that provide products and services to Internet 
users. My declaration focuses on a particular kind of edge provider-online video 
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reports my findings to date. Counsel for Netflix has asked me to address two 

specific issues for this declaration. 

(1) Counsel for N etflix asked me to examine the ability of broadband 

subscribers of Comcast and Time Warner Cable to switch to alternative 

broadband providers for the purpose of consuming online video and the ability 

of online video distributors (OVDs) to find alternative ways to deliver online 

video to those subscribers. Counsel also asked me address the evidence 

presented by Comcast and its economist, Dr. Mark Israel, that consumers have 

many choices of broadband providers. 

(2) Counsel for Netflix also asked me to examine whether and to what extent 

Comcast has the incentive and the ability to limit the access of OVDs and 

Comcast subscribers to each other, and whether and to what extent, the proposed 

Transaction would increase Comcast's incentive and ability to limit that access. 

For the purpose of this declaration, Counsel asked me to address in particular: 

a. The economic implications of evidence that Comcast degraded the 
quality of the connections between its subscribers and Netflix regarding 
whether Comcast has the incentive and ability to "hold-up" or otherwise 
exercise significant bargaining leverage over OVDs that seek access to 
its subscribers. 

b. The impact of the proposed Transaction on the degree of bargaining 
leverage that Comcast would have over OVDs and Comcast' s ability to 
engage in hold-up, foreclosure, and other strategies that could harm 
providers and consumers of online video. 

distributors (OVDs), which stream video to consumers over the Internet. When I respond to 
Dr. Israel's claims concerning edge providers, I refer specifically to OVDs; it should 
therefore be understood that, when I say that Dr. Israel made a claim concerning the impact 
on an OVD, he is usually making that claim about the broader class of edge providers. 
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c. Whether the "bargaining theory" relied on by Comcast's economist, Dr. 
Israel, provides a reliable basis for dismissing concerns that the 
Transaction could result in OVDs paying higher terminating access fees. 

d. Whether the theoretical and empirical arguments presented by Dr. Israel 
as to why the Transaction could not create any public harms are a 
reliable basis for dismissing concerns that that the Transaction could 
create public harm. 

e. Whether the Transaction would likely harm competition and consumers. 

C. Principal Findings 

11. The following summarizes my principal findings. 

1. Broadband Competition 

12. My understanding is that households require fast broadband connections to 

stream television shows and movies at the video quality level, and with minimal 

interruptions such as delays and rebuffering, that they have come to expect from 

other video choices in their residences. The average American household has 

2.64 members.4 A typical household with a couple and a child will find that 

members are sometimes downloading Internet content simultaneously. A 

household usually requires advertised maximum broadband speeds of at least 10 

Mbps to do so, as a result of the increased demand for video streaming for 

television and movies, video games, and video chat and as a result of 

technological improvements that increase the quality of streaming. The data 

show that, increasingly, households are choosing plans with faster advertised 

4 U.S. Census Bureau, America's Families and Living Arrangements: 2012, at 4 (Aug. 2013), 
available at http://www.census.gov/prod/2013pubs/p20-570.pdf. 
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maximum speeds when available. Many are switching from DSL to cable and 

fiber for this reason. 

13. Consumers of long-form online video content such as television shows and 

movies primarily use wired broadband connections to stream content. 5 Netflix 

data confirms this. { { 

Mobile wireless and satellite Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are not 

reasonable substitutes for consumers to stream movies and television shows for 

a variety of reasons, including speed and cost. 

14. The primary competitive constraint on Comcast and Time Warner Cable, as 

providers of wired broadband to households, therefore comes from other wired 

broadband providers that households seeking access to long-form online video 

content could choose as alternatives to Comcast and Time Warner Cable. I have 

used data on the availability of broadband providers to households in Census 

blocks served by each of these two cable systems. The Census block is the 

narrowest geographic area for which data are available and usually consists of 

less than a hundred households. 

5 The remainder of my declaration focuses entirely on OVDs that stream television shows, 
movies, and other long-form content that is ordinarily viewed by consumers on television 
sets. I do not consider OVDs that stream short clips, such as Y ouTube, that consumers 
commonly view on mobile devices often using broadband provided as part of their mobile 
wireless plans. 

6 Information provided by Netflix. 
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15. My data analysis finds that subscribers of Comcast and Time Warner Cable 

typically have no more than one wired broadband alternative to Comcast and 

Time Warner Cable. In many instances, households have no high-speed wired 

broadband alternative to these cable providers at all. On average, residential 

customers in Comcast's footprint only have 1.42 wired broadband alternatives to 

Comcast, 0.97 wired broadband alternatives with advertised maximum speeds of 

10 Mbps or more, and 0.42 wired broadband alternatives with advertised 

maximum speeds of 25 Mbps or more. The data show similar results for Time 

Warner Cable, for the combined company, and for the combined company after 

divestitures.7 Actual sustained speeds are typically less than advertised speeds, 

particularly for DSL. 

16. A key issue I address in this declaration is whether Comcast has the ability and 

incentive to degrade the quality of video streaming service by an OVD and 

thereby partially or completely foreclose that OVD from access to Comcast's 

subscribers. Comcast and its economist, Dr. Israel, claim that Comcast could 

not and would not do that because its subscribers would switch to another 

broadband provider (so Comcast is not able to foreclose), and Comcast would 

lose revenue from those subscribers (so Comcast has no incentive to foreclose). 

The data show that, in fact, Comcast and Time W amer Cable subscribers have 

few, if any, alternatives. 

7 Calculation based on National Telecommunications and Information Administration's 
(NTIA) State Data Initiative (2014), National Broadband Map, December 31, 2013, available 
at http://www.broadbandmap.gov/data-download; U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census, 
Summary File 1, available at http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/uexplore?/pub/data/sf12010. 
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17. The data that Comcast and Dr. Israel have presented on the availability of 

broadband alternatives to consumers are not reliable or credible. To begin with, 

Comcast and Dr. Israel count mobile wireless and satellite broadband providers. 

But, households, in fact, do not and cannot use these alternatives much for 

streaming television shows and movies. Comcast and Dr. Israel also count, as 

"available," wired broadband companies that are present in broad geographic 

areas-such as designated market areas (DMAs)-that are not available to most 

households with residences in those areas. The result is that Comcast and Dr. 

Israel vastly overstate the number of alternatives available to households in the 

footprints of the parties to the Transaction by an order of magnitude. 

18. Their data show, for example, that I personally have available up to 17 ISPs in 

the Boston area for wired broadband service.8 In fact, I only have two wired 

broadband providers available at my residence. One of those is Comcast, with 

high-speed broadband, and the other is Verizon DSL, with slow speed. To get 

any of the other wired alternatives identified by Comcast, I would have to move 

my residence to a location that receives one of these alternatives. The Census 

8 Comcast and Time Warner Cable claim that the Boston MSA has 20 broadband competitors 
other than them with download speeds of at least 3 Mbps. Of these 20, only 5 provided 
wireless broadband. Thus, according to the Applicants, I have 17 wired providers (20 minus 
the 5 wireless-only providers, plus Comcast and Time Warner, both of which are active in the 
Boston MSA). Applications of Comcast Corp. and Time Warner Cable Inc. for Consent to 
Transfer Control of Licenses and Authorizations, Applications and Public Interest Statement, 
MB Docket No. 14-57, at 142 (filed Apr. 8, 2014) ("Public Interest Statement"). 

The Public Interest Statement did not indicate which providers were included in this count. I 
have attempted to replicate their count using the same data they reference. The resulting 
count includes broadband resellers as well as providers that only serve governmental and/or 
business customers. Excluding these providers would leave the count well under the 20 
providers reported by Comcast and Time Warner Cable. 

10 
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block data show most Comcast and Time Warner Cable subscribers are in the 

same situation. 

The Comcast and Time Warner Cable subscribers who do have a choice of 

wired-broadband providers are not likely to switch wired broadband providers 

because (1) it is costly to do so; (2) their alternative(s) are likely to have slower 

broadband speeds; and (3) they face considerable uncertainty as to why their 

OVD service is slow and whether an available alternative would be any better. 

Few American households, in fact, switch wired broadband providers, except 

when they move their residences; many of the households that switch without 

changing residences are migrating from a slow DSL provider to a faster cable 

broadband or fiber provider. 

There are significant barriers to entry to providing broadband service at the level 

of quality that consumers demand for streaming television shows and movies. It 

is therefore unlikely that, in the next few years, Comcast and Time Warner 

Cable subscribers will have significantly more alternatives available that offer 

them broadband speeds at least as high as those offered by Comcast and Time 

Warner Cable. 

Based on these findings, I conclude that there are no significant competitive 

constraints, nor are there likely to be in the foreseeable future, on the ability of 

Comcast and Time Warner Cable to degrade the quality of streaming video to 

their subscribers and to thereby partially or fully foreclose OVDs from access to 

the subscribers of the merged firm. Their subscribers are captive because they 

have no reasonable alternative or one that they could switch to easily. 

11 
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Section II presents my analysis in more detail. In the remainder of this 

Declaration, the term ISP refers to a wired ISP unless noted otherwise. 

2. Competitive Effects 

23. I examine whether the Transaction could harm the public by significantly 

increasing Comcast's ability and incentive to harm OVD providers and OVD 

consumers. I conclude that it could harm the public and that, based on the 

evidence that I have reviewed and my economic analysis, the Federal 

Communications Commission (FCC) should not approve the Transaction. My 

conclusion is based on the following specific findings. 

24. 

25. 

( 1) The theoretical and empirical evidence presented by Comcast and its 

economist, Dr. Israel, does not support their conclusion that the Transaction 

could not reduce competition and harm the public. Their conclusion is based on 

the following propositions. First, that the provision of broadband services to 

American households is highly competitive. Second, that Comcast does not 

have the ability to harm an OVD through degrading quality because it would 

lose a significant amount of other Internet content for its subscribers. Third, that 

Comcast does not have the incentive to foreclose an OVD because it would lose 

subscriber revenue; this proposition is based largely on the first proposition 

concerning the ability of its subscribers to find other broadband alternatives. 

The first proposition is wrong, as I have explained above. The second and third 

propositions are wrong as well, given that Comcast, in fact, did reduce 

significantly the quality of streaming services that its subscribers could obtain 

from Netflix. What Comcast did do trumps speculation on what Comcast would 

12 
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do according to economic theories based on various unsupported assumptions. 

The basis for my conclusion is as follows. 

In order to pressure Netflix to agree to a terminating access fee, during the 

course of 2013, Comcast chose not to make available uncongested settlement

free ports necessary for its subscribers to obtain consistently high quality 

streaming videos from Netflix. By late 2013, this decision resulted in a dramatic 

decrease in the quality of streaming video for Netflix subscribers who were 

streaming video over Comcast broadband connections. That situation continued 

until February 2014. At that point, Netflix agreed to pay Comcast to 

interconnect directly with Netflix while { { 

} } The video 

quality obtained by Netflix subscribers improved almost immediately after the 

agreement was executed. Therefore, Comcast likely had the ability to provide 

Comcast subscribers with high quality streaming of Netflix video content before 

the agreement was executed. 

(2) A large ISP has the ability to impose significant harm on OVDs through 

foreclosing access, partially or fully, to its subscribers who have few if any 

wired broadband alternatives, thereby causing OVDs to lose the revenue and 

profit from the subscribers of the large ISP. That loss is more severe to the 

extent that OVDs have fixed costs that they cannot reduce in the near term. 

Some OVDs, { { 

} } Since it is not possible to reduce these fixed costs, 

13 
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the loss ofrevenue from partial or full foreclosure to the ISP's subscribers can 

have a dramatic effect on profitability. A large ISP therefore has the ability to 

harm an OVD by degrading quality and thereby reducing the acquisition and 

retention of customers necessary to cover the OVD's fixed and sunk content 

costs. 

Larger ISPs have a greater ability to impose harm because they can destroy a 

greater portion of an OVD's revenue and profit. Empirical evidence based on 

Netflix's experience demonstrates that: 

a. virtually all ISPs charge zero for terminating access; 

b. only the very largest ISPs charge for terminating access and have 

typically done so following the implementation of a hold-up strategy; 

and 

c. among the very largest ISPs, { { 

}} 

Comcast, the largest ISP, can use its ability to impose harm on OVDs in a 

variety of ways. For example, it could use this ability to engage in a "hold-up" 

strategy to extract higher payments from an OVD for access to the OVD's 

customers, who are also Comcast subscribers. Comcast, in fact, engaged in this 

hold-up strategy with Netflix. Netflix had no viable economic choice but to 

agree to pay Comcast directly or indirectly. Comcast could also use this ability 

to foreclose OVDs from access to its subscribers in order to limit competition by 

one or more OVDs with its own profitable video distribution business. 

14 
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30. Comcast, in fact, used this ability to foreclose access to its network to "break 

zero." ISPs generally do not charge content providers-directly or indirectly 

through transit providers and Content Delivery Networks ("CDNs")-for access 

to their networks. This "zero-price equilibrium" has prevailed over the history 

of the Internet and holds true for all but the largest ISPs. Comcast succeeded in 

breaking this equilibrium through a series of efforts to raise prices to transit 

providers and CDNs that carried to its network and ultimately to Net:flix itself. 

By "breaking zero" Comcast has set a precedent for charging content providers. 

Having set this precedent and with the scrutiny arising from the proposed 

Transaction behind it, Comcast will have greater ability to raise prices 

significantly to OVDs.9 

31. (3) The Transaction would significantly increase Comcast's ability to impose 

harm on OVDs by increasing the number of subscribers to whom Comcast could 

significantly reduce the quality of streaming services and thereby impose either 

potentially debilitating losses of revenue on OVDs, or dramatically higher 

terminating access costs, with similar effect. The Transaction would increase 

the percentage of American broadband subscribers that subscribe to Comcast 

broadband from { { } } to 35.5 percent after accounting for 

divestitures. Io Post-Transaction, Comcast would have the ability to foreclose 

9 As I will explain below, I believe it is likely that Comcast has chosen not to fully exercise its 
substantial market power over OVDs in establishing terminating access fees. 

IO Here, I follow the method used by Comcast and its economists. See Letter from Francis M. 
Bruno, Counsel, Comcast, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal Communications 
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OVDs from about { { } } more subscribers than it would have absent 

the Transaction. These figures understate the likely effects of the Transaction. 

Comcast's share of American subscribers with broadband connections with 

maximum advertised speeds of 10 Mbps or more would increase from { { } } 

percent to { { } } . 11 

32. ( 4) The Transaction would have unilateral price effects arising from the increase 

in bargaining power. Specifically, the terminating access fee for Time Warner 

Cable customers would { { 

} }, and the level charged by Comcast would also increase substantially. 

It is unlikely that Comcast would pass much, if any, of these revenues back to its 

subscribers in the form of lower prices. As a result, the total price for 

connection paid by OVDs and their customers that are captive Comcast 

subscribers would increase. 

33. (5) Dr. Israel's finding that the Transaction would not increase Comcast's 

bargaining power and would not increase broadband access prices is based on an 

economic theory that is not supported by the evidence in this matter, yields 

predictions that are inconsistent with common experience, and relies on 

implausible assumptions. It is enough to observe that if his theory were true, 

smaller ISPs-including the 99 percent that charge nothing for broadband 

Commission, MB Docket No. 14-57 (June 27, 2014) ("June 27 Letter"); Supplemental Data 
to June 27 Letter, MB Docket No. 14-57 (June 27, 2014) ("Supplemental Data"). 

11 Supplemental Data to June 27 Letter, MB Docket No. 14-57 (June 27, 2014); Industry 
Analysis and Technology Division, Wireline Competition Bureau Federal Communications 
Commission, Internet Access Services: Status as of June 2013 (June 2014), available at 
https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs _public/attachmatch/DOC-327829A 1.pdf. 
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connection-would, contrary to the facts, be charging as much as the very large 

ISPs now charge, and those smaller ISPs might even charge more than the very 

large ISPs. In other words, his theory implies that smaller ISPs have as much, if 

not more, bargaining power than very large ISPs. 

(6) The Transaction would significantly increase Comcast's ability to foreclose 

OVDs in order to maintain Comcast's substantial market power over households 

in the geographic areas that it serves. The OVD industry has developed video 

delivery methods and business models that many consumers find very 

appealing. Comcast faces a long-term threat from the development of OVDs, 

whose services might reduce the willingness of its subscribers to pay for its 

profitable cable television service and increase the number of its subscribers that 

"cut the cord" on cable-TV. This strategy would also buy Comcast time. While 

engaging in this strategy, Comcast could use its considerable assets to expand its 

own OVD business and thereby provide its subscribers with its own OVD 

alternative. Moreover, the development of a robust OVD industry would 

increase the risk of high-speed broadband entry in the very long term, and give 

Comcast a further incentive to use its increased ability to foreclose OVDs to 

suppress the development of the industry. 

Section III discusses my findings in more detail. 

Supplemental Work and Issues Not Covered 

My declaration is focused on the specific issues of broadband competition and 

certain competitive effects of the proposed Transaction. I reserve the right to 
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supplement my findings on these issues and address additional issues in further 

declarations, as permitted. 

37. The reader should not assume that I agree with any of the findings reached by 

Comcast' s economists in the declarations they have filed in this proceeding 

because I have not responded to all of them. In fact, I have found that their 

substantive claims concerning market definition, competitive effects, and 

efficiencies from the merger are not supported by the economic analysis and 

"d h 12 ev1 ence t ey present. 

E. Economic Background 

38. Before proceeding, it is useful to describe the basic economics of the business 

for a wired ISP. An ISP is an intermediary that provides Internet connection 

between Internet users and Internet content providers. Internet content providers 

12 Comcast' s economists, for example, base their conclusion that the Transaction would result 
in increased efficiency on the proposition that the amount of investment and innovation by a 
firm increases more than in proportion to its size. See, Applications, Public Interest 
Statement at 23-24; Rosston and Topper Declaration.~~ 44-57; Israel Declaration.~~ 107-
109. They provide no empirical support in the economic literature for this proposition nor do 
they provide any meaningful evidence that the rate of investment and innovation by Comcast 
has increased more than in proportion to its size as it has grown over the last decade. The 
relationship between firm size and innovation is an extremely well-trod subject in economics. 
There is certainly no consensus among economists that the rate of innovation increases more 
than proportionately with firm size. See Wesley M. Cohen (2010), Fifty Years of Empirical 
Studies of Innovative Activity and Performance, in 1 HANDBOOK OF THE ECONOMICS OF 
INNOVATION 129-213 (Bronwyn H. Hall & Nathan Rosenberg ed. 2010). There is an 
extensive business and management literature that identifies and offers remedies for precisely 
the opposite problem: that larger firms have trouble innovating. See, for example, CLAYTON 
M. CHRISTENSEN, THE INNOVATOR'S DILEMMA: THE REVOLUTIONARY BOOK THAT WILL 
CHANGE THE WAY You Do BUSINESS (Harv. Bus. School Press 1997). Although I am not 
expressing any opinion on the efficiency of the Transaction, I do not believe that the 
conclusion by Comcast's economists that the Transaction would necessarily generate 
efficiencies is based on credible economic theory or empirical evidence. 
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are sometimes called edge providers. From an economic standpoint, an ISP is a 

two-sided platform. 13 ISPs enable users to download content from and upload 

content to the Internet, and they enable edge providers to deliver content to and 

receive content from users. ISPs typically use transit providers and CDNs to 

facilitate sending and receiving content over the Internet. 

39. Multi-sided platforms have the ability to impose charges on both sets of 

economic agents that use their platforms. Economists have shown that multi-

sided platforms may set prices below incremental cost, at zero, or below zero to 

maximize their profits; it may make sense to price one side low to provide value 

and earn profits from the other side. Many multi-sided platforms, in fact, do so, 

including shopping malls (shoppers get in for free), physical newspapers (often 

distributed at less than the cost of printing and distributing), and many Internet-

based platforms (search platforms do not charge websites and searchers, 

typically). A price of zero is a common equilibrium for one side of the platform. 

40. Most ISPs in the United States and other countries charge edge providers a price 

of zero (that is, they do not charge a fee) and make their profit from end users. 

The controversy over Net Neutrality relates to a desire on the part of very large 

ISPs to charge positive and differential prices to edge providers. I am not taking 

13 See ROCHET & TIROLE for the classic article. JEAN-CHARLES ROCHET & JEAN TIROLE, 
Platform Competition in Two-Sided Markets, 1 JOURNAL OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC 
ASSOCIATION 990, 990-1029 (2003). For a recent survey with applications to antitrust David 
S. Evans & Richard Schmalensee, in The Antitrust Analysis of Multisided Platform 
Businesses, OXFORD HANDBOOK ON INTERNATIONAL ANTITRUST ECONOMICS (Roger Blair 
and Daniel Sokol eds., Oxford University Press, forthcoming), available at 
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2185373. 
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any position on this controversy in this declaration. I focus only on the issue of 

whether the Transaction would make this price higher or lead to other 

competitive distortions. 

41. Economists have found that one of the key determinants of competitive 

constraints for multi-sided platforms is the extent to which platform users can 

use several platforms at the same time (multi-home) or use only one platform at 

the same time (single-home). For much Internet content, end users can now 

multi-home using their residential broadband provider, their work broadband 

provider, their mobile wireless broadband provider, and broadband providers to 

numerous Wi-Fi networks such as at Starbucks and at airports. 14 The Internet 

content providers can multi-home as well. 

42. As I describe below, however, for streaming television shows and movies, end 

users typically single-home on their wired broadband provider at home. As a 

result, OVDs must single-home on that broadband provider to reach that 

household. The wired broadband provider is therefore a monopoly bottleneck. 

Conversely, consumers can and do multi-home on several OVDs and they can 

easily switch between them. 

43. Wired broadband providers are part of multi-product firms that offer multi-

channel video programming distribution (MVPD) as well as Voice-over-IP 

14 The extent to which that multi-homing would act as a competitive constraint on, for example, 
the residential broadband provider would depend on the extent to which consumers were 
willing to forgo broadband access at home and rely on the alternative means of Internet 
access. 
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(VoIP). They typically provide bundles of these three products-ISP services, 

MVPD services, and VoIP services-to households. They engage in price 

discrimination by adjusting the prices of these bundles, and their components, to 

compete for consumers with different price sensitivities and alternatives for the 

separate components. 

II. Competitive Constraints on Comcast and Time Warner Cable for the 
Provision of Broadband Services to Consumers and OVDs 

A. Alternative Methods of Streaming Video 

44. Many OVDs stream, and consumers receive, television shows, movies, and 

other long-form content over the Internet. The quality of these online videos for 

consumers depends on the device on which they receive the video and the 

quality of the connection to that device. Households stream most online video 

of movies, television shows, and other long-form content over wired broadband. 

45. Consumers typically do not use mobile devices connected to mobile wireless 

broadband networks to consume online video content for several reasons. First, 

the communication providers for mobile wireless devices usually have data caps 

that make it expensive or impossible to view content when individuals have to 

rely on that communication provider. Second, the broadband speeds typically 

offered by the mobile wireless provider are much slower than those offered by 

wired providers; the slower speed can reduce the quality of the video streaming 

experience obtained by the consumer. In addition, the size of the screen is not 

ideal for watching long-form video content especially when several individuals 

are watching the content together, and mobile devices are not useful for 
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households with multiple viewers who are streaming different content at the 

same time. 

46. Satellite broadband is also not suitable for households that expect to stream a 

significant amount of video or engage in other bandwidth intensive activities 

because of data caps and because connection speeds tend to be slower. For 

example, Dish explicitly cautions potential subscribers that it is not a good 

substitute for wired broadband. 15 It advertises its service as primarily suitable 

for under-served locations without access to high-speed Internet. 16 Dish also 

explicitly warns potential customers that its service is not appropriate for 

15 See DISHNET SATELLITE-NEED TO KNOW & FAQs, DISH, 
http://www.dish.com/entertainment/internet-phone/satellite-internet/ (last visited Aug. 25, 
2014) (Q: "The Internet provider at my current location is cable/fiber (FiOS, U-Verse, 
Comcast, Time Warner, Charter, Cox, AT&T or Verizon. Is dishNET Satellite a good 
solution for me?" A: "NO, As a satellite-based service, dishNET Satellite Internet has 
monthly data allowance limits which are much lower than cable and fiber-based Internet 
providers. Additionally, with satellite-based systems signal latency (delay) occurs, which 
may negatively affect some activities such as realtime gaming and VoIP."). 

16 Id. ("Q: I don't live in a metropolitan area, and my Internet options are limited to dialup and 
very slow DSL/cable. Is dishNET Satellite a good solution for me? A: YES, dishNET 
Satellite Internet was specificallydesigned for under-served locations without access to high
speed Internet. If you live in rural areas or even recently constructed home developments, 
dishNET Satellite provides Internet access that is up to 150 times faster than dial-up 
access."). 
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streaming television shows or movies. 17 DirecTV offers similar warning to 

potential subscribers of its Exede Internet service. 18 

47. {{ 

} } Table 1 reports the share ofNetflix viewing hours accounted for by 

wired broadband, mobile wireless broadband, and satellite as of May 2014. 

{{ 

} } Approximately 56 percent of 

American adults have Internet access through plans from their mobile network 

operators that enable them to use their cell phones to access the Internet. 19 Yet 

17 Id. ("Q: I enjoy watching TV shows and movies online. Is dishNET Satellite a good solution 
for me? A: NO, While dishNET Satellite will support video streaming, it is best to limit these 
activities to short video clips like those found on Y ouTube® or rich content sites operated by 
ESPN, CNN, and the like. Streaming video uses a large amount of data. If you use dishNET 
Satellite to stream video from services like Netflix® or Hulu® you will quickly consume 
your monthly data allowance, resulting in your speed being reduced to approximately 128 
Kbps."). 

18 Satellite Internet Packages and Pricing, Excede, http://www.exede.com/what-is-exede (last 
visited Aug. 25, 2014) ("Is Exede right for you? ... Most typical Internet users will enjoy our 
service tremendously- but it's not right for everyone. For example: Gamers: The 
performance of some games over the Internet is very poor and some games may not work at 
all.. .Heavy downloaders: Some folks these days rely on their Internet connection to stream 
and download all of their movies and television. If that's you, or if you have some other 
reason to do a lot of uploading or downloading oflarge files, Exede's data allowance caps 
may not work for you."). Exede offers data caps of 1 OGb, l 5Gb and 25 Gb, with unmetered 
usage during late night hours (midnight to 5 am or 3 am to 8 am, local time, depending on the 
plan). See The Free Zone, Excede, http://www.exede.com/internet-packages-pricing/service
availability and http://www.exede.com/internet-packages-pricing/free-zones (last visited Aug. 
25, 2014). 

19 Mave Duggan and Aaron Smith, Cell Internet Use 2013, Pew Research Center's Internet & 
American Life Project (Sept. 16, 2013), available at 
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only { { } } of Netflix viewing hours were consumed using this type of 

Internet connection. 

{{ 

}} 

B. Alternative Technologies for Providing Wired Broadband 

48. A single HD-video stream requires a sustained speed of 5 Mbps by itself. 

Higher levels of video quality require faster speeds. 20 The average American 

household has 2.64 members and 39 percent of households have three or more 

members.21 A household that wants the ability to, for example, have two 

different members stream different HD videos or other bandwidth intensive 

tasks such as video chat at the same time therefore needs a broadband 

connection of a minimum of 10 Mbps.22 

http://www.pewinternet.org/~/media//Files/Reports/2013/PIP _ CelllnternetUse2013 .pdf. 
Note that this does not include users who access the Internet through a tablet. 

20 See Internet Connection Speed Recommendations, Netflix, 
https://help.netflix.com/en/node/306 (last visited Aug. 17, 2014) ("5.0 Megabits per second -
Recommended for HD quality"); Streaming Movies to My TV Frequently Asked Questions, 
Amazon, http ://www.amazon.com/ gp/feature.html ?ie= UTF 8&docld= 1000 5 7 8641 (last 
visited Aug. 25, 2014) ("What do I need to connect my TV, set-top box, or game console to 
the Internet? A wired connection requires the following: A broadband Internet connection 
(with modem provided by your ISP), with a minimum data speed of 5 Mbps.") 

21 U.S. Census Bureau, America's Families and Living Arrangements: 2012, at 4 (2013), 
available at http://www.census.gov/prod/2013pubs/p20-570.pdf. 

22 Netflix Streaming Bandwidth: Use a Speed Test to Optimize, Bandwidth Place, 
http ://www.bandwidthplace.com/netflix-streaming-bandwidth-use-a-speed-test-to-optimize
arti cle/ (last visited Aug. 25, 2014) ("You should probably look into getting at least 10 Mbps 
download speeds or higher at your home if you want to video stream. Even better is 20 
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49. It is common for modern families to need fast broadband speeds, particularly 

during the evening. As long as a family wants to be able to engage in such 

activities some of the time, it will need a broadband connection sufficiently fast 

for those times.23 Households may also require speeds of20 Mbps or more, 

especially as higher quality video streams, such as Netflix's Ultra HD stream, 

become more prevalent. 24 The FCC has suggested that download speeds of more 

than 15 Mbps are currently necessary for households with three or more 

Mbps or higher, but then you're adding more cost to your monthly bill. Getting in between 
10 Mbps and 20 Mbps is probably ideal."); Federal Communications Commission, 
"Household Broadband Guide," available at: http://www.fcc.gov/guides/household
broadband-guide; Federal Communications Commission, Broadband Speed Guide, 
http://www.fcc.gov/guides/household-broadband-guide; David Salway, How Much 
Broadband Speed Do You Need?", available at 
http://broadband.about.com/b/2011110/01/broadbandspeedtable.htm; Stephanie Crawford, 
How Fast Should My Internet Connection Be to Watch Streaming HD Movies?, 
HowStuffW or ks, available at http://entertainment.howstuffworks.com/fast-internet
connection-for-streaming-hd-movies.htm. 

23 Robert Kenny and Tom Boughton, Domestic Demand for Bandwidth: An Approach to 
Forecasting Requirements/or the Period 2013-2023, at 10 (2013), available at: 
http://www.broadbanduk.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/11 /BSG-Domestic-demand-for
bandwidth.pdf ("Bandwidth demand is obviously driven by peaks, not average speed 
required ... "). As this report suggests, a reasonable broadband speed is one that is sufficient 
for virtually all of a household's peak usage time. This report goes on to model this 
requirement, and in the base case assumes that ISPs need to provide enough bandwidth to 
cover a household's fifth busiest minute of each day, even when that minute occurs during 
the peak usage time and bandwidth is at its most scarce. See Id, at 10, 53. Other models of 
broadband demand use different approaches to capacity planning, e.g., assuming that capacity 
needs to be four times average expected load in order to accommodate household demand 
when it is at its highest. See AdTran, Defining Broadband Speeds: Deriving Required 
Capacity in Access Networks (2009), available at 
http://www.pexx.net/pdfs/whitepapers/ adtran/Deri vingRequiredCapacity. pdf. 

24 See Interpreting Speed Test Results, Geek Squad, http://www.geeksquad.com/do-it
yourself/tech-tips/interpreting-speed-test-results.aspx (last visited Aug. 25, 2014) ("If you 
have a number of devices connected to your network and want to use them at the same time 
without delays, [15-50 Mbps] may be the speed for you .... Multiple simultaneous connections 
will require this level of service.") 
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simultaneous users or devices running more than one high demand application 

running at the same time, and that even faster speeds will become necessary 

more advanced broadband applications develop.25 

50. For these reasons, most ISPs, including the Applicants, recommend speeds 

significantly greater than even 10 Mbps for seamless streaming of video or 

Internet gaming-and even more for homes with more than one Internet-

connected device.26 Time Warner Cable, for example, suggests at least 20 Mbps 

if you want to "stream video," 30 Mbps for gaming, and 50 Mbps "if you have 

multiple people on multiple devices in your home."27 In contrast, Time Warner 

Cable advertises its 3 Mbps package as only sufficient to "[s]urf the web, 

25 Inquiry Concerning the Deployment of Advanced Telecommunications Capability to All 
Americans in a Reasonable and Timely Fashion, and Possible Steps to Accelerate Such 
Deployment Pursuant to Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, as Amended 
by the Broadband Data Improvement Act, Tenth Broadband Progress Notice of Inquiry, GN 
Docket No. 14-126, 6-10 iii! 11-15, 13 if 23 (2014 ), available at 
http://transition.fcc.gov/Daily _Releases/Daily_ Business/2014/db0805/FCC-14-113Al .pdf 
("Tenth Broadband Progress Notice oflnquiry"). The FCC cited broadband demand 
modeling for the United Kingdom, which suggested that by 2023, the median household will 
require 19 Mbps, a high-use household will require 25 Mbps, and a household in the top 1 % 
will require 35-39 Mbps (and possibly as high as 50 Mbps under certain robustness-checking 
scenarios). See id. n.38 (citing Robert Kenny and Tom Boughton, Domestic Demand/or 
Bandwidth: An Approach to Forecasting Requirements for the Period 2013-2023, at 3-4 
Broadband Stakeholder Group (Nov. 5, 2013), available at http://www.broadbanduk.org/wp
content/uploads/2013/11 /BSG-Domestic-demand-for-bandwidth.pdf). 

26 See, e.g., AT&T High-Speed Internet Plans- Comparison, AT&T, http://www.att
services.net/att-high-speed-intemet-comparison.html# .U-J 1 ePldV8E (last visited Aug. 25, 
2014) (recommending packages offering speeds of 12 Mbps and up for customers who 
stream video clips and engage in teleconferencing, and speeds of 18 Mbps and up for 
customers who stream full-length videos and play interactive online games). 

27 See High Speed Internet Pans and Packages, Time Warner Cable, available at 
http://www.timewamercable.com/en/intemet/intemet-service-plans.html (last visited Aug. 
25, 2014). 
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connect with friends and family through Facebook, send email, and download 

medium-sized files."28 

51. OVD subscribers are able to watch streaming online video on lower speed 

broadband connections in part because OVDs adjust the picture quality to 

account for the lower speeds. However, as consumers' demand for higher 

definition video quality increases and as the need to simultaneously support 

multiple devices on a single connection increases, consumers are choosing to 

move increasingly toward higher speed broadband connections. As I discuss 

below, that transition is already well under way. 

52. Three major technologies in the United States provide wired broadband: cable, 

fiber, and DSL. The quality of video streaming for the household depends 

primarily on the download speed of the broadband connection for the household. 

DSL stands for "direct subscriber line" on the local telephone network; it is 

offered only by telecommunications companies. Based on December 2013 data 

from the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA), 

approximately 85 percent of the population in the United States had cable or 

fiber and 83 percent had DSL available.29 

53. Cable and fiber providers offer fast connections to most of the households in the 

areas they serve. Based on December 2013 NTIA data, across all cable and 

28 Id. 

29 Calculations based on National Telecommunications and Information Administration's State 
Data Initiative (2014), National Broadband Map, December 31, 2013, available at: 
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/data-download; U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census, Summary 
File 1, available at http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/uexplore? /pub/data/sfl 2010. 
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fiber providers, cable and fiber speeds of 25 Mbps and above were available to 

93 percent of people in Census blocks where cable and fiber were offered and 

speeds of 10 Mbps and above were available to 99 percent.3° Comcast and Time 

Warner Cable offer maximum advertised speeds of 25 Mbps or more to 99 

percent and 86 percent of the population in their respective footprints and to 100 

percent of the population for speeds of 10 Mbps or more.31 

54. The situation is much different for DSL. Overall, across all DSL providers, only 

13 percent of people in Census blocks where DSL was offered could obtain 

maximum advertised speeds of at least 25 Mbps. Only 60 percent could obtain 

speeds of at least 10 Mbps. 32 Verizon, for example, did not offer a maximum 

3° Calculations based on National Telecommunications and Information Administration's State 
Data Initiative (2014), National Broadband Map, December 31, 2013, available at: 
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/data-download; U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census, Summary 
File 1, available at http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/uexplore?/pub/data/sfl2010. From the 
NTIA data, I obtained for each Census block the highest maximum advertised download 
speed of any cable or fiber provider, excluding resellers and those that served only business 
and/or governmental customers. From the Census, I obtained the population of each Census 
block. For each person in a block with at least one cable or fiber provider, I counted whether 
the highest available cable or fiber speed was at least 10 or 25 Mbps. 

31 Calculations based on National Telecommunications and Information Administration's State 
Data Initiative (2014 ), National Broadband Map, December 31, 2013, available at 
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/data-download; U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census, Summary 
File 1, available at http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/uexplore?/pub/data/sfl2010. From the 
NTIA data, I obtained as list of census blocks where the companies offered download speeds 
of at least 25 Mbps to residential customers. I used the 2010 Census for the population 
estimate for each block (the most recent data available at the Census block level). 

32 Calculations based on National Telecommunications and Information Administration's State 
Data Initiative (2014), National Broadband Map, June 30, 2013, available at 
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/data-download; U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census, Summary 
File 1, available at http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/uexplore?/pub/data/sfl2010. From the 
NTIA data, I obtained for each Census block the highest maximum advertised download 
speed of any DSL provider, excluding resellers and those that served only business and/or 
governmental customers. From the Census, I obtained the population of each Census block. 
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advertised speed of 10 Mbps or more to any of its DSL customers. AT&T, 

which has developed its U-verse broadband service using faster versions of DSL 

technology, did not offer service of 25 Mbps or more to any of its DSL 

customers until July 2013, and only to 7 percent of the population in its footprint 

in December 2013.33 

55. Consumers who stream videos can encounter periods in which the stream is 

delayed-the rotating gears that we see when our Internet connections are 

waiting to download-which reduces the quality of the viewing experience. To 

minimize this delay, consumers require both a fast broadband connection and a 

connection that can sustain throughput during the time they are watching a show 

or movie. Consumers that have broadband connections with maximum 

advertised speeds of 10 Mbps or more, or even 25 Mbps or more, may still 

encounter interruptions in streaming resulting from declines in the speed and 

throughput of their broadband provider. 

For each person in a block with at least one DSL provider, I counted whether the highest 
available DSL speed was at least 10 or 25 Mbps. 

33 Calculations based on National Telecommunications and Information Administration's State 
Data Initiative (2014), National Broadband Map, December 31, 2013, available at 
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/data-download. I looked at all of AT&T's wired broadband 
offerings to residential customers nationwide. In July 2013, AT&T began offering a new tier 
with 45 Mbps download speeds in select cities, an improvement over its previous top tier of 
24 Mbps downloads. California and Nevada AT&T U-Verse Customers Connect Faster with 
New 45 Mbps Internet Service, AT&T (Jul. 29, 2013), available at 
http://www.att.com/gen/press
room?pid=24568&cdvn=news&newsarticleid=36772&mapcode=U-verse; Jeff Baumgartner, 
AT&T U-Verse Expands Speed Upgrade, Multichannel News (Aug. 26, 2013), available at 
http://multichannel.com/news/distribution/att-u-verse-expands-speed-upgrade/261341. 
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56. DSL subscribers are more likely than cable and fiber subscribers to have actual 

speeds that are considerably lower than the maximum advertised speeds. 34 The 

FCC has examined the relationship between actual and advertised broadband 

speeds. It calculated the minimum percent of the advertised speed obtained by 

80 percent of the consumers 80 percent of the time, which it refers to as the 

"consistent speed." Figure 1 shows the results. 35 The red bars show the average 

speed received by subscribers to these systems. The blue bars show a measure of 

the speed that subscribers can more or less count on. The blue bars report the 

minimum percent of advertised speed received by 80 percent of the consumers 

80 percent of the time. The results show that most subscribers encounter 

significant periods of time during which they have lower speeds. 

34 Marguerite Reardon, DSL Subscribers More Likely To Get Cheated On Broadband, Says 
FCC, CNET (June 18, 2014), available at http://www.cnet.com/news/dsl-subscribers-more
likely-to-get-cheated-on-broadband/. 

35 Federal Communications Commission, 2014 Measuring Broadband America Fixed 
Broadband Report, Chart 7 (2014), available at http://data.fcc.gov/download/measuring
broadband-america/2014/2014-Fixed-Measuring-Broadband-America-Report.pdf. 
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Figure 1: Consistent Speed Download 80/80 

57. The results show that the DSL speeds that subscribers can count on are a much 

smaller fraction of maximum advertised speeds than is the case for cable and 

fiber subscribers. For example, the consistent speed experienced by Verizon's 

DSL customers was less than 60 percent of the advertised speed. By contrast, 

the consistent speed experienced by Verizon' s fiber was well over 100 percent 

of the advertised speed. Using this ratio of consistent to the average speed, 

AT&T, CenturyLink and Qwest (CTL) are under 80 percent, and Frontier DSL 

and Windstream are under 60 percent. By contrast, the cable-based and fiber-

based ISPs perform much better. Cable Vision is above 100 percent, Charter, 

Comcast, Cox, Frontier Fiber, and Mediacom are above 80 percent, with only 
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Insight and Time Warner Cable under 80 percent (although still above 60 

percent).36 

58. The data reported above show that the maximum advertised speeds for DSL 

subscribers are significantly lower than for cable and fiber subscribers, and that 

the speeds that DSL subscribers get consistently are even lower. Given the 

limitations of DSL, with increasing demand for faster Internet for various 

reasons, including online video streaming, American households are shifting 

from DSL to cable and fiber. 

59. According to the Leichtman Research Group, telco broadband subscribers 

(excluding AT&T U-Verse and Verizon FiOS) declined by 2.76 million in 2012 

and 2.82 million in 2013.37 Those losses are significant: they account for more 

than 10 percent of the total broadband subscriber base of these telcos, 25.82 

million, at year-end 2013.38 

36 Viasat/Exede, which offers satellite based broadband was between 80 and 100 percent based 
on this metric. 

37 The figures reported elsewhere in this report on broadband subscribers are based on 
subscribers meeting the speed thresholds used by Dr. Israel. The data reported by Leichtman 
Research Group do not provide this level of detail. 

38 Leichtman Research Group, 3 Million Added Broadband.from Top Cable and Telephone 
Companies in 2011 (Mar. 16, 2012), available at 
http://www.leichtmanresearch.com/press/031412release.html; Leichtman Research Group, 
2. 7 Million Added Broadband From Top Cable and Telephone Companies in 2012 (Mar. 19, 
2013 ), available at http://www.leichtmanresearch.com/press/031913release.html; Leichtman 
Research Group, 2. 6 Million Added Broadband from Top Cable and Telephone Companies in 
2013 (Mar. 17, 2014), available at 
http://www.leichtmanresearch.com/press/031714release.html. Note that this category (total 
telecommunications wired broadband, less U-Verse and FiOS) consists primarily of 
traditional DSL, but also includes a small proportion of other technologies, such as 
CenturyLink's fiber-to-the-home. 
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60. AT&T and Verizon experienced similar declines in DSL subscribers. 

According to AT&T's annual reports, its non-U-Verse broadband subscriber 

base declined by more than a third from 4.06 million in 2012 and 2.67 million in 

2013.39 That 1.39 million decline compares to a non-U-Verse subscriber base of 

12.75 million at the end of 2011. According to Verizon's annual reports, its 

non-FiOS broadband subscriber base declined by 482,000 in 2012, and by 

428,000 in 2013. That compares to a non-FiOS broadband subscriber base of 

around 3.9 million at the end of 2011. Between 2008 and 2013, Verizon reports 

its non-Fi OS broadband subscribers declined by 2.36 million.4° Consistent with 

this shift, shipments ofDSL port equipment declined 22 percent in 2013 

according to the market analysis firm Broadbandtrends LLC.41 

61. Comcast's internal documents confirm the shift from DSL to cable. They show 

that Comcast's broadband penetration share of occupied households { { 

} } , while the broadband penetration share for 

39 AT&T, Annual Report (Form 10-K for period ending 12/31/2012) (Feb. 22, 2013), available 
at http://www.att.com/ gen/investor-relations?pid=9186; AT&T, Annual Report (Form 10-K 
for Period Ending 12/31/2013) (Feb. 21, 2014), available at http://www.att.com/gen/investor
relations?pid=9186. 

40 Verizon, Annual Report (Form 10-K for Period Ending 12/31/2011) (Feb. 24, 2012), 
available at http://www.verizon.com/investor/secfiling.htm; Verizon, Annual Report (Form 
10-K for Period Ending 12/31/2012) (Feb. 26, 2013 ), available at 
http://www.verizon.com/investor/secfiling.htm; Verizon, Annual Report (Form 10-K for 
Period Ending 12/31/2013) (Feb. 27, 2014), available at 
http://www.verizon.com/investor/ secfiling.htm. 

41 Teresa Mastrangelo, 2013 & 4QJ 3 Market Share Report Summary- DSL, Broadbandtrends 
(Feb. 18, 2014), available at 
http://broadbandtrends.com/yahoo_site_admin/assets/docs/BBT_2013DSLMktShare_141050 
_ TOC.49120105. pdf. 
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DSL alternatives { { } }, from the 

fourth quarter of 2010 to the third quarter of2013.42 

62. To persuade households to switch from available DSL alternatives to Comcast, 

Comcast airs commercials that emphasize its speed advantages over DSL. For 

63. 

}} 

example, it has a long-running series of television commercials featuring a 

family of turtles called the Slowskys, which insinuates that DSL speeds are 

adequate only for those who like things very slow.43 Some examples include: 

Comcast high-speed internet is fast no matter where you are, but 
with DSL, the farther you are from the hub or central office, the 
slower your connection.44 

Now that Comcast has increased its speeds, our [the Slowskys'] 
DSL from the phone company seems slower than ever.45 

Below, I report the availability of ISPs that provide maximum advertised 

download speeds of 10 Mbps or more and 25 Mbps or more to account for the 

increasing demand for high-speed wired broadband by households. 46 

43 Emma Bazilian, The Slowskys Are Back, and This Time They Mean Business: Comcast 's 
Turtles Leave the House, Adweek (Oct. 10, 2013), available at 
http://www.adweek.com/news/advertising-branding/ad-day-slowskys-are-back-and-time
they-mean-business-l 53042. 

44 Watch COMCAST- The Slowskys turtle commercials -Push It, YouTube (Nov. 6, 2013), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YVCwVFOzbI8. 

45 Watch COMCAST- The Slowskys Turtle commercial -Slow Band Wagon, YouTube (Nov. 6, 
2013), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ei4ZzFOp100. 

46 See Tenth Broadband Progress Notice of Inquiry (The FCC is currently seeking comments on 
raising the threshold for broadband to be considered adequate from 4 Mbps downstream to 
10, 15, or 25 Mbps downstream). 
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c. Alternative Wired Broadband Choices Available to Households 

64. Data on the availability of ISPs are generally collected and reported for various 

geographic areas. The fact that an ISP is available in a particular geographic 

area means that an ISP serves at least one household in that area. That ISP may 

or may not serve other households in that geographic area. Therefore, data on 

the availability of ISPs for any geographic area larger than a household location 

can overstate the availability of ISPs to a particular household in that geographic 

area. The overstatement increases for broader geographic areas, as I explain in 

more detail below. 

65. To determine how many wired ISP alternatives are available to Comcast and 

Time Warner Cable subscribers, I used data on the number ofISPs available 

within a geographic area known as a "Census block." A Census block is the 

smallest geographic area for which data is publicly available on the choices of 

ISPs that American households have. A Census block is a geographic area used 

by the U.S. Bureau of the Census for purposes of collecting decennial Census 

data. On average, it consists of 50 people or roughly 19 households.47 A 

Census block is part of a Census tract, which has an average of 4,256 people or 

roughly 1,609 households. A Census tract is part of a county, with on average 

97,011 people and roughly 36,673 households. A 5-digit zip code has an 

47 The figures of the average population in different geographic areas reported in this paragraph 
(such as census block or census tract) exclude geographic areas with zero population. Note 
that these figures include geographic areas with zero households but positive population, 
which occurs in cases where all of the geography's population resides in non-household units 
(such as prisons, military barracks, or college dormitories). 
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average of 9,475 people or roughly 3,582 households. The top 20 DMAs have 

between 1.3 million and 7.5 million TV households.48 Given its small size, it is 

likely that if a household in a Census block has access to an ISP, then the other 

households do as well; that becomes less and less true as the geographic area 

expands. 

66. I used data from the NTIA called the National Broadband Map, which contains 

data on ISP availability by Census block for December 2013. This data is 

maintained by the NTIA in cooperation with the FCC and the 50 states, the 

District of Columbia, and 5 territories.49 For each Census block, this dataset 

contains a list of the providers offering service in that block, and the maximum 

advertised download speed. The dataset allows me to identify resellers, and to 

distinguish between providers offering service to residential, business, and/or 

governmental customers. These data report the number of ISPs available in a 

Census block for several categories of "maximum advertised speed." 

67. The FCC has described this dataset as "the best data available" for analyzing 

broadband availability, and as "the most comprehensive and geographically 

48 Calculations based on U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census, Summary File 1, available at 
http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/uexplore?/pub/data/sfl2010; Nielsen, Market Population 
and Rankings 2014, at 24-29, available at 
http://www.nielsen.com/ content/ dam/ corporate/us/ en/ docs/nielsen
audio/market__populations _and _rankings_ 2014.pdf. 

49 For the purposes of this report, I have limited attention to those areas covered in U.S. Census 
Bureau, 2010 Census, Summary File 1, available at http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi
bin/uexplore?/pub/data/sfl2010. These are the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and the 
territory of Puerto Rico. 
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granular deployment data publicly available."50 The FCC is working to 

modernize its Form 477 broadband data by incorporating many of the features of 

the NTIA data. 51 

I proceeded as follows for Comcast: 

a. I identified the Census blocks in which Comcast was identified as being 
one of the ISPs that served at least one household in that Census block. 

b. I obtained population data from the Census decennial survey for 2010 to 
determine the number of people living in that Census block. 

c. I identified the number of wired ISPs, in addition to Comcast, broken 
down into three speed categories: all ISPs, ISPs with maximum 
advertised speed of 10 Mbps or more, and ISPs with maximum 
advertised speed of 25 Mbps or more. 

d. I calculated the average number of wired ISPs available across all 
Census blocks in the Comcast service area weighted by the population in 
each block. 

I followed a similar procedure for Time Warner Cable. Appendix B describes 

the data and my calculations in more detail. 

Table 2 shows the results of these calculations. The figures are all based on the 

number of ISPs in addition to Comcast or in addition to Time Warner Cable. 

The average Census block served by Comcast has 1.42 alternative ISPs, 0.97 

alternative ISPs with maximum advertised speeds of 10 Mbps or more, and 0.42 

50 Seventh Broadband Progress Report and Order on Reconsideration, GN Docket No. 10-159, 
at i! 1 (2011), available at https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs_public/attachmatch/FCC-11-78Al.pdf; 
Eighth Broadband Progress Report, GN Docket No. 11-121, at iii! 17, 28, 30 (2012), 
available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs _public/attachmatch/FCC-l 2-90Al .pdf. 

51 In the Matter of Modernizing the FCC Form 477 Data Program, Report and Order, WC 
Docket No. 11-10, at iii! 2-3 (2013), available at 
https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs _public/attachmatch/FCC-13-87 Al .pdf. 
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alternative ISPs with speeds of25 Mbps or more. The results for Time Warner 

Cable are similar, as are the results for the Census blocks served by either 

Comcast or Time Warner Cable. 

70. A large portion of the population in the Comcast and Time Warner Cable 

footprints do not have access to fast broadband alternatives. For the combined 

footprint about 27 percent of the population does not have access to a wired 

alternative with speed of 10 Mbps or faster and about 64 percent does not have 

access to a wired alternative with speed of 25 Mbps or faster. 52 

71. These general results also hold true for the combined entity (with and without 

the planned divestitures) as shown in the last two columns of the table. 

52 For these calculations, in the small number of census blocks where Comcast and Time 
Warner offered maximum download speeds of less than 10 Mbps (or 25 Mbps), I treated ISPs 
with maximum download speeds equal to or greater than Comcast and Time Warner Cable as 
if they had speeds of 10 Mbps (or 25 Mbps). 
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Table 2: Wired Broadband Alternatives to Comcast and Time Warner Cable 

Combined 

Metric Comcast Footprint 
Time Warner Cable Combined Footprint, 

Footprint Footprint Accounting for 
Divestitures 

Average number of 
wired alternatives, 

1.42 1.09 1.29 {{ }} population-
weighted 

Percentage of 
population with no 2.5% 7.3% 4.3% {{ }} 
wired alternative 

Average number of 
wired alternatives 
>= 10 Mbps, 0.97 0.78 0.90 {{ }} 
population-
weighted 

Percentage of 
population with no 

23.5% 31.7% 26.6% {{ }} wired alternatives 
>= 10 Mbps 

Average number of 
wired alternatives 
>= 25 Mbps, 0.42 0.39 0.41 {{ }} 
population-
weighted 

Percentage of 
population with no 

62.9% 64.0% 63.4% {{ }} wired alternatives 
>= 25 Mbps 

Average number of 
wired alternatives 
with equal or 

0.08 0.31 0.16 {{ }} greater download 
speed, population-
weighted 
Percentage of 
population with no 
wired alternatives 

92.3% 72.5% 84.8% {{ }} with equal or 
greater download 
speed 

Sources: National Telecommunications and Information Administration's State Data Initiative 
(2014), National Broadband Map, December 31, 2013, available at 
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/data-download; U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census, Summary 
File 1, available at http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/uexplore?/pub/data/sf12010; Letter from 
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Kathryn A. Zachem, Comcast, et al, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal Communications 
Commission, MB Docket No. 14-57 (July 11, 2014) ("July 11 Letter"), Appendix B.1 and 
Appendix C.l; Letter from Francis M. Bruno, Comcast, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, 
Federal Communications Commission, MB Docket No. 14-57 (July 28,m 2014) ("July 28 
Letter"), Appendix A.2, Appendix A.4, and Revised Appendix A to July 11 Letter. 

D. 

72. 

73. 

Comparison to ISP Availability Statistics Reported by Comcast and 
Dr. Israel 

Comcast and Dr. Israel have reported various statistics on the availability of 

wired ISPs for various broad geographic areas ranging up to the DMA level. 

These statistics overstate the actual availability of wired ISPs to households in 

service areas for Comcast and Time Warner Cable. (As noted above, mobile 

wireless and satellite ISPs are not reasonable substitutes for households that 

want to stream television shows and movies, and therefore they should not be 

counted at all.) 

To understand the nature of the overstatement, I will use myself as an example. 

I have a residence in Boston in Census block 25025-0201.01-4002. The NTIA 

data show that for wired ISPs, I have access to Comcast (which offers high-

speed cable to my home) and Verizon (which offers slow-speed DSL to my 

home).53 There is one additional ISP available-RCN-in the zip code (02114) 

and county (Suffolk) in which I live. However, I could not obtain service from 

RCN at my current place of residence as I verified by checking their website. 

53 For this example, I have used the NTIA data from June 30, 2013, rather than the most recent 
data from December 31, 2013. I do this in order to make these ISP counts comparable to 
those in Comcast and Time Warner's Public Interest Statement. At the time the Statement 
was filed, the June 2013 data were the most recent data available. The results would be 
similar for December 2013. 
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74. There are even more wired ISPs available to households in my Core Based 

Statistical Area54 (14460, Boston-Cambridge-Quincy, MA-NH): Bidford 

Internet, BELD Broadband, TDS Telecom, Time Warner Cable, Norwood Light 

Broadband, and Granite State Telephone. But none of these ISPs are actually 

available at my current residence. Finally, 14 wired ISPs serve the Boston 

DMA; of these, only Comcast and Verizon are actually available to provide the 

residence where my family currently lives with wired broadband service. The 

remaining 12 ISPs are not relevant at all to me because, unless I move my 

residence, I cannot in fact obtain wired broadband service from them. 

75. The Comcast service available to me is much faster, with maximum advertised 

download speeds of up to 105 Mbps, whereas Verizon only offers download 

speed of up to 3 Mbps. The Verizon package available for my residence does 

not offer TV directly; instead Verizon offers to bundle DirecTV with its ISP 

service. Verizon is slightly less expensive than Comcast. Tables 3 and 4 show 

the offers available to me from both of these wired providers. As a heavy user 

of the Internet, Verizon would not be a feasible option for my household, even if 

it were much cheaper. 

54 Core Based Statistical Areas "consist of the county or counties or equivalent entities 
associated with at least one core (urbanized area or urban cluster) of at least 10,000 
population, plus adjacent counties having a high degree of social and economic integration 
with the core as measured through commuting ties with the counties associated with the 
core." United States Census Bureau Geographic Terms and Concepts - Core Based 
Statistical Areas and Related Areas, available at 
http ://www.census.gov I geo/reference/ gtc/ gtc _ cbsa.html. 
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Table 3: Comcast Triple Play Offers (New Residential Customers at my Address in 
Boston) 

$/Month $/Month 
$/Month 

(first (second 
(thereafter) 

Channels Mbps Phone Agreement Bonus 
year) year) 

146.99 to 
Unlimited $100 Visa 

79.99 124.99 
147.99 

140 25 Nationwide Two years Prepaid 
Talk & Text Card 

146.99 to 
Unlimited $100Visa 

89.99 125.99 
147.99 

140 105 Nationwide Two years Prepaid 
Talk & Text Card 

146.99 to 
Unlimited 

99.00 126.99 140 25 Nationwide None 
147.99 

Talk & Text 

Unlimited $100 Visa 
139.99 144.99 154.99 230 105 Nationwide Two years Prepaid 

Talk & Text Card 

Unlimited 
149.99 174.99 174.99 230 105 Nationwide None 

Talk & Text 

Unlimited $250 Visa 
159.99 159.99 174.99 260 105 Nationwide Two years Prepaid 

Talk & Text Card 

Unlimited DVR 
159.99 184.99 184.99 260 105 Nationwide None Service 

Talk & Text Included 

Unlimited $250 Visa 
199.99 204.99 214.99 260 105 Nationwide Two years Prepaid 

Talk & Text Card 

Unlimited DVR 
199.99 224.99 224.99 260 105 Nationwide None Service 

Talk & Text Included 

Unlimited 
129.99 154.99 154.99 220 25 Nationwide None 

Talk & Text 

Source: XFINITY Triple Play by Comcast, Comcast, 
http://www.comcast.com/Corporate/Learn/Bundles/bundles.html(last visited Aug. 5, 2014 ). 
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Table 4: Verizon Plus DirecTV Bundles (New Residential Customers at my Address in 
Boston) 

$/Month 
(first two $/Month 

Channels Mbps Phone Term Bonus 
years) (thereafter) 

NFL Sunday Ticket 

69.99 74.99 
DirecTV 

0.5 to 1 
Regional Two Years 2014; Free HBO, 

205 Calling (TV) Starz, Showtime, and 
Cinemax for 3 months 

NFL Sunday Ticket 
2014; Free HBO, 

DirecTV Regional Two Years 
Starz, Showtime, and 

79.99 84.99 1.1 to 3 Cinemax for 3 
205 Calling (TV) 

months; Wireless 
router; activation fees 

waived 

NFL Sunday Ticket 
2014; Free HBO, 

DirecTV Unlimited Two Years 
Starz, Showtime, and 

94.99 99.99 
225 

1.1to3 
Calling (TV) 

Cinemax for 3 
months; Wireless 

router; activation fees 
waived 

Source: Shop Verizon Deals and Compare, Verizon, 
http://www.verizon.com/home/shop/shopping.htm (last visited Aug. 5, 2014). 

76. Based on the data I have presented, the situation of my household is similar to 

many households that use Comcast as their ISP. Like my household, most of 

those households have about one alternative and the preponderance of 

households do not have any alternative that is fast enough for a household with 

several active Internet users or users that want to avail themselves of the highest 

quality video streaming now available. The same statement is true for Time 

Warner Cable, for the combined footprints, and for the combined companies 

after the planned divestitures. 
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77. I therefore recommend that the FCC not rely on the ISP availability data 

submitted by Comcast and Dr. Israel. 55 Their data do not provide any 

meaningful information on the availability of broadband service to Comcast or 

Time Warner Cable subscribers or the state of competition in the delivery of 

broadband service. The numbers presented by Comcast and Dr. Israel vastly 

overstate the number of broadband services available to most Comcast and Time 

Warner Cable ISP subscribers. The flawed data they provided undergird many 

of their substantive claims, as I discuss in Section III, and therefore make those 

claims dubious as well just for that reason. 

E. Competitive Constraints on Comcast and Time Warner Cable 

78. With this background, I now examine whether Comcast or Time Warner Cable 

face significant competitive constraints on their ability to reduce the quality of 

streaming service received by their subscribers from an OVD. Specifically, I 

examine whether it is likely that a significant number of subscribers would 

switch to an alternative cable provider if Comcast or Time Warner Cable 

imposed a significant reduction in the quality of streaming services from an 

OVD and thereby render that degradation unprofitable to these cable 

providers. 56 

55 Public Interest Statement, at 141-142. 

56 In analyzing competitive constraints here I am adopting a test for significant market power 
that is weaker (in the sense of favoring the Applicants) than a traditional SSNIP test. I am 
basically asking whether the Applicants could foreclose an OVD without suffering a 
significant reduction in profits. 
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The typical household that wants broadband for the purpose of streaming online 

video content has limited choices, according to the data reported above. The 

typical household would require download speed of 25 Mbps or more to provide 

high quality online video streaming for the OVD services available in the next 

few years. The typical household has no more than one alternative, and often 

less. Around 64 percent of households in the Comcast and Time Warner cable 

service areas only have DSL as an alternative. Therefore, households that 

subscribe to Comcast or Time W amer Cable typically have few if any relevant 

substitutes for receiving adequate ISP service for streaming from OVDs. 

These alternative ISP providers impose weak competitive constraints on 

Comcast and Time Warner Cable because the cost of switching to an alternative 

is relatively high. These costs include: 

• Time and inconvenience cost of cancelling service. Customers typically 
need to call to cancel service, including talking to customer service 
representatives who have financial incentives to dissuade the customer 
from cancelling. 57 Customers also need to return their equipment, often 
incurring the effort of waiting in line at a service center. 

• Set-up and installation fees for new service. Customers may need to pay 
fees to set up new broadband service. 58 

57 Danielle Muoio, That Comcast Customer Service Rep Wasn't Going Rogue, Businessweek 
(July 18, 2014), available at http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2014-07-18/that
comcast-customer-service-rep-wasnt-going-ro gue. 

58 In an FCC survey of consumer broadband purchasing behavior, 50 percent of consumers who 
had considered switching broadband providers but who did not switch indicated that paying 
setup or installation fees for new service was a major factor. See FCC, Broadband decisions: 
What drives consumers to switch- or stick with - their broadband Internet provider, 
Working Paper, December 2010, Table 3. 
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• Time and inconvenience costs of getting new service established to 
residence. Customers need to get the new broadband service set up and 
connected, which often involves waiting for a service call at home. 59 

• Having to change the bundle of services, including potential loss of 
bundled discounts. A customer who also subscribes to television and/or 
telephone service from her broadband provider would need to either also 
switch those services, incurring further switching costs, or potentially 
lose discounts associated with purchasing a bundle of services from the 
broadband provider. 60 

• Cancellation fees for service. Customers who have signed contracts may 
be subject to early termination fees. 61 

In fact, American households seldom switch their ISPs except when they move 

residences and have to incur these switching costs anyway. An FCC study 

examined switching in 2010 and found that, after excluding people who moved, 

11.6 percent of American households switched their ISP provider during a 

year.62 

59 In an FCC survey of consumer broadband purchasing behavior, 40 percent of consumers who 
had considered switching broadband providers but who did not switch indicated that the 
hassle of getting new service installed was a major factor. Id. 

60 See Id. In an FCC survey of consumer broadband purchasing behavior, 44 percent of 
consumers who had considered switching broadband providers but who did not switch 
indicated that having to change the current bundle of services was a major factor. See FCC, 
"Broadband decisions: What drives consumers to switch- or stick with- their broadband 
Internet provider," Working Paper, December 2010, Table 3. An economic study found that 
bundling did reduce customer switching. See also, Jeffrey Prince and Shane Greenstein, 
Does Service Bundling Reduce Churn?, Working Paper, April 2013, available at 
http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id= 1966221. 

61 In an FCC survey of consumer broadband purchasing behavior, 47 percent of consumers who 
had considered switching broadband providers but who did not switch indicated that 
terminations fees were a major factor. See FCC, Broadband decisions: What drives 
consumers to switch- or stick with - their broadband Internet provider, Working Paper, 
December 2010, Table 3. 

62 Id. at 5-6. (The study repo1ied that "roughly 17% switch ISPs in a given year, with roughly 
7% have switched and changed their residence at the same time." The study also noted that 
"of those who moved, 50% also changed their Internet service provider.") If 50 percent of 
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82. A considerable portion of the 11.6 percent that did switch, despite not having 

changed residences, switched from DSL to cable or fiber. According to the 

FCC, "faster or higher performance Internet connection" is the top reason that 

households who did not move changed their broadband provider. 63 We also 

know that those who switched must include many households switching from 

DSL to cable given the data reported above on the sharp decline in the number 

ofDSL subscribers. 64 Therefore, the fraction of households that are switching 

from a broadband provider to another alternative is likely much lower than 11.6 

percent, and the fraction of households that are switching from a DSL provider 

to a cable provider is likely to be much higher. Given that DSL is the most 

common alternative to Comcast and Time Warner Cable subscribers, I would 

expect that the switching rate for customers of these cable providers is very low. 

83. Comcast and Time Warner Cable subscribers also face uncertainty in switching 

ISP providers for the purpose of obtaining higher quality online video streaming. 

They have no real way to know whether any decline in quality of online video 

the respondents that changed residences switched ISPs and 7 percent of respondents switch 
ISPs and changed residences in a given year, then 14 percent ofrespondents changed 
residences. And 10 percent of respondents switched ISPs without moving out of the 86 
percent of respondents that did not change residences over the year. The proportion of 
respondents that did not change residences and did switch ISPs is 10/86 or about 11.6 
percent. 

63 Id at 9. 

64 See id In the FCC study, the first and third cited reasons for switching among those that 
switched ISPs without changing residences was "Getting a faster or higher performance 
Internet connection" (cited by 55 percent) and "Getting a bundle oflnternet, TV and phone 
services from a single company" (cited by 44 percent). Both of the reasons are likely to be 
applicable to those switching from traditional DSL, as it is slower and cannot provide 
television services. The second reason cited was "Getting a better price for Internet service" 
(cited by 54 percent), which could apply generally for switching from all types of providers. 
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streaming they are receiving is caused by their ISP or by their OVD. They then 

face uncertainty over the quality of online video streaming they will receive 

from the alternative ISP that is available to them. The most common wired ISP 

alternatives for Comcast and Time Warner Cable subscribers are DSL service 

from AT&T and Verizon. 65 

84. For many consumers, the value provided by a particular OVD is likely to be 

small relative to the overall value provided by the ISP. ISPs provide access to 

all Internet content, including other OVDs. They also typically provide bundles 

that include extensive video programming, VoIP, as well as broadband. 

Consumers can easily switch to other OVDs or the cable channels and Video-

on-Demand services provided by the MVPD. Comcast and Time Warner Cable 

both offer significant amounts of television, movies, and other long-form 

content that substitute for OVD content. The decline in the overall value of the 

65 The overlap between the wired footprints of the combined Comcast/Time Warner Cable 
company (accounting for the divestiture transactions) and AT&T contains 51 percent of the 
population of the combined company ( { { } } percent after accounting for the divestiture 
transactions). The comparable figures for Verizon are 24 percent ( { { } } percent after 
accounting for the divestiture transactions). No other wired ISP has an overlap that accounts 
for more than 15 percent of the population of the combined company's footprint 
( { { } } ). Calculation 
is based on National Telecommunications and Information Administration's State Data 
Initiative (2014), National Broadband Map, December 31, 2013, available at 
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/data-download; U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census, Summary 
File 1, available at http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/uexplore?/pub/data/sf12010_;_Letter from 
Kathryn A. Zachem, Comcast, et al, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal 
Communications Commission, MB Docket No. 14-57 (July 11, 2014) ("July 11 Letter"), 
Appendix B.1 and Appendix C. l; Letter from Francis M. Bruno, Comcast, to Marlene H. 
Dortch, Secretary, Federal Communications Commission, MB Docket No. 14-57 (July 28, 
2014) ("July 28 Letter"), Appendix A.2, Appendix A.4, and Revised Appendix A to July 11 
Letter. 
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service provided by Comcast or Time Warner Cable, as a result of one of these 

ISPs reducing the quality of streaming for a particular OVD, is therefore likely 

to be quite small. For these reasons alone, it is likely that the demand for ISP 

service from Comcast and Time Warner Cable is highly inelastic with respect to 

a change in the quality of streaming for a particular OVD. 

85. There are also high barriers to entry into providing wired broadband service to a 

geographic area and to households within a geographic area that a provider does 

not currently serve. Wired ISPs invest in making wires available to households 

in areas where they have regulatory approval to provide service. Over relatively 

long periods of time, the availability of wired service to a residence is 

predetermined by decisions made by regulators and providers. Obtaining 

approvals to provide wired service in a geographic area is generally difficult and 

time consuming. 66 

86. Incumbent cable providers lobby against the approval of municipal broadband 

projects directly or through proxies.67 For example, a lobbying group with 

66 Arthur Harding and Paul W. Jamieson (1999), Dismantling the Final Regulatory Entry 
Barriers: A Call for the FCC to Assert its Preemptive Authority, 12 Harvard J. of Law and 
Tech., 3; Kevin J. Martin (FCC Commissioner), "Framework for Broadband Deployment, 
Remarks Prepared for the National Summit on Broadband Deployment, October 26, 2001, 
available at http://transition.fcc.gov/Speeches/Martin/2001/spkjmlOl.txt; Robert Hahn and 
Scott Wallsten (2006), The Economics of Net Neutrality, 3 Economists' Voice 6; Berin 
Szoka, Matthew Starr, and John Henke (2013), "Don't Blame Big Cable - It's Local 
Governments That Choke Broadband Competition,'' Wired (July 16, 2013), available at 
http://www. wired. com/2013 /07 /we-need-to-stop-focusing-on-just-cable-companies-and
blame-local-government-for-dismal-broadband-competition/. 

67 Brian Fung, Big Cable may have felled Seattle 's mayor, but it couldn't stop this Colo. 
Project, Washington Post, Nov. 6, 2013, available at 
http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-switch/wp/2013/11/06/big-cable-helped-defeat-
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members including Comcast and Time Warner Cable wrote proposed legislation 

that "would make it almost impossible for cities and towns to offer broadband 

services to residents and would perhaps even outlaw public-private partnerships 

like the one that brought Google Fiber to Kansas City."68 In California, 

restrictive regulations have led Google decline to provide Google Fiber in 

California to date.69 Google Fiber temporarily abandoned efforts in Overland 

Park, Kansas for nine months because of difficulties in obtaining approvals. 70 

seattles-mayor-mcginn-but-they-couldnt-stop-this-colorado-project/ ("Across the United 
States, cable lobbyists have helped erect legal barriers to stifle competition from public 
utilities. Industry groups have repeatedly filed lawsuits to block city attempts to roll out fiber 
service. And they have also opposed public referendums to allow cities to build their own 
networks."). 

68 Jon Brodkin, Who wants competition? Big cable tries outlawing municipal broadband in 
Kansas, Arstechnica (Jan. 31, 2014), available at http://arstechnica.com/tech-
policy /2014/01 /who-wants-competition-big-cable-tries-outlawing-municipal-broadband-in
kansas/. When Comcast was asked if it had any input in writing the bill, it stated that it "'has 
less than 5 percent of the subscribers in the state,' and that Cox and Eagle are the dominant 
players in Kansas." See also Emily Badger, How the Telecom Lobby is Killing Municipal 
Broadband-Companies like Comcast are spending big bucks to prevent competition from 
local governments, CityLab (Nov. 4, 2011), available at 
http://www.citylab.com/tech/2011/11/telecom-lobby-killing-municipal-broadband/420/. 

69 Steve Blum, Nimby Laws Will Keep Google Fiber Out of Its Own Backyard, Tellus Venture 
Associates (June 8, 2014), available at http://www.tellusventure.com/blog/nimby-laws-will
keep-google-fiber-backyard/; Walter Russel Mead and Staff, Google Fiber Skips Over 
California's Red Tape, American Interest (Apr. 11, 2013), available at http://www.the
american-interest.com/blog/2013/04/11 I google-fiber-skips-over-californias-red-tape/; Alyson 
Raletz, Google Fiber Skips California in Favor ofGigabit-Friendly Locals, Kansas City 
Business Journal (May 29, 2013), available at 
http://www.bizjournals.com/kansascity/blog/2013/05/ google-fiber-california-
network.html ?page=all. 

70 Angela Moscaritolo, Google Fiber Get Greenlight in Overland Park, Kansas, PC Magazine 
(July 8, 2014), available at http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,2817,2460601,00.asp. 
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87. Even when it is possible to obtain approvals, it takes time to build the network 

and it is very costly to do so. 71 For example, it took Google Fiber almost twenty 

months to lay enough fiber to pass (but not connect) 149,000 households in 

Kansas City. 72 One estimate placed the cost to pass the 149,000 household at 

$84 million, or $564 per household passed, with additional costs of $464 to 

connect a household for broadband and $794 to connect a household for 

broadband and pay television. 73 In December 2013, almost four years after 

announcing its efforts, Google Fiber's coverage area only includes 0.005 percent 

of the U.S. population.74 That is, Google Fiber reaches only five out of 100,000 

people. That makes it one of the smaller wired broadband providers in the 

country. 

88. A system may have decided not to wire a particular neighborhood even if it has 

permission to do so. In that case, a household in that neighborhood could not 

obtain service. Recognizing this, some ISPs such as Comcast provide 

information on their websites that inform households whether service is 

available or not at their precise address. There are therefore barriers to entry 

71 Peter Cohen, Will Google Fiber Waste $28 Billion?, Forbes (Aug. 21, 2012), available at 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/petercohan/2012/08/21/will-google-fiber-waste-28-billion/; 
Ingrid Lunden, Analyst: Google Will Spend $84M Building Out KC's Fiber Network to 149K 
Homes; $11 B If It Went Nationwide, Tech Crunch (Apr. 8, 2013), available at 
http://techcrunch.com/2013 /04/0 8/ google-fiber-cost-estimate/. 

72 Id. 

73 Id. 

74 Calculation based on National Telecommunications and Information Administration's State 
Data Initiative (2014), National Broadband Map, December 31, 2013, available at 
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/data-download; U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census, Summary 
File 1, available at http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/uexplore?/pub/data/sf12010. 
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both into the geographic footprint served by the ISP and to particular households 

in that footprint. 

Given the lack of reasonable substitutes, inelastic demand, the high cost of 

switching, and entry barriers, I conclude that there are extremely weak 

competitive constraints on the ability of Comcast or Time Warner Cable to 

reduce the quality of streaming service received by its subscribers from a 

particular OVD. For all intents and purposes, the Applicants' subscribers have 

nowhere else to tum, and OVDs have nowhere else to turn to reach those 

subscribers. 

III. Competitive Effects of the Transaction 

90. I now tum to the competitive effects of the Transaction. 

A. 

91. 

92. 

Comcast's Ability and Incentive to Foreclose OVDs 

Based on my review of data from Netflix, conversations with Netflix executives, 

and review of third-party data, I have concluded that Comcast has the ability and 

incentive to degrade significantly the quality of service that its subscribers 

obtain from an OVD. It has the ability since it has in fact done so, and it has the 

incentive because, by revealed preference, it has chosen to do so. 

Time Warner Cable also has the ability and incentive to foreclose OVDs. 

However, it would have a greater ability and incentive if it were part of 

Comcast. Comcast would have a greater ability and incentive to foreclose 

OVDs if it controlled access to more subscribers as a result of its acquisition of 

Time Warner Cable. 
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93. The evidence and economic analysis I discuss below shows that the Transaction 

would result in a significant increase in Comcast' s already substantial market 

power, and that Comcast would likely use that enhanced market power to harm 

providers and consumers of online video. 

1. Comcast's Ability to Foreclose OVDs 

94. Comcast is able to foreclose OVDs partially or fully as a result of the following 

factors. 75 

95. Comcast controls all of the entry points into its network. Through its control of 

these entry points Comcast can determine whether and how its subscribers 

receive the content delivered by a CDN, transit provider, or any other entity that 

wants to access its subscribers through its network. Most importantly, it can 

also determine the quality of the connections by limiting the amount of content 

that flows between these entry points and the subscriber and, thereby, the speed 

and quality of delivery of that content. 

96. Comcast, like a handful of other very large ISPs, is directly connected to a large 

portion of the Internet, such as through direct peering agreements with other 

large ISPs. It does not rely on transit providers the way smaller ISPs do to 

access the rest of the Internet. Unlike smaller ISPS, Comcast can allow the 

paths used by transit providers to congest without the same impact on the ability 

of its subscribers to access the Internet. 

75 My discussion in this section is based on conversations I have had with Netflix business 
people and on Mr. Florance's declaration. Declaration of Ken Florance, August 25, 2014 
("Florance Declaration"). 
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ISPs typically allocate ports across traffic sources to accommodate the traffic 

demanded by their subscribers and increase the number of ports when necessary. 

Adding a port is generally easy and relatively inexpensive. ISPs do not typically 

degrade the quality of service obtained by their subscribers by failing to make 

the necessary number of ports available. 

Like other ISPs, Comcast has the ability to increase or decrease the amount of 

capacity available to a CDN or transit provider by increasing or decreasing the 

number of ports on the routes used by the CDN or transit provider. It is my 

understanding that the contracts entered into between OVDs, CDNs, and transit 

providers with Comcast to increase the quality of connections primarily involve 

the number of ports (or amount of port capacity) made available, with certain 

service quality commitments relating to the percent of packets lost and latency. 

Netflix's experience in delivering content to Comcast's subscribers 

demonstrates that Comcast has the technical ability to foreclose OVDs from 

obtaining access to Comcast's subscribers. Further, Comcast can do that 

without losing significant other Internet content that its subscribers want, 

contrary to what Dr. Israel claims. 76 In particular, it can allow its connections 

with transit providers to become congested without significantly affecting access 

to the Internet for its subscribers. As I show next, Comcast made business and 

technical decisions that prevented some Comcast subscribers from viewing 

Netflix content and degraded the viewing experience for others. After Netflix 

76 Israel Declaration iii! 34, 70, 83-84. 
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entered into a contract with Comcast, in which it agreed to allocate additional 

port capacity to support Netflix's traffic, the quality of service returned to 

normal almost immediately. 

2. Comcast's Efforts to Prevent CDNs and Transit Providers from 
Carrying Netflix 

100. In 2009-2010, as part of its strategy to break the zero price equilibrium then 

prevailing, Comcast undertook efforts to limit Netflix's access to Comcast 

subscribers other than through paths on which Comcast collected a termination 

fee. 77 These efforts demonstrate that Comcast has the ability and incentive to 

partially or fully foreclose OVDs and other edge providers, since it has done so 

to both Netflix and to transit providers and CDNs that Netflix has used. 

101. First, not long after Netflix started using Akamai for its CDN services, Comcast 

did not allocate sufficient ports to its routes with Akamai, thereby causing 

Netflix's connection with Akamai to congest. Netflix's understanding is that 

Comcast demanded a terminating access fee from Akamai in order to allocate 

additional ports to Akamai and that Akamai acquiesced. 78 

102. A similar pattern occurred with Netflix's use of Limelight's CDN service. At 

first, Comcast would allocate additional capacity as needed for Limelight. 79 

Then, around August of 2010, Comcast demanded a terminating access fee from 

77 My discussion in this section is based on conversations I have had with Netflix business 
people and on Mr. Florance's declaration. 

78 Florance Declaration~ 32. 

79 Id. 
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Limelight to interconnect. 80 Limelight experienced significant congestion in its 

connections with Comcast when it refused to pay. Netflix's understanding is 

that Limelight acquiesced to Comcast' s demand for a terminating access fee by 

October 2010.81 

103. In November 2010, Netflix reached an agreement to use Level 3 as a CDN, 

because Level 3 had a long-standing settlement-free peering agreement with 

Comcast. 82 About a week after the agreement went into effect, Comcast 

demanded a new terminating access fee from Level 3. 83 After three days of 

heavy congestion of Level 3's connections to Comcast, Level 3 agreed to the 

pay the new terminating access fee. 84 

104. Netflix could have entered into deals with those transit providers or CDNs that 

80 Id. if 34. 

81 Id. if 35. 

82 Id. if 36. 

83 Id. if 37. 

84 Id. if 38. 

85 Id. if39. 

had agreed to pay Comcast terminating access fees. However, in addition to 

bearing the cost of those fees (which were passed on by transit providers and 

CDNs to Netflix), Netflix would then expose itself to future, unpredictable, and 

financially risky increases in the terminating access fees charged by Comcast to 

those transit providers and CDNs.85 Comcast could, at any point, engage in the 

hold-up strategy that I have outlined to increase those fees by congesting the 

transit providers and CDNs that carried Netflix, unless they paid higher fees. 
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Therefore, Netflix continued to attempt to find routes into Comcast that were not 

subject to terminating access fees. Ultimately, Netflix purchased transit from all 

of the six transit providers that operate in the United States and did not pay 

Comcast a terminating access fee. 86 Comcast failed to allocate sufficient ports 

to these transit providers and allowed all of the routes used by those transit 

providers to congest, with the exception of one transit provider, { { } }.87 

{{ 

}} 88 

In each of these cases, Comcast made business and technical decisions that 

resulted in congestion and the likely degradation of the quality of Comcast' s 

service to its own subscribers. 

3. The Quality of Service Received by Comcast Subscribers Who Use 
Netflix 

106. Comcast' s decision not to allocate sufficient ports to transit providers limited the 

ability ofNetflix to connect with Comcast subscribers and Comcast subscribers 

to connect with Netflix. All of the paths available to Netflix to deliver content 

to its subscribers using Comcast as an ISP-on which Comcast did not collect a 

86 Id. if 48. 

87 As is discussed in Mr. Florance's declaration, of those six transit providers-Cogent, Level 
3, NTT, TeliaSonera, Tata and XO-Cogent, Level 3, and Tata interconnected directly with 
Comcast, while NTT, Telia and XO connected to Comcast through settlement-free routes 
with Cogent and Tata. Level 3 peered with Comcast under an arrangement that was 
settlement free up to a certain ratio of traffic between the two networks and Level 3 paid 
Comcast for any traffic above that threshold. Id. 

88 Id. if 49. 
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terminating access fee-were or became congested over the course of 2013. 

The only uncongested paths potentially available to Netflix were through CDNs, 

which had acquiesced to paying Comcast a terminating access fee, or through 

providers such as Verizon and AT&T that sought to extract their own 

terminating access fees. 

107. The quality of the video transmission received by Comcast's wired broadband 

subscribers who used Netflix declined over the course of 2013 as a result of 

Comcast limiting the ability ofNetflix to reach these subscribers. As I will 

show below, the decline in these quality measures was gradual during most of 

2013. By late 2013, however, Comcast's business and technical decisions 

resulted in significant congestion that caused a precipitous drop in the quality of 

the video transmission received by Comcast subscribers when they tried to 

stream Netflix. This phenomenon is similar to traffic congestion that we 

experience as drivers. As traffic increases, but the number of lanes available for 

that traffic does not, traffic slows down. Eventually that results in traffic jams 

that lead to a precipitous drop in the average speed of drivers. 

108. I examined the hours-weighted average bitrate (measured in Mbps) for prime-

time transmissions based on data Netflix made available to me. I used prime 

time because a disproportionate share ofNetflix viewing takes place during 

prime-time hours and this period is most likely to be affected by congestion. 89 

89 As of July 2014, Netflix determines which hours constitute prime time separately for each 
combination of DMA, ISP, and date, defining prime time to be the three hours with the 
highest viewership. Prior to July 2014, prime time was determined separately for each DMA 
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The hours-weighted average takes into account the speeds actually experienced 

by subscribers while they are watching. This measure may overstate speeds for 

systems with substantial congestion, as subscribers with the worst experiences 

may limit their viewing or stop altogether. Nevertheless, this measure provides 

an indicator of the overall performance of an ISP. 

109. I compared Comcast to two other large cable systems that did not undertake 

attempts to degrade quality during this period, Cablevision and Charter. Netflix 

reaches Cablevision subscribers by providing Cablevision with Netflix's Open 

Connect appliances, which are caches ofNetflix's content that are installed 

inside Cablevision's network. Netflix reaches Charter through transit providers. 

The fact that Netflix subscribers on Comcast received significantly worse 

performance than either of these two systems indicates that, absent the deliberate 

creation of scarce ports, we would not expect to see the congestion that took 

place on Comcast, regardless of whether Open Connect appliances or transit 

providers were used. 

110. [[ 

and ISP, and was defined as the three hours with the highest viewership averaged across the 
month. 
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]] 

lr ii 

111. [f 

90 Netflix ISP Speed Index. This data is publicly available on Netflix's website starting in 
October 2013. See USA ISP Speed Index, Netflix, available at 
http://ispspeedindex.netflix.com/usa. For prior periods, Netflix has publicly reported only the 
overall average bitrates, which include both prime-time and non-prime-time streaming. For 
this report, Netflix provided me with a consistent series of the prime-time average bitrates 
going back to January 2012. 
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]] 

]] 

The Netflix experience demonstrates that Comcast has the technical ability to 

foreclose OVDs from accessing its subscribers and to prevent its subscribers 

from accessing OVDs. It degraded the video streams that its subscribers were 

able to obtain from Netflix for a period of approximately 13 months with 

increasing intensity. This ultimately resulted in the quality of the Netflix signal 
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to some customers deteriorating to the point where the service became 

unusable. 91 

113. Time Warner Cable is able to foreclose OVDs, but to a lesser extent than 

Comcast. Because Time Warner Cable relies more than Comcast on transit 

providers to reach the rest of the Internet, if it allows its transit paths to congest, 

that would have a greater impact on its subscribers than is the case for Comcast. 

After an acquisition by Comcast, however, it is my understanding that the 

combined company would have access to the peering relationships that Comcast 

currently has, so that the combined company would be significantly less 

dependent on transit providers than Time Warner Cable currently is to reach the 

current Time Warner Cable subscribers.92 

B. Comcast's Incentives to Foreclose OVDs 

114. As part of its effort to "break zero," Comcast made the business decision to 

deviate from normal industry practice and not allocate ports to accommodate the 

traffic demanded by Comcast' s ISP subscribers who wanted to stream video 

from Netflix. Not allocating ports could, in a competitive market for broadband, 

have imposed costs on Comcast. It could have harmed Comcast' s reputation 

with its subscribers and induced enough subscribers to switch ISPs to 

significantly reduce Comcast' s future expected profits. 

91 Florance Deel. ~ 52. 

92 Florance Deel. ~ 63. 
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115. Comcast, however, as a profit maximizing company, presumably made the 

business decision that the present discounted value of benefits that it would 

receive as a result of degrading the quality of the Netflix video stream to 

Comcast subscribers93 was greater than the present discounted value of the costs 

it incurred as a result of degrading the quality of the Netflix video stream to its 

subscribers. It presumably concluded that, on net, it was profitable to degrade 

the quality of the Netflix video stream that Netflix could send and its subscribers 

could receive. It is therefore evident that Comcast had an incentive to reduce 

the quality of video transmission that OVDs send to its subscribers to the point 

of effectively foreclosing completely OVD access to some of its subscribers, 

because, in fact, it did so. 

116. There are a number of economic reasons why Comcast could have had 

incentives to foreclose OVDs from access to its subscribers. I describe those in 

further detail below. For now, I focus on its incentives to impose and raise 

terminating access fees for OVDs. The equilibrium price for accessing ISPs was 

zero for many years, as I noted above. ISPs did not charge content providers, 

CDNs, or transit providers for connecting to their networks. Comcast started 

undertaking efforts to break this "zero-price equilibrium" at least as early as 

2009. With respect to Netflix, it appears that Comcast degraded quality, to the 

point of making it almost impossible for many of its subscribers to watch 

93 In principle, these benefits could include the avoided cost of allocating more ports for 
Comcast subscribers to stream Netflix; in practice, it is my understanding that Comcast likely 
incurred minimal costs since it could have reallocated ports or installed, at a relatively small 
cost, additional ports. 
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Netflix, as part of a strategy to break the zero-price equilibrium with a major 

content provider. 

117. Comcast and Dr. Israel claim that Comcast does not have an incentive to 

foreclose OVDs. They say that Comcast would not engage in such behavior 

because it would harm its own subscribers who would then switch to other 

alternative providers.94 That is obviously not true since Comcast did in fact 

foreclose a significant OVD to secure bargaining leverage in its pricing 

negotiations. Comcast's incentives to foreclose OVDs are heightened by the 

fact that its subscribers are unlikely to switch to alternative broadband providers, 

as I showed above, and by the fact that its subscribers are likely to increase their 

viewing of Comcast video content if they cannot view content from OVDs. 

118. Time Warner Cable can also realize benefits by foreclosing OVDs as part of a 

strategy, for example, to secure higher terminating access fees. As I noted 

above, Time Warner Cable is more reliant on transit providers than Comcast and 

therefore has less ability than Comcast to congest its transit paths without 

94 Public Interest Statement at 157 ("Therefore, any action that the combined firm might 
undertake to harm edge providers would degrade its broadband service and reduce the profits 
it could earn. For example, if Comcast were to impair its customers' access to popular 
content such as online video, it would quickly pay a steep price - both economically in terms 
of lost subscribers or reduced demand for broadband services, and in the court of public 
opinion." (internal citations omitted)); Israel Declaration, iJ 36 ("Given the importance of 
high-quality edge provider services to broadband demand, any action that the combined firm 
might undertake to harm edge providers would degrade the value of its broadband service to 
consumers and thus potentially reduce the profits it could earn. Any strategy that reduces the 
availability or attractiveness of edge services would reduce demand for the combined firm's 
broadband services, potentially causing customers to switch to rival broadband providers or 
to reduce their overall consumption of broadband services, either of which would harm the 
combined firm's profits." (internal cross-references and citations omitted)). 
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degrading Internet access for its subscribers. If Time Warner Cable became part 

of Comcast it would have access to Comcast' s many connections to the Internet. 

Post-Transaction it would therefore not lose access to significant Internet 

content by limiting particular transit providers that carry an OVD. Since Time 

Warner Cable's costs of foreclosing an OVD would be lower post-Transaction, 

its incentives to do so would be higher. 

c. The Economics of the OVD Business 

119. The OVD business is a nascent industry. A number of companies provided 

streaming video content in the 2000s. However, these companies primarily 

targeted consumers--often young ones-who were willing to watch online 

video on their computers. Several companies including Netflix started 

streaming long-form video content in the late 2000s. They were targeting 

mainstream American households that wanted to watch video on their television 

sets. This method of distribution started becoming available in the late 2000s as 

more households had television sets or set-top boxes that, with increasingly fast 

Internet connections, could provide a quality video stream on those television 

sets. By 2010, 24 percent of American households had at least one television set 

connected to the Internet. By 2014, that had increased to 49 percent.95 

95 Leichtman Research Group, 49% of US Households Have a TV Connected to the Internet, 
June 6, 2014, available at http://www.leichtmanresearch.com/press/060614release.html. 
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120. The OVD industry has attracted a number of entrants. The early ones were 

Amazon, Hulu, Netflix and YouTube.96 The rapid increase in broadband speeds 

and Internet-ready television sets together with the success of the early entrants 

has attracted more entrants such as Blockbuster, Crackle, and Veoh. Many 

OVDs with different backgrounds and approaches provide streaming video 

content today. These include traditional broadcast networks such as ABC and 

CBS, paid content networks such as A&E and Lifetime, sports leagues such as 

Major League Baseball and the National Basketball Association, movie services 

such as Crackle and Vudu, and many other OVDs.97 A variety of firms are 

considering entry strategies. Apple offers video content on its iTunes store, sells 

96 Y ouTube has historically specialized in short videos, although it has recently moved towards 
having more long-form content. Janko Roettgers, More Than a Third of All YouTube Viewing 
Comes from Long-Form Content, Gigaom (Nov. 12, 2013), available at 
http://gigaom.com/2013/11/12/more-than-a-third-of-all-youtube-viewing-comes-from
longform-content/. Amazon shifted to a subscription model in 2011. Amazon Prime Members 
Now Get Unlimited, Commercial-fee, Instant Streaming of More Than 5, 000 Movies and TV 
Shows at No Additional Cost, Amazon (Feb. 22, 2011), available at http://phx.corporate
ir.net/phoenix.zhtml ?c= 176060&p=irol-newsArticle&ID=15 3 l 234&highlight. 

97 The FCC has classified OVDs based on their vertical structure: programmers and content 
producers/owners such as ABC, NBC, CBS, Hulu, Crackle, MLB, NHL, and MLS; affiliates 
of online services such as Yahoo! and Facebook; affiliates of other business such as Netflix, 
Amazon, Apple, Google, Microsoft, Wal-Mart, and Best Buy; MVPD-affiliated OVDs such 
as DIRECTV, DISH, and Redbox Instant (a joint venture of Verizon and Coinstar); and OVD 
aggregators such as Roku and Boxee. Annual Assessment of the Status of Competition in the 
Market for the Delivery of Video Programming, Fifteenth Report, 28 FCC Red. 10496, 
10619-23 ~~ 223-242 ("Fifteenth Video Competition Report"). See also Roku, 
http://www.roku.com/channels/#!browse/movies-and-tv/by-popular (last visited Aug. 25, 
2014) and Apple, https://www.apple.com/appletv/whats-on/ (last visited Aug. 25, 2014). 
Some of these OVDs that offer content channels through MVPDs may restrict certain content 
to subscribers of those services. 
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the Apple TV streaming device, and is considering various options for providing 

a streaming video service.98 

121. In addition to these new entrants, established MVPDs have also entered the 

OVD business or are planning to do so. Comcast operates its StreamPix service, 

which is currently offered only to Comcast subscribers.99 Dish offers its 

Dish World service to U.S. customers interested in international television 

programming and sports. Ioo 

122. OVDs and content providers typically enter into contracts that provide the OVD 

with the exclusive right to stream the content over some period of time on a 

national basis. IOI If an agreement is exclusive, then the OVD is the only 

provider allowed to stream that content in that country during the course of the 

contract. OVDs compete with each other and with other distributors for the 

right to stream video. Amazon and HBO, for example, recently entered into a 

98 Shalini Ramachandran et al., "Apple in Talks With Comcast About Streaming-TV Service
Companies Discuss Service That Would Try to Bypass Web Congestion, Wall Street Journal 
(March 23, 2014), available at 
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB 10001424052702303949704579457554242014552. 

99 Mario Aguilar, Streampix: Comcast's Answer to Its Netflix Problem? Gizmodo (Feb. 21, 
2012), available at http://gizmodo.com/5886977 /streampix-comcasts-answer-to-its-netflix
problem. 

Ioo See Dish World, About Us, available at http://www.dishworld.com/mission. 

IOI Netflix described to investors how content licensing deals work: "In general, content is bid 
for and licensed on a country-by-country basis (in some instances, licensing occurs on a 
regional basis in Latin America). See Netflix Inc., Top Investor Questions, available at 
http://ir.netflix.com/faq .cfm#Question31057. 
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contract that gave Amazon the exclusive right to distribute some HBO content 

on Amazon. 102 

123. OVDs typically enter into contracts with content providers that involve the 

payment of some combination of fixed and variable fees. The OVD may pay 

the content provider a fixed fee for exclusive rights regardless of the number of 

households that view that content (perhaps up to some limit, after which there 

may be an additional charge). It may also pay a variable fee based on the 

number of households that subscribe and/or view the content. Or, it may pay a 

combination of fixed and variable fees. In part, these fee structures allocate risk 

between the OVD and the content provider. 

124. The OVDs that have entered to date have followed one or more of three business 

models to make money from the content they provide. (1) They charge a 

periodic subscription fee for access to all of the content and earn revenue based 

on the number of subscribers. (2) They sell advertising and earn revenue based 

on the number of people who view that advertising. (3) They charge for 

viewing individual content and earn revenue based on the number of times 

content is viewed. 

125. The economics of the OVD business implies that they must receive a "critical 

mass" or "minimum viable scale" to operate profitably. 103 An OVD must have 

102 Amazon and HBO Ink Exclusive Multi-Year Deal to bring Award-Winning HBO 
Programming to Prime Members, Amazon, (Apr. 23, 2014), available at 
http://phx.corporate-ir.net/phoenix.zhtml ?c= 17 6060&p=irol-
newsArticle&ID= 1921211 &highlight. 
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access to enough content to attract repeat viewers. Someone who finishes one 

television series must be able to find other content to keep them interested in the 

OVD. An OVD, however, must expect enough viewers to make competitive 

bids for content. 

126. The economics of the OVD business also implies that there is a "virtuous circle" 

between viewers and content. More content enables an OVD to obtain more 

viewers; more viewers enable an OVD to secure more content. Although these 

positive feedback effects may diminish with size, they tend to drive growth at 

least in the early years of an OVD. The reverse is true as well. A decline in 

viewers limits the ability to secure content. Less content results in fewer 

viewers. 

127. OVD profits depend largely on the amount of viewing the content generates. 

Subscription revenue ultimately depends on whether an existing or potential 

subscriber believes the household will engage in enough viewing to justify the 

monthly subscription charge. The revenue for advertising is directly 

proportional to the amount of viewing by consumers. The revenue for pay-for-

view is directly proportional to the number of people who purchase particular 

content, but that in turn depends on the amount of viewing the consumers do. 

The OVD may incur costs that depend on viewing as well. In particular, OVDs 

103 See, e.g., Carl Shapiro. Exclusivity in Network Industries, 7 GEO. MASON L. REV. 673 
(1999); David S. Evans (2009), "How Catalysts Ignite: The Economics of Platform-Based 
Start-Ups," in Annabelle Gawer (ed.), Platforms, Markets and Innovation, Edward Elgar 
Publishing, 99-130; and, David S. Evans and Richard Schmalensee, Failure to Launch: 
Critical Mass in Platforms Businesses, 9 Review of Network Economics 4 (2010). 
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that have entered into content contracts with variable fees will incur costs from 

additional viewing (depending on whether the fees vary with subscribers and/or 

views). 

D. The Ability of ISPs to Harm OVDs 

128. I now examine the extent to which ISPs could harm OVDs by foreclosing access 

to their subscribers. My analysis is based on empirical evidence that is available 

for Netflix. I would expect similar conclusions to apply to other OVDs, 

although OVDs are most vulnerable when they have long-term fixed price 

licenses for content. 

1. The Role of Fixed Costs for Content 

129. Netflix enters into contracts to license content for periods of 6 months to five 

years; most contracts are for several years. 104 It typically pays a fixed fee to 

license that content and does not pay variable fees based on the number of views 

or the number of subscribers. It depreciates the cost of these contracts on a 

straight-line basis to account for its experience that content becomes less 

valuable with age, in part, because most the subscribers who are interested in 

that content will have watched it. 

130. Taking this depreciation into account, Netflix's fixed payments for content 

accounted for 68 .1 percent of N etflix' s streaming operating costs in 2013 and 

104 10-K.for Period Ending 1213112013, Netflix 29, available at 
http://files.shareholder.com/downloads/NFLX/3390381218xOxS 1065280-14-
6/1065280/filing.pdf. 
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74.2 percent in 2012. Table 5 shows the breakdown of streaming operating 

costs for 2012-2013. 

Table 5: Operating Expenses for Netflix's Domestic and International Streaming 
Segments, 2012-2013 

Operating Expense (Streaming) 

Content Costs 
Marketing Costs 
Other Costs of Revenue 

2012 

74.2% 
22.3% 
3.5% 

2013 

68.1% 
16.1% 
15.8% 

Sources: 10-Kfor Period Ending 12/31/2013, Netflix, available at 
http://files.shareholder.com/downloads/NFLX/33 90381218xOxS1065280-14-6/1065280/filing.pdf; Netflix, Inc., 
10-K for Period Ending 12/31/2012, Netflix, available at 
http://files.shareholder.com/downloads/NFLX/3 39038l218xOxS1065280-13-8/1065280/filing. pdf. 

2. The Impact of Loss of Subscribers on Profits 

131. In 2013, Netflix had an operating profit margin of22.6 percent for its domestic 

streaming segment, based on revenue from 31. 7 million paid domestic streaming 

subscribers. 105 { { 

105 10-Kfor Period Ending 1213112013, Netflix, available at 
http://files.shareholder.com/ downloads/NFLX/3 390381218xOxS1065280-14-
6/1065280/filing.pdf. Note that tin Netflix's financial statements, technology and 
development costs are counted as an operating expense for the company as a whole, but are 
not counted as an operating expense for any of its operating segments. If technology and 
development costs where to be allocated to the operating segments, it would reduce the 
reported operating margin for the domestic streaming segment (as well as for the other 
operating segments - international streaming and domestic DVD). 
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132. 

}} 

133. {{ 

} } Over time, Netflix would be able to mitigate these 

losses by reducing its future licensing of content as deals expire; however, as a 

result of positive feedback effects working in reverse, it would see further 

decreases in subscribers who would respond to having less content available. 

106 Following Netflix's financial reporting, in these counterfactuals, the overall operating 
margin includes costs for both technology and development and general and administrative, 
but the domestic streaming operating margin does not include the allocated amounts for these 
costs. The allocation of these costs is only used in these calculations for the purpose of 
determining how much these expenses decline when the number of domestic streaming 
subscribers falls. 
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{{ }} 

134. { { 

} } OVDs with variable fee structures would reduce some of 

their costs as revenue fell thereby reducing the amount of profit lost. I would 

expect, however, that these OVDs would either lose out on future content deals 

or have to make fixed-price guarantees since content providers would recognize 

that the fees they could expect would be smaller. 
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The Economic Relationship between ISP Size, Bargaining Leverage 
and, the Price for Terminating Access 

I show that larger ISPs have more bargaining leverage and can therefore likely 

demand and receive higher prices for terminating access. I then report empirical 

evidence concerning the payments that Netflix has paid ISPs that confirms this 

conclusion. 

1. Bargaining Leverage and ISP Size 

136. Suppose that an ISP seeks payments from an OVD for access to the ISP's 

subscribers. The OVD will consider the economic impact on its business of 

failing to reach an agreement. It will know that the ISP can fully or partially 

foreclose access and thereby impose economic costs on the OVD. A failure to 

reach an agreement with an ISP that accounts for a very small portion of the 

OVD's customers would not have significant effects on the financial situation of 

the OVD. A failure to reach an agreement with an ISP that accounts for a very 

large portion of the OVD's customers could have a devastating effect on the 

financial situation of the OVD. 

137. Most ISPs are not large enough to use their ability to foreclose access to their 

subscribers as bargaining leverage. There are more than 400 ISPs in the United 

States. I report the estimated share of subscribers for 14 of the largest wired 

ISPs. I report shares based on each ISP's share of broadband subscribers with 

plans with maximum advertised download speeds of at least 3 Mbps and upload 
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speeds of at least 768 Kbps-the cutoff used by Dr. Israel. 107 On this basis, the 

top 14 ISPs accounted for roughly { { } } of ISP subscribers in the 

United States in 2013. The smallest of these 14, Cincinnati Bell, accounted for 

{{ } } of wired broadband subscribers. Three medium-sized ISPs 

(Cox, Bright House Networks, and RCN) do not have their subscriber base 

separately reported in this data, but account for less than { { } } of wire 

broadband subscribers 

107 Israel Declaration, if 42. All calculations are based on the estimated number of wired 
broadband subscribers with maximum advertised speeds of at least 3 Mbps down and 768 
Kbps up as of June 30, 2013. For Comcast and Time Warner Cable, the number of 
subscribers meeting these conditions is taken from the Form 477 data included in Letter from 
Francis M. Bruno, Counsel, Comcast, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal 
Communications Commission, MB Docket No. 14-57 (June 27, 2014) ("June 27 Letter") and 
Supplemental Data to June 27 Letter, MB Docket No. 14-57 (June 27, 2014). For the other 
ISPs, the data on the total number of subscribers is taken from Leichtman Research Group, 
About 295,000 Add Broadband in the Second Quarter of 2013, Aug. 20, 2013, available at 
http://www.leichtmamesearch.com/press/082013release.html. Note that this data source 
excludes three large ISPs (Cox, Bright House, and RCN) and many minor ISPs. It reports that 
Cox, Bright House, and RCN together account for less than 6. 7 million subscribers. Other 
sources have estimated the Cox has about 4.6 million broadband subscribers, Bright House 
has about 2.4 million broadband subscribers, and RCN has about 300,000. See 
http://blog.actiontec.com/broadband-numbers/; Shalini Ramachandran, "Bright House to 
Build Ultrafast Broadband Network," Wall Street Journal (March 12, 2014), available at 
http://online.wsj.com/news/articles/SB 10001424052702303546204579435592919358008. 
For the ISPS other than Comcast and Time Warner Cable, I estimated the share of these 
subscribers that meet the speed threshold (3 Mbps down I 768 Kbps up). For the cable ISPs 
included in the table, I assumed that the percentage of subscribers meeting this threshold was 
the same as the weighted average for Comcast and Time Warner Cable. For all other ISPs, I 
assumed that the percentage of subscribers meeting this threshold was such that the overall 
average of the share of subscribers meeting this threshold, across all ISPs, was equal to the 
overall average reported by the FCC. See 2014 Internet Access Services Report. The 
denominator for the shares is taken to be the number of broadband subscribers with 
maximum advertised speeds of at least 3 Mbps down I 768 Kbps up, as reported in that FCC 
report. 
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The more than 380 other ISPs each have shares below { { }}. An 

OVD would therefore face minimal financial consequences if one of these small 

ISPs foreclosed access to its subscribers. None of these small ISPs can make a 

credible threat that it will impose serious harm on the OVD by foreclosing 

access to its subscribers. 

{{ 

At the other end of the size spectrum, there are six ISPs that each account for 

more than { { } } of wired broadband subscribers and together account 

for { { } } of wired broadband subscribers. They are Comcast, AT&T, 

Time Warner Cable, Verizon, Charter, and CenturyLink. Table 7 shows the 
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fraction ofNetflix's margin that each one of these cable systems could eliminate 

if it foreclosed Netflix from access to its subscribers. They range from { { 

} } for Century Link to { { } } for Comcast. The ability of 

these very large ISPs to threaten to impose harms on OVDs increases 

dramatically as they increase in size. 

141. All else being equal, I would expect that ISPs with greater bargaining leverage, 

owing to their ability to foreclose an OVD from reaching a larger portion of 

wired broadband subscribers and thereby deny profits from those subscribers, 

would be able to demand and receive higher prices for reaching each of their 

subscribers. This result is based on my experience as an economist and 

familiarity with the relationship between the size of negotiating parties and the 

prices they negotiate for a number of businesses in several industries that I have 

analyzed, in a confidential capacity, over the years. 108 As I show next, this 

expectation is confirmed by the terminating network access fees that ISPs have 

demanded and received from Netflix. 

108 It is possible to identify some assumptions under which economic theory would show a 
different result as Dr. Israel has done. As I discuss in detail below, however, there is 
significant empirical evidence that is consistent with my conclusion and inconsistent with Dr. 
Israel's. 
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{f 

}} 

2. Netflix Payments for Access to ISPs 

142. It is my understanding, based on interviews with Netflix employees, including 

Ken Florance, my review of the declaration submitted by Mr. Florance in these 

proceedings, and my detailed analysis ofNetflix's interconnection agreements 

with large ISPs, that { { 

} } In particular: 

a. Excluding the largest four ISPS, ISPs have not been able to impose 
terminating access fees on Netflix. Smaller ISPs have been unable to 
demand and receive payment. They continue to adhere to the zero price 
equilibrium. 

b. Some of the largest ISPs began seeking compensation around 2010. In 
several cases these ISPs, like Comcast, made business and technical 
decisions that resulted in the ISP's subscribers experiencing significant 
reductions in the quality of streaming video from Netflix. These very 
large ISPs included AT&T and Verizon. 
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143. Netflix began negotiating over terminating access fees with these large ISPs 

because of the impact that these large ISPs could have on Netflix's business. 

Netflix anticipated, based on its business experience, { { 

} } In some cases, particularly for Comcast and Verizon, the 

degradation of quality became so severe that Netflix believed that an increasing 

number of its customers who used those ISPs would not be able to watch Netflix 

videos at all at least during prime time. 

144. In February 2014, Netflix entered into an agreement with Comcast concerning 

allocating port capacity and making other business and technical arrangements 

that would ensure that Comcast subscribers would receive sufficiently high 

quality video streams. 

145. Other very large ISPs also engaged in a similar bargaining strategy. My 

understanding is that some of those ISPs, like Comcast, allowed congestion to 

degrade the speed ofNetflix traffic for their broadband subscribers. They also 

sought payment for uncongested access to their respective networks. After 

reaching the agreement with Comcast, Netflix entered into subsequent 

agreements with the other extremely large wired broadband ISPs: Verizon, 

AT&T and Time Warner Cable. 

146. Based on these agreements, { { 
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}} 

147. {{ } } The other 

issue involves the extent to which an ISP can degrade Netflix's traffic without 

degrading significantly access to other Internet content that its subscribers need. 

My understanding is that AT&T, Century Link, Comcast, and Verizon have 

peering relationships that enable them to degrade Netflix traffic without 

substantially degrading other traffic to and from the broader Internet. For these 

ISPs, the cost of degradation is relatively low. Century Link therefore, has 

substantially more bargaining leverage than does Charter, even though they have 

roughly similar numbers of subscribers. 

148. These results confirm that among the largest ISPs, { { 

F. 

149. 

} } I would therefore expect that, post-

Transaction, Comcast would be able to demand and receive higher terminating 

access fees from OVDs than it would be able to demand and receive absent the 

consolidation with Time Warn Warner. 

The Economic Analysis of Public Harms from the Transaction 

I now summarize the key findings, each of which is based on significant 

empirical evidence, I have reached to this point: 

a. Comcast and Time Warner Cable each have essentially monopoly 
bottlenecks for the provision of wired broadband to their subscribers, 
given that consumers have limited alternatives to these cable broadband 
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providers and the cost of switching to an alternative provider, if 
available, is very high. 

b. Comcast has the ability to partially or fully foreclose access by an OVD 
to its subscribers as a result of its extensive connections to the Internet. 
Comcast could make these connections available to Time Warner Cable. 

c. Comcast has the ability to impose significant harm on an OVD as a 
result of partial or full foreclosure. The merged firm would have greater 
ability both because of its increased size and because of its ability to 
congest transit paths at relatively low cost to itself. 

d. The merged firm would have significantly more bargaining power over 
OVDs than Comcast or Time Warner Cable have individually. 

e. Comcast does not risk losing meaningful profits as a result of subscribers 
switching to other ISPs when Comcast degrades the quality of an OVDs 
streaming service to its subscribers. 

150. These findings contradict the underpinnings of the analysis that Comcast's 

economist, Dr. Israel, has presented in support of the proposition that the 

Transaction could not reduce competition and thereby cause public harm. 

Therefore, I recommend that the FCC reject their findings that the Transaction 

could not result in public harm. Comcast and Dr. Israel have provided no 

credible economic or empirical evidence to support that conclusion. 

151. In the remainder of my declaration, I describe two plausible scenarios under 

which the Transaction could reduce competition and thereby cause public harm. 

Both scenarios are consistent with the empirical findings that I have reported 

above. 

1. Raising Terminating Access Prices 

152. The Transaction would likely result in a unilateral price increase resulting 

entirely from the increased market power that Comcast would have as a result of 
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the Transaction. Comcast would likely use its increased bargaining leverage to 

demand and receive higher terminating access fees from OVDs than the fees it 

would demand and receive in the absence of the Transaction. Based on figures 

for June 2013, Comcast controls wired broadband access to approximately 

{{ } } households accounting for { { } } of all households 

with.wired broadband. If Comcast also owned Time Warner Cable (and 

accounting for the divestiture) it would control wired broadband access to 

approximately { { } } households, accounting for 35.5 percent of all 

households with wired broadband access. As a result, the number and share of 

households for which it would control wired broadband access would increase 

by about { { } } .109 

153. These estimates likely understate the likely effect of the Transaction on 

Comcast' s terminating access fees. I showed earlier that consumers are moving 

109 I follow the methodology used by Comcast and Dr. Israel. Israel Declaration, if 42; June 27 
Letter; Supplemental Data. All calculations are based on the estimated number of wired 
broadband subscribers with maximum advertised speeds of at least 3 Mbps down and 768 
Kbps up as of June 30, 2013. The number of pre-merger subscribers meeting these speed 
thresholds is taken from the Form 477 data included in the Supplemental Data. The post
merger shares need to account for the divestitures. To do so, I scale the number of Time 
Warner Cable divestitures down by the ratio of Time Warner Cable subscribers meeting the 
speed thresholds in the states where the divestitures occur. Next, I scale the number of 
Comcast divestitures down by the ratio of Comcast subscribers meeting the speed thresholds, 
and I scale the number of Charter subscribers received by Comcast down by the ratio of 
Charter subscribers meeting the speed threshold in the states reported in the Supplemental 
Data. Note that I have followed Comcast and Dr. Israel in using the number of video 
subscribers transferred in the divestiture transactions as if it were the number of broadband 
subscribers to be transferred. It may be more appropriate to use the number of broadband 
subscribers being transferred, in which case the post-divestiture market share of the combined 
firm would be slightly larger. The denominator for the shares is taken to be the number of 
broadband subscribers with maximum advertised speeds of at least 3 Mbps down/ 768 Kbps 
up. See 2014 lnternet Access Services Report. 
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rapidly away from DSL to cable and fiber. DSL is therefore becoming a less 

relevant alternative for consumers that want to use many of the broadband-

intensive features including video chat, online video, and games. Comcast and 

Time Warner Cable would account for { { } } percent of broadband 

subscribers, exclusive of DSL other than U-Verse, post-Transaction after 

accounting for divestitures. That is an increase from { { } } percent as of June 

30, 2013. 110 

154. {{ 

} } I would therefore expect that Comcast would be able to 

demand and receive higher prices given the Transaction than it would be able to 

demand and receive without the Transaction. The higher prices of course would 

apply for access to Comcast subscribers in Comcast's current local markets, but 

also to Comcast subscribers in Time Warner Cable's current local markets. As 

part of Comcast, the terminating access fee for Time Warner Cable would 

110 The number of subscribers for Comcast and Time Warner and the net number of subscribers 
to be divested is taken from the the data included in Letter from Francis M. Bruno, Comcast, 
to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal Communications Commission, MB Docket No. 14-
57 (June 27, 2014) ("June 27 Letter") and Supplemental Data to June 27 Letter, MB Docket 
No. 14-57 (June 27, 2014). For the total number of broadband subscribers, I start from the 
number of non-wireless, non-DSL connections reported by the FCC. Federal 
Communications Commission (2014), "Internet Access Services: Status as of June 30, 2013," 
available at https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/DOC-327829Al .pdf. Since this 
number excludes non-FTTP U-Verse subscribers, I add the total number ofU-Verse 
subscribers reported by AT&T in its quarterly report. AT&T Inc., "10-Q for the Period 
Ending June 30, 2013," available at http://phx.corporate-
ir.net/phoenix.zhtml?c= 1l3088&p=irol-sec&control selectgroup=Quarterly%20Filings. This 
is conservative, since it double counts the FTTP U-Verse subscribers. 
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increase to the level charged by Comcast, and the level charged by Comcast 

would increase as a result of its increased bargaining power. 

Comcast has engaged in a strategy of brinksmanship with Netflix and other 

transit providers and CDNs that Netflix has relied on to break the zero

equilibrium price for access to its subscribers. That effort has been very 

controversial because it has gone against long-standing industry practice. Now 

that Comcast has broken that equilibrium, and set a precedent of charging 

OVDs, CDNs, and transit providers for access to its subscribers, Comcast can 

fully exploit its ability to foreclose OVDs from access to its subscribers and 

secure a significant portion of the incremental profits that OVDs earn from those 

subscribers. 

Comcast, like other ISPs, is a two-sided platform that connects providers of 

online videos and consumers of online videos. The total price that this platform 

charges for a connection between providers and consumers equals the sum of the 

prices it charges both sides. I have already concluded that if the Transaction 

were approved, the merged entity would likely be able to raise prices 

significantly to OVDs. It is possible that Comcast could pass through some of 

the revenue received from OVDs in the form oflower prices to its subscribers 

some of whom consume online videos. Given the significant market power that 

Comcast has over its subscribers, it is unlikely that it would pass on enough of 
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that revenue to offset the price increase to OVDs 111 Therefore, it is likely that 

Comcast would raise the total price of connection significantly if the 

Transaction were approved. Again, the total price for Time Warner Cable 

would increase to the Comcast level once it is part of Comcast, and the Comcast 

level would increase as a result of its increased bargaining power. 

2. Bargaining Model Relied on by Dr. Israel 

157. Comcast' s economist, Dr. Israel, claims, contrary to the conclusion I have just 

reached, that the Transaction would not increase Comcast's bargaining power, 

and therefore there is no concern that Comcast would increase prices to 

OVDs. 112 I show that his analysis is not supported by evidence, theory, or 

common expenence. 

158. Dr. Israel relies on a simple theoretical model of bargaining to argue that if the 

per-user profit for an OVD increases with the number of subscribers, a merger 

of ISPs would actually improve the bargaining position of an OVD with respect 

111 Firms that are not operating in highly competitive markets typically do not pass on anything 
close to 100 percent of cost reductions. See, survey of the empirical pass-through literature in 
David S. Evans and Abel Mateus (2011), "How Changes in Payment Card Interchange Fees 
Affect Consumers Fees and Merchant Prices: An Economic Analysis with Applications to the 
European Union," Working Paper, available at 
http://papers.ssm.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1878735. In testimony before the House 
Judiciary Committee, Comcast Executive Vice President David Cohen was asked "What can 
be done to help lower prices?" Mr. Cohen said he did not have an answer for that question 
and offered only that the deal "has the potential to slow the increase in prices." See, Amy 
Schatz, Lawmakers to Comcast and Time Warner: Your Cable Deal Helps Consumers How? 
re/code (May 8, 2014), available at http://recode.net/2014/05/08/lawmakers-ask-how
comcast-time-wamer-cable-deal-helps-consumers/. Note that even if Comcast did pass on 
any of the revenue gains from OVDs to consumers, the consumers may face additional 
charges from the OVDs as a result of their higher costs. 

112 Israel Declaration iii! 89-105. 
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to access to subscribers of the merged entity, not worsen it. Before I go into the 

details of the model of bargaining that Dr. Israel references, it is important to 

note two fundamental flaws in his analysis. 

159. First, Dr. Israel's position is fundamentally at odds with the fact that larger firms 

generally receive better pricing terms. 113 Most importantly, facts concerning 

OVD payments to ISPs are not consistent with his model. As I discussed above, 

the evidence here is that small ISPs receive no payments from OVDs while 

larger ISPs receive significant payments. Facts trump theory. 

160. Second, the economic model that Dr. Israel considers does not, in fact, attempt 

to address how bargaining power changes with firm size, despite Dr. Israel's 

assertion to the contrary. Dr. Israel claims that the literature he relies on 

"demonstrates that mergers between firms that are not horizontal competitors 

with each other will increase the parties' bargaining power only under specific, 

113 Tasneem Chipty and Christopher M. Snyder, The Role of Firm Size in Bilateral Bargaining: 
A Study of the Cable Television Industry, 81 The Review of Economics and Statistics, 326, 
326 (1999) ("The Cable Television's industry's trade press often claims that large, 
horizontally integrated cable operators, some involving hundreds of local systems, are able to 
bargain for lower prices in their negotiations with suppliers of program services. This claim 
is not unique to cable; for many industries, the received wisdom in the business press is that 
buyer size confers a bargaining advantage." (internal citations omitted)). See also, F.M. 
Scherer and David Ross, Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance, Boston: 
Houghton Mifflin, at 533-535 (1990); Ute Schumacher (1991), Buyer Structure and Seller 
Performance in US. Manufacturing Industries, 73 Review of Economics and Statistics 277, 
277-284; Yungsan Kim, Big Customers, Selling Expenses, and Profit Margin, 1 Journal of 
Economic Research 311, 311-326 (1996); Rajeev K. Tyagi (2001), Why Do Suppliers Charge 
Larger Buyers Lower Prices? 49 Journal oflndustrial Economics 45, 45 ("The popular press 
and many academic studies point out the phenomenon of upstream suppliers charging their 
larger downstream buyer firms, relative to smaller downstream buying firms, lower prices."). 
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restrictive assumptions and that the effects may well go the other way." 114 As I 

discuss further below, the literature he relies on assumes that the buyer and 

seller split the gains from trade evenly, 50/50, regardless of the size or strategic 

position of the buyer or seller. 115 The split that a buyer or seller gets is the 

measure of bargaining power from the standpoint of economics-a higher split 

corresponds to more bargaining power. Therefore, the economic models do not 

consider at all whether larger firms may have more bargaining power. The 

model assumes an invariant 50/50 split and considers only the extent to which 

the gains from trade may vary by firm size. 

161. Dr. Israel relies primarily on a paper published in 1999 by Chipty and Snyder in 

which the authors develop a simple theoretical model of negotiations and apply 

this model to negotiations between MVPDs and program providers. 116 They 

consider the situation in which two types of firms enter into a negotiation over 

something of value that they create as a result of engaging in exchange. 

Through the negotiation, they will decide how to split the value between them. 

Suppose the size of a firm is measured by the quantity that it buys or sells. The 

114 Israel Declaration ii 101. 

115 As I discuss further below, Dr. Israel does reference a paper by Adilov and Alexander in 
which they make the point that the other papers relied on by Dr. Israel fail to consider 
changes in bargaining power. Dr. Israel's only response to this is to argue that the illustrative 
reasons provided by Adilov and Alexander for why bargaining power may vary depending on 
firm size are not relevant in this case. I discuss below why Dr. Israel's claim is wrong. 

116 Israel Declaration ii 101 (citing Tasneem Chipty and Christopher M. Snyder, The Role of 
Firm Size in Bilateral Bargaining: A Study of the Cable Television Industry, 81 Review of 
Economics and Statistics 326, 326-340 (1999)). 
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authors consider the impact on an increase in size of one of the firms on the 

share of the value they get. 

162. The Chipty-Snyder model assumes that each party negotiates as if it is the 

marginal party with which the other side is negotiating and that it receives one 

half of the surplus that results from an agreement, with the counter-party 

receiving the other half. 117 Again, this assumption is that the bargaining power 

is invariant to firm size and is purely an assumption of the model rather than 

something that the model is used to prove. Under these assumptions, the Chipty 

and Snyder model shows that if one of the firms in the negotiation becomes 

larger it will get a larger payment if the value they have to split increases at a 

diminishing rate with the size of that firm. 118 (In this case the function that 

relates value and size is "concave.") That result accords with intuition and 

experience-bigger firms do better in negotiations. 

163. Their model shows, however, that if a firm becomes larger, it will get a smaller 

payment if the value the parties have to split increases at an increasing rate with 

the size of that firm. 119 (In this case the function that relates value and size is 

"convex.") That result, of course, is surprising since it says that smaller firms 

do better in negotiations. 

117 For simplicity and because Dr. Israel focuses on the division of the seller's profit, I assume 
that there is no profit directly generated by the buyer as a result of the agreement between the 
parties. 

118 Alternatively, if the direction of payment flows from the firm that is getting larger, then the 
payment it makes will be smaller. In any event, it will be advantaged. 

119 Alternatively, ifthe direction of payment flows from the firm that is getting larger, then the 
payment it makes will be larger. In any event, it will be disadvantaged. 
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164. Dr. Israel applies this analysis to the relationship between ISP size and access 

prices to OVDs. To explain how the Chipty-Snyder model applies in this 

context, consider a simple example. Suppose the profit to the OVD from the last 

subscriber is $10, the profit from the second-to-last subscriber is $9, and the 

profit from the third-to-last subscriber is $8. An ISP with only one subscriber 

would generate a per-subscriber profit of $10 for the OVD as a result of 

reaching an agreement and assuming that that buyer is the marginal (last) 

agreement reached. The ISP would receive half of that $10 profit, or $5, per 

subscriber. An ISP with two subscribers would generate a per-subscriber profit 

of $9.50 (average of $10 and $9) for the OVD as a result ofreaching an 

agreement and assuming that that ISP is the marginal (last) agreement reached. 

The ISP would receive half of that $9.50 profit, or $4.75, per subscriber. 

Similarly, an ISP with three subscribers would generate a per-subscriber profit 

of $9 (average of $10, $9 and $8) for the OVD as a result ofreaching an 

agreement and assuming that that ISP is the marginal (last) agreement reached. 

The ISP would receive half of that $9 profit, or $4.50, per subscriber. Thus, the 

smallest ISP in this example receives $5 per subscriber, while the largest 

receives $4.50 per subscriber. 

165. Dr. Israel argues that there is no reason to believe that the profit per subscriber 

decreases in the number of subscribers. If profit per subscriber increased with 

the number of subscribers-the convex case-his analysis would imply that 

smaller ISPs would be able to charge OVDs higher prices, as in the above 

example. Profit per subscriber could increase with the number of subscribers, 
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for example, ifthere were scale economies in OVD costs. If profit per 

subscriber was constant, regardless of the number of subscribers-the linear 

case which is the dividing line between convex and concave-his analysis 

would imply that ISPs would charge OVDs the same price regardless of ISP 

size. Dr. Israel concludes from this analysis that there is no reason to believe 

that the merged Comcast-Time Warner Cable entity would have greater 

bargaining power over OVDs. 120 The conclusion that smaller ISPs could charge 

higher prices in the presence of scale economies is counterintuitive and 

inconsistent with common experience that larger firms can demand better deals 

for themselves. 

166. Not surprisingly, his conclusion, for which he offers no empirical support, is 

wrong as a matter of fact. As we have seen, most ISPs, covering a wide size 

range, charge zero. Only very large ISPs charge positive fees. { { 

}} 

167. It is useful to understand how the Chipty-Snyder model leads to a theoretical 

result that is so implausible. Most critically, as I have noted, the model assumes 

that the bargaining position of all sellers is the same with respect to all buyers. 

It assumes that all sellers and buyers will split profits 50/50 regardless of the 

size of the seller or buyer. That is, the split that a buyer receives-that is, its 

bargaining power-is assumed to be invariant with the size of the buyer. (To be 

consistent with Dr. Israel's discussion, I adopt the convention he uses that the 

120 Israel Declaration~ 102. 
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ISPs are "buyers" and the OVDs are "sellers," even though the payment flows 

from the OVDs to the ISPs.) The model therefore assumes that Comcast, with 

20.6 million subscribers would receive the same 50/50 split as Cincinnati Bell, 

which has only 268,400 subscribers, and the same 50/50 split as an extremely 

small ISP that might have only 30,000 subscribers. 121 Given that the Chipty-

Snyder model does not address how bargaining power varies by size of seller 

(ISP) and is inconsistent with the empirical evidence, it is not relevant for 

analyzing the effects of the proposed Transaction. 

168. In later work, Adilov and Alexander (2006) address the failure of Chipty and 

Snyder (1999) to allow for differences in bargaining position across firms and, 

in particular, for changes in bargaining position post merger. 122 They find that: 

121 The only factor determining whether a buyer receives better or worse pricing in the Chipty
Snyder model is whether its contribution to the seller's profits are higher or lower on a per
subscriber basis, when viewed as the marginal buyer. It is also likely that the marginal buyer 
assumption is not satisfied in real-world negotiations. This assumption says that with, for 
example, a seller with significant scale economies such that the marginal subscriber is 
significantly more profitable than initial subscribers, a tiny buyer would be able to go to the 
seller and negotiate based on the profitability of that marginal subscriber and would be able 
to obtain better terms than a much larger buyer. 

122 Nodir Adilov and Peter J. Alexander, Horizontal Merger: Pivotal Buyers and Bargaining 
Power, 91 Economics Letters 307, 307-311 (2006). Subsequent work after Adilov and 
Alexander (2006) provide further reasons to believe that the assumption in Chipty and Snyder 
(1999) that bargaining power does not vary across buyers is flawed. Caprice (2007) finds that 
even if sellers' cost functions are concave, larger firms can receive better pricing if their size 
puts them in a sufficiently better position if they fail to reach an agreement with one of the 
sellers and seek to renegotiate with the other sellers. Stephane Caprice (2007), Upstream 
Competition and Buyer Mergers, Working Paper, available at 
https://www.diw.de/sixcms/detail.php/86150. Smith and Thanassoulis find that even when 
sellers' profit functions are concave, if there is sufficient uncertainty in whether deals among 
buyers and sellers are reached, the largest buyer will receive the most favorable pricing 
because the scale it is providing-which becomes certain if a deal is reached-becomes more 
valuable under uncertainty. See Howard Smith and John Thanassoulis (2012), Upstream 
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Chipty and Snyder (1999) assume that bargaining power will be 
unaffected by merger and argue that the shape of supplier's gross 
surplus function provides sufficient guidance for regulatory 
purposes .... We show that if there are asymmetries in bargaining 
power, these results may not hold. On the contrary, the newly 
merged pivotal firm may find its bargaining position significantly 
enhanced by merger. This result may be of interest to antitrust 
and regulatory agencies, in particular the Justice Department and 
the Federal Communications Commission. 123 

169. Dr. Israel references the Adilov-Alexander model, although not the conclusions 

cited above. He attempts to argue that the reasons they give why the merged 

entity may have greater bargaining power do not apply in this case. I note that 

the reasons in question were only examples of factors that Adilov and Alexander 

believed might allow a merged firm to have greater bargaining power, rather 

than an exhaustive list of factors. The factors, as cited by Dr. Israel, were the 

following: "(i) the merger may give the buyers more information about prices 

and other contractual terms; (ii) the merger may result in retaining a more 

skilled bargaining team (e.g., the best negotiators from each merging party); and 

Uncertainty and Countervailing Power, 30 International Journal oflndustrial Organization 
483, 487 (2012). 

123 Adilov and Alexander (2006), at p. 311. Adilov and Alexander (2006) also address a 
"pivotal buyer" model of bargaining. Dr. Israel references this model in his declaration: 
"Raskovich (2003) extended the model of Chipty and Snyder (1999) to show that if a merger 
leads a buyer to become "pivotal"-i.e., sufficiently large to impact the production decision 
of the seller-it is actually disadvantaged in its negotiations relative to a non-pivotal buyer 
because it internalizes some of the seller's costs." See Israel Declaration, if 101, referencing 
Alexander Raskovich (2003), "Pivotal Buyers and Bargaining Position," The Journal of 
Industrial Economics, LI( 4): 405-426. Dr. Israel notes that he does not believe that the 
merged entity would be pivotal to any negotiating partner. And while I noted above that not 
having access to the merged entity's subscribers would have an extremely large effect on 
Netflix's profitability, I am not saying that Netflix would not be able to operate at all if it 
could not come to terms with the merged entity. In any event, Adilov and Alexander (2006) 
also consider the Raskovich (2003) model and reach the same conclusions as with respect to 
Chipty and Snyder (1999), in that the model fails to capture changes in bargaining position as 
a result of the merger. 
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(iii) firm size and outside options may be positively correlated (larger firms may 

have a better fall back position irrespective of whether they are "buyers" or 

"sellers")." 124 

170. Dr. Israel dismisses each of these without factual support. As to the first two 

reasons, while I do not have access to the internal data and documents of the 

merging parties, I note that if Comcast and Time Warner Cable negotiated 

significantly different terms and if those differences resulted from asymmetries 

between the parties in the informational and bargaining skill advantages noted in 

the first two factors, that is something I would expect would be easily and 

directly remedied post-merger. 

171. Dr. Israel also dismisses the third factor, arguing that "with or without the 

merger, the content provided by edge providers is important to consumers (and 

thus to the demand for an ISP's broadband business), and the loss of such 

content (due to failure to reach a deal with an edge provider or a CDN or transit 

provider) would be harmful to the end users who can no longer access that 

content and thus to the ISP's broadband business. There is no basis to conclude 

that bringing together two ISPs with distinct footprints lessens the harm from 

loss of that content for any particular end user in a given area."125 

124 Israel Declaration if 101. 

125 Israel Declaration if 102. He also argues, with no factual support, that "[i]n fact, to the 
extent that edge providers are offering content that is attractive to consumers, the harm from 
degrading that content may increase with the size of the buyer as a large ISP may have more 
reputational assets to protect. For example, problems anywhere in the network (e.g., a 
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172. Dr. Israel does not consider the fact that larger ISPs may be more likely to have 

greater bargaining power because they are more likely to vertically integrate and 

have better options in the absence of being able to reach an agreement. In the 

case of Comcast, it is an owner of content and benefits to the extent that 

decreased use of OVDs leads to greater consumption of its content. Comcast 

has also made greater investments than other ISPs in streaming video. Absent a 

merger, Time Warner Cable does not experience the same benefits as Comcast. 

After the merger, the combined entity would benefit from these factors with 

respect to the former Time Warner Cable subscribers. 

173. In his attempted dismissal of Adilov and Alexander, Dr. Israel also ignores their 

finding that "[u]ltimately, the relationship between firm size and bargaining 

power is empirical, which implies a need for careful case-by-case studies of 

merger applications."126 { { 

} } Dr. Israel points only to what he 

notes as a "limited" empirical literature, citing a finding in Chipty and Snyder 

that "empirical analysis of a related industry (bargaining between MVPDS and 

content providers) indicates that bargaining effects can, go the other way, with a 

merger leading to reduced bargaining power." 127 In particular, he quotes Chipty 

particular congested link) might harm Comcast's reputation everywhere-meaning that a 
larger ISP may have a stronger incentive to protect quality throughout the entire network)." 

126 Adilov and Alexander (2006), p.310. 

127 Israel Declaration if 104. 
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and Snyder as finding that "large buyers do not benefit from positive bargaining 

effects in the cable television industry."128 

174. The empirical analysis conducted by Chipty and Snyder was not ofrates paid by 

cable companies to content providers. Rather, it was an attempt to estimate the 

profit function of content providers. Chipty and Snyder concluded that the 

profit function was convex, so that (giving the full quote, rather than the excerpt 

selected by Dr. Israel): 

The result emerging consistently from the alternative 
methodologies is that the surplus function of program-service 
suppliers is convex. Under the maintained assumptions of the 
theoretical model, this result implies that large buyers do not 
benefit from positive bargaining effects in the cable television 
. d 129 m ustry. 

175. That is, Chipty and Snyder did not undertake an empirical analysis that validated 

the results of the model (which ignored differences in bargaining power across 

buyers). Rather, they undertook an empirical analysis of sellers' profit 

functions, which under the assumptions of their model was determinative as to 

the prices that buyers paid. They then noted that if the assumptions of their 

theoretical model were correct, that would imply that larger buyers do not 

receive better terms from content providers. Their analysis provides no 

empirical support for their model or for Dr. Israel's reliance on it. 

128 Israel Declaration~ 104, n.134 (citing Chipty and Snyder at 326). 

129 Chipty and Snyder at 326. 
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3. Comcast Strategies to Suppress Competition With MVPD Services 

176. The expansion of OVDs provides consumers with alternatives to video 

programming typically provided by MVPDs. Some people, including 

particularly younger ones, who are not that interested in MVPD programming, 

can "cut the cord" and rely mainly on OVDs and other sources of content. 

Presently, the number of people who are cutting the cord is relatively small. The 

number is likely to increase as the number and offerings of OVDs expand, as 

more programming providers offer programming "over the top," and as the 

population ages. 130 This loss of video programming subscribers puts Comcast' s 

MVPD business at risk. Although there could be offsetting factors, Comcast has 

an incentive to protect that business and the associated profits. 131 

177. The Transaction would significantly increase Comcast' s ability to suppress the 

development of a robust OVD industry to protect its MVPD profits. Comcast 

could increase terminating access fees to OVDs as part of a raising rivals cost 

strategy to reduce the supply of competing video programming. Comcast could 

also disrupt OVDs through congestion strategies as it deployed against Netflix 

to raise their costs of competing. It could also foreclose OVDs completely from 

130 As reported by Bloomberg, 21st Century Fox President Chase Carey stated that cord nevers 
are a "legitimate concern," and that "[i]t remains to be seen what happens as this generation 
ages, but, what is clear is that this is an issue that will play out over the next 10-plus years, 
not the next three." Ian King, How 'Cord Never' Generation Poses Sales Drag for Pay TV, 
Bloomberg (Sept. 18, 2013 ), available at http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-09-18/how
cord-never-generation-poses-sales-drag-for-pay-tv .html. 

131 MPVD and broadband services are not consumed in fixed proportion and as a result the 
Chicago single-monopoly profit theorem does not necessarily hold 
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securing access to its subscribers and thereby prevent them from achieving or 

maintaining critical mass. 

178. By engaging in raising rivals cost or foreclosure strategies to retard the 

development of OVDs Comcast would buy itself some time. While suppressing 

the development of competing OVDs, it could use its considerable assets to 

expand its own OVD business and thereby provide its subscribers with its own 

OVD alternative. 

179. The development of a robust supply of OVD offerings could help solve a 

chicken-and-egg problem that deters long-run broadband entry. Despite the 

very high barriers to entry, over the long-term, which I take as 10-20 years, 

Comcast could face significant potential threats to its substantial market power 

as a provider of wired broadband and video programming as a result of changes 

that could make entry more attractive and feasible. If Comcast' s current video 

subscribers become increasingly comfortable dropping cable in favor of some 

combination of OVD offerings, demand for standalone broadband would 

increase such that it could make entry in that market more attractive in the long 

run. That would place all of Comcast' s profits associated with its substantial 

market power as an integrated ISP and MVPD in jeopardy. 132 Even ifthe 

132 In addition to offering high quality programming, an OVD would also likely need to offer a 
broad array of programming to be a successful competitor to current MVPD offerings. See, 
e.g., John Martin, CFO Time Warner, noted at a Morgan Stanley investor conference in 
November 2013, when asked about Comcast' s offer of a cable bundle that included a limited 
number of channels, HBO, and broadband: "[T]here may be somewhat limited demand for a 
product like that because I don't think there is a tremendous amount that demonstrated 
example where U.S. households want a smaller video package I mean they could get that 
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development of a robust OVD industry resulted in a small incremental risk of 

high-speed broadband into Comcast's footprint in the next decade or two, 

Comcast would have an additional incentive to suppress the development of that 

industry since OVD competition plus high-speed broadband competition could 

eliminate much of its profits. 

180. Comcast's strategies to suppress OVD competition would complement similar 

strategies that other very large ISPs also have the ability and incentive to engage 

in. As I noted above, after the Transaction, just three ISPs-Comcast (including 

Time Warner Cable and accounting for proposed divestitures), AT&T, and 

Verizon-would account for { { } } of wired broadband subscribers at 

the end of2013. 133 Their combined efforts could prevent some OVDs from 

becoming viable because of the lack of national scale and help protect the 

incumbent very large MVPD/ISPs from OVD competition. 

181. The Transaction would enhance these effects significantly by increasing 

substantially the bargaining leverage that Comcast would have and its ability to 

foreclose OVDs from a significant portion of American households. This effect 

today a lot of the distributors offer low end packages and they're not terribly successful and 
that's a reason why we estimate the average revenue per household for in the U.S. is about 
$80 I mean you could probably pay $20, $30 but this is not that attractive because culturally 
Americans just watch a tremendous amount of television." Time Warner Management 
Presents at Morgan Stanley 2013 Technology Media & Telecom Conference, transcript, Nov. 
21, 2013, available at http://seekingalpha.com/article/1855121-time-warner-management
presents-at-morgan-stanley-2013-technology-media-and-telecom-conference-transcript. 

133 The methodology for this calculation is described above. Calculations based on 
Supplemental Data; Leichtman Research Group, About 295, 000 Add Broadband in the 
Second Quarter o/2013, August 20, 2013, available at 
http://www.leichtmanresearch.com/press/082013release.html; 2014 Internet Access Services 
Report. 
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is merger-specific. I noted earlier that OVDs require a critical mass of 

subscribers to operate and have positive feedback effects that can accelerate 

growth or decline. Post-Transaction Comcast, acting with another large ISP or 

coalition of ISPs, would be able to foreclose a greater portion of an OVD' s 

subscribers than it would be able to foreclose absent the Transaction, acting with 

that same large ISP or coalition of ISPs. 

IV. Conclusion 

182. I have reached two principal conclusions. 

183. The economic evidence and reasoning relied on by Comcast and Dr. Israel to 

conclude that it is not possible that the Transaction could harm competition and 

consumers are not reliable. Their conclusion rests on flawed data that wrongly 

shows that consumers have many broadband alternatives and on the assertion 

that Comcast does not have the ability or incentive to foreclose OVDs when it 

plainly did foreclose Netflix. 

184. The Transaction poses considerable risk to competition and consumers because 

it would increase Comcast's already substantial market power over OVDs and 

their customers significantly. In particular, the Transaction could harm 

competition and consumers in two ways. The economic evidence and empirical 

analysis that I have presented shows that the Transaction would likely increase 

the terminating access fees that Comcast would demand and receive from OVDs 

significantly over the fees that Comcast would demand and receive absent the 

Transaction. It could also enable Comcast to retard the development of OVDs 
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thereby reducing OVD competition and innovation and perpetuating Comcast's 

substantial market power as a broadband and video programming provider. 

* * * 
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Appendix B: Calculations Using the NTIA's National Broadband Map 

1. This appendix describes the methodology I used when performing calculations 

using the NTIA's National Broadband Map. The primary focus is on the results 

reported in Table 2. My other calculations using this dataset generally employ 

the same procedures, except as noted in this Appendix. 

2. Start with the NTIA data for December 31, 2013. 134 Limit the data to Census 

blocks whose populations are reported in the 2010 Census Summary File 1. 135 

This excludes America Samoa, Northern Mariana Islands, Guam, and the U.S. 

Virgin Islands, and includes the fifty states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto 

Rico. 

3. Unless otherwise stated, use both of the two wired broadband provider datasets 

(the one for large Census blocks and the one for small Census blocks), and 

exclude the wireless broadband provider dataset. Unless otherwise stated, 

exclude resellers (Provider_ Type equals 2) and providers serving only enterprise 

or governmental customers (End_ User_ Category equals 2, 3, or 4 ). 

4. Use the holding company name (Hoconame) to identify distinct providers. Note 

that this is conservative, since there are a small number of instances where a 

given holding company has multiple spellings of its name in the dataset. 

134 National Broadband Map, December 31, 2013, available at 
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/data-download. 

135 U.S. Census Bureau, 2010 Census, Summary File 1, available at 
http://mcdc.missouri.edu/cgi-bin/uexplore?/pub/data/sf12010. 
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5. To account for the divestiture transactions, use the following lists of census 

blocks and tracts: 

a. The census tracts being transferred from Charter to Comcast listed in the 

Revised Appendix A.1 to the July 11 Letter, which is included with the 

July 28 Letter. 136 

b. The Census blocks being transferred from Charter to Comcast that are 

part of Census tracts, which are only being partially transferred and are 

listed in Appendix A.2 to the July 28 Letter. 137 

c. The Census blocks being transferred from Time Warner Cable to Charter 

listed in Appendix B.1 to the July 11 Letter. 138 

d. The Census blocks being transferred from Comcast to SpinCo listed in 

Appendix C.1 to the July 11 Letter. 139 

e. The Census blocks being transferred from Comcast to SpinCo that are 

part of Census tracts only being partially transferred and are listed in 

Appendix A.4 to the July 28 Letter. 140 

136 Letter from Francis M. Bruno, Counsel, Comcast, to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal 
Communications Commission, MB Docket No. 14-57 (July 28, 2014) ("July 28 Letter"), 
Revised Appendix A.1 to July 11 Letter. 

137 July 28 Letter, Appendix A.2. 

138 Letter from Kathryn A. Zachem, Comcast, et al., to Marlene H. Dortch, Secretary, Federal 
Communications Commission, MB Docket No. 14-57 (July 11, 2014) ("July 11 Letter"), 
Appendix B. l 

139 July 11 Letter, Appendix C.1. 

140 July 28 Letter, Appendix A.4. 
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6. Use these lists to identify holding company-block combinations where the 

holding company will change as part of the divestiture, and set the new holding 

company equal to the post-divestiture holding company. 

7. In each block, find the highest maximum advertised speed for each holding 

company offering service in that block. 141 For calculations involving the pre- or 

post-divestiture holding company, this will require taking the maximum over 

both Comcast and Time Warner Cable in the rare cases where both companies 

offered residential broadband service in the same Census block. 

8. For each block, get the population from the 2010 Census Summary File 1. 

9. For each block, count the number of broadband providers other than Comcast or 

Time Warner Cable, that provide service with a maximum advertised download 

speed meeting the appropriate threshold (e.g., 10 Mbps or 25 Mbps). If a 

competing provider has a download speed at least as great as that of Comcast or 

Time Warner Cable in that block, count it as meeting the speed threshold, even 

if it does not. Set a flag indicating whether the number of such competitors in 

that block is zero. 

10. Then, aggregate over blocks. Specifically, calculate the population-weighted 

average number of alternative wired alternatives meeting the speed threshold, 

and count the total population in blocks where the number of such competitors 

141 Some calculations in my report do this slightly differently. For example, when I report that 
cable and fiber speeds of 25 Mbps and above were available to 93 percent of people in 
Census blocks where cable and fiber were offered and speeds of 10 Mbps and above were 
available to 99 percent, I take the maximum speed for each technology in each block, rather 
than the maximum speed for each holding company. 
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equals zero. Limit the sample to blocks where the company of interest 

(Comcast, Time Warner Cable, the pre-divestiture combined company or the 

post-divestiture combined company) is present. 
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The foregoing declaration has been prepared using facts of which I have personal 

knowledge or based upon information provided to me. I declare under penalty of perjury that 

the foregoing is true and correct to the best of my information, knowledge, and belief. 

Executed on August 25, 2014 

David S. Evans 
Chairman 
Global Economics Group, LLC 
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REPLY DECLARATION OF PROFESSOR DAVID SAPPINGTON

I, David Sappington, being over 18 years of age, swear and affirm as follows: 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Qualifications 

1. My name is David Sappington. I hold the titles of Eminent Scholar in the Department of 

Economics and Director of the Robert F. Lanzillotti Public Policy Research Center, both at the 

University of Florida. 

2. Since earning my Ph.D. in economics from Princeton University, I have served on the 

faculties of the University of Michigan and the University of Pennsylvania and on the technical 

staff of Bell Communications Research. I have also served as the Chief Economist for the 

Federal Communications Commission and as the President of the Industrial Organization 

Society. I presently hold positions on the editorial boards of six major journals, including the 

Journal of Regulatory Economics, the Rand Journal of Economics, the Review of Network 

Economics, and the Journal of Economics and Management Strategy. 

3. My research focuses on the optimal design of incentive structures, with particular 

emphasis on the design and implementation of regulatory policy. I have published more than one 

hundred and fifty articles in leading journals in the profession and have coauthored a book on 

Designing Incentive Regulation for the Telecommunications Industry.

Purpose of this reply declaration 

4. The primary purpose of this reply declaration is to address five of the major deficiencies 

in the reports of the economic experts in the Applicants’ Opposition to Petitions to Deny and 

Response to Comments.1 This declaration also provides a case study that reflects the experience 

of DISH Network Corporation (“DISH”) with over-the-top (“OTT”) services, including the 

foreign-language DISH World service and the new domestic OTT service that DISH hopes to 

1 Comcast Corporation and Time Warner Cable Inc. (“the Applicants”), Opposition to Petitions to Deny 
and Response to Comments, In the Matter of Applications of Comcast Corp., Time Warner Cable Inc., 
Charter Communications, Inc., and SpinCo For Consent To Assign or Transfer Control of Licenses 
and Authorizations, MB Docket No. 14-57, September 23, 2014 (“Applicants’ Response”).
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launch in the near future. The case study helps to illustrate how the proposed merger of Comcast 

Corporation (“Comcast”) and Time Warner Cable (“TWC”) would threaten innovation by online 

video distributors (“OVDs”), and thereby harm consumers of OTT services.

5. The first and most striking deficiency in the reports of the economic experts is the 

absence of any analysis of the Applicants’ own subscriber churn data. In retrospect, it is not 

difficult to understand why this analysis was not conducted (or at least not reported). The 

analysis fatally undermines the Applicants’ repeated claim that they have no incentive to 

sabotage the operations of OVDs.2 The analysis demonstrates that Comcast experienced {{  

}} during or after the period in which Netflix’s 

traffic was slowed on Comcast’s network. Consequently, the Applicant’s repeated claim that

they have no incentive to sabotage OVDs because such sabotage would substantially increase the 

churn of their broadband subscribers is without merit. 

6. The second deficiency in the experts’ reports is the failure to acknowledge the substantial 

consumer harm that can arise when an internet service provider (“ISP”) secures substantial 

leverage over OVDs, even if the leverage is not employed to foreclose OVDs.3 The experts 

assert that there are conditions under which even an ISP that controls access to a large share of 

the nation’s high-speed broadband subscribers will eventually forge an agreement to provide the 

access that is vital to an OVD’s success. This observation fails to consider the chilling effect on 

innovation and the associated consumer harm that can arise when the ISP employs its dominant 

position to extract the lion’s share of the surplus created by the OVD’s product.

7. The third deficiency in the reports of the economic experts is their narrow view of the 

relevant geographic market and their associated claim that the high proportion of the nation’s 

high-speed broadband subscribers that the Applicants serve is irrelevant in this proceeding. This 

fraction is highly relevant because it provides a useful measure of the leverage that the combined 

2 Sabotage can be viewed as a deliberate attempt to degrade the quality of an OVD’s video service, as 
perceived by the broadband subscriber. See David Sappington, “The Anticompetitive Effects of the 
Proposed Merger of Comcast and Time Warner Cable,” Exhibit B in Petition to Deny of DISH 
Network Corporation, MB Docket No. 14-57, Filed August 25, 2014 (“Sappington Declaration”).

3  The experts also improperly dismiss the possibility that a combined Comcast-TWC might foreclose an 
OVD and supply an OTT service itself.  In addition, the experts assert without proof that the prospect 
of selling NBCUniversal programming to OVDs will deter Comcast-TWC from foreclosing OVDs. 
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Comcast–TWC would hold over OVDs due to the new company’s substantial control over 

access to broadband subscribers. 

8. The fourth deficiency in the experts’ reports is the questionable interpretation of evidence 

to support an argument that DSL and high-speed cable broadband service belong in the same 

relevant product market. In fact, the experts have failed to demonstrate that the independent 

supply of DSL constrains the pricing of high-speed cable broadband service. 

9.  The fifth deficiency in the experts’ reports is the suggestion that, absent the proposed 

merger, Comcast and TWC are unlikely to serve as competing suppliers of OTT services in the 

near future. Basic economic considerations suggest that Comcast and TWC would likely serve as 

independent, competing suppliers of OTT services if the merger is denied. Consequently, the 

merger likely would reduce future competition in the supply of OTT services. 

10. The case study based on DISH’s OTT experience illustrates the dire economic straits an 

OVD would face if it were unable to secure access to both Comcast’s and TWC’s high-speed 

broadband subscribers. The case study thereby helps to demonstrate how the proposed merger 

would limit innovation by OVDs and so would harm consumers of OTT services. The case study 

also provides evidence that there is a relevant national geographic market. In particular, access to 

Comcast’s high-speed broadband subscribers and access to TWC’s high-speed broadband 

subscribers are substitutes for OVDs that seek to reach viewers nationwide. Consequently, the 

case study helps to explain why a complete analysis of the potential harms from the proposed 

merger of Comcast and TWC requires an assessment of the share of the nation’s high-speed

broadband subscribers that each of these ISPs serves. 

11. The discussion of this case study and the five deficiencies in the reports of the 

Applicants’ economic experts proceeds as follows. Section II demonstrates that Comcast’s churn 

data fatally undermine the Applicants’ assertion that they have no incentive to sabotage OVDs.

Section III reviews the consumer harm that can arise even if a powerful ISP chooses not to 

foreclose OVDs. Section IV further explains the value of analyzing the shares of the nation’s 

broadband subscribers that Comcast, TWC, and other ISPs serve. Section V explains why the 

experts’ claims that DSL and high-speed cable broadband belong in the same relevant product 

markets are, at best, not compelling. Section VI explains why the proposed merger likely would 

reduce future competition in the supply of OTT services. Section VII presents a case study of a
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nascent OVD service reflecting DISH’s experience with its foreign language service, DISH 

World, and DISH’s planning for its domestic OTT service. Section VIII concludes. 

II.  Slowed OVD Traffic Has {{ }} Comcast’s Customer Churn. 

12. Comcast has contended throughout this proceeding that it has no incentive to sabotage 

OVDs. Comcast argues that such sabotage would cause its high-speed data (“HSD”) customers 

to discontinue their broadband service with Comcast, and thereby reduce Comcast’s profit.4

13. If Comcast’s contention had merit, it would seem that Comcast could readily prove its 

claim by documenting a substantial increase in the churn of its HSD customers during the period 

when Netflix’s traffic was slowed on Comcast’s network. Yet Comcast documents only an 

increase in customer calls to its service centers during this period. Comcast is strangely silent on 

the question of whether these angry customers actually terminated their HSD service with 

Comcast.  

14. Comcast’s silence on this important question seems surprising, given that Comcast has 

ready access to the data that can answer this question. Now that these data have been made 

available to others, though, the reason for Comcast’s silence is apparent. The data provide no 

support whatsoever for Comcast’s claim. To the contrary, the data provide strong evidence that 

Comcast can sabotage OVDs with virtual impunity. The data reveal that Comcast experienced 

{{ }} during or after the period in which Netflix’s traffic was 

slowed on Comcast’s network. Thus, the best available empirical evidence makes it clear that 

Comcast’s persistent claim that it has no incentive to sabotage OVDs is without merit.5

4 To illustrate, Dr. Israel asserts that “if … Comcast attempted and managed to degrade edge provider 
access significantly, customers would react in a wide range of ways that would impose substantial 
costs on Comcast” (Mark Israel, “Economic Analysis of the Effect of the Comcast-TWC Transaction 
on Broadband: Reply to Commenters,” Exhibit 1 in Applicants’ Response (“Israel Reply”), ¶57). The 
alleged reactions include switching to “alternative high-speed, wireline ISPs” and “downgrad[ing] or 
even cancel[ing] broadband service altogether” (Israel Reply, ¶62).

5  The ensuing discussion of this empirical evidence summarizes extensive analysis performed by the 
Brattle Group. This analysis employs data that Comcast has provided in response to the Commission’s 
data request. 
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15. The complete lack of support for Comcast’s claim can be demonstrated very simply. 

Figure 1 presents the churn rates for Comcast’s HSD {{ }} customers6

between July 2013 and June 2014,7 and compares these rates with the corresponding rates one 

year earlier.8 If Comcast truly faced any serious risk that its customers would discontinue their 

HSD subscriptions in response to its sabotage of OVDs, {{

}}.

16. Thus, Figure 1 indicates that churn rates generally were {{ }} in 2014 than in 2013 

{{

6 Comcast’s HSD {{ }} customers include all of Comcast’s {{

  

}}. As of June 2014, Comcast served 
approximately {{  

}}. {{ }} may often have a greater choice among HSD 
suppliers than {{ }}, so the ensuing analysis will focus on the churn rates of 
Comcast’s {{ }} customers. However, all of the qualitative conclusions drawn 
below persist if the churn rates of {{ }} are 
considered. The appendix provides information on the churn rates of Comcast’s {{

}} customers.   
7  The monthly churn rate is the ratio of the number of relevant customers who disconnect from Comcast 

(i.e., discontinue their customer relationship with Comcast) in the specified month to the total number 
of relevant customers that Comcast serves that month. 

8  Comcast’s customer churn data exhibits {{ }} (see Figure A1 in the appendix to 
this declaration). {{

}}.
9 The average speed of Netflix’s traffic on Comcast’s network is presented in Figure A2 in the appendix 

to this declaration. This data is derived from http://ispspeedindex.netflix.com/usa. 
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}}. During the periods when Netflix’s traffic was slowed considerably, the 2014 churn 

rates were {{ }} to the corresponding 2013 churn rates.10

{{

}}

  

17. In summary, Figure 1 provides {{

}}. 

10  Note also that churn rates {{
}}. Thus, there is {{ }} that Comcast’s customers discontinued 

their HSD subscriptions in the months following the slowing of Netflix’s traffic on Comcast’s 
network. 
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18. Econometric analysis similarly provides {{ }}. This 

more general conclusion is readily illustrated by considering a relatively simple regression. In 

this regression, the dependent variable is , the rate of churn of Comcast’s HSD {{

}} customers in month . The explanatory variables are: (i) , the corresponding 

churn rate twelve months earlier; (ii) a constant; (iii) a time trend; and (iv) a “sabotage” variable. 

The time trend, , takes the value  in the first month in the sample and increases by  in each 

successive month. This variable is introduced to control for trends in Comcast’s churn rates 

{{ }}. 

19. The sabotage variable, , is a dummy variable that indicates whether Netflix’s average 

speed on Comcast’s network was less than 2 Mbps during month .   takes on the value 1 in 

November 2013 through February 2014, and is 0 in all other months in the sample.11 The 

resulting regression equation is:12

{{  }}                 
                                 {{                                             }}
  

20. Equation (1) provides {{

}}. In fact, {{

}} indicates that, after accounting for overall trends and {{ }} in the data, the churn 

of Comcast’s HSD customers {{ }} during the period in which Netflix’s traffic 

was slowed on Comcast’s network.13 Thus, even when “Comcast experienced a surge in Netflix-

11  The sample period{{ }} is the period for which Comcast has 
supplied customer churn data.  

12  values appear below the coefficient estimates in equation (1) (and in equations (2) and (3) below). 
The for this regression is {{ }}.  

13 {{ }} the work of Comcast’s 
customer service representatives may warrant consideration in this regard. When customers called 
Comcast’s customer service centers to complain about the slow speed of Netflix’s traffic, Comcast’s 
service representatives may have been able to convince customers that Comcast was not responsible 
for the slow speed. Conceivably, the representatives might also have employed the customer contact as 
an opportunity to encourage customers to renew, extend, or upgrade their contracts with Comcast.  
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related customer-service calls with customers complaining about Comcast’s broadband 

service,”14 few{{ }} of these angry customers left Comcast.  

21. {{ }} in those geographic regions 

where many of Comcast’s customers can obtain broadband internet access from AT&T or 

Verizon, two leading alternative suppliers of broadband service.15 Figure 2 compares the 

monthly churn rates for Comcast’s HSD primary residential customers in: (i) all of the {{ }} 

zip codes in which Comcast serves HSD customers; (ii) the {{ }} of these zip codes in 

which AT&T and/or Verizon offer DSL or FTTP broadband service; and (iii) the {{ }} of 

these zip codes in which AT&T and/or Verizon offer FTTP broadband service.16 Figure 2 reveals 

that the churn rates in these “competitive” regions – where many consumers who were 

dissatisfied with Comcast’s service could conceivably secure broadband service from AT&T or 

Verizon17 – are {{ }} the churn rates throughout Comcast’s operating territory.18

Most importantly, {{ }} during the period when 

Netflix traffic was slowed on Comcast’s network.

14  Israel Reply, ¶56. 
15 In its reply to the Commission’s data request, Comcast reports customer churn by zip code, and 

specifies whether AT&T or Verizon supplies DSL or fiber-to-the-premise (FTTP) broadband service 
in each zip code. 

16  Verizon provides FTTP broadband service in {{ }} of these zip codes. AT&T provides FTTP 
broadband service in {{ }} of these zip codes. 

17  The fact that a company provides broadband service in a zip code does not imply that the service is 
available to every household in the zip code. 

18 It is interesting to note that Comcast’s customer churn rates typically {{ }} in zip 
codes where AT&T and/or Verizon offer FTTP broadband service in Comcast’s operating territory.
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       }}

22. Econometric analysis confirms that Comcast {{

}} due to the reduced speed of Netflix traffic on Comcast’s network even in those zip 

codes where AT&T and/or Verizon provide broadband service. Equation (2) is the counterpart to 

equation (1) when the sample only includes Comcast customers in the {{ }} zip codes 

where AT&T and/or Verizon supply broadband service in Comcast’s operating territory. 

Equation (3) is the counterpart to equation (1) when the sample only includes Comcast’s 
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customers in the {{ }} zip codes where AT&T and/or Verizon supply FTTP broadband 

service in Comcast’s operating territory.19

                    

  

                  
                                                                          }}
  

23. Equations (2) and (3) suggest that, even in those regions where many of Comcast’s 

customers can obtain broadband internet access from AT&T and/or Verizon, Comcast {{  

}} due to the reduced speed of Netflix traffic on Comcast’s 

network. To the contrary, {{ }} on the coefficient of the sabotage variable, ,

indicates that, after accounting for overall trends and {{ }} in the data, the churn of 

Comcast’s HSD customers in these competitive regions {{ }} during the period in which 

Netflix’s traffic was slowed on Comcast’s network. Thus, the available data fatally undermine 

Comcast’s claim that it would experience a significant increase in customer churn if it sabotaged 

OVDs, even if attention is restricted to regions in which such increased churn seems particularly 

likely to arise. 

24. The presumed relationship between OVD sabotage and customer churn that underlies 

equations (1) – (3) is not the only plausible such relationship. Alternative formulations of this 

relationship are reviewed in the appendix to this declaration. Importantly, none of these 

formulations support Comcast’s contention that it risks a significant increase in customer churn 

if it sabotages OVDs. Therefore, it is reasonable to conclude that, for the reasons explained in 

detail in my original declaration, Comcast does indeed have substantial incentive and ability to 

sabotage OVDs. Furthermore, the proposed merger would increase Comcast’s incentive and 

ability to sabotage OVDs and thereby stifle industry innovation and harm consumers.20

19  The  for the regression in equation (2) is {{ }}. The  for the regression in equation (3) is 
{{ }}. 

20  Sappington Declaration, ¶¶26-79. 
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25. This striking empirical evidence also undermines the credibility of the survey information 

that Comcast cites in an attempt to argue that it has no incentive to sabotage OVDs.21 Regardless 

of the actions that consumers report they might pursue if Comcast sabotages OVDs, the evidence 

is clear: in fact, few {{ }} customers appear to leave Comcast in response to impaired 

OVD performance. 

III.  An Absence of Foreclosure Does Not Imply an Absence of Consumer Harm. 

26. Professor Carlton observes that there are conditions under which an “Internet service 

provider (ISP) and [an] edge provider have an incentive to negotiate terms that split the surplus 

that their interaction generates in a way that makes both better off.”22 This observation has little 

relevance for the present proceeding for at least two reasons.  

27.  First, the conditions in question are highly unlikely to be met in the present instance.23

Among other things, the conditions require an absence of contracting frictions. Yet such frictions 

prevail in practice. Contracting frictions include the transactions costs that are associated with 

virtually all forms of bargaining and negotiation. Contracting frictions also can arise from limited 

and asymmetric information about how highly consumers value an OVD’s service, for example.  

28. Second, even if the conditions noted by Professor Carlton were met, the proposed merger 

of Comcast and TWC could still impose substantial harm on consumers. The harm would stem 

from the substantial leverage the merger likely would afford the combined Comcast–TWC in its 

interactions with OVDs. Comcast–TWC could employ this leverage to systematically secure a 

21 Dr. Israel refers to the results of a survey conducted for Comcast as “empirical evidence that, faced 
with a reduction in the quality of broadband service, customers would, in fact, switch to … 
alternatives – including lower speed, DSL, and wireless options – in large numbers, thus imposing 
substantial costs on Comcast” (Israel Reply, ¶66). The actual empirical evidence presented here 
demonstrates just how unreliable this survey information is. 

22 Declaration of Dennis W. Carlton, Exhibit 3 in Applicants’ Response, September 22, 2014 (“Carlton 
Declaration”), ¶12. Dr. Israel offers related observations (Israel Reply, ¶¶122-124). 

23  Because the conditions noted by Professor Carlton typically will not prevail in practice, Comcast may 
well find it profitable to foreclose OVDs and supply a substitute OTT service itself. Comcast and its 
experts dismiss this potential outcome improperly (Compass Lexecon Supplemental Responses on 
Broadband Prices, Customer Lifetime Value Calculations, and Alternative Theories of Foreclosure, 
¶19 (Attachment to Letter from Francis Buono, Comcast Corporation, to Marlene Dortch, FCC, MB 
Docket No. 14-57 (Dec. 3, 2014)) (“Comcast December 3 Response”)). The flaws in the arguments of 
Comcast and its experts are discussed in Section VI below. 
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disproportionate share of the available surplus in its interactions with OVDs. Doing so would 

limit innovation by OVDs and thereby harm consumers of video services. 

29. When it decides how much costly innovative activity to pursue, an OVD will naturally 

consider the likely financial return to its activity. If the OVD’s projected return is minimal 

because Comcast–TWC is likely to usurp the lion’s share of the total return, the OVD will 

rationally undertake little innovative activity (and may even decide to terminate its operations 

altogether). Consumers are harmed when industry innovation is stifled in this manner. Thus, 

even in the absence of a concern about whether a powerful ISP will reach an agreement with an 

OVD, substantial concern remains regarding the likely terms of the agreement. 

30. The concern here is even more pronounced than the long-standing concern with the 

fraction of the nation’s cable subscribers that a single cable company can serve. The concern in 

the cable industry is that a cable company that controls access to a sufficiently large number of 

viewers will be able to extract very favorable terms from programmers. In doing so, the cable 

company will reduce the financial gain a programmer anticipates from creating even particularly 

innovative, high-quality programming. Consequently, the incentives to create such programming 

are diminished, to the detriment of viewers. 

31. Notice, though, that a cable company must acquire high-quality programming in order to 

attract subscribers. Therefore, even a cable company that enjoys substantial leverage in its 

interactions with programmers will tend to offer contract terms that ensure programmers will 

deliver the programming that is vital to the cable company’s success. In contrast, a broadband 

supplier that is also a cable supplier may have less incentive to negotiate mutually agreeable 

terms with an OVD. This is the case because the broadband supplier can benefit even when it 

fails to reach an agreement with the supplier of an OTT video service that competes with the 

broadband supplier’s cable video services. The benefit is the reduced competition the broadband 

supplier faces for its cable video services. 

32. Comcast and TWC have carefully structured their proposed merger to ensure that the 

combined company will not serve more than 30 percent of cable subscribers nationwide. Yet the 

parties acknowledge that they will serve 40 percent of subscribers to wireline broadband service 

with downstream speeds of at least 10 Mbps. The parties will serve an even larger fraction of 
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subscribers to wireline broadband service with downstream speeds of at least 25 Mbps.24

Because a broadband supplier may have less incentive than a cable company to facilitate access 

to its subscribers, the large fraction of high-speed broadband subscribers that Comcast-TWC 

would serve post-merger raises serious concerns. 

33. In summary, Professor Carlton has merely asserted that, in theory, there are conditions 

under which an ISP and an OVD will reach a mutually advantageous agreement. This 

observation by no means implies that the proposed merger of Comcast and TWC is unlikely to 

harm OVDs – and therefore is unlikely to harm consumers of video services – for at least two 

reasons. First, the conditions to which Professor Carlton alludes are highly unlikely to be 

satisfied in the present instance. Second, even if the combined Comcast–TWC often would reach 

agreements with OVDs, the substantial leverage that the merger is likely to bestow upon the 

combined entity could enable it to usurp much of the surplus created by the innovative activities 

of OVDs.25 When they anticipate limited financial returns from costly innovative activity, OVDs 

will rationally curtail such activity, to the detriment of consumers of OTT video services. 

34.  It should also be noted that the Applicants’ experts implausibly dismiss the possibility 

that Comcast-TWC might foreclose an OVD and supply a corresponding OTT service itself.26

24  See, for example, Sappington Declaration, and Mark Cooper, “Buyer and Bottleneck Market Power 
Make the Comcast-Time Warner Merger ‘Unapprovable’,” Consumer Federation of America Report, 
April 8, 2014 (http:// www. consumerfed.org/pdfs/CFA-Comcast-TW-Merger-Analysis.pdf). 

25 Professor Carlton and Dr. Israel both suggest that Comcast’s recent contract with Netflix indicates that 
Comcast has limited leverage in its interactions with OVDs (Carlton Declaration, ¶14-15; Israel Reply, 
¶¶118-119). This suggestion ignores at least two relevant facts. First, the merger is likely to endow the 
combined Comcast–TWC with more leverage than Comcast presently enjoys. Second, Comcast has 
been well aware for some time that overly-aggressive behavior in its interactions with OVDs could 
limit the chances that the Commission and the Department of Justice would view the proposed merger 
of Comcast and TWC favorably. Consequently, the contract terms to which Comcast has agreed pre-
merger may be entirely unrepresentative of the terms it would insist upon post-merger. 

26 Comcast also reports that “OVDs have also become significant purchasers of NBCUniversal content” 
and asserts that “[t]his creates a significant and growing disincentive for Comcast to harm or degrade 
the performance or viability of OVDs” (Letter from Kathryn A. Zachem, Comcast Corporation, to 
Marlene H. Dortch, Federal Communications Commission, Re: Applications of Comcast Corp., Time
Warner Cable Inc., Charter Communications, Inc. and SpinCo for Consent to Assign or Transfer 
Control of Licenses and Authorizations, MB Docket No. 14-57, November 26, 2014, Response to 
Question 1, at 17). This argument is unconvincing for the reasons set forth in Section VII of DISH’s 
Reply. 
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For the reasons identified in Section VI below, such foreclosure could well be profitable for 

Comcast-TWC. 

IV.  Nationwide Shares of Broadband Subscribers Are Highly Relevant for this Proceeding. 

35. Dr. Israel asserts that commenters have failed “to establish the existence of a national 

broadband market in which [national market] shares would be relevant.”27 In his attempt to 

support this assertion, Dr. Israel focuses on the choices of individual broadband subscribers, 

noting that the broadband subscriptions offered by Comcast and the broadband subscriptions 

offered by TWC are not substitutes for consumers because Comcast and TWC serve distinct 

geographic regions.  

36. Dr. Israel’s analysis ignores the fact that access to Comcast’s high-speed broadband 

subscribers and access to TWC’s high-speed broadband subscribers are substitutes for an OVD 

attempting to secure nationwide distribution of its OTT service. As the analysis in Section VII 

below demonstrates, an OTT service may be viable if it can secure access to Comcast’s 

customers or if it can secure access to TWC’s customers. However, the OTT service may well be 

unprofitable without access to the high-speed broadband customers of both Comcast and TWC. 

Consequently, the merger of Comcast and TWC would enable a single entity to control the 

supply of two services (access to high-speed broadband subscribers) that presently are important 

substitutes for OVDs.28

37. OVDs require access to broadband subscribers in order to successfully market their 

products. Comcast, TWC, and other ISPs control this access. An ISP’s refusal to admit 

uncompromised access to its broadband subscribers will reduce an OVD’s potential earnings, as

demonstrated in Section VII below. The reduction in earnings that an OVD suffers when it is 

unable to secure uncompromised access to an ISP’s broadband subscribers increases as the 

number of customers the ISP serves increases. Therefore, the number of customers an ISP serves 

– as proxied by the ISP’s share of nationwide broadband subscribers – is a relevant measure of 

27  Israel Reply, ¶17. 
28  The fact that OVDs usually (but, of late, not always) do not pay ISPs directly for access to their 

broadband subscribers does not affect this conclusion. ISPs secure payments from subscribers that 
defray the costs of supplying access to OVDs. 
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the ISP’s ability to harm an OVD by unilaterally impeding the OVD’s access to the ISP’s 

broadband subscribers. 

38. Just as market shares are an imperfect measure of market power in any relevant antitrust 

market, the share of nationwide broadband subscribers that an ISP serves may not provide a 

perfect measure of the harm that the ISP can impose on an OVD or of the leverage that the ISP 

can exercise over an OVD. However, national market shares constitute informative proxies for 

this leverage, and so are useful to consider in assessing the extent to which the proposed merger 

of Comcast and TWC could harm OVDs (and thereby stifle industry innovation and harm 

consumers of OTT services) by increasing the combined leverage of Comcast and TWC over 

OVDs. 

39. The Commission has long relied on national market shares to assess whether a particular 

cable supplier might have excessive leverage in its interaction with programmers. This is the 

case even though cable suppliers typically have not engaged in direct (horizontal) competition 

for retail customers with one another. Thus, the consideration of national market shares in the 

present analysis of vertical concerns raised by the proposed merger of Comcast and TWC has 

precedent and reflects sound economic principles. 29

V. The Experts’ Product Market Assertions are Not Compelling.

40. In attempting to argue that DSL belongs in the same product market as high-speed cable 

broadband service, Dr. Israel downplays the substantial price differences between the two 

services.30 In doing so, Dr. Israel cites the work of Werden and Froeb (“the Werden-Froeb 

analysis”),31 which reviews the hazards of relying upon any single, simple rule to assess whether 

two services belong in the same relevant product market.  

29  The calculation and the interpretation of the national market shares by merger opponents in the present 
proceeding avoid the key criticisms of the Commission’s corresponding calculations. In particular, the 
present calculations include subscribers of all relevant broadband services, not simply subscribers to 
cable broadband services. Furthermore, the national market shares have been employed to assess the 
potential unilateral (as opposed to coordinated) behavior of relevant industry suppliers. 

30  Israel Reply, ¶78. 
31 Gregory Werden and Luke Froeb, “Correlation, Causality, and All that Jazz: The Inherent 

Shortcomings of Price Tests for Antitrust Market Delineation,” Review of Industrial Organization,
8(3), June 1993, 329-353. 
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41.  The Werden-Froeb analysis does not suggest that price differences – such as the 

substantial differences in the prices of DSL and high-speed cable broadband service that 

commonly prevail – are irrelevant in delineating the boundaries of relevant antitrust markets.  

The analysis simply notes that such significant price differences alone do not permit one to 

conclude with certainty that DSL and high-speed cable broadband service are not in the same 

relevant product market, and so additional evidence warrants consideration.  

42. Dr. Israel’s observation that some Comcast subscribers have historically switched to DSL 

service32 does not constitute compelling additional evidence in this regard. There are many 

reasons why some former Comcast subscribers might switch to DSL even if DSL and high-speed 

cable broadband service are not in the same relevant product market. For instance, the customers 

who switched to DSL might have subscribed to Comcast’s slower-speed broadband services. In 

this event, their observed switch to DSL provides no information whatsoever about the extent to 

which consumers view DSL and high-speed cable broadband service to be reasonable 

substitutes.  

43. Alternatively, customers may have signed up for Comcast’s high-speed broadband 

service on a trial basis in response to a low introductory price. After trying the service, the 

customers may have discovered that they seldom consumed the particular internet video products 

(e.g., streaming video) that are best viewed with high-speed cable broadband service. 

Consequently, these customers may have concluded that it was uneconomical to pay the 

substantial premium required to continue to access Comcast’s high-speed broadband service. 

Their switch to DSL provides little information about whether consumers who subscribe to high-

speed cable broadband service primarily to view streaming video stream video consider DSL to 

be a reasonable substitute for their preferred service. 

44. Dr. Israel’s discussion of survey results33 similarly provides little, if any, useful 

information about whether the independent supply of DSL constrains the pricing of high-speed 

cable broadband service. It is well known that actual customer behavior can differ substantially 

32  Israel Reply, ¶81. 
33 id, ¶¶89-93. 
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from the behavior predicted by surveys.34 Indeed, one should expect actual behavior to diverge 

from predicted behavior in the present instance. A customer’s claim that she will leave Comcast 

for another broadband supplier if Comcast impedes access to valued websites is a simple, 

costless way for the customer to express her preference for uncompromised access to these 

websites. Perhaps the most surprising survey finding is that some customers effectively invited 

Comcast to selectively slow internet traffic by admitting that they are unlikely to switch suppliers 

even when Comcast intentionally slows the traffic of “uncooperative” OVDs.35

45. The information that Comcast provides to its customers likely provides more useful 

information about whether DSL is capable of constraining Comcast’s pricing of its high-speed 

broadband service than does survey data. Comcast informs customers through its Xfinity website 

that only services with downstream speeds of at least 25 Mbps are appropriate for streaming 

video.36 The services with slower downstream speeds that Comcast advertises are only 

recommended for email, social networking, surfing the web, sharing photos, and downloading 

music. Thus, assuming that Comcast provides accurate information to its customers, broadband 

customers who wish to view streaming video regularly are unlikely to find that broadband 

services with download speeds considerably below 25 Mbps will satisfy their needs. 

Consequently, if a large portion of Comcast’s high-speed broadband subscribers purchase the 

service in order to stream video, the independent supply of DSL with relatively slow speeds is 

unlikely to constrain Comcast’s pricing of its high-speed broadband services. 

46. Dr. Israel’s attempt to place wireless broadband service in the same product market as 

high-speed cable broadband service37 is also unconvincing. Dr. Israel’s call for a “forward-

34 See, for example: (i) Norbert Schwartz, “Self-Reports: How the Questions Shape the Answers,” 
American Psychologist, 54(2), February 1999, 93-105; and (ii) Norbert Schwartz and Daphna 
Oyserman, “Asking Questions About Behavior: Cognition, Communication, and Questionnaire 
Construction,” American Journal of Evaluation, 22(2), June 2001, 127-160. 

35 In fact, as documented in Section II above, Comcast’s HSD customers exhibited {{
}} to discontinue their service with Comcast during or after the period in which Netflix’s 

traffic was slowed on Comcast’s network. 
36  Comcast, XFINITY Internet (http://www.comcast.com/internet-service.html?CMP=KNC-IQ_ID

_64318266-VQ2-g-VQ3--VQ6-40631332186-VQ16-c-pkw-comcast-pmt-e&iq_id=69132979&NUM
=3), visited October 15, 2014.

37  Israel Reply, ¶¶82-88. 
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looking” industry assessment38 is appropriate. However, it is not appropriate to base irreversible 

policy decisions on speculative forecasts about possible long-term industry developments. The 

assertions that some industry observers “recognize the growing importance of video over 

wireless,”39 that “gains in wireless capacity and reductions in cost will make wireless broadband 

an increasingly relevant alternative over time,”40 and that “[n]ew wireless technologies are 

further increasing their competitive relevance”41 merit consideration in ongoing studies of future 

industry developments. However, these assertions do not imply that the independent supply of 

wireless broadband services presently constrains the pricing of high-speed broadband cable 

service, particularly in light of the data caps that typically prevail in wireless broadband plans. 

Dr. Israel’s assertions also do not imply that the independent supply of wireless broadband 

services is likely to constrain the pricing of high-speed broadband cable service in the near 

future. 

VI.  The Merger Likely Would Reduce Future Competition Between Comcast and TWC. 

47.  The Applicants argue that their merger would not limit future competition between them 

because neither of them presently plans to provide an out-of-region OTT service.42 However, 

incumbent multi-channel video programming distributors (“MVPDs”) like Comcast and TWC 

tend to be well positioned to serve as particularly effective OTT competitors. Consequently, the 

merger of Comcast and TWC could well reduce future competition in the supply of OTT 

services.

48.  Incumbent MVPDs are well-situated to serve as effective OTT competitors for at least 

four reasons.  First, due to their tenure in the industry, incumbent MVPDs have substantial 

industry expertise and knowledge, including a deep understanding of consumers’ viewing habits 

38 id, ¶82. 
39 id. 
40 id, ¶85. 
41 id, ¶86.
42  Dr. Israel claims that “Comcast has no plans to offer online video offerings outside its footprint” 

(Israel Reply, ¶127). 
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and preferences.43 Incumbent MVPDs can employ their expertise and knowledge to design OTT 

services that consumers value particularly highly.44

49.  Second, incumbent MVPDs typically have well-established, well-functioning 

relationships with content suppliers. These relationships and the incumbents’ status as major 

content buyers can help them secure reliable and relatively low-cost access to valuable content 

for OTT services.45 Furthermore, Comcast’s ownership of NBCUniversal ensures that Comcast 

typically will have access to NBCUniversal programming at lower cost than OTT rivals, which 

provides Comcast with an important competitive advantage. 

50. Third, Comcast’s Infinity service is an OTT service that Comcast has operated 

successfully for several years. The incremental cost that Comcast would incur to export this

service beyond the boundaries of its current footprint likely would be relatively small.46

43  Mr. Roger Lynch, Executive Vice President of the Advanced Technologies and International Group 
for DISH Network, observes that Comcast’s ownership of FreeWheel provides Comcast with 
particularly detailed and comprehensive knowledge of consumers’ preferences (Reply Declaration of 
Roger J. Lynch (“Lynch Reply”), ¶20).

44  The ability of incumbent MVPDs to design OTT services that consumers value particularly highly 
reduces the risk of introducing unpopular, and thus unprofitable, OTT services. Consequently, the 
rationale for Comcast’s claim that “Choosing to self-supply an OVD service … is both highly costly 
and risky to Comcast” is not apparent (Comcast December 3 Response, ¶19). The launch of a new 
service inevitably entails risk. However, the risk associated with a new OTT service may well be less 
pronounced for incumbent MVPDs with considerable industry expertise than for new, independent 
OVDs. 

45  The Applicants suggest that the elimination of OVDs is likely to be undesirable because it would shift 
to Comcast-TWC the burden of reaching favorable agreements with content providers (“foreclosing a 
particular OVD would likely just shift Comcast’s negotiation from one third party (the OVD) to 
another (e.g., other OVDs, studios and other programmers). Such a strategy would not likely be 
profitable, as Comcast would simply find itself more dependent on the remaining, smaller set of third-
party content providers”) (footnote omitted) (Comcast December 3 Response, ¶19). The rationale for 
this suggestion is far from apparent in light of the long-standing relationships that Comcast and TWC 
have with content providers and the increased leverage the combined Comcast-TWC likely would 
wield in negotiations with content providers. 

46 Mr. Roger Lynch observes that “Comcast and TWC have both independently developed or are 
developing Internet-delivered service offerings that are or will become available. After the OTT 
service is developed, it is only a small leap from the investment in such a service to the incremental 
relatively minor investment needed to export it outside each cable operator’s footprint, in large part 
because there is no substantial additional physical infrastructure to be deployed for an OTT service” 
(Lynch Reply, ¶30).  
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51.  Fourth, incumbent MVPDs like Comcast and TWC that provide high-speed broadband 

service have in place the infrastructure required to deliver OTT services to their subscribers. 

Consequently, such incumbent MVPDs typically face lower incremental in-region distribution 

costs than rival OVDs face. This cost advantage can help to make incumbent MVPDs 

particularly strong OTT competitors. 

52.  In summary, there are several reasons why Comcast and TWC – the nation’s two largest 

cable operators – are likely to be particularly effective OTT competitors in the future. The two 

companies may not offer out-of-region OTT services presently in part because doing so would 

make more apparent yet another detrimental, anti-competitive effect of the proposed merger. 

However, once the fate of the proposed merger has been determined, there is every reason to 

believe that Comcast and TWC will supply out-of-region OTT services. Consequently, by 

terminating the independent operation of Comcast and TWC, merger approval likely would 

reduce future competition in the supply of OTT services. 

VII.  The Merger Could Threaten the Viability of DISH’s New OTT Service. 

53. I understand that DISH plans to launch a new domestic OTT service in the near future. In 

assessing the likely returns from this new service, DISH prepared projections of the revenues a 

new OTT service would generate and the associated costs of supplying the service.47 I

understand that these projections were informed by DISH’s experience with its foreign language 

OTT service, DISH World.

54.  These projections are employed here to demonstrate that if the proposed merger were to 

occur, access to the high-speed broadband subscribers of the combined Comcast-TWC is likely 

to be essential for the viability of a new OTT service. The projections indicate that a new OTT 

service could be viable without access to TWC’s current subscribers. The service could even be 

viable without access to Comcast’s current subscribers. However, without access to the high-

speed broadband subscribers of the combined Comcast-TWC, the potential returns from the 

service would be diminished so severely that the new service likely would be unviable, and so 

would not be offered. 

47 These projections are set forth and explained in detail in the Lynch Reply. The projections are 
replicated in Table 1 below. 
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55. Because the combined Comcast-TWC could unilaterally control the viability of a new 

OTT service, the combined company would enjoy pronounced leverage in its interaction with 

OVDs, which it could employ to extract from OVDs much of the surplus generated by their new 

services. Such surplus extraction would limit the incentives of OVDs to create innovative, high-

quality OTT services, and thereby harm consumers of those services. 

56. I understand that in order to determine whether to undertake a new project, DISH 

typically employs its revenue and cost projections to estimate the annual pre-tax cash flow (or 

“profit”) the project will generate for {{ }}. Furthermore, DISH typically will

only pursue a project if the net present value (“NPV”) of the profit it is expected to generate 

during the {{ }} of its operation is positive.48 The financial projections presented 

in Tables 1 – 3 permit an assessment of the {{ }} NPV of the profit a new domestic 

OTT service is likely to generate, depending on the access it can secure to the nation’s high-

speed broadband subscribers. 

57. Table 1 summarizes DISH’s financial projections for the case where the new OTT 

service has uncompromised access to all U.S. broadband subscribers with downstream speeds of 

at least 25 Mbps. As explained in the Lynch Reply, the first six rows of data in Table 1 pertain to 

the projected number of subscribers for the new OTT service. The “total variable contribution” 

reported in the eighth row of data in Table 1 represents the total revenue the new OTT service is 

expected to receive from its subscribers. The “total subscriber acquisition costs” that appear in 

the tenth row of data reflect the estimated total cost of acquiring subscribers. The “total 

additional operational costs” in the twelfth row of data represent the projected additional costs of 

serving subscribers. The “pre-tax cash flow” reported in the last row of data in Table 1 is the 

48  The NPV of a series of future profits is the value today of the future stream of profits. Positive profits 
that arrive earlier are more valuable than profits that arrive later because the former are received 
sooner and so can be put to use (e.g., invested) sooner. Thus, in calculating the NPV of a series of 
profits, more distant profits are “discounted.” Formally, let  denote the profit that will arrive at the 
end of year , for . Also let  denote the relevant annual discount rate. Then the NPV of 

this stream of profit is . 
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profit the new service is expected to generate. This profit is the difference between total revenue 

and the sum of total subscriber acquisition costs and total additional operational costs.49

49 Costs and negative numbers are denoted by parentheses (“( )”) in Tables 1 – 3. 
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58. As Table 1 indicates, the new OTT service is expected to {{

}} years of operation. The service is expected to produce {{

}} in subsequent years. Using a {{ }},50 the NPV of 

the identified {{ }} series of financial losses and financial gains is {{ }}.

Because this {{ }} NPV of expected profit is positive, DISH would proceed with an 

OTT service of this sort if it anticipated uncompromised access to all relevant U.S. broadband 

subscribers.  

59. The prospects for an OTT service become less attractive when it is unable to secure 

uncompromised access to a substantial fraction of relevant broadband subscribers. Table 2 

estimates the changes that would arise if the OTT service in question were unable to secure 

access (only) to Comcast’s broadband subscribers. Table 3 reports the corresponding changes 

that would arise if the OTT service were denied access to both Comcast’s and TWC’s broadband 

subscribers.  

60. The entries in Tables 2 and 3 employ the market share calculations in the Sappington 

Declaration. These calculations are derived from publicly available data, assuming that the ratio 

of broadband connections with downstream speeds of at least 25 Mbps (“25M broadband 

connections”) to all broadband connections that a cable company supplies is the same for all 

cable companies. The calculations reveal that Comcast and TWC together would supply 

approximately 50% of residential 25M broadband connections in the U.S. after the proposed 

merger and after the planned divestiture of subscribers. The calculations reported in Tables 2 and 

3 further assume that Comcast supplies twice the number of broadband connections that TWC 

supplies.51

50  The {{ }} discount rate reflects the standard weighted average cost of capital that DISH 
employs in its financial projections for new services. A higher discount rate (which would reduce the 
calculated NPV of the identified stream of cash flows) might arguably better capture the risk and 
uncertainty inherent in many new product offerings. 

51  Comcast served 19.7 million residential broadband customers as of March 31, 2014. TWC served 11.4 
million residential broadband customers as of April 17, 2014. (Kathryn A. Zachem et al.’s Letter to 
FCC Secretary Marlene H. Dortch, MB Docket No. 14-57, June 27, 2014, http://apps.fcc.gov/ecfs/ 
document/view?id=7521351426). 
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61. In this setting, if the new OTT service were unable to reach (only) Comcast’s broadband 

subscribers, it would lack access to one-third of the customers to whom it is assumed to have 

access in Table 1. This reduction in the addressable market represents two-thirds (Comcast’s 

share) of the estimated 50 percent of U.S. residential 25M broadband connections that the 

combined Comcast-TWC would supply post-merger. 

62. Table 2 documents the impact of this diminished access to potential customers. For 

simplicity, variable per-subscriber contribution margins, per-subscriber acquisition costs, and the 

annual rate of increase in additional operational costs are assumed to be unaffected by the 

reduced customer access. The lack of access to one-third of relevant potential customers is 

assumed only to reduce by one-third the number of new subscribers (“gross additions”) that the 

service attracts each year.52

63. The resulting decline in the subscriber base for the new domestic OTT service reduces 

the earnings the service generates. However, the {{ }} NPV of expected profit remains 

positive {{ }} even when the service is unable to secure access to Comcast’s high-

speed broadband subscribers.53

64. In contrast, the {{ }} NPV of profit from the new service is negative when it is 

unable to access the relevant broadband subscribers of both Comcast and TWC, as would be the 

case if Comcast-TWC blocked access to its broadband subscribers following the merger. Table 3 

presents the financial impact of being unable to access the 50 percent of relevant broadband 

subscribers that Comcast and TWC together are estimated to supply post- merger.54 In this case, 

the new OTT service would incur substantial losses in each of the {{ }} years of its

operation. These pronounced losses cause the {{ }} NPV of expected profit from the 

52 As explained in the Lynch Reply, {{ }} of initial (“beginning of year”) subscribers and {{ }} 
of new subscribers (“gross additions”) are projected to discontinue their subscriptions each year. 
Therefore, the estimated reduction in the number of new subscribers has a corresponding impact on 
the number of subscribers that are expected to discontinue their subscriptions each year 
(“disconnects”).

53  The {{ }} NPV of expected profit for the service is also positive {{ }} when 
the service is denied access (only) to TWC’s high-speed broadband subscribers. 

54  Again, for simplicity, the calculations in Table 3 assume that the only impact of the inability to reach 
one-half of relevant viewers is a 50 percent reduction in the number of new subscribers (“gross 
additions”) the service attracts each year.
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service to be {  Faced with such a negative {{ }} NPV of profit, 

DISH typically would decide not to pursue a new OTT service like this one. 

65. This case study illustrates the more general conclusion that the proposed merger of 

Comcast and TWC would endow the combined firm with the ability to unilaterally determine the 

fate of promising OTT services. The associated leverage that Comcast-TWC would enjoy in its 

interaction with OVDs would enable the combined company to extract from OVDs much of the 

surplus generated by their innovative activities. Such surplus extraction would limit the 

incentives of OVDs to create high-quality OTT services, and thereby harm consumers of those 

services.
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VIII.  Conclusions. 

66. The preceding analysis supports the following six conclusions. First, Comcast {{  

}} in the churn of its broadband subscribers during or after the period 

when Netflix’s traffic was slowed on Comcast’s network. Therefore, the Applicants’ repeated 

claim that they have no incentive to sabotage OVDs because the sabotage would substantially 

increase customer churn is without merit.  

67. Second, substantial customer harm can arise even in (hypothetical) settings where ISPs 

never foreclose OVDs. The harm arises when powerful ISPs usurp the lion’s share of the surplus 

created by OVDs, thereby limiting incentives for innovation by OVDs. 

68. Third, access to the combined subscriber base of Comcast and TWC is essential for the 

viability of OTT services like DISH’s new domestic OTT service. Consequently, the proposed 

merger would endow Comcast–TWC with leverage over DISH and other OVDs that could 

seriously diminish industry innovation and thereby harm consumers of OTT services. 

69. Fourth, the evidence that has been presented to support the contention that DSL and high-

speed cable broadband service belong in the same relevant product market is not compelling. 

The Applicants have not demonstrated that the independent supply of DSL constrains the pricing 

of high-speed cable broadband services.  

70. Fifth, the merger of Comcast and TWC likely would reduce future competition in the 

supply of OTT services.  

71. Sixth, it is important to consider the relevant national geographic market and assess the 

nationwide supply of access to high-speed broadband subscribers in order to fully assess the 

impact of the proposed merger of Comcast and TWC. The access that these ISPs presently 

supply to OVDs are substitutes, and the merger would allow a single entity to control the supply 

of these substitute services and thereby harm consumers of OTT services.  
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APPENDIX 
72. This appendix provides additional evidence that Comcast’s HSD customers {{  

}} during or after the period in which Netflix’s traffic was slowed on 

Comcast’s network. Additional graphic evidence is provided in Section A.II. Additional 

econometric analysis appears in Section A.III. First, though Section A.I presents some 

preliminary information that underlies the ensuing analysis. 

A.I.  Preliminary Analysis. 

73. Figure A1 illustrates the aforementioned {{ }} in the churn of Comcast’s HSD 

{{ }} customers. This churn tends to be most pronounced during {{  

}} and least pronounced during {{ }}.

{{

}}
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74. Figure A2 presents the average speed of Netflix’s traffic on Comcast’s network between

November 2012 and June 2014.55 The solid line represents speeds for July 2013 – June 2014, a 

year in which Netflix’s traffic was slowed on Comcast’s network. The dashed line presents 

speeds for the portion of the preceding year in which this data is available. 

Figure A2.  Average Speed of Netflix’s Traffic on Comcast’s Network.

A.II.  Additional Graphic Analysis. 

75. Figure A3 adds to Figure 1 the churn rate for Comcast’s HSD {{ }} 

customers in 2011 – 2012. Figure A3 makes it clear that churn rates in 2012 – 2013 were {{  

}}. Therefore, the comparison of churn rates in 2013 – 2014 

55 This data is derived from http://ispspeedindex.netflix.com/usa. November 2012 is the first moth for 
which this data is reported. 
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with the corresponding churn rates one year earlier {{

}} 

{{

}}

76. Figure A4 presents churn rates for Comcast’s {{ }}

subscribers. These are {{

}}. Figure A4 makes it clear that, {{  

}}, Comcast’s {{

}} 

during or after the period in which Netflix’s traffic was slowed on Comcast’s network.
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{{

 }}

77. Figure A5 presents churn rates for Comcast’s {{ }} customers. These are 

customers who {{ }}. Figure A5 demonstrates that the central 

churn patterns identified in Figure 1 also prevail for Comcast’s {{ }} 

customers. Therefore, the key qualitative conclusions drawn above are the same whether churn 

rates are calculated for {{ }} customers or for {{ }}

customers. 
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{{

}}

78. Figure A6 illustrates that the key qualitative features of Figure 1 persist when the 

definition of “churn” is expanded to include both Comcast subscribers who discontinue their 

customer relationship with Comcast and Comcast subscribers who {{
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}}.56

}}

  

56  For two important reasons, the data that Comcast has provided do not permit ready calculation of the 
most relevant measure of {{ }} for the present purposes. First, the data do not distinguish 
among {{ }}. Second, the data do not readily 
distinguish among the different possible types of {{ }}. In particular, the data do not 
distinguish between {{

}}  
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Together, Figures A3 – A6 provide additional strong visual evidence that Comcast’s HSD 

customers {{ }} during or after the period in which Netflix’s 

traffic was slowed on Comcast’s network.

A.III.  Additional Econometric Analysis. 

79. Additional econometric analysis provides further evidence that Comcast’s HSD 

customers {{ }} during or after the period in which Netflix’s 

traffic was slowed on Comcast’s network. To illustrate, first suppose the regression that 

underlies equation (1) is modified to incorporate a slightly different measure of OVD sabotage. 

In particular, suppose the  variable is replaced by , which is a dummy variable that takes on 

the value 1 in December 2013 and January 2014 (when the reduction in the speed of Netflix’s 

traffic was most pronounced) and is 0 in all other months in the sample. The resulting regression 

equation is:57

{{                  
                                                                               

}} indicates once again that, after 

controlling for overall trends and {{ }} in the data, the reduced speed of Netflix’s 

traffic on Comcast’s network is associated with {{  }} in the churn 

of Comcast’s HSD customers.

80. Equation (A2) considers a related modification of the regression that underlies equation 

(1). In this modified regression, the dichotomous  variable is replaced by the continuous 

variable, , which reflects the average speed of Netflix’s traffic on Comcast’s network in month 

. The resulting regression equation is:58

{{                
                                                                                    }}

57  values appear below the coefficient estimates in equation (A1) and in all subsequent equations. The 
 for this regression is {{ }}.  

58  The sample period for this regression is {{ }}, reflecting the 
availability of data regarding Netflix’s speed on Comcast’s network. The  for this regression is 
{{ }}.
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The coefficient on the  variable in equation (A2) is {{ }}, indicating that the 

speed of Netflix’s traffic {{

}}.

81. Equation (A3) modifies the regression that underlies equation (1) to account for the 

possibility that, even though Comcast’s customers do not discontinue their HSD service 

immediately in response to the slowing of Netflix’s traffic, they might discontinue their service 

with a lag. To capture this potential lagged reaction, the contemporaneous “sabotage” variable 

( ) is replaced by the corresponding variable in the preceding month ( ). The resulting 

regression equation is:59

{{              
                                                                                   
  

 }} shows once again that the data 

provide no evidence of {{

}} 

82. Alternative regression formulations support this same conclusion. The conclusion is 

supported, for example, by formulations in which the dependent variable is the difference in the 

rate of churn of Comcast’s HSD {{ }} customers in month  and the 

corresponding churn rate one year earlier. The same conclusion also arises when the analysis is 

applied only to Comcast’s {{ }} subscribers or to {{  

}}. The conclusion 

is also robust to formulations with no explicit time trend variable, to formulations with different 

measures of “sabotage,” and to different lags of the sabotage variable, for example. 

83. The central, consistent message provided by both the graphical and econometric analysis 

of Comcast’s data is that {{ }} in response to the 

slowing of Netflix’s traffic on Comcast’s network. Therefore, Comcast’s own data provide {{  

59  The  for this regression is {{ }}. Results very similar to those in equation (A3) arise if a two-
month lag in customer reaction is considered (so the  variable in equation (A3) is replaced by 

).
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}}. Instead, 

the data suggest that Comcast can sabotage OVDs with virtual impunity, and so Comcast has 

substantial incentive to do so. 
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* * * 

 The foregoing declaration has been prepared using facts of which I have personal 

knowledge or based upon information provided to me.  I declare under penalty of perjury that the 

foregoing is true and correct to the best of my information, knowledge, and belief.   

Executed on December 22, 2014. 

    

    

    David Sappington 
    Eminent Scholar, Department of Economics 

Director, Robert F. Lanzillotti Public Policy Research Center 
University of Florida 
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I. Introduction

1. My name is Richard Schmalensee. I am the Howard W. Johnson Professor of 

Economics and Management Emeritus at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). I 

have taught at MIT since 1977, except for 1989-1991 when I was a member of the President’s 

Council of Economic Advisers. I served as the John C Head III Dean of the MIT Sloan School 

of Management from July 1998 until I stepped down at the end of June 2007.  I am also a 

Director at Global Economics Group, an economic consulting firm. 

2. During my career, I have been author or co-author of 11 books and more than 120 

articles on industrial organization and other areas of economics. I was the co-editor of Volumes 

I and II of the Handbook of Industrial Organization, a standard reference in the field, and I 

wrote the entry on Industrial Organization in the first edition of The New Palgrave, an 

authoritative encyclopedia of economics. I am the 2012 Distinguished Fellow of the Industrial 

Organization Society. I was the Editor-In-Chief of Competition Policy International, a leading 

journal for antitrust practitioners, from 2005 through 2008, and have been Chairman of its 

Editorial Board since then.

3. Over the years, both the U.S. Federal Trade Commission and the U.S. Department of 

Justice have asked me to consult on antitrust issues.  For example, I was one of two economists 

outside the government with whom the Department of Justice consulted in preparing the 1992

Horizontal Merger Guidelines. I have testified in U.S. federal courts and before Congress on 

numerous economic issues. My curriculum vitae is provided as Attachment 1. 

4. Counsel for COMPTEL has asked me to review the proposed acquisition of Time 

Warner Cable by Comcast Corporation (“Transaction”). In this declaration, I focus on two 

main topics. First, I address the potential impact of this Transaction on competition for set-top 
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boxes that are used in the viewing of programming from multichannel video programming 

distributors (“MVPDs”). Second, I address the potential impact of this Transaction in 

increasing the advantage that Comcast and Time Warner Cable have in the cost of video 

programming over smaller MVPDs, including new entrants, which would decrease competition 

among MVPDs and among broadband providers. 

5. I find that there are competitive concerns with respect to both issues. First, the 

Transaction may restrict the access of third-party set-top box providers to Comcast and Time 

Warner Cable’s customers and thereby reduce competition in set-top boxes, resulting in 

decreased innovation in set-top boxes. The Transaction may also allow Comcast to reduce the 

access of third-parties content providers, such as online-video distributors (“OVDs”), to 

placement on set-top boxes using the X1 platform controlled by Comcast, which could become 

a de facto standard. Second, the Transaction may increase the gap between what Comcast and 

Time Warner Cable pay for video programming versus what smaller MVPDs pay, thereby 

leading to decreased competition among MVPDs and among broadband providers in ways that, 

on net, harm MVPD and broadband consumers. 

6. For the reasons I set out below I would encourage the Federal Communications 

Commission staff to investigate these issues carefully. I reserve the right to supplement this 

declaration. In particular, as of this submission I have only started my review of the millions of 

documents, adding up to roughly three terabytes of data, provided by the merging parties only 

recently. Assuming that access to video programming confidential information (“VPCI”) is 

permitted under a protective order, I also expect to undertake a review of the VPCI. 
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II. Set-Top Box Competition 

A. Background 

7. Consumers use set-top boxes to access video programming from MVPDs. Historically, 

the only significant function of set-top boxes was to allow consumers to watch linear 

programming on their televisions. In recent years, with developments in technology, MVPD 

set-top boxes can be used to record and playback linear programming, to access video-on-

demand (“VOD”), to access Internet content including programming from OVDs, to play video 

games and to access or provide other functionality.  

8. MVPDs commonly provide set-top boxes to their subscribers for a monthly fee or as 

part of a bundle of video programming services. The two leading manufacturers of set-top box 

hardware are Arris (formerly Motorola) and Cisco (formerly Scientific Atlanta). Recent efforts 

to provide greater functionality have taken place at the user interface (software) level. Some 

MVPDs have developed their own software, such as Comcast with its X1 platform. MVPDs 

also use software from third-party firms, such as Rovi’s Passport Guide.

9. Third-party firms also develop and sell set-top boxes, which may be used for viewing 

MVPD content and/or other content such as from OVDs. The main barrier to third-party set-top 

boxes providing access to MVPD content is that the MVPD has to authorize such access. 

CableCARDs currently allow third-party set-top boxes, such as TiVo set-top boxes, to access a 

cable MVPD’s linear programming.1 My understanding is that MVPDs have been required by 

1 Comcast agreed to allow TiVo access to its VOD programming as part of a successor agreement to an initial 
agreement between those parties that contemplated Comcast using TiVo software on its set-top boxes and that 
provided a covenant by TiVo not to assert its DVR patents against Comcast. See TiVo, Inc., 2009 Annual 
Report (Form 10-K), at 85-86 (Mar. 31, 2010); see generally TiVo, Inc., (Form 8-K) (May 9, 2011). TiVo has 
filed patent infringement suits against other MVPDs and set-top box manufacturers, including Time Warner 
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the FCC in the past to provide subscribers with CableCARDs they can use in third-party set-top 

boxes to enable those boxes to access the MVPD’s linear programming, but that there is at least 

some uncertainty regarding this requirement following the EchoStar decision.2 My 

understanding is that the next generation of set-top boxes are likely to abandon the use of 

CableCARDs in favor of software-based solutions. Such schemes are already starting to be 

implemented.3

10. Other set-top boxes do not currently provide access to MVPD linear or VOD content.4

For example, the Apple TV allows consumers to access a range of over-the-top video 

programming from providers including Apple, Netflix, Hulu, HBO, Major League Baseball, 

Disney Channel, ABC, and many other sources. There are currently 50 such “channels” offered 

on the Apple TV.5 In some cases, such as for ABC and HBO, a consumer needs to have a 

subscription for that channel from an MVPD in order to have access to that channel on the 

Apple TV. The Apple TV also provides a range of other functionality, such as streaming 

audiovisual content in the home and being able to display content from an iPad or iPhone. 

                            
Cable, and received settlements totaling nearly $1.5 billion. See TiVo Inc., 2013 Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 
12 (Mar. 14, 2014).  

2 EchoStar Satellite v. FCC, 704 F.3d 992 (D.C. Cir. 2013). 
3 The STELA Reauthorization Act of 2014 provided for the sunsetting of the integration ban that prohibited cable 

MVPDs from integrating decryption technology into set-top boxes and provided for a Downloadable Security 
Technical Advisory Committee (“DSTAC”) to “to identify, report, and recommend performance objectives, 
technical capabilities, and technical standards of a not unduly burdensome, uniform, and technology- and 
platform-neutral software-based downloadable security system” to promote the competitive availability of 
navigation devices (e.g., set-top boxes and MVPD-compatible television sets) in furtherance of Section 629 of 
the Communications Act.”  STELA Reauthorization Act of 2014, H.R. 5728, 113th Cong., § 106 (2014) 
(“STELAR”).  The FCC is in the process of establishing DSTAC. See Public Notice, FCC Seeks Nominations 
for Membership for the Downloadable Security Technical Advisory Committee, DA 14-1762 (rel. Dec. 4, 
2014).   

4 As I discuss below, some of these set-top boxes that are starting to provide access to MVPD linear and VOD 
content with the cooperation of MVPDs. 

5 See What’s on Apple TV, Apple, https://www.apple.com/appletv/whats-on/ (last visited Dec. 23, 2014). 
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11. Other firms selling set-top boxes or devices include Roku, Google, Amazon, Fan TV, 

Microsoft, and Sony. In some cases, the set-top box functionality is integrated into a television, 

as with Samsung’s Smart TVs. These set-top boxes are starting to include access to MVPD 

content. As noted, such access is subject to the control of the MVPD, as MVPDs are not 

currently required to provide any access other than via CableCARD (subject to the resolution of 

the impact of the EchoStar decision), which provides access only to linear programming and is 

not expected to be an important access scheme in the future. Getting full-featured access to an 

MVPD’s content, including VOD, requires approval by the MVPD. As I note below, Time 

Warner Cable has been a leader in allowing full-featured access by these third-party set-top 

boxes. Time Warner Cable subscribers are able to view Time Warner Cable linear and VOD 

content on Roku devices, Xbox 360s, Samsung Smart TVs and Fan TV boxes.6

B. Potential Impact of Transaction on Set-Top Box Competition 

12. Comcast and Time Warner Cable are, by far, the two leading cable MVPDs, with 

approximately 40 percent and 21 percent respectively of all U.S. cable MVPD subscribers.

They are two available anchor tenants for a set-top box platform. The remaining cable MVPDs 

account for about 39 percent, with the next largest system at about 8 percent. Given the 

significant fixed costs involved, the incentives for a third-party firm to invest in developing and 

enhancing set-top boxes are greater if they expect to have access to the subscribers of one or 

both of the merging parties.7 If the set-top box provider does not reach agreement with at least 

6 Time Warner Cable offers up to 300 live linear channels as well as VOD access on these devices. See TWC TV 
App, Time Warner Cable, http://www.timewarnercable.com/en/tv/features/twc-tv.html (follow “Options in Your 
Home”) (explaining that the services are available on “Computer, iPad, Xbox, Kindle Fire HD & HDX, 
Android, Samsung Smart TV, iPhone, Roku, [and] Fan TV.”).  

7 I use “set-top box” here to include the entirety of the set-top box including the software user interface. 
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one of the two merging parties, there is a limited and fragmented amount of scale left among 

the remaining cable MVPDs. 

13. There are at least two potential significant consequences of the Transaction for set-top 

box competition. First, the Transaction reduces the number of large, marquee partners for third-

party set-top box providers from two to one. If a set-top box provider does not expect to gain 

access to that merged entity’s subscribers, that limits its incentive to invest in developing a set-

top box that integrates MVPD programming.  Moreover, it prevents the possibility of the two 

marquee players aligning themselves with different set-top box platform, which would thereby 

provide for less dynamic competition in this area. 

14. It would be significantly more complicated for the set-top box provider to attempt to 

combine scale from the remaining smaller cable MVPDs. Moreover, if it did not expect to have 

access to the subscribers of the merged entity then it would not have access to 61 percent of all 

cable subscribers.8 By contrast, if in the absence of the merger, a set-top box provider reached a 

deal with either Comcast or Time Warner Cable, it might be able to use the success of the 

product to attract the other firm, as well as attract smaller cable MVPDs. 

15. The second potential impact of the Transaction arises if Time Warner Cable is 

significantly more receptive to set-top box innovation by third-parties than Comcast. If so, then 

given that merged entity would be the only large cable MVPD post-Transaction, the 

Transaction eliminates the only large cable MVPD that is likely to facilitate set-top box 

8 Direct-broadcast satellite (“DBS”) and telco MVPD subscribers also use set-top boxes to view content.  DBS 
providers are likely less desirable partners for third-party set-top boxes because DBS providers do not control 
wired broadband access and because many DBS subscribers have slower DSL service for broadband. The telco 
MVPD providers are also less attractive partners as they have significantly smaller numbers of subscribers than 
Comcast and Time Warner Cable and, in the case of AT&T, transmit video using IPTV. This is not to say that 
they could not play a role in set-top box development, but they are significantly less attractive alternatives. 
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competition and innovation. While my review of the documents produced by the Comcast and 

Time Warner Cable is at only a preliminary stage, the available information at this time 

suggests that this is a plausible concern.9

16. Comcast has developed its own X1 platform. The X1 set-top box that Comcast 

subscribers can use to access Comcast content provides for enhanced features such as advanced 

search and integration with a voice control smartphone app.10 The X1 platform is a central part 

of Comcast’s competitive strategy going forward. My understanding is that Comcast plans on 

offering its X1 platform to other cable MVPDs and already has a trial agreement with Cox. 

Comcast has also stated that it intends to use X1 in the former Time Warner Cable footprint if 

the Transaction is approved.  

17. By contrast, Time Warner Cable has not made the same type of investments in a 

proprietary set-top box platform. As a result, Time Warner Cable is likely to be significantly 

more receptive to working with third-party set-top box manufacturers/developers. Indeed, in 

terms of currently available set-top boxes using non-CableCARD solutions for enabling access, 

Time Warner Cable allows its linear and VOD programming to be accessed on Roku devices, 

Xbox 360, Samsung Smart TVs and Fan TV boxes while Comcast does not provide similar 

access.11

9 My understanding is that a substantial amount of document production, amounting to millions of pages, was 
made available only on or about December 10, 2014 and that the documents produced include relevant 
documents on set-top boxes. 

10 See Comcast, “The X1 Platform by Xfinity,” http://www.comcast.com/x1clouduser. 
11 Time Warner Cable offers up to 300 live linear channels as well as VOD access on these devices. See TWC TV 

App, Time Warner Cable, http://www.timewarnercable.com/en/tv/features/twc-tv.html (follow “Options in Your 
Home”) (explaining that the services is available on “Computer, iPad, Xbox, Kindle Fire HD & HDX, Android, 
Samsung Smart TV, iPhone, Roku, [and] Fan TV.”).  Comcast allows access to VOD, but not linear 
programming, on the Xbox 360. See FAQs: Xbos 360, Comcast Xfinity, http://xbox.comcast.net/faqs.html (“We 
do not have plans to deliver live, linear channels on the Xbox 360 at this time.”). The other devices listed in the 
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18. More generally, it appears that Time Warner Cable has been more interested in 

consumer owned and managed (“COAM”) devices as a matter of company strategy than 

Comcast has. A Time Warner Cable {{

{{

}}

19. Given Comcast’s significant investment in its X1 platform, Comcast would be expected 

to encourage its subscribers to engage with the X1 platform rather than third-party STBs. {{  

                            
text cannot be used to access Comcast’s linear or VOD programming. See Xfinity TV Go App with Download 
Feature Frequently Asked Questions, Comcast Xfinity, http://customer.comcast.com/help-and-support/xfinity-
apps/xtv-go-app-download-feature-faqs (listing compatible devices, which are limited to iPhone, iPod Touch, 
iPad, Android smartphones or tables, and Kindle Fire products).  

 In Comcast’s recent responses to the FCC’s questions on this issue, Comcast noted that it had made its app that 
allows access to certain Comcast content available on a variety of smartphones and tablets (as has Time Warner 
Cable). None of the devices were set-top boxes. Comcast noted that it was in discussion with {{  

}} to support its apps on those platforms and that Comcast believed {{
}} See Letter from Kathryn Zachem, Comcast Corporation, to 

Marlene Dortch, FCC, MB Docket No. 14-57, Response to Question 4 at 2-3 (Nov. 26, 2014).  It is also worth 
noting that Comcast reports that makes available “more than 60” linear channels in contrast to up to 300 from 
Time Warner Cable.  Id. at 2. 

12 Time Warner Cable, Inc., Responses to the Commission’s Information and Data Request, MB Docket No. 14-57 
(Oct. 14, 2014) (“Time Warner Cable Responses to Commission”) {{

}}
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}}13

20. The Transaction therefore not only reduces the number of potential large cable MVPD 

partners for a set-top box competitor from two to one, but the one partner that is being removed 

by the transaction is the one that has been significantly more interested in partnering with set-

top box providers. 

C. Potential Impact of Loss of Set-Top Box Competition 

21. The immediate impact of the possible loss of set-top box competition is that consumers 

face reduced and/or slower innovation by third-party set-top box providers. As I noted above, 

Comcast plans to use its X1 platform in the former Time Warner Cable territories if the 

Transaction is approved. Comcast also plans to attract other cable MVPDs to use the X1 

platform and set-top box and is in a trial with Cox. Comcast, Time Warner Cable and Cox 

would account for about 69 percent of all cable MVPD subscribers. The transaction would 

greatly increase the scale on the X1 platform thereby limiting the scale available to other set-

top box competitors. 

22. Post-Transaction, Comcast would exercise greater control over the ability of other set-

top box platforms to succeed.  Comcast could choose not to cooperate with such platforms, 

which would greatly limit their chances of developing a commercially viable product.  If 

Comcast did cooperate, it could extract terms and conditions to serve its interests, such as, for 

example by disadvantaging OVDs in terms of access to the set-top box. This could result in 

harm not only in innovation in set-top boxes, but also more broadly to competition from OVDs 

13 Time Warner Cable Responses to Commission, {{
}}
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in the distribution of video to consumers. In the long-run, OVDs could develop to the point that 

a broadband provider would not need to also offer MVPD services, which would increase the 

likelihood of broadband entry by overbuilders in Comcast’s territory. Limiting the ability of 

OVDs to compete through control of the set-top box would therefore decrease the likelihood of 

broadband entry in the long run. 

23. If Comcast chooses to limit cooperation with third-party set-top boxes, its X1 platform 

may become the de facto standard for cable set-top boxes given the reduced incentives for 

third-party providers to innovate.14 Comcast would then exercise significant control over the 

functionality of set-top boxes in the future. It could limit access of other firms, OVDs or other 

edge providers, to the X1 platform, or extract terms and conditions that serve Comcast’s 

interests. 

24. Comcast has, of course, innovated, just as the old AT&T brought out new telephones 

from time to time when it was the only supplier of them to most of the nation.  When AT&T’s 

legal monopoly on telephones was ended, however, the pace of innovation increased 

dramatically.  A multitude of competing, innovative firms introduced high-quality telephones 

with a variety of new features at what seemed to be amazingly low prices.  The moral of this 

story and others like it is that competition in innovation, as in production and distribution, is 

14 Comcast has stated that it has commited to making available a non-cableCARD authentication method for 
accessing its linear and VOD content. See Letter from Jordan Goldstein, Comcast, and Matthew Zinn, TiVo, to 
Marlene Dortch, FCC, CS Docket. No. 97-80, MB Docket No. 10-91, at 1 (July 14, 2014). Whether this 
authentication method is made available quickly, whether the solution is technically satisfactory to third-party 
set-top box providers, and whether Comcast’s licensing terms and conditions are reasonable remains to be seen. 
Given that Time Warner Cable has already made its linear and VOD content available on third-party set-top 
boxes, it is questionable whether Comcast’s commitment to provide a means of doing so in the future is a 
satisfactory replacement for the potential loss of Time Warner Cable’s demonstrated willingness to do so in the 
present. 
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generally an important and powerful source of consumer benefits—particularly in consumer 

electronics.

III. Programming Costs 

25. The second issue I discuss in this declaration is the potential impact of this Transaction 

in increasing the advantage that Comcast and Time Warner Cable now have with respect to the 

acquisition of video programming over smaller MVPDs, including new entrants. Assuming that 

access to VPCI is permitted under a protective order, I expect to undertake a review of the 

VPCI.

26. My understanding from talking to industry participants is that it is a widespread belief 

that the largest MVPDs, such as Comcast and Time Warner Cable, pay significantly less than 

smaller MVPDs do for video programming. Comcast also acknowledges that it expects 

significant cost savings from transitioning from the rates paid by Time Warner Cable to those 

paid by Comcast.15  The fact that Comcast now pays lower rates than Time Warner Cable 

suggests that the merged firm would pay even lower rates than Comcast alone does now. 

15 Dr. Israel argues that the savings in programming costs expected from the Transaction “are quite small in total, 
amounting to only {{ }} per year.” Mark A. Israel, Economic Analysis of the Effect of the Comcast-
TWC Transaction on Broadband: Reply to Commenters, MB Docket No. 14-57, ¶ 158 (Sept. 22, 2014) 
(attached as Exhibit 1 to Comcast Corporation and Time Warner Cable Inc., Opposition to Petitions to Deny and 
Response to Comments, MB Docket No. 14-57 (Sept. 23, 2014)). Without access to the underlying contracts in 
the VPCI it is difficult to assess this claim. In particular, the savings over the longer run may be significantly 
greater when all of Time Warner Cable’s contracts have expired. The declaration cited by Dr. Israel for this 
estimate noted that Comcast expected the savings “to the extent and at such time as more favorable rates and 
terms of some of Comcast’s programming agreements supersede some of TWC’s existing contracts.” See
Michael J. Angelakis, Angelakis Declaration, MB Docket No. 14-57, ¶ 7 (Apr. 7, 2014) (attached as Exhibit 4 to 
Applications of Comcast Corp. and Time Warner Cable Inc. for Consent to Transfer Control of Licenses and 
Authorizations, Applications and Public Interest Statement, MB Docket No. 14-57 (Apr. 8, 2014)). Even taking 
the {{ }} a year as a lower bound, the savings are significant. As a rough estimate, the {{

}} is about {{ }} of Time Warner Cable’s video programming costs of revenue in 2013 reported. 
See Time Warner Cable Inc., 2013 Annual Report (Form 10-K), at 42 (Feb. 18, 2014).  It is also important to 
note that based on the description of Comcast’s estimate, it does not appear that further decreases in the rates 
that Comcast pays for programming as a result of the Transaction, relative to what it would pay in the absence 
of the Transaction, are included in the analysis. 
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27. If the Transaction increases the differential between Comcast and Time Warner Cable’s 

video programming costs and those of smaller MVPDs, it will decrease competition among 

MVPDs. The attractiveness of overbuilder entry and expansion will decrease if the 

disadvantage they face in terms of costs of programming increases. This will also decrease 

competition among broadband providers.  

28. My understanding is that broadband providers believe they need to offer MVPD 

services in addition to broadband to be competitive. Offering bundled broadband and video 

packages is important to persuading consumers to switch. Entry as a broadband provider is 

already complicated and expensive. A further increase in the cost disadvantage in video 

programming faced by smaller broadband providers would decrease the profitability of entry 

and thereby decrease the likelihood of broadband entry and expansion.

29. In much of the country, there is limited broadband competition at the moment. If the 

Transaction inhibits broadband entry, that would impose harm on consumers. For example, 

Google Fiber’s entry or planned entry in selected locations appears to have resulted in 

significant competitive responses from incumbents.  

30. {{

}}16 {{

16 Time Warner Cable Responses to Commission, {
}

{
}
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}}17 {{

}}18 The type of benefits that consumers 

received from higher quality and lower prices in these regions would be lost if broadband entry 

were reduced. 

17 Id. 
18 Id. 
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Executive Summary 

The Antitrust Issues Raised by the Transaction and 
Why It Should Be Blocked1 

Comcast is proposing to merge the first and third largest wired Internet Service 

Providers (ISP) in America and is doing so under a theory, supported by its economists, that the 

merger of non-overlapping wired ISPs poses no competitive concern whatsoever. Under this 

theory, Comcast could consolidate the remaining non-overlapping cable ISPs into a monopoly 

bottleneck that would stand between edge providers and more than {{ }} of 

American households with wired broadband connections. Given the migration of DSL 

subscribers to cable, and the slowdown in fiber investment, that monopoly bottleneck would 

control access to more than {{ }} of households with wired broadband connections 

in 2019. 

This Transaction poses a fundamental question concerning the market structure of the 

wired broadband providers that play a critical role in the distribution of Internet content. How 

that question is answered could have enormous practical consequences for households that 

want to consume Internet-based content and edge providers that want to provide that content. 

Based on my economic analysis, I recommend that the Federal Communications Commission 

(FCC) block this Transaction and reject a theory that could lead to the consolidation of wired 

ISPs into a massive national monopoly bottleneck between households and edge providers. 

This Transaction, by itself, would tend to create a monopoly and substantially lessen 

competition in the provision of wired broadband connections between households and edge 

providers. It would do so as a result of horizontal and vertical competitive effects. The further 

1 The support for the statements in this section is provided in the body of this declaration. 
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consolidation that could be allowed under the permissive theory advanced by Comcast would 

exacerbate those effects and cause considerable public harm. 

A. Horizontal Unilateral Effects 

The horizontal combination of the first and third largest wired ISPs would result in a 

significant increase in Comcast's already substantial market power over edge providers and 

enable Comcast to increase significantly the terminating access fees that it charges edge 

providers for transporting content from the edge of its closed network to the subscriber 

households that request that content. Comcast and the three other very large wired ISPs charge 

"terminating access fees" for transporting content from the edge of their closed networks, 

across their closed networks, over the "last mile," to a subscriber that has requested that 

content. Comcast would be able to demand even larger terminating access fees than it does 

now if it also controlled access to the Time Warner Cable subscribers. Those horizontal 

unilateral effects are demonstrable. 

Substantial and consistent empirical evidence, generated from the "natural experiments" 

of negotiations between wired ISPs and edge providers, shows that larger wired ISPs charge 

significantly higher terminating access fees. Most of the more than 400 wired ISPs in the 

United States cannot charge terminating access fees at all because the edge providers can do 

without any one of these small wired ISPs. It is much harder for edge providers to walk away 

from large ISPs and becomes even harder the larger the ISP. The negotiations between edge 

providers and the largest wired ISPs bear this out. Comcast, for example, charges Netflix {{ 

}} as high a terminating access fee as Time Warner Cable charges Netflix. 

Comcast is able to secure such high fees mainly because it controls access to 77 percent more 

subscribers than Time Warner Cable does. 
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The empirical evidence generated by these natural experiments shows that it is likely 

that Comcast would charge a significantly higher price for access to edge providers following 

the merger. The combined firm would likely charge a price for access that would be 

significantly higher than the separate firms charge now. The Comcast terminating access fees 

would increase, for example, by {{ }} and the Time Warner Cable terminating 

access fees would increase by {{ }} for a weighted average price increase of {{ 

}}, based on the relationship between terminating access fees paid by Netflix and 

the share of Netflix hours {{ }}. 

This price increase would result from Comcast increasing its market power over 

distribution substantially. It would be able to threaten to disrupt a greater portion of the 

customer relationships for edge providers and, in the extreme case, block edge providers from a 

greater portion of the market. Comcast would secure, through merger, the ability to prevent 

edge providers from accessing {{ }} of households with wired broadband right after 

the merger compared with {{ }} today. As noted above, if Comcast is allowed to 

further consolidate all of the remaining non-overlapping cable ISPs, it would account for {{ 

}} of wired broadband households, and a greater percent over time, rising to more than 

{{ }} by 2019, based on projections I have done. 

Comcast's increased monopoly power results from the fact that edge providers would 

have fewer choices for constructing their networks and therefore more difficulty walking away 

from the consolidated firm. Edge providers compete nationally with each other and also need 

scale given their fixed costs. It is easier to walk away from a wired ISP that has {{ 

}} of wired broadband households, as Comcast does pre-merger, or {{ }} of wired 

broadband households, as Time Warner Cable does pre-merger, than to walk away from a 
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wired ISP that has {{ }} of wired broadband households, as Comcast would have 

post-merger. 

The merger reduces the choices that edge providers have in building their networks. 

Today, an edge provider can get access to {{ }} of households with wired 

broadband readily from the more than 400 wired ISPs that do not charge for access. Then it 

has four other wired ISPs that it can add to its network. After the merger, these options 

disappear. AT&T and Verizon are together much smaller than post-merger Comcast would be. 

As a result, the options described above for playing Comcast off against the other large wired 

ISPs drop from three (Time Warner Cable plus Verizon; Time Warner Cable plus AT&T; and 

Verizon plus AT&T) to zero. The loss of Time Warner Cable as a separate actor may limit an 

Online Video Distributor's (OVD) ability to bargain with AT&T and Verizon as well. After 

the merger an edge provider that needs to reach more than {{ }} of American wired 

broadband households to have a compelling business model for itself and investors would have 

no choice but to deal with Comcast. 

B. Vertical Effects 

The Transaction will also help Comcast maintain its significant market power in the 

provision of linear programming and video-on-demand and in the provision of broadband 

services. Comcast is the largest Multichannel Video Programming Distributor (MVPD) in the 

country; Time Warner Cable is the second largest, excluding satellite providers, and fourth 

largest overall. Comcast and Time Warner Cable are also the first and third largest wired 

broadband ISPs. Their joint control over access to subscriber households has resulted in both 

earning a stream of profits that makes them both highly valuable companies. Combined, these 

two companies have a market value of $186 billion, which would make the merged firm the 
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17th most valuable American firm. That is remarkable because Comcast and Time Warner 

Cable earn virtually all of their profits in only a small portion of the United States - covering 

only 21 percent (Time Warner Cable) and 35 percent (Comcast) of the United States 

population. 

The emerging OVD industry threatens those profits because it diverts consumers from 

MVPDs. As the supply of OVD content expands, consumers will increasingly end their 

subscriptions to MVPDs or downgrade their MVPD packages. Comcast, and other MVPDs, in 

the face of this shift in demand, will lose revenue from having fewer customers and from being 

forced to charge lower prices to retain consumers. Comcast faces a serious risk that in the long 

term its customers will be able to get most linear programming and video on demand, a la carte, 

from OVD or other Over-the-Top (OTT) providers that make content available over the 

Internet. 

Comcast cannot replace those MVPD profits by increasing broadband prices. Comcast 

likely earns significant profits from its use of extensive price discrimination based on its video 

programming packages. It will lose that ability as OVDs replace MVPDs for an increasing 

share of most programming. Comcast would also likely face significant regulatory obstacles if 

it sought to replace its MVPD profits by drastically increasing its broadband prices. 

Furthermore, such large price increases would likely prompt municipalities and states to 

remove regulatory barriers to entry to providing competing broadband services. Comcast's 

internal business documents show that it recognized the gravity of this threat and the need to 

develop strategies to blunt the development of OVDs. {{ 
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}} 2  

Control over access to subscribers enables Comcast to slow and reduce competition by 

OVDs. Most people, for example, watch OVDs on television sets and do so in addition to 

watching linear programming and video on demand from their MVPD. Comcast has 

significant control over the set top box that households must use to access its content. 

Comcast can preserve more of its profits from its MVPD business by slowing and 

reducing the growth of the OVD industry; by disadvantaging OVDs that are particular threats 

by virtue of their size and impact on viewing Comcast's own content; and by making it more 

difficult for OVDs to reach Comcast households. Comcast has numerous tools at its disposal to 

carry out these strategies including, raising terminating access fees; degrading the quality of 

service; refusing to provide upgrades to its network necessary for supporting innovation in 

OVD delivery; imposing data caps that weigh more heavily on OVDs than its own content; 

insisting that programmers keep programming out of the hands of OVDs that pose the most 

serious threat; and using its set-top boxes to make consuming OVD content inconvenient. 

Comcast can also preserve more of its profits from its ISP business by slowing and 

reducing the growth of the OVD industry and making OVDs less competitive with its own 

MVPD offerings. The expansion of the OVD industry would significantly lower barriers into 

providing broadband in local areas. Entrants face two related challenges in competing with 

existing wired ISPs that offer both broadband and video programming bundles: they must 

2 See {{ 
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invest in developing competitive video-programming packages; and they face a significant 

disadvantage in doing that compared with much larger incumbents such as Comcast, which can 

secure much lower license fees from program providers. A thriving OVD industry that 

provides consumers with substitutes for much MVPD content drastically reduces those barriers 

to entry. 

The Transaction increases Comcast's ability and incentive to engage in tactics to 

preserve its significant market power as an MVPD and wired ISP. Comcast, for example, 

would be able to foreclose OVDs from a larger portion of American households by increasing 

the portion of households to which it controls access by 40 percent. Comcast would realize the 

benefits of these tactics to restrain the growth of the OVD industry over a larger base. 

* * * 

I recommend that the FCC block this Transaction. The Transaction would create a 

massive monopoly bottleneck that would stand between edge providers and households. It 

would enable Comcast to raise terminating access fees for edge providers significantly and 

would help Comcast maintain its significant market power as an MVPD and broadband 

provider. Accepting the theories Comcast has presented would enable Comcast to acquire even 

more non-overlapping cable ISPs, thereby achieving control over {{ of 

American broadband wired broadband households initially and more than {{ }} in a 

few years as cable's share of broadband expands. 

gleris
Typewritten Text
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I. Introduction and Overview of Reply Declaration 

1. My name is David S. Evans and I am an economist. At the request of Counsel for 

Netflix, I have previously submitted a declaration ("Evans Declaration I") concerning the 

proposed acquisition of Time Warner Cable by Comcast Corporation ("Transaction"). 

2. In my previous declaration, I concluded that the Transaction would harm competition 

and consumers by significantly raising terminating access fees paid by OVDs, and by 

significantly increasing Comcast's ability and incentive to retard the development of competing 

OVDs. Economic analysis I have conducted since submitting that declaration, which is 

discussed below, reinforces my conclusion that the Transaction would substantially lessen 

competition and tend to create a monopoly as a result of both horizontal and vertical 

competitive effects. 

3. I also found that the economic arguments and evidence presented by Comcast's 

economist, Dr. Mark Israel, in his initial declaration, in support of his conclusion that the 

Transaction did not raise competitive concerns were not valid. Dr. Israel claimed that 

households have many choices in ISPs when in fact they do not; that Comcast does not have an 

ability or incentive to foreclose OVDs, when, through its actions, Comcast has already 

demonstrated that it does; and that the Transaction would not increase terminating access fees 

because he claims that a larger firm would not be able to extract a higher price, when in fact 

there is a strong positive relationship between the size of wired ISPs and the terminating access 

prices they charged. 

3 Declaration of David S. Evans, August 25, 2014 ("Evans Declaration I"). My professional background and 
curriculum vitae are provided there. 
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4. Comcast, in its "Opposition to Petitions to Deny and Response to Comments," has 

submitted two new declarations that respond to my economic analysis, one by Dr. Israel, and 

the other by Professor Dennis Carlton. Dr. Israel's second declaration presents substantial new 

economic evidence and arguments. Professor Carlton's declaration makes some theoretical 

observations based on his understanding of the record. Counsel for Netflix has asked me to 

review the economic evidence and arguments presented by Comcast's economists in these 

latest submissions, which I do in this Declaration.4 What follows is a brief summary of my 

conclusions. 

A. Overview of Response to Comcast's Economists 

5. The Transaction would aggregate the largest and third-largest wired ISPs in the country, 

resulting in an entity that would have a terminating access monopoly over 29 million wired 

broadband households. That is 40 percent more than Comcast has today.5 After the 

Transaction, Comcast would control access to {{ }} of wired broadband 

households.6 That share would likely increase over time with the migration from DSL to cable 

and as fiber deployment slows. 

4 My declaration relies in part on a declarations of Mr. Ken Florance of Netflix. See Declaration of Ken Florance, 
December 23, 2014 ("Florance Declaration II"); and Mr. Florance's prior declaration, Declaration of Ken 
Florance, August 25, 2014 ("Florance Declaration I"). 

5 Calculation based on Letter from Francis M. Bruno, Comcast, to Marlene H. Dortch, Federal Communications 
Commission, MB Docket No. 14-57 (June 27, 2014) ("Comcast June 27 Letter"). Stated more precisely, the 
entity would have a terminating access monopoly over 29 million customer accounts, where in some cases there 
may be multiple customer accounts in a household, or more than one household using a customer account, or 
business customer accounts that do not correspond to a household. For simplicity, I refer to customer accounts 
of all types as "households" in this report. 

6 Calculations based on Comcast June 27 Letter, p. 2; Supplemental Data to Comcast June 27 Letter, MB Docket 
No. 14-57 (June 27, 2014) ("Comcast Supplemental Data"); Internet Access Services: Status as of June 30, 
2013, Federal Communications Commission: Industry Analysis and Technology Division, Wireline 
Competition Bureau (June 2014), available at https://apps.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/DOC-
327829A1 .pdl' ("June 2013 FCC IAS Report"). The number of pre-merger subscribers comes from the Comcast 
Supplemental Data, which is based on Form 477 data for June 30, 2013 from Comcast and TWC. The number 
of broadband divestitures comes from page 2 of the Comcast June 27 Letter. The denominator is the number of 
fixed broadband connections reported in the June 2013 IAS Report, excluding satellite and fixed wireless 
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6. Comcast's share of households following the Transaction actually understates the 

competitive significance of the Transaction. Comcast would have a monopoly bottleneck over 

so many households that it would dictate success or failure for existing and, more importantly, 

new OVDs. It would substantially lessen competition and tend to create a monopoly in two 

ways. 

a. Horizontal Unilateral Effect. The combination of these two very large ISPs would 
result in a significant increase in terminating access fees as a result of increased 
bargaining power. This is a standard unilateral price effect from a horizontal 
combination. The Transaction would consolidate two of the major input suppliers 
to OVDs and other edge providers of broadband connections to subscriber 
households. 

b. Vertical Effect. The combination of these very large ISPs would increase 
Comcast's incentive and ability to slow and reduce OVD competition to maintain its 
significant market power over the provision of MVPD and broadband services. That 
effect results from the fact that OVDs provide significant long-run competition for 
Comcast's MVPD business, and that a successful OVD industry will increase the 
likelihood of competitive entry into broadband in the long term. 

These harms are national, significant, and enduring. 

connections. Note that the count of subscribers for Comcast and TWC used here differs from the count of 
subscribers reported on page 2 of the Comcast June 27 Letter. The latter figure is based on data from Comcast 
for March 31, 2014 and from TWC for April 17, 2014. In general, when I compare Comcast or Time Warner 
Cable subscribers to an industry aggregate, I used the Comcast June 2013 FCC Form 477 data, which is directly 
comparable to the most recent industry aggregates reported in the June 2013 FCC IAS Report. When I am not 
comparing their subscriber counts to an industry aggregate, I use the subscriber counts reported in the Comcast 
June 27 Letter, as this data is more recent. In all cases, 1 use the number of divestitures reported in the Comcast 
June 27 Letter, as this appears to be the most reliable data for that number. Note that this approach understates 
the significance of the merger, since the number of subscribers in the divested footprint in 2014 Q1 is likely to 
be larger than the number of subscribers in that footprint in 2013 Q2. Thus, when I calculate the share of the 
combined entity using the June 2013 subscriber counts with the 2014 Q1 divestiture counts, I overstate the 
relative magnitude of the divestiture. Also, note that the count of divestitures in the Comcast June 27 Letter is 
different from the count of divestitures used by Dr. Israel in his share calculations. The exact reason for the 
difference between Comcast's Letter and Dr. Israel on the number of net divestitures is unclear. Also, note that 
in this Declaration, I do not restrict attention to connections above a minimum speed threshold, other than the 
minimum speed required to be included in the FCC's broadband reports (200 Kbps in at least one direction). 
This is different from my calculations in Evans Declaration 1, where I used speed thresholds to show that 
Comcast and Time Warner faced very limited competition from ISPs with comparable speeds. In this 
Declaration, 1 have defined a national broadband market that does not include any size thresholds and have used 
shares that are consistent with that definition. The shares of Comcast, Time Warner Cable, and the combined 
entity would be even larger if a speed threshold were to be imposed and the merger was considered in a 
narrower market. 
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7. Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton have presented an economic analysis that not only 

supports this Transaction, and denies the significant horizontal and vertical effects I have 

identified, but necessarily implies that a merger of all non-overlapping cable ISPs in this 

country would raise no competitive issues whatsoever.7 Comcast could, under their analysis, 

consolidate all the non-overlapping cable ISPs. That would give Comcast a more than {{ 

}} share of wired broadband households today and more than a {{ }} share 

in five years as DSL subscribers migrate to cable and fiber deployment slows.8 Their thesis is 

extreme and has no meaningful limiting principle. 

8. A key point of contention between us concerns the "degradation episode" which 

provides a natural experiment for comparing Comcast's ability and incentive to foreclose 

7 The merging cable systems need not be literally non-overlapping before the merger, provided that they make 
appropriate divestitures to remove the overlap as part of the merger transaction(s). 

8 For this calculation, I started with the set of all cable ISPs in the United States, based on the technology codes in 
the NTIA's national broadband map. For Comcast and TWC, I took the number of subscribers from the 
Comcast Supplemental Data. For the other large cable ISPs, I took the number of subscribers reported by the 
Leitchman Research Group. For the smaller cable ISPs, I took the total number of cable broadband connections 
reported by in the FCC's Internet Access Services, subtracted the number accounted for by the large cable ISPs, 
and divided the remainder across each small cable ISP in proportion to the population of their footprint (which 
was calculated by matching the coverage data from the NTIA National Broadband Map to population data from 
the U.S. Census). Each cable ISP's subscribers were distributed across the Census blocks in the ISP's footprint 
in proportion to the block's population. The hypothetical non-overlapping cable monopolist gets all of the 
customers of all of these ISPs, with the exception of blocks served by more than one cable ISP. In those blocks, 
the hypothetical monopolist gets the customers from only one of the ISPs. I performed this calculation two 
ways: by giving the monopolist the subscribers of the cable ISP with the most in that block, and by giving the 
monopolist the subscribers of the cable ISP with the fewest in the block. The denominator is the number of fixed 
broadband connections reported in the June 2013 FCC IAS Report, excluding satellite and fixed wireless. The 
two methods yields shares that were very close (respectively, {{ }} of all broadband connections, 
or {{ }} of all broadband connections). To extrapolate this number forward, 1 estimated the rate of 
subscriber growth for each technology. For each technology other than FTTP, I assumed that the subscriber 
growth (CAGR) in each year going forward would equal the CAGR over June 2011 to June 2013. For FTTP, 
that assumption is inappropriate, as its rate of growth has been slowing. Instead, for FTTP, I set the growth rate 
going forward equal to the growth rate of cable. Modelling the decline in growth rate by measuring the current 
deceleration of growth would yield similar results. I assumed that the ratio the non-overlapping cable 
monopolist subscribers to all cable subscribers remained constant. The result was an estimate of the share of the 
non-overlapping cable monopolist of {{ }} in June 2019. All references below to the share of the 
non-overlapping cable monopolist in this declaration are based on the methodology described in this footnote. 
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competition with other smaller wired ISPs. I argue that this episode shows that Comcast has 

the ability and incentive to foreclose OVDs pre-merger; Dr. Israel disputes that. 

1. The "Degradation" Natural Experiment 

9. In November 2013, Netflix had approximately {{ }} customers who relied on 

Comcast for the broadband service to their homes.9 Early that month the average quality of 

Netflix's streaming service to households served by Comcast dropped sharply.10 Streaming 

quality declined through the holiday season, which is a particularly important time of year for 

Netflix. Consumers watch more video then and are more likely to sign up for accounts. 

10. Comcast customers who wanted to watch Netflix had much poorer viewing experiences 

than the customers of smaller cable ISPs that wanted to watch Netflix from the pre-degradation 

period (January to October 2013) to the nadir of the degradation (January to late February 

2014). As a result of the degradation, Netflix saw a spike in support calls from customers that 

used Comcast as their wired ISP compared with other smaller wired ISPs. Some customers 

cancelled their subscriptions.11 In work completed after my first declaration, I have found that 

Comcast's practices resulted in {{ 

}}.12 The 

average quality of Netflix's streaming service improved almost immediately after Netflix 

9 The number of Netflix customers using Comcast is based on information from Netflix. 
10 Evans Declaration I, 106-111; Florance Declaration I, 47. 
11 Florance Declaration I, U 51. 
12 Calculation based on Netflix data. {{ 
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agreed to pay Comcast a terminating access fee to provide sufficient capacity to reduce the 

congestion and resulting degradation in late February 2014. 

11. This natural experiment is important because it refutes the position taken by Dr. Israel 

that Comcast does not have the ability or incentive to foreclose edge providers from subscribers 

and would continue to lack that ability after the Transaction. Dr. Israel dismisses the relevance 

of this episode for assessing Comcast's ability and incentive to impose terminating access fees 

based on two claims made by Comcast. 

12. Comcast claims that Netflix did this to itself.13 It says that Netflix had more than 40 

settlement-free paths to send traffic to Comcast but chose not to use them.14 As explained in 

Netflix's Reply, there were only six competitive options for transit services for high-bandwidth 

customers in the United States.15 Netflix used all six, either directly or indirectly via other 

carriers.16 Each of these partners had settlement free paths to Comcast.17 Once Netflix became 

a customer of these transit providers, Comcast let those connections congest unless Comcast 

was paid an access fee. Comcast's peering policies ensured that any transit provider that 

carried Netflix traffic would have to pay a terminating access fee to avoid congestion. If it did 

not agree to pay Comcast a terminating access fee, Netflix would face either congestion or 

13 Comcast Corp., Opposition to Petitions to Deny and Response to Comments, September 23, 2014 ("Comcast 
Opposition"), p. 216; Declaration of Kevin McElearney, September 19, 2014 ("McEIearney Declaration"), f 25. 

14 Id. 
15 Netflix, Inc., Reply of Netflix, Inc., December 23, 2014 ("Netflix Reply"), p. 14; Letter from Robert M. Cooper, 

Cogent, to Marlene H, Dortch, Federal Communications Commission, MB Docket No. 14-57, November 18, 
2014 ("Cogent Ex Parte Letter"), p. 6. 

16 Netflix Reply, p. 14. In its recent ex parte, Cogent suggests that five additional entities—Sprint, PCCW, 
Telecom Italia, GTT, and Zayo—are "secondary competitors" for high-bandwidth customers. Cogent Ex Parte 
Letter, p. 6. Netflix inquired of each of these transit providers, but none was willing or able to make its 
capacity, such as it was, available to Netflix. {{ }} indicated that they had no 
capacity to offer; {{ }} refused to sell capacity to Netflix because they were concerned about 
their relationship with Comcast. See Netflix Reply, p. 14; Florence Declaration II, 32. 

17 Netflix Reply, p. 6; Florence Declaration II, 32. 
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would pay a transit provider or CDN that itself paid a terminating access fee that it would pass 

through to Netflix. 

13. Comcast also accuses Netflix of purposefully degrading its streaming service to 

Comcast subscribers. Mr. McElearney, a Senior Vice President of Comcast, claims that Netflix 

dumped traffic on Comcast's network without notice, and that Netflix was using unethical and 

deceptive maneuvers to reduce its costs. Netflix does not dump traffic on to the Comcast 

network or other wired ISPs. All of the traffic Netflix delivers to the doorstep of Comcast, and 

other wired ISPs, consists of content that the ISP's customer requested from Netflix and that 

the ISP is supposed to deliver to the customer as part of its broadband contract with that 

customer. 

14. As a matter of economics, Comcast's assertions that Netflix intentionally degraded 

service to {{ }} of its customers, for four months, during the highly valuable holiday 

season, are inconsistent with rational profit-maximizing behavior. I have not seen any evidence 

from Comcast, nor in my review of documents from Netflix, that support Comcast's claims that 

Netflix intentionally degraded service to its own customers.18 Quite to the contrary, Netflix 

was deeply concerned about the impact of the congestion episode on its business. 

15. Comcast therefore does not have any credible basis for dismissing the evidence from 

the degradation natural experiment and that natural experiment is fatal to many of the claims 

made by Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton. The degradation episode confirms that Comcast has 

the ability to foreclose Netflix from accessing Comcast subscribers because, in fact, it did 

foreclose Netflix from accessing Comcast subscribers. Comcast determines the port capacity 

18 Id. K 19. Dr. Israel does not report having reviewed any contemporaneous business documents supporting 
Comcast's claim that it believed Netflix was intentionally degrading service to its own customers. 
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available for providing uncongested routes within its network to its subscribers. Other large 

ISPs, excluding those three that engaged in a degradation strategy to secure access fees, have 

generally provisioned sufficient port capacity to ensure that their subscribers can watch Netflix 

streams that those subscribers have requested. 

16. The degradation natural experiment also shows that Comcast has the incentive to 

foreclose Netflix from accessing Comcast subscribers. Comcast's decisions on providing port 

capacity were not, in fact, blunted by fear that its subscribers would switch ISPs, or switch to 

lower priced services, as Dr. Israel claims. Comcast chose to degrade service to subscribers 

who wanted to watch Netflix despite the possibility of lost profits, if any, from its subscribers. 

That possibility was not sufficiently threatening to deter Comcast from degrading Netflix 

service to its own subscribers—many of whom no doubt blamed Netflix for the poor service. 

2. Comcast's Contract with Netflix and Its Implications for 
Market Power 

17. Virtually all wired ISPs provide Netflix access to their subscribers at no charge. 

Comcast and the other three largest wired ISPs forced Netflix to pay terminating access fees 

starting in early 2014. Comcast was able to increase the terminating access fee from the zero 

price that edge providers typically pay for access to subscribers to a positive amount. By 

increasing price above the market level, Comcast demonstrated that it possessed, and was 

exercising, market power. 

18. In their reply, Comcast and its economists dispute that Comcast has market power over 

terminating access fees. They claim that Netflix did not pay for access to subscribers and that 

Netflix ended up paying less as a result of the contract. That is not correct. Netflix is paying 

Comcast an additional fee to provide uncongested paths between the edge of Comcast's 

10 
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network to Comcast households that have requested Netflix content. It is not paying Comcast 

for transit or Content Delivery Network (CDN) services. That is seen most directly by 

comparing Comcast to the more than {{ }} other wired ISPs that Netflix interconnects with 

directly.19 Netflix does not pay for transit or third-party CDN services to get its content to 

these wired ISPs. It also does not pay terminating access fees to these wired ISPs for 

transporting content within their networks to households that requested it. In fact, Netflix, 

based on estimates discussed below, is paying {{ }} per Mbps more in total to 

reach Comcast subscribers than it is paying to reach subscribers at other large cable ISPs that 

have not imposed terminating access fees. 

19. Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton also claim that the size of the terminating access fees 

were too small to matter and show affirmatively that Comcast does not have market power. Dr. 

Israel claims, for example, that "[t]he small size of Comcast's charges for interconnection 

refutes any theory that Comcast's large size as an ISP parlays into anti-competitive power over 

edge providers or their agents."20 Professor Carlton makes a similar point. That analysis is 

wrong as a matter of antitrust economics. Their conclusion is based on a finding that the 

terminating access fees as a fraction of overall revenue and costs are small. There is no 

authority for taking a price increase, calculating it as a percentage of overall revenue and costs 

for a company, and concluding that it is not relevant because it is small. Under that calculation 

even the most egregious attempt to monopolize a component of production would pass muster 

since increasing the price of a component, that itself constitutes a small fraction of the overall 

cost of the product, would be "miniscule." 

19 I am not including in this comparison the next three largest wired ISPs, after Comcast, that have also secured 
terminating access fees. 

20 Israel Declaration II, ^ 12. Dr. Israel refers to "anti-competitive power." I assume he means market power since 
anti-competitive power is not a term of art in antitrust. 
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20. The standard approach in antitrust analysis is to ask whether a firm can increase price 

significantly over the competitive level for that product or service.21 Comcast did in fact 

increase the cost to Netflix of reaching Comcast subscribers that wanted to use Netflix from 0 

to {{ }} per Mbps.22 The Transaction would lead to a substantial increase in that price 

given the empirical evidence described below. 

21. The relevant base for assessing the impact of the Transaction is even higher. There are 

sound economic reasons to believe that Comcast did not seek the profit-maximizing price—that 

is, did not exercise its full market power—because of the intense scrutiny of both the merger 

(announced shortly before the Netflix deal) and the net neutrality debate (which was heating up 

at the time). Comcast won, and Netflix lost, a significant battle fought publicly and privately 

over several years to cross the zero price line. Having won that battle, and having crossed that 

line, Comcast can march forward now and seek higher prices. 

22. Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton also point to the fact that Comcast and Netflix entered 

into an {{ }}, and argue that this contract eliminates any possibility of 

competitive harm going forward. For the purposes of evaluating the competitive effects of the 

Transaction, the focus by Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton on the duration and dollar value of 

the Netflix contract is misplaced. The contract is relevant for assessing whether Comcast has 

the ability and incentive to impose terminating access fees. Beyond that, the issue is whether 

the Transaction would result in an increase in the terminating access fees to OVDs and to other 

21 Or, in the context of a merger, whether the combination will increase the current price for the product or service 
significantly. U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission (2010), "Horizontal Merger 
Guidelines," available at http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/attachinents/merger-review/100819hing.pdf, § 1, 

22 This calculation is described below. See, infra, n. 113. 
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edge providers, including those that have not yet been forced to pay Comcast a terminating 

access fee. 

23. In fact, Netflix is not immunized from the effects of the proposed Transaction because 

of the length of its contract with Comcast. Netflix enters into long-term contracts for 

programming, including {{ }}. Between now and the 

expiration of the contract with Comcast, Netflix will negotiate and enter into numerous content 

licensing agreements that will extend well beyond the expiration of the Comcast contract. 

Netflix can expect that after the Comcast contract expires, therefore, it will face the threat of 

dramatically increased fees that must be contemplated even today as it negotiates licensing 

deals for content. 

3. The Source of Comcast's Market Power and Its Implications 
for the Competitive Effects from Acquiring Time Warner 
Cable 

24. Comcast has significant market power over terminating access fees today. I showed in 

my earlier declaration that Comcast's ability and incentive to extract payments from Netflix 

results from the fact that it controls access to about 21.1 million customers.23 These households 

sit behind interconnection points that act as gateways through which content requested by 

Comcast's customers gets to Comcast households. Comcast controls what goes through those 

gateways. 

25. The Transaction would increase the size of this terminating access monopoly by about 

24 40 percent to 29.6 million households, after accounting for the proposed divestitures. The 

economic analysis and evidence I presented in my previous declaration shows that Comcast 

23 Comcast June 27 Letter, p. 2. 
24 Comcast June 27 Letter, p. 2. 
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would have significantly more market power after the Transaction and would be able to use 

that bargaining power to secure significantly higher terminating access fees. The increase in 

bargaining power would increase Comcast's market power and result in a significant increase 

in price. 

26. Dr. Israel rejects the above conclusion regarding increased bargaining power in his 

second declaration, as he did in the first, by citing a particular economic model that assumes 

that the increase in the size of a firm does not convey more bargaining power. Actual 

experience shows that firms that control significantly more demand or supply have greater 

bargaining power, extract higher prices as sellers, or get lower prices as buyers. 

27. Dr. Israel then claims that the empirical evidence I put forward does not show a 

relationship between price and size because I have not controlled for quality. He is wrong. His 

claimed measures of quality are either not relevant to the contract negotiations, or they are 

measures of size—and proxies for bargaining power—rather than quality. He mainly uses the 

number of interconnection points for a wired ISP as a measure of quality. Larger wired ISPs 

have more interconnection points largely because they operate in more localities. As I discuss 

below, additional interconnection points have nothing to do with quality of service for 

Netflix.25 

28. Under the theory put forward by Dr. Israel, Comcast would have no more bargaining 

power than a small ISP, even if Comcast owned the largest ISP in every part of the country and 

therefore controlled access to more than half of the households with broadband service in the 

country. Further research 1 have conducted has found consistent and substantial evidence that, 

in fact, larger ISPs charge higher terminating access fees on a per unit of traffic basis. 

25 Florence Declaration II, fl 17, 21. 
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29. The remainder of my declaration provides more detailed responses to those claims and 

to other claims made by Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton. I note, however, that Dr. Israel and 

Professor Carlton do not dispute most of the economic evidence I presented in my first 

declaration, including: 

• A detailed empirical analysis of the wired ISP providers available to Comcast and Time 
Warner Cable customers, which shows that these subscribers typically have one, often poor, 
alternative; 

• Evidence on the facts of switching based on an FCC study and the likelihood of switching 
based on the obstacles subscribers face; 

• The effect of the degradation episode on the quality of Netflix transmissions to Comcast's 
subscribers; and, 

• The financial impact to Netflix of foreclosure. 

They do, of course, dispute the interpretation of this evidence, and its weight, for analyzing the 

competitive effects of the Transaction and present other evidence in rebuttal. 

B. Impact of Transaction on Competition and Consumers 

30. Counsel for Netflix has asked me to expand my economic analysis on why the 

Transaction would significantly harm competition and consumers. I have concluded that the 

Transaction would harm competition and consumers based on the following analysis. 

31. ISPs are two-sided platforms that connect subscribers and edge providers.26 As with 

other two-sided platforms, ISPs can, in principle, set prices to both sides. The price to an 

27 individual side can, whether set by competition or by monopoly, be positive, negative or zero. 

26 There is no dispute among most of the economists who have submitted declarations on this point. Israel 
Declaration II, fl 181-5; Declaration of Joseph Farrell, August 25, 2014 ("Farrell Declaration"), fl 26-27. As 1 
will show below, Comcast's economists are selective in analyzing the implication of ISPs being two-sided 
platforms on the competitive effects of the Transaction. 

27 David S. Evans and Richard Schmalensee (forthcoming), The Antitrust Analysis of Multisided Platform 
Businesses, in Roger Blair and Daniel Sokol (eds.), Oxford Handbook on International Antitrust Economics, 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm7abstract id=2185373. The 
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The total price charged by the ISP is the sum of the prices that it charges subscribers and edge 

providers for connection. For the purposes of this declaration, I focus on the impact of the 

Transaction on OVDs that distribute long-form content. These OVDs compete with Comcast 

for providing programming to consumers and for procuring programming from producers and 

distributors.28 OVDs currently constitute a large fraction of edge provider traffic and are likely 

to constitute an even higher fraction in years to come. 

32. ISPs that lack significant market power charge subscribers for Internet access, but do 

not separately charge OVDs, or the CDNs or transit providers that OVDs may use, to deliver 

content to the ISP's subscribers. In recent years, some very large ISPs with significant market 

power, including Comcast, have sought to break this zero-price equilibrium and to charge 

OVDs (and the CDNs and transit providers used by OVDs and other edge providers) a 

terminating access fee. I am not expressing any opinion concerning whether their doing so is 

or is not contrary to public policy, nor am I taking any position on the net neutrality debate. 

My focus here is entirely on whether the Transaction, and in particular Comcast's increase in 

subscribers, would substantially lessen competition, tend to create a monopoly, and harm 

consumers.29 

fact that profit-maximizing prices can be below marginal cost on one side, or below zero, is a prediction that is 
robust across the leading theoretical models of two-sided platforms and is true as an empirical matter. There is 
no controversy in the economics literature over this point. 

281 therefore do not address whether and to what extent the Transaction could have a significant effect on non-
OVD edge providers. 

29 The term "consumers" in antitrust analysis refers to buyers of services, including business buyers. In the case of 
ISPs, there are two groups of consumers: households and edge providers, including OVDs, who connect to each 
other. When Professor Carlton uses the term "consumer" in his declaration, he is referring to only one of these 
groups of consumers—the households—and is excluding the other group of consumers—the edge providers. 
His analysis of the horizontal effects of the merger therefore excludes one side of the platform entirely. The 
other way to put this point is that the Transaction involves B2C providers on side and B2B providers on the 
other side. Professor Carlton's analysis of horizontal effects ignores the consolidation of the B2B input 
providers. 
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33. My analysis does not depend on defining a precise relevant antitrust market and 

calculating shares in that market.30 I have found, however, that an appropriate relevant antitrust 

market for evaluating this Transaction consists of wired ISPs that operate in the United States. 

A hypothetical monopolist consisting of all such ISPs in the United States would have 

enormous bargaining power over OVDs. It would be able to prevent OVDs from obtaining 

access to 94.2 million broadband customers.31 It would therefore be able to increase the total 

connection fee paid by OVDs for access to the ISP's subscribers significantly above the 

competitive level. This national market is consistent with how Comcast and other very large 

ISPs have negotiated interconnection agreements with OVDs. Comcast, for example, 

negotiated contracts with several OVDs, which operate nationally, for access to Comcast 

• 32 subscribers regardless of geographic location. 

34. In what follows, an ISP is said to "foreclose" an OVD from accessing the ISP's 

subscribers if the ISP can significantly decrease the quality of ("degrade") the connection 

between the subscriber and the OVD, the subscriber cannot switch to an alternative ISP in a 

reasonable amount of time, and the OVD cannot find an alternative way to reach the subscriber. 

Therefore, the term "foreclose" includes partial foreclosure. An ISP's market power over 

OVDs depends on its ability to foreclose an edge provider since, by foreclosing access, or 

30 Contrary to the claims of Dr. Israel (Israel Declaration II, 117), I have not used market shares (or market-share 
based measures such as HHIs) to assess market power or the impact of the merger. In fact, because the market 
power for an ISP comes from its control over access to individual households, and at least in the short run it is 
not possible to substitute one ISP for another, market share figures understate market power over OVDs and 
over the total connection price. 

31 June 2013 FCC IAS Report, p. 17. As I discuss below, a hypothetical monopolist could raise price significantly 
if it controlled an even narrower market such as all non-overlapping wired ISPs in the US. 

32 Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton reach the wrong conclusion on the issue of market definition because they 
ignore the OVD side of the ISP platform. Their emphasis on the fact that Comcast and Time Warner Cable do 
not compete with each other in local markets on the subscriber side of the platform is misplaced. The impact of 
this Transaction on the price of connecting edge providers and subscribers is a result of consolidating the 
multiple, local, non-competing terminating access monopolies of Comcast and Time Warner Cable across the 
country. 
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threatening to foreclose access, the ISP can demand and secure payment from the OVD. The 

size of the club that an ISP wields in negotiation depends on the number of subscribers it can 

foreclose from the OVD.33 

35. An ISP has significant market power if it can impose a high enough cost on an OVD to 

force that OVD to pay a terminating access fee that exceeds the competitive level. An ISP can 

successfully impose those costs on an OVD—thereby exercising its market power—where the 

ISP can degrade the connection between the OVD and its subscribers; the ISP's subscribers 

cannot easily switch to another ISP; and OVDs that provide long-form content cannot 

otherwise reach these consumers. Comcast can do this for 21.1 million subscribers, comprising 

{{ }} of all U.S. wired broadband households.34 That is how Comcast forced 

large OVDs, which have opposed having to pay terminating access fees, to do so. Therefore, 

Comcast has significant market power over OVDs today. 

36. Comcast's degradation of the connection between Comcast subscribers and Netflix 

confirms that Comcast already has significant market power. Prior to the degradation, Netflix 

did not pay Comcast or any other ISP a terminating access fee for delivering content to that 

33 It is important to distinguish the role of market power and bargaining power in the analysis. Market power 
refers to the ability of a firm to charge prices over the competitive level; the question in merger analysis is 
whether the merger would result in an increase in market power. Bargaining power refers to how the gains to 
trade are split between two parties. Firms routinely bargain with each other. The fact that one party has more 
bargaining power for various reasons is unremarkable and does not necessarily reflect market power as that term 
is used in antitrust. However, an increase in bargaining power can result in an increase in market power and 
thereby cause competitive harm. See Aviv Nevo, Deputy Assistant Attorney General for Economics, Antitrust 
Division, U.S. Department of Justice (2014), "Mergers that Increase Bargaining Leverage," Remarks as 
Prepared for the Stanford Institute for Economic Policy Research and Cornerstone Research Conference on 
Antitrust in highly Innovative Industries, January 22, 2014, available at http://www.iustice.gov/atr/public/ 
speeches/303149.pdf. 

34 The number of Comcast subscribers comes from the Comcast June 27 Letter, p. 2. Since the total number of 
U.S. interconnections is not available for the same time period as this letter, the share calculation is based on 
data from an earlier time period. Specifically, the number of Comcast subscribers comes from the Comcast 
Supplemental Data. This is divided by the total number of U.S. fixed internet connections (excluding satellite 
and fixed wireless) as reported in June 2013 FCC IAS Report, p. 17. 
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ISP's subscribers. By degrading the connection between Netflix and Comcast subscribers that 

wanted to watch Netflix, Comcast was able to break the zero-price equilibrium, adhered to by 

all wired ISPs historically, and impose a significant charge. 

37. The Transaction would result in Comcast securing a significant increase in that market 

power. The number of subscribers to which it controls access would increase from 21.1 million 

to 29.6 million. Its bargaining power would increase substantially because it could foreclose, 

35 or threaten to foreclose, 40 percent more subscribers than it could before the Transaction. 

The fact that Comcast and Time Warner Cable do not compete on the other side of the 

market—for subscribers in local areas—does not alter this conclusion. They each have large 

terminating access monopolies over their subscribers on one side of the market. The 

combination of these large terminating access monopolies would result in a significant increase 

in market power on the other side of Comcast's ISP platform—the OVD side. 

38. Comcast's increased monopoly power results from the fact that OVDs have fewer 

choices for constructing their networks and therefore more difficulty walking away from the 

consolidated firm. OVDs compete nationally with each other and also need scale given their 

fixed costs. It is easier to walk away from a wired ISP that has {{ } } of wired 

broadband households, as Comcast does pre-merger, or {{ }} of wired broadband 

households, as Time Warner Cable does pre-merger, than to walk away from a wired ISP that 

has {{ }} of wired broadband subscribers, as Comcast would have post-merger. 

39. The merger reduces the choices that OVDs have in building their distribution networks. 

Today, an OVD can reach {{ }} of wired broadband subscribers readily from the 

400+ wired ISPs that do not charge for access. Then it has four other wired ISPs that it can add 

35 Comcast June 27 Letter, p. 2. 
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to its network. After the merger, these options disappear. AT&T and Verizon are together 

much smaller than post-merger Comcast. As a result, the options described above for playing 

Comcast off against the other large wired ISPs drop from three (Time Warner Cable plus 

Verizon; Time Warner Cable plus AT&T; and Verizon plus AT&T) to zero. The loss of Time 

Warner Cable as a separate actor may limit the ability to bargain with AT&T and Verizon as 

well. After the merger, an edge provider that needed to reach more than {{ }} of 

American wired broadband households to have a compelling business model for itself and 

investors has no choice but to deal with Comcast. 

40. Comcast could use this increased market power in several possible ways to harm 

competition and consumers. With its greater bargaining power, it could demand and secure a 

higher terminating access fee from edge providers, including OVDs. The empirical evidence, 

based on natural experiments, I presented in my previous declaration demonstrates this. Most 

ISPs do not control enough subscribers to demand and secure terminating access charges, so 

that the terminating access fee that they charge is zero. Of the handful of very large ISPs that 

do charge a positive price, the larger ones have secured higher prices. Comcast has 1.8 times as 

many broadband subscribers as Time Warner Cable, and was able to secure a terminating 

access fee that was {{ }} times higher than what Time Warner Cable secured on a 

per-unit (Mbps) basis. Professor Farrell showed a similar price-size relationship for the fees 

that ISPs pay Cogent, a transit provider—in this case the payment goes from the ISP to Cogent 

and smaller ISPs pay more. I present further evidence in support of this price-size relationship 

below. 

41. Comcast's increased market power also would substantially increase Comcast's ability 

and incentive to suppress competition by OVDs. The increasing supply of OVD content 
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reduces Comcast's ability to earn profits from offering MVPD services to its captive 

subscribers. As households gain more programming choices, Comcast loses revenue from 

customers paying for less video-on-demand, moving to lower-priced packages with less 

content, and dropping MVPD services altogether. It can make some of this revenue back from 

raising broadband prices to households and increasing terminating access fees to OVDs. 

However, it loses the ability to use different bundles of MVPD services to engage in highly 

refined price discrimination. It would likely face regulatory resistance to the price increase to 

broadband households needed to offset the loss of MVPD profits, and if it did increase prices 

substantially it would likely prompt municipalities and states to lower regulatory barriers to 

entry into providing broadband. 

42. A successful OVD industry also increases the risk to Comcast of competitive entry into 

its broadband business. Broadband entrants such as Google Fiber have found that they need to 

provide a strong video programming bundle to persuade consumers to switch from cable 

providers that offer a bundle of broadband and video programming.36 This barrier to entry 

would fall if consumers could obtain most content online. 

C. Organization of Declaration 

43. This declaration consists of two main sections in addition to this Introduction (Section 

I) and a brief conclusion (Section IV). 

44. Section II uses the standard economic framework for mergers to organize my analysis 

of the impact of the Transaction on competition and my responses to Comcast's economists. It 

presents my analysis of market definition, market power, and anticompetitive effects. It 

36 Brian Fung, "Here's the Biggest Thing Holding Google Fiber Back," Washington Post, October 6, 2014, 
available at http://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-switch/wp/2014/10/06/video-is-holding-google-riber-
back/. 
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incorporates additional empirical work I have conducted concerning the impact of the 

degradation episode on Netflix and Comcast customers and on the relationship between 

terminating access fees and subscribership levels for wired ISPs. 

45. Section III presents a detailed response to Dr. Israel's declaration generally in the order 

that he presents his arguments. I respond to Professor Carlton's arguments, which are largely 

theoretical, in this section as well. 

46. As I stated in my previous declaration, my analysis is ongoing, and I reserve the right to 

supplement my analysis. The fact that I have not responded to claims made by Comcast or its 

->7 
economists does not mean that I agree with those claims. 

37 In my previous declaration, I had a brief footnote that observed that the economic literature on the relationship 
between firm size, investment and innovation did not support the efficiency defense of the merger offered by 
Drs. Rosston and Topper on behalf of Comcast. It said: "Comcast's economists, for example, base their 
conclusion that the Transaction would result in increased efficiency on the proposition that the amount of 
investment and innovation by a firm increases more than in proportion to its size. They provide no empirical 
support in the economic literature for this proposition nor do they provide any meaningful evidence that the rate 
of investment and innovation by Comcast has increased more than in proportion to its size as it has grown over 
the last decade. The relationship between firm size and innovation is an extremely well trod subject in 
economics. There is certainly no consensus among economists that the rate of innovation increases more than 
proportionately with firm size. See Wesley M. Cohen (2010), "Fifty Years of Empirical Studies of Innovative 
Activity and Performance," Handbook of the Economics of Innovation, Amsterdam: North Holland Elsevier, 
Vol. 1, 129-213. There is an extensive business and management literature that identifies and offers remedies 
for precisely the opposite problem: that larger firms have trouble innovating. See, for example, Clayton M. 
Christensen (1997), The Innovator's Dilemma: The Revolutionary Book That Will Change the Way You Do 
Business, Boston, MA: Harvard Business School Press. Although I am not expressing any opinion on the 
efficiency of the Transaction, I do not believe that the conclusion by Comcast's economists that the Transaction 
would necessarily generate efficiencies is based on credible economic theory or empirical evidence." See Evans 
Declaration I, n. 12 (internal citations to Comcast economists' filings omitted). 

Drs. Rosston and Topper claim that "Dr. Evans provides one theoretical criticism that narrowly assumes that the 
benefit of increased innovation due to economies of scale can occur only if the amount of investment and 
innovation increases more than in proportion to firm size." See Declaration of Gregory L. Rosston and Michael 
D. Topper, September 20, 2014 ("Rosston/Topper Declaration II"), ^ 13. I disagree. Drs. Rosston and Topper 
claim that, as a result of Comcast's increased size, more projects will exceed its hurdle rate (the minimum 
required return on investment) and therefore it will do more innovation. The implication of that proposition is 
that bigger firms are more innovative. All else equal, the bigger firm has more projects that exceed the hurdle 
rate. They are claiming that "bigger is better." As a purely theoretical proposition, divorced from what happens 
empirically, there is nothing wrong with the proposition. The problem is that the implication that bigger is 
better, which is what they rely on to claim efficiencies as a theoretical matter, does not have support, as a matter 
of consensus, in the economics literature on innovation. Comcast's economists do not cite any general 
empirical support in their initial declaration or in their reply declaration, including as a set of references to the 
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sentence claiming that I ignore "support in the economics literature"—they cite no support at all. See 
Rosston/Topper Declaration II, 13. 

Drs. Rosston and Topper then go on to say, "Consider a simple example. Suppose Comcast's scale justified it 
investing $1 billion to develop its XI set-top box platform and TWC's scale justified it investing $500 million to 
develop its own set-top box platform with fewer features. Even if the level of investment scaled only 
proportionally with firm size, the combined company would have the scale to justify investing $1.5 billion in a 
set-top box platform. This platform, which would be more advanced than either the Comcast or TWC platforms 
in isolation, would be available to all customers in the former Comcast and TWC service areas. As we 
described in our April Report, the difficulties involved in contracting between MVPDs preclude Comcast and 
TWC from achieving this benefit of scale absent the transactions. Therefore, customers would benefit from 
economies of scale even though investment increases in proportion to firm size, providing a counter example to 
Dr. Evans' assertion." See Rosston/Topper Declaration II, 14. I do not think this illustration proves their 
point. The implication is that the bigger firm generates more innovation because it is spending more money. 
Presumably, it is not spending more money to get less innovation. 

Drs. Rosston and Topper provide some anecdotal evidence on Comcast's investments and innovation but have 
provided no systematic evidence that that Comcast's acquisitions have resulted in a higher rate of innovation 
relative to smaller cable companies. 1 would have expected that economists putting forth the claim that the 
merger of two large cable companies will result in more investment and innovation than in the absence of the 
merger would have presented empirical studies based on a cross-sectional analysis of investment and innovation 
across the wide-size distribution of cable companies or a time series analysis of investment and innovation for 
Comcast, which has grown through numerous mergers over time, or a panel study that looks at both temporal 
and cross-section dimensions. Instead, Drs. Rosston and Topper, and Dr. Israel, provide a series of examples of 
claimed efficiencies. 

As a result, I did not find the lengthy discussions by Drs. Rosston and Topper, or by Dr. Israel, of the efficiency 
benefits conveyed by the Transaction in their initial declarations as having any significant empirical substance 
as a matter of economics. In any event, I chose not to focus on the "specific efficiencies" (see Declaration of 
Dennis W. Carlton, September 22, 2014 ("Carlton Declaration"), f 8) they offered and their efficiency 
arguments are not the focus of this or my earlier declaration. 
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II. Antitrust Analysis of the Transaction 

47. This section shows the Transaction would have: 

• Horizontal unilateral effects that would raise the total price for connecting OVDs and 
households and reduce the output of OVDs; and 

• Vertical effects that would tend to foreclose OVDs from competing with MVPDs, raise 
the price and restrict the output of OVD and MVPD programming, and maintain 
substantial market power in the provision of broadband. 

A. Economic and Technical Background 

1. The Movement of Content to Wired ISP Networks and Within 
Wired ISP Networks 

48. Wired ISPs operate local networks. The local network consists of wires that extend 

from residential locations to routers that control the movement of traffic back and forth 

between the ISP and the subscriber.38 Wired ISPs that operate many local networks connect 

those local networks to high-level routers that connect traffic between edge providers and local 

networks. Many wired ISPs connect at Internet Exchange Points (IXPs) or other 

interconnection locations. 

49. Consumers at residential locations that subscribe to an ISP can send a request for 

content to an edge provider. The ISP receives that request at a router and makes various 

provisions for sending that request over the Internet to the edge provider. The edge provider 

then sends the content to the ISP that then transports it to the household that made the request. 

The wired ISP, as a technical matter, ultimately controls what goes from the household to the 

edge provider and what comes from the edge provider to the household. Virtually all wired 

ISPs transport content to the household without any charge to the content provider and provide 

paths that are generally uncongested to that content, as I will discuss below. 

38 This discussion is based on my understanding from Netflix. 
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50. A wired ISP is therefore akin to an island fortress that has a monopoly on intra-island 

transport and that suppliers can reach by one or more bridges or ports. The island fortress has 

the ability to limit traffic on those bridges and to those ports. It also has the ability to impose 

bridge tolls and port fees. It can, if it wants, build more bridges, expand its ports, and add 

ports. It can also, if it wants, limit the amount of traffic that gets through the bridges (e.g., it 

can close off lanes or reduce capacity at terminal points) or that comes through the ports (e.g., it 

can limit the number of landing slots or the hours of operation). Households on the island 

fortress can order supplies. Those supplies are delivered to the points of entry. Those who 

control the island then take responsibility for deliveries to the households. 

51. There is a relatively competitive market for transporting traffic to and from ISPs. 

Interconnected transit providers move traffic to and from edge providers to ISPs. The transit 

delivery to the ISP often happens at an IXP. Sometimes it is convenient to move and store 

content that is likely to be needed close to the ISP's "last mile" network, so that it does not 

need to be transited. CDNs provide that service. A CDN connects at the IXP or another 

designated connection point. 

52. Although the analogy is not exact, transit providers to ISPs are like railroads and ferry 

services to the fortress island. The transit providers make it possible to move content back and 

forth between ISPs and edge providers. However, the transit providers terminate at the border 

of the ISP, just as a railroad would terminate at the end of the bridge going into an island 

fortress, or the ferry would terminate at an island port. 

53. A transit service does not transport traffic directly from or to a residence. The ISP takes 

the content from the transit provider and transports it over the "last mile" to the residence. It 

similarly takes content from the residence and moves it back across the same "last mile" 
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infrastructure to the transit provider. CDNs are like a warehouse facility at the terminus of the 

bridge or at the port. Just as the island fortress picks up supplies at a warehouse near its edge, 

ISPs take the traffic from the CDNs. (CDNs may themselves transport traffic to ISPs and/or 

rely on transit providers to do so—I use "transit providers" generally to refer to firms that haul 

Internet traffic.) 

54. Comcast and its economists make it seem as if the ISP is not an island fortress at all, 

and that there is a public road system that enables any supplier to get to any household that has 

ordered those supplies. In Comcast's description, anyone who comes to a bridge or a port can 

go right through the gates of the island and get to the household more or less unimpeded. If a 

particular gate is congested, according to Comcast, the supplier merely needs to switch routes 

to any number of other gates. Comcast makes it seem as if their network is like Washington, 

D.C. Any trucker can just drive into the city and deliver packages anywhere it wants. 

55. It does not work that way. Comcast operates a closed network in which it controls what 

goes through its routers to its residential customers, and controls what goes from its residential 

customers to its routers. To use my analogy, it controls all of the bridges and the ports for its 

island and it has a monopoly on intra-island transport. Virtually all wired ISPs charge their 

residential customers to provide intra-island transport for services their customers have 

requested, but they do not additionally charge outside service providers for this intra-island 

transport. Comcast and three other very large ISPs, however, do charge for an additional fee to 

outside service providers. 
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56. I showed in my previous declaration that Comcast's customers cannot readily switch to 

another ISP and that OVDs cannot reach those subscribers in any other way. As a result, 

Comcast has a "terminating access monopoly"39 or "bottleneck facility".40 

2. Provision of Ports by Wired ISPs for Content Delivery 

57. A wired ISP must have enough capacity at the edge of its network, and in the network 

leading to the subscriber's home, to carry the traffic requested by subscribers. Capacity at the 

edge of an ISP's network is typically measured in terms of ports, which are physical connection 

points that can each handle a certain maximum amount of traffic. I f ISPs do not have enough 

port capacity, their customers will encounter delays in downloading and, in the case of 

bandwidth-intensive video, they will encounter problems such as poor picture quality, delays in 

starting the stream, and interruptions in the stream. Virtually all ISPs add enough capacity to 

ensure that their subscribers can download content from the Internet at the speeds they have 

committed to in their agreement with those subscribers. 

58. The amount of content that American households download over the Internet has 

increased dramatically over time. Table 1 shows the amount of data transmitted over the 

Internet from 1992-2013, with the projected growth through 2018. The compound annual 

growth rate was 134 percent over 1992-2013 and 71 percent over 2007-2013. In recent years 

increasing consumption of online video, online video games, and video calling have 

contributed to greater demands on broadband capacity. Generally, ISPs have added enough 

capacity to deal with the increasing demands from their subscribers for content. 

39 Mark Armstrong (2002), "The Theory of Access Pricing and Interconnection," in M. Cave, S. Majumdar, and I. 
Vogelsang (eds.), Handbook of Telecommunications Economics, Vol. 1, 297-386, Amsterdam: North-Holland; 
OECD Competition Committee (2004), "Access Pricing," available at http://www.oecd.org/regreform/sectors/ 
27767944.pdf. 

40 Joshua S. Gans (2001), "Regulating Private Infrastructure Investment: Optimal Pricing for Access to Essential 
Facilities, " Journal of Regulatory Economics, 20(2): 167-189. 
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Table 1: Growth in Global Internet Traffic 

Year Global Internet Traffic 
l ' ) ' ) 2  1 0 0  ( i l l  ; v i -  | ) . n  
1997 100 OH per I lour 

2007 2000 GB per second 

2018 (Forecast) 50,000 GB per second 
Source: Cisco (2014), The Zettabyte Era — Trends and Analysis, available at 
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/visual-networking-index-
vni/VNI Hvperconnectivity WP.pdf. p. 4. 

59. Netflix's experience is a good illustration of how ISPs have kept pace with the increase 

in traffic. Between October 2011 and August 2014, the total number of hours streamed by 

American households from Netflix increased by about {{ }}, and the total amount 

of data being streamed increased by about {{ }} ,41 Despite the pronounced 

increase in broadband demand, Netflix customers obtained higher average bitrates at virtually 

all ISPs, reflecting the fact that ISPs had more than enough capacity to accommodate the 

increase. 

60. Figure 1 shows the average bitrates and the total number of hours viewed over the 16 

largest ISPs that did not degrade Netflix's traffic during 2013.42 The average bitrate of Netflix 

traffic increased from {{ }} to {{ }} between the week 

ending October 9, 2011 and the week ending June 29, 2014 for these 16 wired ISPs.43 These 

Netflix customers therefore got increasingly better viewing quality over time, despite their 

increased used of broadband capacity. 

41 Calculations based on data from Netflix. 

42 The largest 20 wired ISPs, including these 16 and the 4 wired ISPs that did degrade traffic, accounted for {{ 
}} of Netflix's hours. 

43 {{ 

} }  
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Figure 1: Total Hours per Week and Average Bitrate at 16 Non-Degrading Large Wired ISPs 

II 

} }  
3. Wired ISPs As Two-Sided Platforms and Their Pricing 

Strucutre 

61. Wired ISPs are two-sided platforms. Economists who have written in support of and in 

opposition to the Transaction agree on this characterization.44 Dr. Israel has cited my work on 

two-sided platforms, including my survey paper of this area co-authored with Professor 

Richard Schmalensee.45 That literature finds that to evaluate competitive effects concerning 

platforms, economists must examine both sides of the platform. 

62. It is well known in the literature on two-sided platforms that the profit-maximizing 

prices to customers on the two sides of the platform are interdependent. It is also well 

44 Israel Declaration II, 181-5; Farrell Declaration, 26-27. 

45 Israel Declaration II, nn. 210, 217, 230. 
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established that the profit-maximizing price to one side of the platform may be less than 

marginal cost, zero, or less than zero.46 

63. Most wired ISPs in the United States charge consumers a monthly fee for connecting to 

the Internet; some may impose variable charges based on the amount of bandwidth used. In 

return for these fees, ISPs send requests from the household to the edge provider. The edge 

provider then uses its CDNs and transit relationships to pay to deliver the requested content to 

the doorstep of the ISP. That doorstep is usually at an IXP, where ISPs have decided to make 

connections available to third parties. At that point, the ISP carries the content across its 

network to the household that requested it. ISPs generally do not charge edge providers, 

including OVDs, terminating access fees for, in effect, opening the door to allow the traffic to 

be delivered to the household.47 Therefore, from the standpoint of an ISP, the residence pays 

for Internet access but the edge provider does not pay for connection to the ISP's network. 

46 This result also means that comparing price and marginal cost does not provide meaningful evidence on market 
power. David S. Evans and Richard Schmalensee (forthcoming), "The Antitrust Analysis of Multisided 
Platform Businesses," in Roger Blair and Daniel Sokol (eds.), Oxford Handbook on International Antitrust 
Economics, Oxford: Oxford University Press, available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm7abstract id= 
2185373: Marc Rysman (2009), "The Economics of Two-Sided Markets," Journal of Economic Perspectives, 
23(3), 125-143; Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole (2006), "Two-Sided Markets: A Progress Report," RAND 
Journal of Economics, 37(3): 645-667. As a result Dr. Israel's claim that Comcast charges terminating access 
fees that are less than marginal cost does not provide any evidence on whether increasing those fees from zero to 
a significant positive amount reflected an exercise of market power. See Israel Declaration II, 12. A 
competitive equilibrium among two-sided firms could result in a price to one side being substantially less than 
marginal cost. It is possible that a two-sided firm could increase that price significantly but that the price would 
still be less than marginal cost. 

47 For a direct connection between an edge provider and an ISP, the ISP does not generally charge an access fee. 
For a connection between an edge provider and an ISP that goes through a CDN and/or a transit provider, the 
ISP does not generally charge the entity with which it is interconnected an access fee. Only the very largest 
ISPs charge access fees. See Florence Declaration 1, !| 60. 
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64. That particular pricing structure-—one side pays the ISP, the other side does not—is a 

very common pricing structure for two-sided platforms. It is the market equilibrium in many 

industries based on two-sided platforms.48 

65. Up until recently, all of the more than 400 wired ISPs in the United States charged their 

customers for uploading and downloading content, but did not charge terminating access fees to 

Netflix, or the CDNs or transit providers used by Netflix, for carrying the traffic from the 

doorstep of an ISP's network to the household 49 In the last several years, a few very large 

wired ISPs in the United States, including Comcast, have sought to change that pricing model 

by charging certain OVDs (or their CDNs or transit providers), including Netflix, an additional 

fee for delivering from its doorstep to the subscribers' household content that the subscriber 

household has requested.50 

66. Netflix, starting in the first half of 2014, agreed to pay terminating access fees 

demanded by the four largest wired ISPs in the country. As a result, in these four cases, Netflix 

pays to get its traffic to the front door of the ISP, as it always has, and then pays an additional 

fee to get the ISP to open its door and allow traffic through that the ISP's subscribers have 

requested. For all of the other more than 400 other ISPs in the country, Netflix incurs costs for 

getting its traffic to the front door of the ISP, but incurs no additional fee for any of those ISPs 

to open the door and transport content to the ISP's subscribers who have asked for it. Positive 

48 David S. Evans and Richard Schmalensee (forthcoming), The Antitrust Analysis of Multisided Platform 
Businesses, in Roger Blair and Daniel Sokol (eds.), Oxford Handbook on International Antitrust Economics, 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm7abstract id=2185373. 

49 Florance Declaration I, 6, 26. 

50 I am not claiming that seeking these fees is anticompetitive, nor am I offering any opinion that their doing so is, 
or is not, contrary to sound public policy. My focus is entirely on the impact of the Transaction on competition. 
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terminating access fees are the exception; virtually all wired ISPs do not charge edge providers 

for transport from their doorsteps to the households that have requested content. 

67. With that background on the wired ISP business, I turn to market definition. 

B. Market Definition 

68. Market definition is a useful way to organize information on an industry and the 

competitive constraints that firms in an industry, including the subject of an investigation, face. 

Many economists, including me, agree that antitrust economics should avoid rigid approaches 

to market definition.51 Ultimately, the market should be defined to help shed light on, and not 

obscure, whether or not a particular business practice (such as a merger) has competitive 

effects. There is no reason that market definition must result in rigid boundaries, which seldom 

apply in the real world.52 Ultimately, as the antitrust agencies have recognized, it is a tool to 

assess whether there are competitive effects.53 

69. Market definition for industries involving two-sided platforms requires particular care.54 

Platforms compete with each other on both sides, and these sides are interdependent. For a 

merger of two-sided platforms, market definition needs to identify the competitive constraints 

51 See David S. Evans (2010), "Lightening Up Market Definition," in Einer Elhauge (ed.), Research Handbook on 
the Economics of Antitrust Law, New York: Edward Elgar; Joseph Farrell and Carl Shapiro (2010), "Antitrust 
Evaluation of Horizontal Mergers: An Economic Alternative to Market Definition," B.E. Journal of Theoretical 
Economics, 10(1); Dennis W. Carlton (2007), "Market Definition: Use and Abuse," Competition Policy 
International, 3(1). 

52 Contrary to what Dr. Israel suggests, there is no disagreement among us on this point. Israel Declaration II, ([ 
17. Unfortunately, Comcast and its economists use market definition to obscure the analysis by insisting that the 
only relevant market involves the local competition that takes place on the subscriber side of the platform. 

53 U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission (2010), "Horizontal Merger Guidelines," available at 
http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/merger-review/100819hmg.pdf. § 4 ("The Agencies' analysis 
need not start with market definition. Some of the analytical tools used by the Agencies to assess competitive 
effects do not rely on market definition, although evaluation of competitive alternatives available to customers is 
always necessary at some point in the analysis.") 

54 David S. Evans (2009), "Two-Sided Market Definition," ABA Section of Antitrust Law, Market Definition in 
Antitrust: Theory and Case Studies, available at http://ssrn.com/abstractU 396751. 
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that would limit the ability of the merging platforms to increase the price on either side of the 

platform and to increase the total price paid by both.55 

70. My focus is on whether the Transaction could result in an increase in the price for 

connecting OVDs and other edge providers.56 I consider an informal application of the 

hypothetical monopolist test to assess the relevant antitrust market. As is well known, the test 

involves determining the minimum set of providers, that if they were hypothetically combined 

into a single firm, would be able to raise price profitably by a small but significant amount for a 

non-transitory period of time. At that boundary, competitive constraints are not strong enough 

to prevent a profitable price increase. 

71. Let me begin by describing the extent to which different wired ISPs impose competitive 

constraints on each other. OVDs may want to use all of the wired ISPs to reach the ISPs' 

customers and distribute content to them. The more the better, so long as the price is right. 

Nevertheless, the OVDs can play the wired ISPs off against each other and, if necessary, forgo 

distribution to some small subset of consumers. They can do that because they have other 

wired ISPs (and thus other potential customers) that they can choose to work with. The 

competitive constraint on wired ISPs arises from the fact that OVDs can choose to select 

enough wired ISPs to reach enough consumers to operate their businesses profitably. The 

ability of OVDs to walk away from a wired ISP and pursue its business accessing other 

55 Eric Emch and T. Scott Thompson (2006), "Market Definition and Market Power in Payment Card Network," 
Review ofNetwork Economics, 5(1); David S. Evans (2009), "Two-Sided Market Definition," ABA Section of 
Antitrust Law, Market Definition in Antitrust: Theory and Case Studies, available at http://ssrn.com/abstract= 
1396751: Elena Argentesi and Marc Ivaldi (2007), "Market Definition in Printed Media Industries: Theory, 
Practice, and Lessons for Broadcasting," in Paul Seabright and Jurgen von Hagen (2007), The Economic 
Regulation of Broadcasting Markets, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 225-254. Alternatively, if 
the investigating authority decides to conduct single-sided market definition it needs to consider both sides and 
the interdependencies. 

561 also consider the effect of the Transaction on overall prices. 
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subscribers through other wired ISPs is the reason why small wired ISPs cannot charge access 

fees and why even among the very large ISPs the smaller of those very large ISPs charge less 

the largest ones do. 

72. The greater bargaining power of the larger wired ISPs comes from the elimination of 

choice of dealing with smaller wired ISPs and the elimination of access to the subscribers of 

those ISPs. Consider the situation in which there are four wired ISPs of equal size. An OVD 

can choose among 15 different bundles of the four to get more or less coverage. For example, 

it can walk away from any one of the four and still have coverage of 75 percent of households. 

The edge provider loses those choices when the wired ISPs are consolidated into a single wired 

ISP. It goes from 15 options to just one. 

73. In the wired ISP case, in other words, just as in a differentiated product case, a merger 

eliminates a constraint on prices that results from having separate firms and tends to increase 

the market power of the merging firms and raise price by substantially lessening competition 

among the firms.57 The fact that one case involves the elimination of direct substitution 

possibilities, and the other is based on the elimination of choices of other providers,58 is a 

distinction without a difference when it comes to competitive harm. 

57 The substantial lessening of competition for the merger of non-overlapping wired ISPs is not exactly like what 
happens in the common case of a merger of firms that produce differentiated products. In the differentiated 
product case the possibility that consumers will use the product of firm A instead of the product of firm B if firm 
A raises its price, and vice versa, constrains the prices of both firms before the merger. The merger results in an 
increase in market power and price, assuming the substitution effect between the two products is strong enough, 
by allowing the merged firm to capture the benefits of the diversion of sales. The competitive constraint on 
differentiated product producers arises from the fact that consumers are using one product instead of another, at 
least at the margin, and that a producer that raises its price will cause some consumers to use another producer's 
product. 

58 The wired ISPs, however, may also be substitutes in demand thereby providing a further competitive constraint. 
Depending on the prices being charged by different wired ISPs, edge providers may decide by build their 
distribution networks by substituting between different wired ISPs and substituting greater expenditure on 
marketing in the territory of one wired ISP rather than another. In theory, there may be cases in which it is 
profit maximizing to do deals with every wired ISP. However, for firms that have scarce capital and 
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74. We can see the impact of the consolidation of wired ISPs on OVDs by considering what 

likely happens when we move from a highly fragmented industry to a consolidated one. With a 

highly fragmented industry there are a large number of small wired ISPs, each operating in a 

local area. No individual small wired ISP is essential to a national OVD. The OVD can reach 

virtually the entire country and secure scale economies even if any one edge provider declines 

to distribute it. No single wired ISP has significant bargaining power except over its household 

customers, who are a small fraction of the nation. In this case, the OVD faces the profit-

maximizing price from these small-wired ISPs, which experience from many small ISPs over 

more than a decade strongly shows would be zero in the absence of significant bargaining 

power. That is the competitive equilibrium in the market. 

75. At the other extreme, there would be a single national broadband monopolist that would 

provide wired ISP services to all subscriber households. A national broadband monopolist 

could threaten to withhold access to an OVD. That would effectively prevent the OVD from 

operating its business, since it would not be able to reach any household. The national 

broadband monopolist would stand as a bottleneck facility between OVDs and all households. 

The threat of foreclosure would enable the national broadband monopolist to extract a 

significant toll from OVDs.59 The national broadband monopolist would be able to demand 

and secure a significant increase in terminating access fees to OVDs (or to the CDNs and 

transit providers who serve those OVDs) over and above the level that would occur in the 

management time (a situation that describe most new ventures) there may be practical limits on how many wired 
ISP relationships to have, and therefore the firm may substitute between a limited number of ISPs. This 
situation has not arisen yet because most wired ISPs have not charged for access. 

59 To simplify matters, I am going to assume that the national monopoly does not change prices to households as a 
result of controlling overlapping wired ISPs and therefore focus entirely on the impact of the consolidation on 
the edge provider side. The point is that even abstracting from any impact on the price that households pay for 
connection, the merger raises the total connection price between OVDs and households by raising the price to 
OVDs. 
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absence of this consolidation.60 OVDs would not have any other feasible way to reach those 

subscribers. 

76. The hypothetical national monopolist of all wired ISPs would have extraordinary 

bargaining power over OVDs. As I showed in my previous declaration, larger ISPs impose 

higher terminating access fees. Comcast was 1.8 times as large as Time Warner Cable and 

imposed a terminating access fee that was {{ }} times larger than the terminating 

access fee Time Warner Cable imposed on Netflix.61 The hypothetical national broadband 

monopolist would be {{ }} times the size of Comcast and {{ }} times the size of Time 

Warner Cable.62 As a result, the hypothetical national broadband monopolist would be able to 

profitably raise OVDs terminating access fees significantly. 

77. It is unlikely that a national broadband monopolist that could engage in price 

discrimination and has significant market power over subscribers would pass through much of 

this toll revenue to subscribers in the form of lower prices. Thus, the total price paid to the 

intermediary for connection would be higher than in the multiple small ISPs case. Also, 

because their costs have gone up, some OVDs would likely raise the prices they charge to 

consumers (and/or reduce the quality of the service they provide to consumers). 

78. As I noted above, most ISPs in the United States do not charge positive terminating 

access fees. Therefore, I take zero as the competitive level that would exist in the absence of 

60 This hypothetical monopolist would also be able to increase subscription prices to households because it would 
eliminate local competition. I put that effect to one side and focus solely on the impact of the consolidation on 
the price to the OVD side of the market. Focusing just on the OVD side, it is highly plausible, as discussed 
below, that the increased fees would not result in a significant reduction in subscription fees so that the total 
price for connection paid by both sides of the platform would go up as well. 

61 Comcast June 27 Letter, p. 2; infra, n. 113; and Table 2. 

62 Comcast Supplemental Data; June 2013 FCC IAS Report. 
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the consolidation. The hypothetical monopolist would be able to raise profitably the 

terminating access fee, and to raise it significantly.63 

79. A smaller hypothetical monopolist than the one I have just described would also likely 

impose a significant increase in the terminating access fee over the competitive level. One 

interesting candidate to consider is a hypothetical monopolist of all non-overlapping wired 

cable ISPs in the country since, under Comcast's theory, a merger that resulted in such a firm 

would pose no competitive problems.64 That hypothetical monopolist would control access to 

approximately {{ }} subscribers, accounting for {{ }} of households 

using wired ISPs with download speeds of at least 200 Kbps. It would account for more over 

time as DSL subscribers migrate to cable and fiber deployment slows. Based on the evidence 

discussed below, I would expect that the hypothetical monopolist would be able to profitably 

raise terminating access fees significantly. 

80. Dr. Israel's and Professor Carlton's objections to this definition of the relevant market 

are wrong as a matter of antitrust economics. They insist that the only relevant antitrust market 

for considering the impact of the merger is a local market in which households decide how to 

obtain broadband services.65 That approach ignores the potential impact of a merger of ISPs on 

the edge providers on the other side of the platform. There is no economic reason why one 

would exclude the impact on edge providers from an analysis of ISP mergers. That is 

63 Dr. Israel disagrees with this conclusion. He argues that larger ISPs would not charge higher connection fees. 
Therefore, under his analysis a merger to monopoly of ISPs would not result in an increase in bargaining power. 
I discuss why his analysis is wrong in detail below. 

64 See, supra, n. 7. 

65 Israel Declaration II, 19-21; Carlton Declaration, 9. 
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especially true given that several ISPs, including Comcast and Time Warner Cable, have 

imposed terminating access fees on OVDs.66 

81. Nothing in my analysis, however, depends on a precise boundary of that market. What 

does matter critically is that the analysis recognizes that there is another side to ISPs—the edge 

providers' content that consumers want to access using their chosen ISP. 

82. I now examine whether the Transaction would result in the merged company realizing a 

significant increase in market power over OVDs. I proceed in two steps. First, to help identify 

competitive constraints, I examine the extent to which Comcast currently has market power 

over OVDs. Second, I examine how the Transaction would change Comcast's market power 

over OVDs.67 

C. Competitive Constraints on Market Power 

83. I consider whether it is possible for Comcast and Time Warner Cable, individually, to 

obtain a significant increase in access fees charged to OVDs by degrading or threatening to 

degrade an OVD's video stream and thereby demanding and securing a significantly higher 

terminating access fee.68 To answer that question, it is necessary to look at the potential 

competitive constraints on Comcast and Time Warner Cable. Those constraints come from 

661 note that Dr. Israel has a discussion of how it may be optimal for an ISP to impose charges, including 
differential ones, on edge providers. See Israel Declaration II, «|fl[ 186-197. 

67 Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton criticize me, and other experts for the opponents to the Transaction, for 
examining Comcast's market power. See Israel Declaration II, ^ 38 and Carlton Declaration, H 9. Those 
criticisms are misplaced since that analysis, whether they agree with its conclusions or not, is helpful for 
assessing whether there are competitive constraints on the ability of Comcast and Time Warner Cable to raise 
terminating access fees. The extent, and nature, of these competitive constraints are relevant for assessing the 
change in market power resulting from the Transaction. 

68 In my analysis, the increase in price results from individual negotiations with OVDs and not an increase in a 
posted price. 
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both sides of their platforms. In the discussion below, for brevity, I refer to Comcast. 

However, unless otherwise noted, a similar analysis applies to Time Warner Cable. 

84. I first examine the ability of Comcast subscribers to switch to another broadband 

provider in the face of degradation in the quality of OVD streaming. I then examine Comcast's 

recent claim that Netflix, and other OVDs, have many ways of reaching subscribers on 

Comcast's network that do not require payment for access. Third, I document the extent to 

which Comcast's congestion of its network made it difficult for its subscribers to watch Netflix. 

Finally, I respond to Comcast's claims that the terminating access fee that it negotiated with 

Netflix is too small to worry about or is affirmative evidence of Comcast's lack of market 

power. 

1. Comcast subscribers' ability to switch to another ISP 

85. I showed in my previous declaration that Comcast subscribers have essentially nowhere 

to turn. They typically have one wired broadband alternative. Their choices are even more 

limited, if as is likely true for heavy users of OVD services (as well as other services such as 

games and video conferences), they want fast broadband connections. Moreover, the costs of 

switching are high. To put it colloquially, it is a pain to switch cable providers, and people 

seldom do unless they move. As a result, I conclude that if Comcast significantly degraded the 

quality of service to an OVD, Comcast would likely not lose a material number of customers.69 

69 Dr. Israel points out that many people do move and when they do they have to decide which wired ISP to 
choose. He suggests that Comcast faces a competitive constraint because people could choose another wired 
ISP when they move. It is true that people do not have switching costs in this case. However, the only 
households that are relevant are those that are moving to a residential location that Comcast serves. I have 
shown that in most cases there is only one alternative available to Comcast and often not a very good one. 
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86. Dr. Israel describes an alternative universe in which it is common and easy for 

•  . . .  7 0  customers to switch from Comcast. Dr. Israel's evidence for this assertion is not reliable. 

Specifically: 

• The Global Strategy Group ("GSG") Survey results Dr. Israel reports suffer numerous 
methodological and substantive problems and are flatly inconsistent with other studies of 
consumer behavior and the real world results of Comcast's and Time Warner Cable's 
degradation of Netflix's services. The GSG Survey finds that more than 70 percent of 
consumers would switch away from their ISPs if the ISP degraded Internet traffic under 
various scenarios. If such unprecedented switching had taken place, it would not have been 
hard to document. Yet, Dr. Israel provides no such evidence. 

• Dr. Israel overstates churn for Comcast's services substantially by including "those whose 
service is disconnected for failure to pay." Dr. Israel's approach implies that over five 
years, more than {{ }} people who are subscribers today, and who do not move, 
will drop Comcast.71 In fact, Comcast's data show that a very small fraction of broadband 
customers (approximately {{ }} a year72), who are not moving, voluntarily 
leave Comcast. That figure is consistent with the FCC's study on switching after 
accounting for switching from DSL to cable. 

• Dr. Israel incorrectly cites to increases in Comcast's call-center volume as "real world" 
evidence of consumers' willingness to switch. Dr. Israel provides no evidence on the 
impact to Comcast, and no details from the transcripts of these calls to determine whether 
Comcast, for example, benefited by using these calls as opportunities to sell more 
expensive broadband packages.73 By contrast, Netflix has provided transcripts, some of 
which I excerpt below, that show {{ 

} }  

87. An OVD could resist Comcast's increase in interconnection fees if it had another viable 

way to reach the ISP's subscribers. Consumers typically have a mobile wireless ISP in addition 

to a wired ISP. One possibility posited by Comcast is to reach consumers through mobile 

70 These findings are described in detail in Section III.C. 
7' Israel Declaration 11, K 94. 
72 Comcast data produced in {{ 

}}. This calculation is described in more detail below in Section III.C. 

73 Israel Declaration II, 56. 
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wireless. That alternative is not feasible for providers of long-form video, as I explained in my 

previous declaration. Data caps on mobile wireless make this prohibitively expensive. 

According to the Consumerist, streaming all of the episodes of Breaking Bad (46.5 hours) in 

HD in a single billing cycle would cost $1200 to $2200 using LTE due to fees for exceeding 

data caps, even if the user used the cellular connection for no other data.74 

88. Aside from the cost, households may not want to watch a long-form video on a mobile 

device or be able to connect their mobile wireless to a television set. Data from Netflix on 

viewing habits confirms that mobile wireless ISPs are not a feasible or desirable alternative for 

households. Only {{ }} of Netflix hours are streamed using a mobile wireless ISP. 

Dr. Israel's claims that mobile wireless is becoming a realistic alternative to wired broadband 

for OVD subscribers are wrong, when it comes to viewing movies, television shows, and other 

long-form content.75 

89. Comcast's broadband subscribers therefore do not have a feasible way to watch OVDs 

without relying on Comcast to provide a reliable broadband connection. 

2. The Ability of an OVD to Reach Comcast Subscribers Without 
Paying a Toll 

90. I next examine whether OVDs can find a realistic way to send content to Comcast 

subscribers without paying for access. 

91. Comcast decides whether it will pick up content that gets delivered to the front door of 

its network and transport that content to its household subscribers. It can decide whether or not 

74 Consumerist, "Comcast Says Mobile Data Is Competitive, But It Costs $2k to Stream Breaking Bad Over LTE," 
August 18, 2014, available at http://consumerist.com/2014/08/18/comcast-savs-mobile-data-is-competitive-but-
it-costs-2k-to-stream-breaking-bad-over-lte/. 

75 See discussion below in Section 1II.E.2. 
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to connect to a transit provider or CDN and it can decide how much capacity to make available 

to that transit provider or CDN. Comcast is thus like the island fortress described earlier. It 

controls the transportation network on the island. Those off of the island fortress can send 

things to the edge of the island by various means. But once those things get to the edge of the 

island—the bridges or ports—the authorities in charge of the island fortress take over to move 

things to households within the island. Netflix found in 2013 that every major way into 

Comcast's island fortress either had a toll or was congested. 

92. Comcast says, in effect, that there is a public road system running across the island with 

no tolls and no congestion so that anyone can get things to households without going through 

the island authority. Dr. Israel bases his response to my economic analysis of Comcast's 

market power on this description of how cable ISPs work. 

93. Specifically, Comcast claims that Netflix could have reached Comcast's subscribers by 

using any of at least 40 settlement free paths offered by transit providers and that therefore 

Comcast has no market power over Netflix, or other OVDs, for connecting with its 

subscribers.76 In fact, Netflix attempted to use all six of the largest transit providers in the 

7 7  world, all of which had settlement-free routes into Comcast's network. In each case, Comcast 

critically impeded Netflix's ability to serve Comcast subscribers' requests for traffic by 

threatening to raise prices to the transit provider if it carried significant Netflix traffic, or by 

degrading traffic. Comcast, for example, was able to pressure {{ }} into not providing 

76 Comcast Opposition, pp. 217, 219. Comcast has since revised the "40" down to {{ }}. Letter from Francis 
Buono, Counsel for Comcast Corp., to Marlene Dortch, FCC, at 6 (Dec. 8, 2014). 

77 Netflix Reply, p. 6; Florence Declaration II, f 32. 
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Netflix with its available capacity, and it was able to force Level 3 into a paid peering 

arrangement for some of Netflix's traffic.78 

94. Given this experience, Netflix had no reason to believe that it would have a different 

experience with other transit providers. Under the peering policies adopted by Comcast, every 

smaller transit provider that Netflix did not try would have faced the same issue as the larger 

ones that Netflix did try: delivering Netflix's traffic via a smaller transit provider would have 

put that transit provider out of ratio, and therefore out of Comcast's so called "settlement free 

peering" policy, which is discussed below. Comcast would have therefore demanded that the 

transit provider drop Netflix, face congestion, or pay terminating access fees.79 

95. Comcast also claims that a competitive market for transit prevents Comcast from 

exercising market power. That is wrong because transit providers do not have the ability to 

transport content within the closed walls of Comcast's network and therefore cannot provide 

that service to OVDs. While an OVD may choose among competitive transit providers to bring 

its data to Comcast's last mile network, only Comcast can "open the door" and transport 

content from its doorstep to its subscribers who requested that content. Comcast therefore has 

the power to set the capacity levels any given transit provider has into Comcast's network 

either through direct agreements or through Comcast's peering policy. That, in turn, allows 

Comcast to demand, and unilaterally set, interconnection fees from transit providers. 

96. Comcast can set a price floor in the competitive transit market at least for traffic above 

certain ratio levels determined by Comcast. This is similar to the island fortress authority 

imposing a weight-based toll on truckers crossing a bridge to deliver their wares at the island 

78 Florence Declaration II, 37; Florence Declaration I, 38, 49. 
79 Florence Declaration II, ^ 34. 
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depot. That toll is a cost to the truckers and in a competitive market would be passed on to the 

customers in the form of higher transportation prices. 

97. Competition in the transit market therefore cannot discipline the fees Comcast imposes 

for interconnection access for the simple reason that all traffic requested by Comcast's 

subscribers must cross through Comcast's ports.80 Comcast could charge the transit provider 

who will pass the cost on to the OVD or it can charge the OVD directly.81 Competition in the 

transit market no more disciplines Comcast's interconnection fees than competition in the 

trucking market disciplines the tolls on the bridges coming into Manhattan. 

98. A further technical issue that bears on competitive constraints is whether an ISP can 

target the traffic of a particular OVD and make a credible threat to degrade the quality of that 

OVD's traffic without reducing the ability of its subscribers to access the Internet so much that 

they do switch to another broadband provider. My understanding is that due to the 

characteristics of different types of Internet traffic, Comcast was able to degrade Netflix's 

82 traffic without reducing the ability of its subscribers generally to access the Internet. 

99. I conclude from this analysis that Comcast has market power over interconnection to 

their subscribers by OVDs. The "Comcast degradation" natural experiment confirms this 

conclusion, and I turn to that next. 

80 Florance Declaration II, 13. 
81 In addition, {{ 

}} Small transit and enterprise-services providers are likely very sensitive to the possibility of losing 
access to Comcast's network or of increases to the costs of interconnecting with Comcast. Larger entities, such 
as the largest transit providers, would be less sensitive to pressure from Comcast. But, as Comcast's efforts 
against Cogent and Level 3 demonstrate, even large transit providers have been unable to resist Comcast's 
efforts to increase the cost of interconnection. 

82 Comcast did impose some collateral damage on customers other than the ones using Netflix. Cogent has 
explained to the FCC that employees of one of Cogent's business customers had significant problems in 
working remotely from home as a result of Comcast's actions. See Cogent Ex Parte Letter, pp. 5-6. 
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3. The Comcast Degradation Episode 

100. Starting in the autumn of 2013, Netflix found that the streaming quality for Comcast 

subscribers was getting worse, and the quality continued to worsen through the holiday season. 

In some cases, the degradation of the viewing experience was so severe that subscribers were 

not able to watch at all. There was a rapid increase in the number of support calls coming from 

its customers that used Comcast over the final weeks of 2013 and beginning of 2014.83 To 

correct for seasonal effects, I compared Comcast with Charter since subscribers of these two 

systems experienced similar viewing quality prior to the degradation episode. The support 

calls from Comcast subscribers {{ }} relative to Charter. 

101. Several excerpts of online chat transcripts between customer support personnel and 

Netflix customers describe the difficulties encountered by Netflix customers who used 

Comcast. The following quotes are verbatim from the transcripts: 

• {{ 

{ {  

{{ 

}} 

}} 

} }  

831 obtain similar results to those described below when we compare Comcast to the eight largest cable ISPs 
(excluding Time Warner Cable, which also degraded the quality of service during a portion of the time 
considered). 

84 The data in Figure 2 is monthly. We have shown Feb-2014 as not being in the shaded degradation period, when 
in fact approximately the first half of February was over before Comcast and Netflix reached their agreement. 
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• {{ 

}} 

•  {{  

} }  

• {{ 

}} 

•  { {  

} }  

102. My econometric analysis finds that Comcast customers experienced a sharp decline in 

their average viewing quality for Netflix. {{ 

}}85 This enabled users to view videos at a quality level {{ 

}}. The average weekly bitrates 

were also highly correlated as noted above; the two series had a correlation coefficient of {{ 

}} •  

103. Starting in November 2013, the average bitrate obtained by customers of these two 

systems diverged. Charter held steady. Comcast nosedived. Between the last week of October 

85 {{ 

} }  
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2013 and the last week of December 2013 the average weekly bitrate fell {{ }} for 

Comcast customers and rose {{ }} for Charter customers. I found that {{ 

}} of Comcast customers saw their average weekly bitrates decline between October 2013 and 

January 2014. Most Comcast customers therefore had their viewing experiences degraded. In 

some cases that degradation involved having great viewing quality become less good and in 

other cases that involved average viewing quality becoming poor and in some cases 

unwatchable. 

104. Figure 2 shows the ratio of average weekly bitrates for Charter and Comcast for 

December 31, 2012 through June 29, 2014, with the ratio in the week ending February 23, 2014 

normalized to 1. These figures are based on a statistical method—known as difference-in

differences estimation—that isolates the effect of a treatment on one group (Comcast customers 

in this case) relative to a control group (Charter customers in this case). The estimation method 

controls for seasonal and other factors that could influence the results. It is apparent that the 

degradation started around the week ending November 3, 2013. Average bitrates for Comcast 

customers returned to normal about a week after Netflix and Comcast signed the contract for 

additional port capacity. 
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Figure 2: Ratio of Average Bitrates (Comcast/Charter), Relative to Week Ending 2/23/2014 

{ {  

}}  

105. Netflix executives saw the deterioration in viewing quality for its Comcast subscribers 

as a serious business concern.86 {{ 

}} 

106. {{ 

86 Florance Declaration I, 52-53 and conversations with Netflix executives. 
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}}  

107. For Netflix, there was only solution to the problems caused by the degradation: to pay 

Comcast to ensure that there was an uncongested path between the edge of its network and the 

households of its subscribers. Netflix acquiesced to Comcast's demands. Under the contract 

signed February 18, 2014, Netflix agreed to pay Comcast to provide sufficient capacity for 

Comcast subscribers to stream Netflix. Almost immediately after the contract was signed, 

Comcast opened up significant port capacity and Netflix observed that the streaming quality for 

its Comcast customers rapidly went back to normal. 

4. The Significance of the Terminating Access Fees 

108. Comcast's success in securing terminating access fees and Netflix's acquiescence to 

these fees was a significant event. The New York Times described it as "as a milestone in the 

history of the Internet, where content providers like Netflix generally have not had to pay for 

access to the customers of a broadband provider."87 Reflecting its notoriety, the keywords 

"Netflix Comcast deal February 23 2014" yields 118,000 results on Google Search.88 

109. It is likely that the fees that Comcast has negotiated recently with Netflix, among others, 

do not reflect its full market power. Comcast has been waging a battle for several years to 

break the zero-price equilibrium for edge providers. Breaking the zero barrier places Comcast 

87 Edward Wyatt and Noam Cohen, "Comcast and Netflix Reach Deal on Service," New York Times, February 23, 
2014, available at http://www.nvtimes.com/2014/02/24/business/media/comcast-and-netflix-reaeh-a-streaming-
agreement.html. 

88 Based on a search query 1 submitted to Google Search on December 18, 2014. 
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in a position to increase fees going forward. Just crossing that barrier, with one of the strongest 

opponents of terminating access fees, was a significant victory.89 

110. At the same time Comcast was negotiating these fees, it was pursuing two other 

initiatives that could have been adversely affected if it demanded and secured much higher fees 

that fully reflected its market power. It was planning this Transaction, which it knew would go 

before the FCC, a reviewing authority that had expressed serious concerns over charging edge 

providers, and the U.S. Department of Justice. It was also still immersed in the ongoing debate 

over net neutrality.90 

111. Nevertheless, Comcast demanded and secured a significant terminating access fee from 

Netflix. Comcast and its economists claim that Comcast saved Netflix money and that the fees 

are so small they actually show Comcast lacks market power. That is not the case. 

a. The Impact of the Comcast Contract on Netflix's Cost of 
Providing Content to Comcast Subscribers 

112. The contract imposed an incremental cost on Netflix solely for the purpose of Comcast 

agreeing to provide uncongested routes between the edge of its network to the subscribers on 

89 David Crow, "Netflix Wants to Put Comcast Genie Back in 'Fast Lane' Bottle," Financial Times, November 9, 
2014, available at http://www.ft.eom/cms/s/0/0bc54d54-639e-l le4-8216-00144feabdc0.html#axzz3MYtZkixn 
("The agreement [between Comcast and Netflix] he [Reed Hastings] made was so important because it set a 
precedent that content companies like Netflix should pay companies like Comcast to access their customers, and 
led to a string of similar agreements with other internet providers including Verizon."); Chris Morran, "Netflix 
Agrees to Pay Comcast to End Slowdown," Consumerist, February 23, 2014, available at http://consumerist. 
com/2014/02/23/netflix-agrees-to-pav-comcast-to-end-slowdown/ ("The question is what sort of precedent this 
Netflix/Comcast deal sets for the rest of the marketplace. By making this deal with the nation's largest cable 
company (which is trying to become even larger with its plan to purchase Time Warner Cable), Netflix will 
likely need to reach a similar paid-peering arrangement with Verizon, TWC, and others. If a company wants to 
get into the streaming video business, paid-peering would now have to be considered part of the price for entry 
into the marketplace. Which is another reason one should be concerned about the proposed Comcast/TWC 
merger. By combining the country's two largest ISPs, you'd create a single entity that could effectively set all 
the standards and rates for paid-peering arrangements; if a company wants to reach the home audience, Comcast 
would determine how much it will cost."). 

90 While Comcast publicly supports the FCC's 2010 Open Internet rules, it opposes application of those rules to 
points of interconnection, so Comcast's statement of support is irrelevant relative to the terminating access fees 
discussed here. 
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its network. The contract made the total cost to Netflix for reaching Comcast subscribers 

higher than it would have been if Comcast had not charged a terminating access fee. 

113. Dr. Israel argues that the fact that only Comcast and the other three largest ISPs charge 

access fees "does not establish that {{ 

}}; only that it pays more to the ISP itself, with which it connects 

directly."91 This claim is wrong. 

114. None of the more than 400 ISPs other than the four largest ones charge access fees. In 

more than {{ }} cases, Netflix connects directly to the ISP and Netflix pays zero to 

interconnect. That compares to the approximately {{ }} per Mbps it has to pay 

Comcast.92 In each of these more than {{ }} cases, Netflix bears the costs of making its 

content available at the interconnection points and the ISP agrees to take the content and 

transmit it to its subscribers who have requested it.93 Netflix connects to Comcast in the same 

way; it bears the costs of making its content available at the interconnection points, without use 

of a middleman, yet Comcast charges an access fee. 

115. In Section III below, I show that the total costs Netflix incurs to reach other ISPs' 

subscribers, including Netflix's costs of operating as its own CDN, are lower than it incurs to 

91 Israel Declaration II, H 166 (emphasis in original). 

92 Of these more than {{ }} ISPs, more than {{ }} interconnect with Netflix at IXPs, as does Comcast. And 
more than {{ }} interconnect with Netflix using Open Connect appliances that are embedded in the ISP's 
network, which is less costly to Netflix as it does not bear the cost of maintaining servers at an IXP. 

93 For the other more than {{ }} other ISPs, Netflix uses a transit provider, which takes the traffic to another 
location at which it has agreed to interconnect with the ISP. These are typically smaller ISPs that do not have a 
presence at IXPs so that they cannot connect with Netflix at an IXP. Such an ISP takes traffic at the point at 
which it connects to the Internet (through its transit provider, which it pays) and does not charge either the 
transit provider or Netflix for interconnection. These ISPs therefore also demonstrate that the norm is to not 
charge an access fee. The fact that Netflix pays a transit provider to take traffic to the point at which these ISPs 
connect to the Internet is irrelevant to a comparison with Comcast, as Netflix takes its traffic to the IXPs at 
which it connects to Comcast. Moreover, as I discuss below, even though the comparison is irrelevant, Netflix's 
total costs of connecting to these ISPs even including the transit fee is still less than the total cost of connecting 
to Comcast. 
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reach Comcast's subscribers. I present this comparison only to respond to Comcast's 

misleading claims that it has lowered Netflix costs. Such comparisons are unnecessary because 

we can directly observe the price of interest—the access fee. Comcast's access fee of about {{ 

}} per Mbps is significantly above the zero fee that it used to charge and above the zero 

fee that the more than {{ }} ISPs other than the four largest ones charge. 

b. Comcast's Argument that Terminating Access Fees are 
Too Small to Worry About Is Spurious 

116. Dr. Israel claims that the terminating access fees paid by Netflix and other edge 

providers are so "miniscule" as a percent of total sales that they show that Comcast does not 

have any market power: 

The small size of Comcast's charges for interconnection refutes any theory that 
Comcast's large size as an ISP parlays into anti-competitive power94 over edge 
providers or their agents. ... More generally, the amount of money at issue in Comcast's 
interconnection agreements is {{ }}. For example, Netflix's { { 

}}-95 

He supports this conclusion by calculating the ratio of interconnection payments as a percent of 

costs and revenues.96 Professor Carlton makes a similar point.97 

117. The comparison between the terminating access fees and total revenue is not sensible as 

a matter of economics and is not consistent with how merger analysis is conducted by antitrust 

agencies.98 Suppose that producers of inputs that comprise a small portion of total costs could 

merge and raise prices. The total cost of production would rise if that happened for many 

94 I assume Dr. Israel meant "market power" instead of "anti-competitive power" which is not a term of art that is 
typically used in antitrust analysis. 

95 Israel Declaration II, ^ 12. 

96 Israel Declaration II, ^ 135. 

97 Carlton Declaration, ^ 14. 

98 The approach taken by Dr. Carlton and Dr. Israel is not endorsed in the U.S. Department of Justice and Federal 
Trade Commission (2010), "Horizontal Merger Guidelines," available at http://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/ 
attachments/merger-review/100819hmg.pdf. or by any other authority on merger analysis that I am aware of. 
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inputs. Sound merger analysis examines whether the price of the inputs that are the subject of 

the merger increases and not on their impact on overall revenues." 

118. Dr. Israel also claims that the terminating access fees are lower than the marginal cost 

of serving traffic and therefore cannot reflect the exercise of market power.100 That inference, 

even if it were true, is wrong in the case of two-sided platforms. As noted earlier, a standard 

result for two-sided platforms, predicted by theory and confirmed in practice, is that the price to 

one side of a two-sided platform could be less than marginal cost, zero, or less than zero even if 

the platform is run by a monopolist. Comcast increased the terminating access fee from zero to 

an amount significantly more than zero and significantly more than other very large ISPs were 

charging. This departure from the standard price of zero charged by other ISPs was not the 

result of differences in costs that Comcast incurred for interconnecting with OVDs that other 

ISPs did not.101 

119. I conclude that Comcast's successful effort to break the zero-price equilibrium shows 

that it has significant market power over the terminating access fees it chrges to connect OVDs 

and subscribers. Its efforts resulted in Comcast charging positive fees for terminating access, 

99 This mistake is reflective of a more general analytical error made by Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton in not 
analyzing the horizontal unilateral effects of the merger on the edge provider side of the market and therefore 
not applying standard merger analysis to the B2B side of the market. It is routine for the enforcement agencies 
to object to mergers in B2B markets that increase the price of inputs by small but significant amounts with 
complete disregard for the impact of those price increases on total revenues or total costs. See, e.g., Complaint, 
In the Matter of Verisk Analytics, Inc., Insurance Service Office, Inc., and EagleView Technology Corporation, 
Docket No. 9363, Dec. 16, 2014 (Proposed combination of the two largest providers in the U.S. of rooftop aerial 
measurement services and reports - services sold to insurance companies so that they may estimate rooftop 
damage - 35% of all real property insurance claims in the U.S. The parties abandoned the transaction.); 
Complaint, United States v. Continental AG and Veyance Technologies, Inc., No. l:14-cv-02087 (D.D.C. filed 
Dec. 11, 2014) (Proposed combination of the two largest providers in North America of commercial vehicle air 
springs - products sold to OEMs for truck, trailer, and bus suspension systems. Divestiture ordered.). 

100 Israel Declaration II, 136-138. See Section III.A.2 below for more details on the flaws in Dr. Israel's 
approach. 

101 See, supra, n. 45. 
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unlike many other ISPs in the United States, and unlike its longstanding prior practice of not 

charging for interconnection.102 

120. I next analyze whether the Transaction would result in a significant increase in the 

market power held by Comcast and thereby lead to an increase in terminating access fees to 

OVDs. 

D. Change in Market Power from Transaction 

121. The Transaction will increase the number of subscribers controlled by Comcast from 

21.1 million to 29.6 million, a 40 percent increase. In negotiations with OVDs, Comcast would 

be able to degrade, or threaten to degrade, streaming service for 8.5 million more subscribers 

than it can today.103 In my previous declaration, I showed how that would increase Comcast's 

bargaining power, and its ability to demand and secure a higher price. 

122. I will start with a brief summary of what I found. 

a. I interviewed executives at Netflix who were involved in the negotiations. Netflix, 
which has negotiated with a number of very large ISPs, and entered into paid 
interconnection agreements with four very large ISPs, has indicated that a key 
consideration in the negotiations is the size of the ISP and its ability to affect service 
to Netflix's subscribers. Netflix's view is hardly surprising, and is consistent with 
common business perceptions of the importance of size in negotiations. 

b. I conducted an economic analysis of Netflix's business—which bears similarities to 
many other OVD businesses—and showed that the financial impact of being 
foreclosed from subscribers increased dramatically with the number of subscribers 
foreclosed. The ultimate, if unstated, threat from each of the very large ISPs that 
Netflix negotiates with is that it will disrupt Netflix's traffic on the ISP's network. 
Because of the high fixed costs of content, and the virtuous circle I described in my 
previous declaration, a loss of subscribers has a huge impact. 

102 Time Warner Cable also has significant market power as reflected in its ability to secure terminating access 
firms from Netflix and other edge providers in contrast to smaller wired ISPs. 

103 Comcast June 27 Letter, p. 2. 
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c. I then examined the terminating access fees that Netflix pays the four very large 
ISPs. I showed that below a size threshold, ISPs are unable to demand and secure a 
terminating access fee. It requires significant market power to do so. The four 
largest wired ISPs have succeeded in doing just that. In their case, there is a strong 
relationship between price per Mbps and the number of subscribers. Other factors 
weigh in as well, but they are consistent with the factors that Netflix says are 
important in negotiations. I showed that Comcast, with 1.8 times as many 
subscribers as Time Warner Cable, was able to secure a terminating access fee that 
was {{ }} times higher than Time Warner Cable's terminating access 
fee.104 

123. Dr. Israel responds that there is no evidence—at all—that the size of ISPs matters. 

Much larger ISPs cannot, he concludes, demand and secure higher terminating access fees 

despite their ability to foreclose an OVD from a far greater number of subscribers. That is a 

remarkable proposition. It is also wrong and without meaningful support. 

124. First, Dr. Israel claims that my conclusion is "atheoretic." Let us begin with why Dr. 

Israel apparently believes he is being "theoretic." He has referenced a game-theoretic model 

that shows that, under certain unproved assumptions, an increase in the size of one party would 

not necessarily result in an increase in the share of the gains to trade they are negotiating over. 

That model assumes that bargaining power does not depend on size. I detailed in my previous 

declaration that other authors have shown that relaxing various assumptions of that model, 

including the one pertaining to bargaining power, reverses the perverse result that size does not 

matter in cases, like this one, where there could be scale economies in cost or demand. 

125. The reason that economists have written papers responding to that model is because 

they recognize that the result is counter-intuitive and inconsistent with experience.105 Common 

104 The ratio of subscribers is based on data from the Comcast June 27 Letter, p. 2. The ratio of terminating access 
fees is based on calculations from the Netflix agreements with Comcast and with Time Warner Cable. 

105 Nodir Adilov and Peter J. Alexander, Horizontal Merger: "Pivotal Buyers and Bargaining Power," 91 
Economics Letters 307 (2006) ("Chipty and Snyder (1999) assume that bargaining power will be unaffected by 
merger and argue that the shape of supplier's gross surplus function provides sufficient guidance for regulatory 
purposes. Raskovich (2003) argues that the post-merger pivotal nature of the firm will diminish its bargaining 
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experience would suggest that an increase in size increases bargaining power and, therefore, 

how much the party whose size has increased can demand and secure.106 When one party gets 

bigger it can make threats that, if carried out, impose greater costs on the other party—such as 

walking away from the deal. 

126. Economists can—should—also take into account practical experience in reaching 

judgments. Speaking for myself, I have encountered many business negotiations over the years 

where size matters greatly and none where bigger firms—as predicted by Dr. Israel's model— 

actually get worse deals than smaller firms as a result of their size. Just because we use math 

does not mean that economists have to ignore common sense and practical experience. 

Likewise, the fact that one rejects a particular model, based on assumptions that are neither 

plausible nor tested, and that generates perverse predictions that do not seem to make sense, 

does not make one "atheoretic." 

127. Dr. Israel then attempts to deal with the facts. He disputes the evidence that Professor 

Farrell and I have provided showing that larger ISPs are able to demand better terms. Dr. Israel 

argues that the number of interconnection locations is a measure of quality that needs to be 

taken into account when comparing ISP size and access fees. He claims that after including the 

number of interconnection locations in Professor Farrell's regression analysis, Professor 

position. We show that if there are asymmetries in bargaining power, these results may not hold. On the 
contrary, the newly merged pivotal firm may find its bargaining position significantly enhanced by merger. This 
result may be of interest to antitrust and regulatory agencies, in particular the Justice Department and the 
Federal Communications Commission."). See also Stephane Caprice (2007), Upstream Competition and Buyer 
Mergers, Working Paper, available at https://www.diw.de/sixcms/detail.php/86150; Howard Smith and John 
Thanassoulis (2012), "Upstream Uncertainty and Countervailing Power," 30 International Journal of Industrial 
Organization 483-495 (2012). 

106 Christopher M. Snyder, "Why do larger buyers pay lower prices? Intense supplier competition," 58 Economic 
Letters 205-209, 205 ("The popular press frequently reports that, relative to small buyers, large buyers have 
more 'clout' in their negotiations with suppliers. It is commonly reported, for example, that retail superstores 
are able to extract price concessions from manufacturers. The formal empirical literature generally supports 
these claims." (internal citations omitted)). 
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Farrell's finding that {{ 

}} goes away. 

128. Dr. Israel's purported measure of ISP quality is highly correlated with ISP size. Larger 

ISPs generally have more interconnection locations because they typically cover a larger 

geographic footprint. The greater number of interconnection points of larger ISPs is mainly 

because they are larger, not because they provide interconnections closer to their subscribers. 

As I discuss below, from Netflix's perspective, the number of interconnection points does not 

significantly affect the quality of interconnection. {{ 

}}.107 By adding the number of interconnection locations into Professor Farrell's 

regression analysis, Dr. Israel is in fact adding a measure that is highly correlated with size. By 

doing so, he creates a classic multi-collinearity problem in which {{ 

} } •  

129. As I discussed above, Dr. Israel also argues that the evidence I presented in my initial 

declaration that {{ 

}} conflates which party is being paid (an ISP versus a CDN or transit provider) 

versus how much is being paid. And, as I explained above, we can observe directly that none 

of the more than 400 ISPs other than the four largest charge access fees. Moreover, for the 

more than {{ }} ISPs that Netflix connects to directly to the ISP—so that there is no 

middleman involved—Netflix pays zero to interconnect other than for the four largest ISPs. 

130. Since completing my first declaration, I have reviewed additional evidence on 

interconnection agreements that demonstrate the relationship between price and size. From the 

107 Florence Declaration II, 17. 
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interconnection rates reported by Dr. Israel for OVDs and CDNs for Comcast and Time Warner 

Cable, it is clear that Comcast charges {{ }} for interconnection. Table 2 

shows the comparison.108 

Table 2: Comparison of Access Fees Charged by Comcast and Time Warner Cable Access Fees 

u 

} }  

131. It is clear from Table 2 that {{ 

108 {{ 

}} See Response to Specification 54, Response of 
Time Warner Cable Inc. to the Commission's Information and Data Request, September 11, 2014. The rates 
reported in the table are the rates underlying the summaries reported by Dr. Israel in Table 7 of Israel 
Declaration II. {{ 

} }  

The fees reported in Table 2 are based on contracted capacity, so that the fees reported will significantly exceed 
$/Mbps fees based on actual 95th percentile usage (as in common in the industry) for two reasons. First, it is not 
desirable to use anything close to the full capacity of a port. It is common to increase capacity when capacity 
utilization is above 70 percent to avoid congestion. See Declaration of Henry (Hank) Kilmer, August 25, 2014, 
H 62. Moreover, 95th percentile usage is less than peak capacity usage. {{ 

} }  
This is why {{ }} is significantly lower 
than the {{ }} If 
the $/Mbps estimates are calculated on a consistent basis across contracts, it does not generally pose an issue to 
use contract capacities as for the rates reported in Table 2—indeed it may be helpful or necessary, such as when 
data on actual usage are not available. 
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}}  

132. These negotiations provide natural experiments for assessing the impact of the merger 

on prices. They tell a consistent story that larger wired ISPs are able to negotiate higher prices. 

In addition we know that several wired ISPs smaller than these have demanded access fees 

unsuccessfully from Netflix. The vast majority of smaller wired ISPs generally do not even 

raise the issue. 

133. Those natural experiments are consistent with the hypothesis that beyond a size 

threshold, wired ISPs that have more subscribers secure higher access fees because the cost of 

walking away from these wired ISPs becomes increasingly costly to the edge providers. 

134. With the preceding results in hand, I turn to the horizontal and vertical effects of the 

Transaction. 

E. Horizontal Unilateral Effects of Transaction on Terminating Access 
Fees 

135. I first show that the Transaction would result in a significant increase in the terminating 

access fees paid by OVDs and the other price paid by OVDs and households for broadband 

connections. Based on the natural experiments discussed above, I would expect that the 

109 {{ 

}} 
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Transaction would result in the merged entity increasing the terminating access fee by about {{ 

}} relative to what Comcast would charge in the absence of the merger, and by 

about {{ }} relative to what TWC would charge in the absence of the merger. I 

then discuss the claim by Comcast's economists that Netflix, at least, does not need to worry 

about this because it has a long-term contract. Finally, I respond to Dr. Israel's claim that we 

could ignore any increase in price to edge providers because it will lead to a countervailing 

decrease in price to households. 

1. The Impact of the Transaction on Comcast's Prices to OVDs 
for Interconnection 

136. I have concluded above that Comcast and Time Warner Cable are two-sided ISP 

platforms that participate in a national broadband market that connects edge providers and 

households. Comcast and Time Warner Cable both have substantial market power today. A 

merger would significantly increase the market power that each holds individually today. The 

combined firm, which would account for {{ }} of wired broadband households, 

would have about {{ }} more wired broadband households than Comcast has today 

and about {{ }} more wired broadband households than Time Warner Cable has 

today.110 Those figures will likely increase over time given the migration of households from 

DSL to cable and the slowing of fiber deployment.111 

110 Comcast June 27 Letter, p. 2. 

111 For more details on the slow growth of DSL due to the migration of households from DSL to cable, see infra, 
Section I1I.E.1. The growth of fiber has been slowing and is likely to slow even further, given that Verizon, the 
leading deployer of fiber broadband, has stated that it does not plan to expand its fiber footprint. See Roger 
Cheng, "Verizon to End Rollout of FiOS," Wall Street Journal, March 30, 2010, available at 
http://www.wsi.com/news/articles/SB 10001424052702303410404575151773432729614; Karl Bode, "Verizon: 
30% or More of Our Users Will Never Get FiOS," DSLReports, May 7, 2014, available at 
http://wvvw.dslreports.com/shownews/Verizon-30-or-More-of-Qur-Users-Will-Never-Get-FiOS-128862. 
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137. Given the price-size relationship I have documented among ISPs, it is likely that the 

Transaction would result in a significant increase in price. This increase in price does not come 

from the elimination of competition between Comcast and Time Warner Cable for household 

subscribers. It comes, on the other side of the platform, from the elimination of choices that 

OVDs have for building their networks—in particular the ability to negotiate separately with 

Comcast and Time Warner Cable and walk away from either of them—that it will not have 

following the proposed Transaction. 

138. The Transaction would increase the economic significance of the threat that Comcast 

could make to OVDs that refuse to pay higher terminating access fees. Using Netflix as an 

example, the ultimate threat—full foreclosure—would result in eliminating {{ }} 

of Netflix's operating margin after the Transaction compared with {{ }} 

before.112 Mr. Florance confirms that, consistent with his experience in negotiating 

interconnection deals, including one with Comcast, he would expect Netflix to accede to a 

113 higher terminating access fee as a result of the greater threat. 

139. I have examined the relationship between the terminating access fees and size 

(measured by the share of Netflix viewing hours) for the four deals that Netflix negotiated to 

provide an indication of the extent to which the Transaction could affect terminating access 

fees for OVDs. I have used data on the {{ 

112 This calculation is similar to ones 1 describe in Evans Declaration 1,131, except that in this report 1 calculate 
the share of Netflix streaming potentially excluded by Comcast without imposing any speed threshold. 

113 Florance Declaration I, 62. 
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}}114 I find that even in this small sample of ten ISPs, the share of 

Netflix hours has a large and statistically significant effect on the interconnection price. The 

expected interconnection fee rises from {{ 

}}. Given this relationship, I find that the Transaction (including the divestiture) would result 

in a {{ }} increase in the expected Comcast terminating access fee (from {{ 

}} to {{ }}) and a {{ }} increase in the Time Warner 

Cable terminating access fee (from {{ }} to {{ }}) with a weighted 

average increase, for the combined entity, of {{ }}.115 I am not claiming that this 

114 For this analysis, for those ISPs with positive fees, I used estimates of the effective monthly access fee based on 
95th percentile usage, which is commonly used in the industry. The monthly payment (in dollars) made by 
Netflix to each ISP is based on Netflix's contract with that ISP. For a measure of traffic usage, for Comcast, I 
used actual data on its peak usage in August 2014, divided by 1.2, a ratio that Netflix uses to estimate 95th 

percentile usage based on peak usage, to obtain an estimate of 95th percentile usage. I divide the monthly 
payment (in dollars) by the estimated 95th percentile traffic (in Mbps) to estimate the monthly fee in $/Mbps. {{ 

}} The calculated access fees for 
these ISPs using this approach have the same ratio to each other and to Comcast as using the contract capacities, 
which is the approach Dr. Israel used in Table 7 of Israel Declaration II. The percentage changes I report from 
the regression results would be essentially the same using the contract rates, as used by Dr. Israel. I report the 
effective rates for greater comparability with third-party CDN rates, which I report elsewhere in this declaration. 

115 These results are based on a Tobit censored regression with 10 observations: the four ISPs that charge an access 
fee (Comcast, AT&T, TWC, and Verizon), and the next six largest wired ISPs (CenturyLink, Charter, Cox, 
CableVision, BrightHouse, and Frontier). Including additional ISPs (all of which would have an very small 
number of hours and an interconnection price of zero) would have only make the results even more statistically 
significant, and would have only a modest effect on the measured magnitude of the effect. The dependent 
variable is the access fee, measured in dollars per Mbps. The explanatory variable is the share of Netflix 
viewing hours in August 2014 (the most recent period for which we have the data). The marginal effects of 
share on the expected fee are non-linear because of the censoring at 0. In calculating the share of the post-
Transaction combined entity, I assume that the combined entities share equals the combined share of Comcast 
plus TWC, reduced by the fraction of broadband subscribers included in the divestiture (as reported in the 
Comcast June 27 letter). For the weighted percentage increase in fee for the combined entity, I calculate the 
average pre-Transaction fee for Comcast and Time Warner, using their pre-Transaction shares as weights. I 
tested the appropriateness of the Tobit specification by calculating the LM-statistic for the test against the 
alternative of a model that is non-linear in the regressors and contains an error term that can be heteroskedastic 
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analysis provides precise predictions of the impact of the Transaction on terminating access 

fees for OVDs, but only that it is indicative that the impact is likely to be significant relative to 

standards ordinarily used in merger analysis. 

Table 3: Tobit Regression of Interconnection Price on Share of Netflix Hours 

{{ 

}} 

140. The resulting increase in terminating access fees that Comcast will be able to charge as 

a result of the Transaction is likely to be substantial in absolute terms for several reasons. 

141. First, I would expect for the reasons discussed above that, in the absence of regulatory 

provisions that prevent Comcast from effectively charging OVDs for access, Comcast would 

charge much higher terminating access fees in the future. Therefore, the base from which the 

Transaction-specific increase is calculated would be larger as would the Transaction-specific 

increase. For example, if Comcast demanded a terminating access fee of {{ }} 

from Netflix—more than {{ }} times higher than today—Netflix would be better off paying 

and non-normally distributed, with critical values calculated using a parametric bootstrap. The test did not 
reject the null hypothesis, which supports my use of the Tobit model. 
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the fee than giving up the revenue from Netflix customers who are dependent on Comcast as 

their ISP."6 The same is true for other OVDs with similar business models. 

142. Second, market observers predict that the OVD business will expand significantly in the 

coming years. Consumers have shown that they like the viewing and pricing models offered by 

OVDs, and Netflix has demonstrated that it is possible to serve these consumers profitably. I 

would expect that the existing OVDs—Amazon, Hulu, YouTube, VIMEO, Crackle, Blip, 

Vudu, and Redbox Instant—will expand and that others will enter. Cisco projects that the total 

size of the global Internet video industry in 2018 will be 69,972 Petabytes per month, 3.6 times 

the volume in 2013.117 According to PricewaterhouseCoopers, electronic home video 

streaming is expected to reach $10.1 billion in 2018, up from $3.3 billion in 2013.118 The 

Transaction would result in a significant increase in terminating access fees to a much wider 

group of market participants in the future. 

2. The Impact on Netflix Given Its Long-Term Contract 

143. Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton claim that the fact that Comcast and Netflix agreed to a 

{{ }} demonstrates that Netflix has no cause for concern and that Comcast 

does not have significant market power.119 {{ 

116 For this calculation, I started with the effect on Netflix's operating margin from a complete loss of Comcast 
subscribers, based on the calculation reported above in ^ 138.1 took this to be the maximum Netflix would be 
willing to pay ($432 million in 2013). I divided this by Comcast's 95lh percentile traffic in August 2014 ({{ 

}}), estimated using the method described above in footnote 113 to get a price of {{ 
}} annually, or {{ }} monthly. I compared the $430 million to the contracted price in 

2014 ({{ }}, which is less than {{ }} of $432 million). 

117 Cisco (2014), "Cisco Visual Networking Index: Forecast and Methodology, 2013-2018," available at 
hltp://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/solutions/collateral/service-provider/ip-ngn-ip-next-generation-
network/white paper cll-481360.pdf. p. 10. 

118 Gary Krakow, "Streaming Movie Revenue Forecast to Surpass Box Office Totals," TheStreet.com, June 5, 
2014, available at http://www.thestreet.eom/storv/l 2734638/1/streaming-movie-revenues-forecast-to-surass-
box-olYice-totals.html. 

119 Israel Declaration II, U 174, Carlton Declaration ^ 15. 
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}}. The length of this contract does not reduce the risks 

the Transaction poses to competition and consumers. 

144. To begin with, for the purposes of evaluating the Transaction, the relevant question is 

what OVDs that have not already entered into long-term contracts with Comcast will pay. 

Comcast will be negotiating those terms after having established the precedent of positive 

terminating access fees, and outside of the glare of regulatory scrutiny coming from its 

proposed acquisition of the second largest cable system in the country and the current heated 

debate over net neutrality. Indeed, approval of this Transaction may well be taken by Comcast 

as vindication of its absolute right to charge for interconnection, which could embolden it to 

more fully exercise its market power and increase access fees. I would expect that OVDs and 

other edge providers will obtain significantly less favorable terms than Netflix and other OVDs 

obtained in the shadow of the merger filings for this Transaction. 

145. {{ 
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}} 

146. Second, Comcast's agreement to provide port capacity does not preclude it from 

imposing higher costs on Netflix, in other ways, for connecting with Comcast's subscribers 

relative to other ISPs with less market power. Comcast could demand payments from Netflix 

to end these practices as well. Comcast can employ other tactics for reducing the ability of its 

subscribers to stream content from Netflix, and it can charge Netflix for modifying those 

tactics. Netflix, for example, has partnered with a number of U.S. MVPDs to make Netflix 

accessible on their set-top boxes.120 Consumers benefit when they can more easily access 

Netflix or other OVDs with a single-click from the set-top box they are using for linear 

programming and video-on-demand. {{ 

}} Netflix has not entered into a 

deal with Comcast for access to the set-top box. Comcast could use its increased market power 

to exact higher fees for access to its set-top boxes than it would have in the absence of the 

Transaction. 

147. A contract for interconnection also does not necessarily prevent Comcast's use of 

differentiated data caps. Comcast has the technical ability to place different data caps on 

different services or to exclude entirely its own video services from those data caps. This 

120 Based on information from Netflix. 
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would have the effect of rationing consumers' use of disfavored third-party OVDs and pushing 

those subscribers to use Comcast's video services or to use an OVD that has negotiated an 

agreement with Comcast to avoid those data caps. 

3. The Role of "See-Saw" Effect in Limiting Competitive Harm 

148. Dr. Israel claims that the "see-saw" effect for two-sided platforms implies that even if 

Comcast increased terminating access fees that would not cause competitive harm. In effect, he 

is claiming that an increase in the price to OVDs would be matched by an equal decrease in the 

price to consumers. There is no basis in the economics of two-sided platforms for such a 

fortuitous result. In this case, it is unlikely that Comcast would pass back much if any of the 

revenue gain from OVDs to its subscriber much less all of the revenue gain. 

149. As I discussed earlier, two-sided platforms choose prices for each side. Those prices 

are interrelated because the demands by the two sides are interdependent. Following a change 

in demand or cost, a profit-maximizing firm may decide to reduce the price to one side and to 

increase the price to another side.121 The existence of the "see-saw" effect, however, does not 

provide an efficiency justification for the exercise of market power by Comcast in imposing 

terminating access fees in February 2014—i.e., increasing the price to the edge provider side of 

the market, with respect to some OVDs, from zero to a positive amount. Nor does it provide a 

justification for the increased terminating access fees that would result from the Transaction. 

150. The competitive equilibrium for wired ISPs—reflected in the pricing decisions by wired 

ISPs in the United States—involves charging subscribers for access to the Internet, and then 

121 The "see-saw" effect is often discussed in the context of regulation. When a regulator imposes a cap on the 
price on one side, and forces that price down, a profit-maximizing platform may increase the price on the other 
side. For example, I have shown that this occurs in the case of regulatory interventions in payment cards. 
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permitting those subscribers to download and upload content to the Internet, and not charging 

edge providers for providing content requested by those subscribers. 

151. Starting around 2009, as discussed in my previous declaration, Comcast began taking 

steps to break this pricing equilibrium and assess terminating access fees on edge providers, 

including OVDs. The most plausible explanation for why Comcast was able to do that is that it 

had gained market power as a result of increasing the number of subscribers that it controlled 

(including through acquisitions) and decreasing its reliance on transit providers to connect to 

the Internet.122 The same was true for other very large ISPs that followed Comcast's approach. 

I have seen no evidence that Comcast sought to establish a different pricing model than smaller 

ISPs because it was efficient for Comcast to do so, but not efficient for others to do so. 

152. That does not complete the analysis, however. When a two-sided platform obtains 

123 additional market power on one side of the platform it is possible, although not necessary, 

that it will choose to increase price to that side while decreasing the price to the other side. 

Ordinarily we would expect that the total price would go up as a result of increased market 

power, although it is possible that the price to the other side could go down somewhat. The 

price decrease on one side would generally not offset the price increase on the other side so the 

122 A substantial share of Comcast's growth in subscribers has come through acquisitions, including Maclean 
Hunter in 1994 (550,000 subscribers), E.W. Scripps in 1995 (800,000 subscribers), Jones Intercable in 1998 (1 
million subscribers), Prime Communications in 1998 (430,000 subscribers), Greater Philadelphia Cablevision 
(79,000 subscribers), Lenfest Communications in 2000 (1.3 million subscribers), select AT&T Broadband cable 
systems in 2001 (585,000 subscribers), Baltimore AT&T Broadband in 2001 (112,000 subscribers), Adelphia 
Communications in 2005 (1.7 million subscribers), Susquehanna Communications in 2005 (225,000 
subscribers), and Patriot Media in 2007 (81,000 subscribers). Comcast, "Comcast Timeline," available at 
http://corporate.comcast.com/news-information/timeline. 

123 E. Glenn Weyl (2010), "A Price Theory of Multi-Sided Platforms," American Economic Review, 100(4): 1642
1672. 
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total price would go up.124 Therefore, there is a strong presumption that in an increase in price 

to one side as a result of a merger will result in an increase in the total price. 

153. In this particular case, it is unlikely that Comcast would reduce prices materially to 

subscribers because it is able to engage in extensive price discrimination and faces little 

competition for broadband services. A higher terminating access fee increases the value of a 

subscriber for Comcast and therefore provides an incentive to charge a lower price to 

subscribers at the margin. However, Comcast could introduce new pricing tiers to attract 

households that were not willing to subscribe to its ISP service at current prices. It would 

prefer not to lower prices to existing subscribers if it can avoid it. Comcast might also have an 

incentive to lower the prices of fast broadband service to encourage subscribers to consume 

more OVD content for which it receives a terminating access fee. It would prefer to do this in a 

targeted way. Therefore, I would not expect a significant decrease in Comcast's prices to its 

subscribers as a result of the increased terminating access fee revenue, much less the complete 

offset claimed by Dr. Israel. The Transaction would increase the total price for connections as 

well as the price to OVDs. 

154. I conclude from this analysis in this section that Comcast would likely increase 

terminating access fees significantly if the Transaction were approved, and that the increased 

fees would be economically significant. The Transaction substantially lessens competition for 

connecting edge providers and households and gives Comcast a monopoly in the national 

market for broadband access. The serious vertical effects I discuss next would exacerbate this 

124 There is no theoretical or empirical basis for believing that there would be an exact offset except in highly 
unusual circumstances that do not apply here. 
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competitive harm in the national broadband market and extend the competitive harm to the 

MVPD business. 

F. Impact of Transaction on Comcast's Incentive and Ability to Harm 
OVD Competition 

155. Comcast and Time Warner Cable earn considerable profits as a result of facing little 

competition for households. These two companies have a combined market cap of $186 

billion.125 That makes the combined company the 17th most valuable American company.126 

The valuation is remarkable given that Comcast and Time Warner Cable operate broadband 

and MVPD services in only a portion of the United States, with footprints covering only 35 

percent and 21 percent of the United States population, respectively.127 Their profits come 

from having cable franchises that, as we have seen, face little competition in the case of 

broadband and limited competition when it comes to MVPD services and no near term prospect 

of competitive entry in local areas. 

156. The rapidly evolving OVD industry places those profits at risk for two reasons that 1 

discuss below. Left unimpeded, OVDs will tend to displace linear programming and video on 

demand thereby reducing the profitability of Comcast and Time Warner Cable's MVPD 

businesses. In the long term, a robust OVD industry would make it easier for companies to 

enter broadband in local areas. Entrants today have to incur considerable expense to provide a 

video offering to compete with incumbents and are at a significant competitive disadvantage 

125 Calculation based on data from Bloomberg on closing prices and shares outstanding for December 18, 2014. 

126 For a list of the 50 largest American companies by market capitalization as of December 18, 2014, see 
http://vvwvv.iweblists.com/us/commerce/MarketCapitalization.html. visited December 20, 2014. 

127 National Telecommunications and Information Administration, National Broadband Map, December 2013, 
available at http://wvvw.broadbandmap.gov/about-provider/comcast-corporation/nationvvide/ and 
http://www.broadbandmap.gov/about-provider/time-warner-cable-inc/nationwide/ 
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relative to Comcast, which pays much less for programming because of its significant 

bargaining power. 

157. The Transaction increases the ability and incentives of the merging parties to slow and 

restrict OVD growth to maintain their significant market power in the provision of MVPD and 

broadband services. 

1. The Evolution of the Nascent OVD Industry 

158. Video programming is a major source of entertainment for Americans. The average 

adult watched almost 40 hours a week in the second quarter of 2014 according to Nielsen.128 

Until a few years ago, consumers got virtually all of that programming from their MVPD—a 

local cable, telco, or direct satellite-provider—or from fixed media such as DVDs. 

Technically, many could have streamed programming since the early 2000s. But during most 

of the first decade of the century broadband speeds were not fast enough for streaming movies 

and television shows and no business had succeeded in making what was then called "Internet 

TV" compelling for consumers. 

159. That changed towards the end of the decade. An increase in average broadband speed 

and improvements in streaming technology made high quality streaming of long-form content 

at home possible. Around the same time, several innovative business models provided 

increased value to consumers. OVD entrants gave consumers almost instant access to large 

quantities of video and thereby eliminated the transaction costs of going to a video rental store 

128 Nielsen (2014), "Shifts in Viewing: The Cross-Platform Report September 2014," available at 
http://vvww.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/reports/2014/shifts-in-viewing-the-cross-Dlatform-report-q2-2014.html. 
U.S. adults age 18 and up spent a total of 39 hours and 51 minutes per week watching video content. This total 
includes the reported times for traditional television, time-shifted television, DVD/Blu-Ray devices, multimedia 
devices, Internet video, and smartphone video. It excludes the 1 hour and 10 minutes spent per week using 
video game consoles, which includes both time spent watching video content, time spent playing games, and 
time spent consuming other media content. 
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or even dealing with DVDs by mail. Some OVDs offered people a new way of consuming 

television that many found appealing—"binge watching" multiple episodes over a short period 

of time rather than periodic installments, and with no advertising. 

160. The new OVD industry, following the pattern of information-technology businesses 

over the last 40 years, disrupted existing industries and threatened the survival of the 

incumbents. The economic impact was first seen in the video rental industry. Streaming OVD 

content was a direct substitute for video rental. Companies that specialized in renting from 

physical locations faced serious difficulties. Blockbuster, the largest chain, filed for 

bankruptcy in 2010, as did Movie Gallery (the parent company of the Hollywood Video 

chain). More than 24 thousand video rental stores closed between 2004 and 2013. 

129 "Movie Gallery Files for Bankruptcy," New York Times (February 4, 2010), available at 
http://dealbook.nvtimes.com/2010/02/Q4/movie-gallerv-files-for-bankruptcv/; "Blockbuster Files for 
Bankruptcy," New York Times (September 23, 2010), available at http://dealbook.nvtimes.coin/2010/09/ 
23/blockbuster-files-for-bankruptcv/. 

130 As of December 31, 2004, Blockbuster had 5,803 stores in the United States, including both company-operated 
and franchised stores. Blockbuster, 10-K for Period Ending December 31, 2004, available at 
https://\vww.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1085734/000119312505063510/dl0k.htm. As of January 8, 2008, that 
number had declined somewhat to 4,855. Blockbuster, 10-K for Period Ending January 6, 2008, available at 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1085734/000119312508Q48757/dl0k.htm. In November 2013, 
Blockbuster closed the last of its company-owned stores, leaving it with just 50 remaining franchise stores. 
Marc Graser, "How Fitting: 'This Is the End' the Last Movie Rented from Blockbuster," Variety (November 11, 
2013), available at http://varietv.com/2013/biz/news/this-is-the-end-blockbuster-120082Q318/. As of January 2, 
2005, Movie Gallery had 2,511 stores in North America, plus another 2,000 stores from its pending acquisition 
of Hollywood Entertainment. Movie Gallery, 10-K for Period Ending January 2, 2005, available at 
https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/925178/000110465905012029/a05-1900 110k.htm. As of December 
1, 2008, its total number of stores in North America had declined somewhat to 3,290. Movie Gallery, 10-K for 
Period Ending January 6, 2008, available at https://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/925178/000119312 
508255936/dl0k.htm. It announced the liquidation of its remaining U.S. stores in May 2010 and its remaining 
Canadian stores in June 2010. Mike Spector and Peter Lattman, "Hollywood Video Closes Its Doors," Wall 
Street Journal, May 3, 2010, available at http://online.wsi.com/articles/SB 100014240527487046081 
04575220370429528864: "Movie Gallery Liquidating All 181 Stores in Canada," Bloomberg Businessweek 
(June 16, 2010), available at http://www.businessweek.com/ap/financialnews/D9GCJ0QQ0.htm. Independent 
video stores in the United States declined from 24,000 in 2004 to 10,000 in 2013. Gary Moskowitz, "Comedy 
Nights and Party Supplies: How Local Video Stores Are Struggling to Survive," Time (November 15, 2013), 
available at http://entertainment.time.eom/2013/l 1/15/film-camp-and-partv-supplies-how-local-video-stores-
are-scrambling-to-survive/. 
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161. The disruption for MVPDs has just begun, however, because the OVD industry has just 

started to offer direct substitutes for MVPDs. Current OVDs do not offer much of the video 

programming that households particularly desire—such as live sports, news, and other live 

television. According to recent estimates, consumers spend only 5-10 percent of the time they 

spend watching video at home watching online video.131 Moreover, history teaches us that it 

will take time for the OVD industry to reach its potential. New industries take a long time 

1 T9 before they reach maturity and that has proved true for Internet-based ones. For example, 15 

years after the start of the commercial Internet, e-commerce is only 6.4 percent of all retail 

sales.133 And, categories such instant messaging, social networking, and portals have evolved 

enormously over that period. 

162. Even at this early stage, however, it is clear the OVDs are as much a threat to the long-

run viability of MVPDs as they were to short-run viability of the video rental industry. The 

FCC found in its analysis of video programming competition that OVDs are increasingly 

competing head-to-head with MVPDs. A small percentage of households are replacing 

MVPDs with OVDs (cord-cutters), other new households are using OVDs instead of MVPDs 

(cord-nevers), and still others are downgrading their MVPD packages (cord-shavers).134 

131 Nielsen (2014), "Shifts in Viewing: The Cross-Platform Report September 2014," available at http://www. 
nielsen.com/us/en/insi ghts/reports/2014/shifts-in-viewing-the-cross-platform-report-q2-2014.html. Nielsen 
reports the time spent per week for adults 18+ based on the device used, not the service. Some devices such 
DVD/Blu-Ray players and game consoles can be used for OVD content, non-0VD content, or non-video 
content. To get the lower bound on the share of online video in all home video, I assumed that al time spent 
with DVD/Blu-Ray and game consoles was spent on non-online video. To get the upper bound, 1 assumed that 
all of the time spent with these devices was spent on online-video. For both numbers, traditional and time-
shifted TV was counted as non-online video, and multimedia devices, internet video, and smartphone video was 
counted as online video. 

132 Michael Gort and Steven Klepper (1982), "Time Paths in the Diffusion of Product Innovations," Economic 
Journal, 92(367): 630-653. 

133 U.S. Census Bureau, "Quarterly Retail E-Commerce Sales, 2nd Quarter 2014," (August 15, 2014) available at 
https://www.census.gov/retail/mrts/www/data/pdfyec current.pdf. 

134 FCC, 15th Report on Video Competition, 2013, fl 316-318. 
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163. Meanwhile the OVD industry is beginning to introduce more content that directly 

substitutes for MVPD content. Several programming providers have announced that they are 

considering or experimenting with providing content online through their own services or by 

licensing their content to others.135 OVDs are also developing substitutes for the news and talk 

shows currently available only through MVPDs. Netflix, for example, has started a talk show 

hosted by comedian Chelsea Handler, and Yahoo News hired television anchor Katie Couric to 

provide news features.136 In November 2014, CBS launched CBSN, a 24/7 streaming news 

network.137 

164. As the OVD industry evolves over a time, and as there is an increasing supply of 

content through OVDs, it is likely that consumers will increasingly substitute consuming video 

content from OVDs for consuming video content on MVPDs. Some consumers will subscribe 

135 In September 2014, DirecTV began offering NFL Sunday Ticket as a standalone streaming service, targeting 
customers in multi-unit residences that do not allow satellite dishes. ("NFLSUNDAYTICKET.TV for 
Apartment Dwellers at New, Low Prices," NFL.com, September 3, 2014, available at 
http://www.nfl.coin/news/storv/0aD3000000388471/article/nflsundavtickettv-for-apartment-dwellers-at-new-
low-price.) That same month, ESPN suggested that it is considering offering a stand-alone streaming service, 
albeit one that would not carry content that duplicates their broadcasts. (Jared Newman, "ESPN Still Pondering 
Standalone Streaming Service, But Not the One You Want," TechHive, September 12, 2014, available at 
http://www.techhive.com/article/2607024/espn-still-pondering-standalone-streaming-service-but-not-the-one-
vou-want.html.) In mid-October, HBO announced that it would launch a stand-alone version of its HBO Go 
streaming service in 2015 in the United States. (Joe Flint and Shalini Ramachandran, "HBO To Launch Stand
Alone Streaming Service," Wall Street Journal, October 15, 2014, available at http://online.wsi.com/articles/ 
hbo-to-launeh-standalone-streaming-service-1413385733.) The next day, CBS announced a subscription 
streaming service for its network shows, and Univision suggested that it was working on a stand-alone 
streaming service. (CBS, "CBS Brings Programming Direct to Consumers with New Multi-Platform Digital 
Subscription Service," October 16, 2014, available at http://www.cbspressexpress.com/cbs-interactive/releases/ 
view?id=40966: Joe Flint, Shalini Ramachandran, and Keach Hangey, "Cable Cord-Cutters Beware: Prices 
Could Be Higher, Not Lower," Wall Street Journal, October 16, 2014, available at http://online.wsi.com/ 
articles/prices-add-up-with-a-la-carte-tv-1413501679.) In November, CBS announced a stand-alone Showtime 
streaming service for 2015. (Tess Stynes and Joe Flint, "CBS Promises Streaming Service as Earnings Jump," 
Wall Street Journal, November 5, 2014, available at http://online.wsi.com/articles/cbs-earnings-iump-on-gain-
from-outdoor-spinoff-1415223505.) 

136 Netflix, "Chelsea Handler Teams with Netflix to Revolutionize the Talk Show," June 19, 2014, available at 
https://pr.netflix.com/WebClient/getNewsSummary.do?newsId=1356; Yahoo, "Yahoo Announces Deal with 
Katie Couric." November 25, 2013, available at https://tv.vahoo.com/news/vahoo-announces-deal-katie-couric-
171545451.html. 

137 CBS News, "CBSN: About the Streaming Network," November 6, 2014, available at http://www.cbsnews.com/ 
news/about-the-cbsn-live-streaming-video-channel/. 
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to a single MVPD and will have access to multiple OVDs. They will be able to substitute 

between cable channels and video on demand from the MVPD and the multiple OVDs. Other 

consumers will find that they can get by without an MVPD especially as more programming, 

such as sports and news, moves to OVDs. The key transformation is that households will move 

from a world in which they must single-home on an MVPD, which provides all of their 

programming, to a world in which they can multi-home on OVDs in addition to, or in lieu of, 

the single choice they have today. 

165. All of this assumes, of course, that the OVD industry will be able to evolve unfettered 

by restrictions on competition imposed by incumbents threatened by the disruption to their 

long-time business models. 

2. The Long-Term Impact of the OVD Industry on Comcast's 
MVPD Business 

166. The long-term development of the OVD industry presents multiple financial threats to 

Comcast.138 The company has noted that more and more competitors are entering the OVD 

market, "positioning themselves as full or partial competitors to MVPDs" with growing 

numbers of subscribers.139 It recognizes OVDs as a serious competitive threat.140 

138 Dr. Israel claims that a broadband customer generates a higher incremental margin. Israel Declaration II, fl 59
60. That phenomenon results, however, from the fact that broadband is a high fixed cost, but low variable cost 
business. In order for Comcast to remain in that business, it must incur incremental fixed costs. Comcast, as I 
discuss below, bundles MVPD services with broadband services and uses programming and broadband bundles 
as part of its price discrimination strategy. Given these circumstances, it is not possible from the information in 
the public record, and that I have seen so far in the confidential submissions to the FCC, to estimate accurately 
either the incremental profitable of MVPD and broadband or their relative contributions to overall profits. 

139 Applications and Public Interest Statement, In re Applications of Comcast Corporation and Time Warner Cable 
Inc. for Consent to Transfer Control of Licenses and Authorizations, FCC, MB Docket No. 14-57 (Apr. 8, 2014) 
("Comcast Application"), p. 144 ("Along with new wireline MVPD entrants, like Google Fiber, a number of 
online businesses like Netfiix, Apple, Google, Amazon, FIulu, Sony, and a host of smaller companies, are 
entering the online video space and positioning themselves as full or partial competitors to MVPDs."); id p. 5 
("Competition has only increased since this ruling. . .. For example, Netfiix now has over 33 million customers 
in the United States alone, with another 11 million international customers; Google's video websites now attract 
over 157 million unique viewers each month who watch nearly 13 billion videos; Apple iTunes viewers 
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167. Indeed, Comcast's MVPD profit stream, and its market value, is affected in at least six 

ways by the evolution of the OVD industry. 

168. First, OVDs directly reduce the revenue Comcast receives from subscribers. The 

company loses video-on-demand (VOD) and pay-per-view (PPV) revenue as consumers decide 

to watch OVD programming rather than paying for a VOD movie or PPV event. { { 

}}141 It also loses advertising revenue. Many of Comcast's deals with 

programmers provide it with advertising slots, against which it sells advertising.142 

169. Second, Comcast would have to pay more for programming for two reasons. 

Programming distributors typically receive income from selling advertising. If they have fewer 

viewers, they will get less revenue, and therefore demand more in other programming fees, all 

purchase over 800,000 TV episodes and over 350,000 movies per day. Apple has launched Apple TV and seems 
poised to launch a more comprehensive set-top box product. Likewise, Amazon currently offers a streaming 
video service and just announced the planned release of Amazon Fire TV, an advanced video set-top device."); 
id p. 146 ("Indeed, OVDs are increasingly an outlet for original programming that is succeeding with millions of 
viewers on online platforms with no MVPD carriage at all."); Declaration of Gregory L. Rosston and Michael 
D. Topper, April 8, 2014 ("Rosston/Topper Declaration I"), H 171 ("In addition, Netflix, Apple, Google, 
Amazon, Hulu, Sony, and other smaller online companies are entering or have entered online video provision 
and are positioning themselves as competitors to MVPDs for at least some services (like VOD) or are even 
poised to offer full linear replacement services."). 

140 Comcast has argued that the merger would make it a stronger competitor against national OVDs. See 
Rosston/Topper Declaration I, ^ 83 ("In addition to making Comcast a better competitor with its traditional 
facilities-based MVPD and broadband rivals, the increased investment in advanced video services due to the 
transaction will allow Comcast and cable providers generally to be stronger competitors to major national and 
global technology companies and OVDs like Apple, Samsung, Sony, Google, Netflix, Amazon, and others who 
also sell video products, technologies, and services to consumers—and who serve many more users and employ 
many more developers than Comcast and TWC combined."); Comcast Application, p. 27 (pro-merger 
economist noting that the merger would result in "a better competitor and innovator in the competitive cage 
match in which providers of connectivity, devices, apps, services and content fight for a share of the value the 
broadband world creates." (emphasis added). 

, 4 ,  { {  

) }  
142 In 2013, Comcast's advertising revenue from these deals amounted to 11 percent of its revenue from residential 

video, and 5 percent of its overall cable revenues. Comcast Corp., 10-K for the Period Ending December 31, 
2013, p. 53. 
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else equal.143 Comcast also claims that the increased demand for OVD programming reduces 

its bargaining leverage over programmers and thereby increases its costs.144 

170. Third, the availability of OVD programming reduces the willingness of customers to 

pay for access to MVPD services, including linear programming. It therefore reduces the 

maximum that any given consumer is willing to pay for the MVPD service, which forces 

Comcast to choose between lower prices or fewer subscribers, reducing its profitability even 

with extensive price discrimination. 

171. Fourth, the growth of OVDs reduces the number of households who will subscribe at all 

to Comcast's MVPD services. Comcast loses the incremental revenue and profit from these 

cord-cutters and cord-nevers.145 

172. Fifth, the development of the OVD industry reduces Comcast's competitive advantage 

as a programming provider relative to other competing MVPDs. Currently Comcast competes 

with other local providers through its programming offering. As consumers have access to 

143 In the context of a la carte pricing, the U.S. General Accounting Office has noted that since advertising 
accounts for about half of the revenue for cable networks, declining advertising revenues could cause cable 
networks to increase the fees they charge cable operators. U.S. General Accounting Office (2003), "Issues 
Related to Competition and Subscriber Rates in the Cable Television Industry," GAO-04-8, available at 
http://www.gao.gov/new.iteins/d048.pdf. pp. 6, 30, 34-36, 38. 

144 Rosston/Topper Declaration I, ^ 188 ("The number of hours Americans spend watching video over the Internet 
has grown 70% since June 2010. Surveys of TV households show that the percentage of TV watching time that 
is spent on viewing of Internet streaming to computers, TV sets, and handheld devices more than quadrupled, 
from 3% in 2011 to 13% in 2013. Approximately 53 million households used online video viewing in 2013. As 
OVD providers continue to grow, especially as they begin to offer linear programming, they will give content 
providers even more ways to distribute their programming and remain viable, which limits Comcast's 
bargaining leverage in acquiring programming. Indeed, OVDs are increasingly an outlet for original 
programming that is succeeding - with millions of online customers even though the programming is not carried 
by any traditional MVPD."). 

145 Experian (2014), "Cross Device Video Analysis," available at http://www.experian.com/marketing-
services/cross-device-video-analysis.html?intcmp=emsblog. pp. 6-7; Keach Hagey and Suzanne Vranica, 
"Nielsen to Measure Netflix Viewing," Wall Street Journal, November 19, 2014, available at 
http://www.wsi.com/news/article email/nielsen-to-measure-netflix-viewing-1416357093-
lMvOi AxMTA0MDE2QT Y xNzk 1 Wi. 
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more programming over OVDs, the relative difference between Comcast and its local 

competitors will decline. 

173. Sixth, the development of the OVD industry will increase the amount that Comcast will 

have to pay content owners for exclusive programming in cases where it is competing for such 

rights with OVDs. OVDs like Netflix are already competing with Comcast for programming, 

and that competition is likely to intensify.146 A similar effect will raise the amount that 

Comcast will have to pay in cases where Comcast purchases carriage rights from cable 

networks that compete with Netflix for programming rights. 

174. The evolution of the OVD industry therefore poses a highly significant financial threat 

to Comcast's MVPD business. Facing that threat, Comcast needs to decide how to respond. 

Should it invest in strategies that would reduce the seriousness of the risk to its MVPD business 

by slowing and reducing the growth of the OVD industry? 

3. The Ability of Comcast to Recover Lost MVPD Revenues from 
Its ISP Platform 

175. One possible answer to this question, which seems to be the one proposed by Comcast 

and its economists, is that Comcast should be happy, or at least indifferent, about the evolving 

OVD industry.147 A key argument is that OVDs benefit Comcast's broadband customers, and 

that Comcast should be able to charge those broadband customers enough to generate at least as 

146 See Shalini Ramachandran and Amol Sharma, "Cable Fights to Feed 'Binge' TV Viewers: Comcast, Verizon 
FiOS Vie with Netflix, Amazon for Rights to Show Complete Series," Wall Street Journal, September 20, 2013, 
available at 
http://www.wsi.com/news/aiticles/SBl 0001424127887324807704579083170996190590?mg=reno64-
wsi&url=http%3A%2F%2Fonline.wsi.com%2Faiticle%2FSB 1000142412788732480770457908317099619059 
O.html: Andrew Wallenstein, "The Deal That Could Dim Netflix's Emmy Afterglow: Potential Fox-Comcast 
Pact Portends Troubling Trend for SVOD Biz," Variety, September 24, 2013, available at http://varietv.com/ 
2013/digital/news/thc-deal-that-could-dim-netflixs-emmy-afterglow-l 200660976/. 

147 Carlton Declaration, fl 11-12, Israel Declaration II, fl 12, 116-129. Drs. Rosston and Topper, on the other 
hand, argue that Comcast needs to increase its size in order to compete with the OVD industry. See 
Rosston/Topper Declaration II, fl 11, 33. 
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much profits in its broadband business as it would lose on its MVPD business.148 That theory 

runs into several obstacles in the particular circumstances that present themselves in this 

149 matter. 

176. First, Comcast would face significant risk in assuming that it will be able to completely, 

or largely, offset lost MVPD profits with higher broadband profits. It is highly uncertain how 

the OVD industry will evolve, what types of programming it will offer, what business models it 

will operate, how many players and what size it will tolerate, and precisely how it all could 

affect Comcast. Comcast has an incentive to reduce its risk by remaining vertically integrated 

into the distribution of programming—that is, protecting its existing MVPD business—and 

preventing competition from OVDs for its MVPD subscribers. That is particularly the case if 

the best Comcast can do is cover its MVPD losses. 

177. Second, the theory that Comcast can replace MVPD profits with broadband profits 

ignores the extent to which Comcast relies on its MVPD business to engage in price 

discrimination. Comcast offers different video packages and bundles of video packages and 

broadband speed to its customers. As a result, Comcast has a total of {{ }} different 

product offerings, including those involving VoIP, as of June 2014.150 These offerings can 

target different demand levels (willingness to pay) by consumers. In addition, Comcast's 

customer service representatives further customize these offerings through individual 

148 Carlton Declaration, 11-12, Israel Declaration II, 12, 116-129. 

149 Professor Carlton and Dr. Israel do not explain how, in practice, Comcast would recoup the losses on its MVPD 
business from its broadband business and Comcast does not offer any insights into this either. 

.50 {{ 

)} To be conservative, this count combines a) commercial and residential versions of a 
product, and b) bulk and non-bulk versions of a product. If these are both counted separately, the total count of 
products rises to {{ }}. If bulk and non-bulk products are combined but commercial and residential 
products are counted separately, the count is {{ }}. If residential and commercial products are combined 
but bulk and non-bulk products are treated separately, the count is {{ }}. 
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negotiations.151 As a result, Comcast can approach first-degree price discrimination, which 

involves extracting the entire surplus from each individual consumer based on his or her 

individual demand schedule. If the MVPD business shriveled it would not be able to make up 

the profits lost from a reduced ability to engage in such extensive price discrimination. 

178. Third, the theory assumes that Comcast would be allowed by regulators to raise 

broadband prices enough to compensate for the loss in MVPD profits. It would have to raise 

broadband prices significantly to compensate for lost MVPD profits based on current figures. 

Given the lack of local competition for broadband service and the history of cable and 

communications regulation in this country, it is likely in my view that regulators would object 

to such increases, or that the price increase would result in legislation to impose regulation, or 

that local regulators would lower regulatory barriers to entry into local broadband markets or 

152 establish municipal broadband providers. 

179. Fourth, Comcast does not believe the theory endorsed by its economists and therefore is 

unlikely to act as if it does. Internal documents show, understandably, that Comcast is 

extremely concerned about the long-run impact of the OVD industry on its profitability. The 

Commission noted in the Comcast/NBCU Order that: 

[Comcast's] internal documents and public statements demonstrate that they 
consider OVDs to be at least a potential competitive threat. The record here is 
replete with e-mails from Comcast executives and internal Comcast documents 
showing that Comcast believes that OVDs pose a potential threat to its 

151 Timothy B. Lee, "Comcast's Pricing Shell Game," Forbes, June 6, 2012, available at http://www.forbes.com/ 
sites/timothylee/2012/06/06/comcasts-pricing-shell-game/. 

152 Some municipalities have shown concern about the high prices of broadband, and have already started to take 
steps to encourage entry. See Brian Ileaton, "Cities to FCC: Remove Barriers to Broadband Competition," 
Governing: The Slates and Localities, July 25, 2014, available at http://www.governing.com/news/ 
headlines/cities-to-fcc-remove-barriers-to-broadband-competition.html. 
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businesses, that Comcast is concerned about this potential threat, and that 
•  •  * 1 5 3  Comcast makes investments in reaction to it. 

180. {{ 

}} 1 3 4  

That is inconsistent with the prediction from the theory put forward by Comcast's economists. 

181. Comcast's own behavior is not consistent with the sanguine—and counter-intuitive— 

view of Dr. Israel and Professor Carlton that Comcast prefers to embrace rather than extinguish 

OVDs, even though OVDs threaten its basic business model. 

4. Comcast's Strategies for Stemming Long-Term Losses from 
OVDs 

182. Comcast can invest in a number of strategies that could harm OVDs. These strategies 

could be used to pursue any or all of the following three goals: 

a. Slow and restrict the overall growth of the OVD industry. The longer Comcast can 
protect its MVPD profits, and develop its own OVD substitute, the better for it. 

b. Disadvantage OVDs that are particular threats because of their size or degree of 
substitutability with Comcast's programming and thereby restrict the OVD industry. 

c. Make it difficult for OVDs to provide content to Comcast's subscribers, in 
particular OVDs that provide content that is more substitutable with Comcast's 
content. Even if OVDs succeed outside its walls, Comcast has an incentive to keep 
them out. 

153 Memorandum Opinion and Order, In the matter of Application of Comcast Corporation, General Electric 
Company, and NBC Universal, Inc. For Consent to Assign Licenses and Transfer Control of Licensees, MB 
Docket No. 10-56, January 20, 2011 ("Comcast-NBCU Order"), ^ 85. 

154 {{ 
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183. Pursuit of these goals would not require that Comcast effectively destroy any particular 

OVD, or the third-party OVD industry, to make this a profitable strategy for Comcast. They 

just require that the benefits that Comcast gets from slowing or reducing the growth of the 

OVD industry are large enough to offset any costs. 

184. Comcast has at least six different tactics at its disposal to execute one or more of the 

three strategies above: 

1. Increase terminating access fees above the normal profit maximizing level155 as a part 
of a raising-rivals cost strategy to slow the growth of OVDs. 

2. Reduce the quality and consistency of the signal between the OVD and the household, 
thereby reducing the substitutability with its own content and reducing OVD demand. 

3. Refuse to provide necessary upgrades to support innovations in the delivery of OVD 
content to its subscribers. 

4. Impose data caps that result in higher costs for the delivery of OVD, or particular OVD, 
programming than Comcast's MVPD or own OVD programming. These 
discriminatory data caps could be applied to either side of the platform or both sides: 
consumers and OVDs. 

5. Pay a premium for certain important programming to prevent OVDs from acquiring that 
programming, pay for the rights to programming to deny that programming to particular 
OVDs, or pay for most-favored-nation clauses to deny exclusives to OVDs. 

6. Use its set-top box to increase the difficulty and lower the quality of consuming content 
from OVDs relative to its own MVPD or OVD services, including refusing to allow 
OVDs to appear as an application of the set-box box and be as convenient for the 
television user as a channel, or impose contract restrictions on third-party set-top boxes 
that restrict subscriber access to some OVDs. 

185. Comcast has demonstrated its ability to employ these tactics. The degradation episode 

discussed earlier shows that Comcast can choke off OVD access to subscribers and that it 

perceives the cost to itself of choking off access as minimal. Comcast has also imposed data 

caps. Comcast's own MVPD services and its Xbox 360 Xfinity On-Demand application are 

155 That is, above the profit-maximizing level that it would charge in the absence of considering the benefits of 
foreclosing MVPD competition. 
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unaffected by its data caps, which has the effect of allowing its consumers to use OVDs to 

supplement its MVPD services, but not to replace them entirely.156 Comcast is aggressively 

competing against OVDs for exclusive rights to new programming.157 {{ 

}}  

186. The cost of implementing tactics that impair the ability of OVDs to reach Comcast's 

customers is very low, as I showed earlier. Comcast subscribers have nowhere to turn and 

OVDs that supply long-form video have no feasible alternatives for reaching Comcast 

subscribers. 

156 Comcast, "FAQs: Xbox 360," available at http://xbox.comcast.net/faqs.html: Jacob Minne (2013), "Data Caps: 
How ISPs Are Stunting the Growth of Online Video Distributors and What Regulators Can Do About It," 
Federal Communications Law Journal, 65(2): 233-260; "Kneecapping the Future: Comcast's Unjustified 
Internet Caps and the Plan to Kill Video Competition," Freepress, available at https://www.freepress.net/sites/ 
default/files/resources/Comcast%20New%20Caps%20Factsheet FINAL.pdf: Serdar Yegulalp, "Welcome to the 
Internet's New Toll Lane," InfoWor/d Tech Watch, January 15, 2014, available at http://www.infoworld.com/ 
article/2609716/net-neutralitv/welcome-to-the-internet-s-new-toll-lane.html. Note that Comcast's MVPD 
service is not IP-based. Also, note that Comcast's data caps are currently mostly being imposed on a trial basis 
in a large but limited portion of it footprint (Huntsville and Mobile, Alabama; Atlanta, Augusta and Savannah, 
Georgia; Central Kentucky; Maine; Jackson, Mississippi; Knoxville, Nashville and Memphis, Tennessee; 
Charleston, South Carolina; Tucson, Arizona). Comcast, "Questions & Answers About Our Data Usage Plan 
Trials," December 5, 2014, available at http://customer.comcast.com/help-and-support/internet/data-usage-
trials/. Note that Comcast has stated that it expects to impose data caps throughout all of its footprint within the 
next five years. Thomson Reuters StreetEvents, "CMCSA - Comcast Corporation at MoffetNathanson Media 
& Communications Summit," Interview with David Cohen (Comcast EVP), May 14, 2014, available at 
http://fliles.shareholder.eom/downloads/CMCSA/3168999141x0x754850/059910f6-e9e0-4ec8-b2c2-
05cabdfcc644/Comcast%20at%20MoffettNathanson%20Transcript.pdf. p. 13 ("...I would predict that in 5 
years Comcast at least would have a usage-based billing model rolled out across its footprint.") 

157 Shalini Ramachandran and Amol Sharma, "Cable Fights to Feed 'Binge' TV Viewers: Comcast, Verizon FiOS 
Vie with Netflix, Amazon for Rights to Show Complete Series," Wall Street Journal, September 20, 2013, 
available at http://wwvv.wsi.eom/news/articles/SB10001424127887324807704579083170996190590? 
mg=reno64-wsi&url=http%3A%2F%2Fonline.wsi.com%2Farticle%2FSB 100014241278873 
24807704579083170996190590.html: Andrew Wallenstein, "The Deal That Could Dim Netflix's Emmy 
Afterglow: Potential Fox-Comcast Pact Portends Troubling Trend for SVOD Biz," Variety, September 24, 2013, 
available at http://varietv.com/2013/digital/news/the-deal-that-could-dim-netflixs-emmv-afterglow-
1200660976/. 
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187. The success of the strategies depends on the fact that Comcast has a terminating access 

monopoly that covers 21.1 million American subscribers, which constitutes about {{ 

}} of American wired broadband households. I am not suggesting that Comcast would prevent 

the survival and emergence of any particular OVD. However, it has a large enough number of 

subscribers to reduce the number of viewers of OVDs and, through the vicious circle of 

reduced operating capital and reduced ability to purchase programming, significantly decrease 

the quality of programming OVDs provide their remaining viewers. Comcast also could affect 

the likelihood of survival for some OVDs. Most new entrants in any industry fail to achieve 

critical mass. Comcast's tactics could prevent some new OVDs from entering the market or 

surviving. Comcast benefits from slowing and reducing the rate of growth of OVDs. It has 

incentives to do that up to the point where marginal benefits of further investments equal 

marginal costs. 

5. Impact of the Transaction on Comcast's Incentives and Ability 
to Harm OVDs 

188. The Transaction results in a significant increase in the ability of Comcast to pursue 

strategies and employ tactics that would substantially lessen competition and tend to create a 

monopoly, thereby harming competition and the public. The merged firm would control 40 

I C O  

percent more subscribers than it does today. Each of the tactics described above would 

impose proportionately more harm on OVDs as a result of the Transaction. There is a bigger 

club behind every tactic. Table 4 explains why. 

158 Comcast June 27 Letter, p. 2. 
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Table 4: Impact of Transaction on Effectiveness of Tactics to Harm OVDs 

Tactic Effect of Transaction 

Increasing terminating access fee 

Reducing quality and consistency of signal 

Refusing to provide upgrades to support innovation 

Imposing data caps 

Paying premium to withhold exclusive content to slow 

Using set-top box and other software and hardware 
assets 

Raises cost of access to larger portion of OVD 

Forecloses access to larger proportion of OVD 
customers 

Reduces value of demand-increasing quality 
improvement to larger proportion of OVD 

Forecloses access to larger proportion of OVD 
customers 

exclusive to 0\ DS 

Forecloses access to larger proportion of OVD 
customers 

189. The Transaction also results in a significant increase in the incentive to engage in these 

tactics. The benefit of pursuing each tactic increases as a result of the Transaction. First, each 

tactic causes proportionately more harm to OVDs and therefore increases the likelihood that the 

tactic will slow or reduce the growth of OVDs. Second, the benefits of pursuing these 

strategies accrue to a larger base of subscribers. Third, Comcast internalizes the benefits of its 

strategy that would flow to Time Warner Cable in the absence of the Transaction.159 

190. In short, the merged firm imposes more harm, realizes the benefits of imposing that 

harm across more subscribers, and internalizes more of the benefits. 

191. The cost of pursuing each tactic decreases for two reasons. First, as a result of the 

Transaction, Comcast is able to average the fixed costs of the tactics across a larger subscriber 

base, thereby increasing its return. Second, as a result of the Transaction, the costs of engaging 

159 By contrast, smaller cable companies, including possibly Time Warner Cable, would not have the ability to 
affect the OVD industry and would not benefit from engaging in the tactics described above. Smaller cable 
companies may therefore find it in their individual profit interests to embrace the OVD industry even though 
each might be better off if the OVD industry did not thrive. 
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in some of these tactics drops dramatically for Time Warner Cable since the combined 

company, using Comcast's transit relationships, will incur minimal costs from pursuing 

strategies that congest some access points to the network. 

192. This analysis shows that Comcast has the ability and incentive to retard the 

development of the OVD industry and that the Transaction would increase the ability and 

incentive to do so. OVDs would lose and, in the end, people who want to watch programs. 

6. The Role of OVDs in Broadband Competition 

193. Comcast has a further incentive to employ these and perhaps other tactics to harm 

OVDs. As I have shown above, Comcast and Time Warner Cable face little significant 

competition in the provision of broadband. That is unlikely to change in the near term. Longer 

term, however, a robust OVD industry could reduce the barriers to entry into the provision of 

wired broadband for the reasons I discussed in my previous declaration.160 

194. Wired broadband entrants face many obstacles. One of them involves having to provide 

programming bundles. Consumers currently want a bundle of broadband and video 

programming.161 New entrants face a significant disadvantage. Broadband entrants operate at 

160 Evans Declaration I, 179. 

161 An FCC working paper found that 39 percent of consumers who switched ISPs cited "Getting a bundle of 
Internet, TV and phone services from a single company" as the "major reason" for having switched. See FCC 
(2010), "What Drives Consumers to Switch - Or Stick With - Their Broadband Internet Provider," Working 
Paper, p. 3. A Bernstein Research survey of households in the Google Fiber areas reveals that most people 
considering Google Fiber are interested in a bundle of pay-TV and broadband. See Bernstein Research, "Google 
Fiber: What Do Kansas City Residents Say About It?", May 6, 2013, p. 2. Bernstein found that Google's 
double-play offer was the option most competitive with TWC's corresponding packages. Bernstein also 
purports that the purpose of the bundled pricing is to reduce churn. 

Potential broadband entrants must offer MVPD in addition to broadband to be competitive (The FCC has long 
recognized that a broadband provider must offer video programming to successfully enter the market. For a 
recent example, see First Report and Order, Review of the Commission's Program Access Rules and 
Examination of Programming Tying Arrangements, 25 FCC Red. 746, ^|36 (2010) (concluding that "a wireline 
firm's decision to deploy broadband is linked to its ability to offer video.") (Program Access Order). Municipal 
fiber providers have also asserted that access to video programming is essential to the success of an ISP. (LUS, 
Complaint for Violations of Section 628 of the Communications Act and 47 C.F.R. § 76.1001 et seq., p. 3, File 
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a significant cost advantage compared with much larger rivals in the same markets like 

Comcast, which can negotiate much lower programming costs.162 Google, for example, with 

its size and resources, pointed to the difficulty of assembling a compelling programming bundle 

as one of the major obstacles in providing fast broadband.163 

195. A robust OVD industry reduces the cost of broadband entry and enables new broadband 

providers to enter one market (broadband) rather than two (broadband and video). Potential 

broadband entrants—from large Internet players such as Google to municipalities that want to 

start their own systems—could focus on the provision of broadband only. Subscribers would 

then turn to OVDs to obtain programming in the same way that consumers select their own 

Internet services and mobile apps today. 

196. This OVD competition poses enormous financial risk to Comcast, even if it does not 

flourish for another decade. Comcast must make substantial long-term investments in 

broadband. Competition poses a significant risk to these sunk-cost investments. More 

importantly, Comcast's market value is ultimately based on two related terminating access 

monopolies: its cable-based MVPD business, which is under direct threat from OVD 

No. CSR-8357-P (filed June 8, 2010) (small municipal fiber provider stating that access to video programming 
is essential to its ability to successfully offer its fiber service).) 

162 Declaration of Gary Biglaiser, August 26, 2014, Exhibit A, p. 28 ("Unfortunately, in the programming market it 
is well-known that larger MVPDs get much better programming rates than smaller ones. It flies in the face of 
reality to think that by enlarging, Comcast will gain no additional market power as a purchaser in the 
programming market."). Frontier Communications, Petition to Deny, August 25, 2014 ("Frontier Petition to 
Deny"), p. 4 ("[T]he cost of content for video programming remains staggering for new entrants that lack the 
scale and scope of cable companies like Comcast and Time Warner Cable individually, let alone that of the 
merged entity."); NTCA-The Rural Broadband Association, Petition to Deny, August 25, 2014 ("NTCA 
Petition to Deny"), p. 3 (citing NTCA 2013 Broadband/Internet Availability Survey Report (May 2014) 
http://www.ntca.org/images/stories/Documents/Advocacv/SurvevReports/2013ntcabroadbandsurvevreport.pdD 
("Ninety-nine percent of respondents to a recent NTCA survey stated that access to reasonably priced 
programming was a barrier to the provision of video programming"); Frontier Petition to Deny, p. 5 ("The 
underlying programming costs remain one of the largest barriers to entry for new entrants"). 

163 Brian Fung, Here's the Single Biggest Thing Holding Google Fiber Back, Washington Post, Oct. 6, 2014, 
http://wvvw.washingtonpost.com/blogs/the-switch/wp/2014/10/06/video-is-holding-gooale-fiber-back/. 
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competition as discussed above; and its ISP business, which could be a further casualty of a 

robust OVD industry that facilitates entry into the provision of broadband in local areas. 

197. In conclusion, Comcast would have a significant incentive to invest in slowing or 

thwarting OVDs even if there was a small chance that the development of a robust OVD 

industry would put both its MVPD and its ISP business at risk. The cost of engaging in these 

strategies is small, as discussed above. The benefits, while distant, are potentially huge. 

Comcast has the ability and incentive to reduce that risk. The Transaction would increase that 

ability and enhance that incentive. 

III. Detailed Response to Dr. Israel 

198. This section provides a detailed response to Dr. Israel's claims in his second declaration 

on five main issues that I have not addressed in detail in the preceding section.164 I have found 

that Dr. Israel's claims are not supported by the economic evidence and arguments he presents: 

a. Dr. Israel disputes the evidence that Professor Farrell and I have provided showing 
that larger ISPs are able to demand higher access fees Dr. Israel argues that the 
number of interconnection locations is a measure of quality that needs to be taken 
into account in a comparison of ISP size and access fees. Dr. Israel claims that after 
including the number of interconnection locations in Professor Farrell's regression 
analysis, Professor Farrell's finding that {{ 

}} disappears. 

Dr. Israel's purported measure of ISP quality is largely a measure of ISP size. 
Larger ISPs generally tend to have more interconnection locations because they 
cover a larger geographic footprint. By adding the number of interconnection 
locations into Professor Farrell's regression analysis, Dr. Israel is in fact adding in a 
highly correlated measure of size. By doing so, he is creating a classic 
multicollinearity problem in which {{ 

}}. His criticism of my empirical evidence on the 
relationship between Netflix's terminating access prices and the size of the ISPs is 
wrong for the same reason. 

164 With respect to these issues, Professor Carlton does not make any claims in addition to those made by Dr. 
Israel, so I restrict my attention to Dr. Israel's claims in this section. 
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b. Dr. Israel claims that Comcast's service was significantly harmed due to the 
degradation episode in an attempt to show that purposeful degradation of peering 
points is not in its economic interest. 

Dr. Israel, however, provides no evidence on the impact to Comcast and no details 
from the transcripts of customer service calls to determine whether Comcast, for 
example, benefited by using these calls as opportunities to sell more expensive 
broadband packages.165 By contrast, Netflix has provided transcripts of support 
calls that show explicitly the distress that Comcast caused Netflix customers that 
rely on Comcast to watch Netflix. 

c. Dr. Israel cites Comcast's churn rate to argue that consumers switch broadband 
providers frequently. Dr. Israel calculates Comcast's annual churn rate as {{ 

}}, exclusive of customers who disconnected because they moved. 

Dr. Israel's calculations include a number of methodological errors. Most critically, 
he includes involuntary disconnections (such as disconnections for non-payment) in 
his estimate. Such involuntary churn is not relevant to an assessment of the 
willingness and ability of customers to switch ISPs. 

d. Dr. Israel cites results from a survey of broadband subscribers prepared for 
Comcast in connection with this proceeding as support for a number of his claims. 
For example, he relies on the survey as support for his claim that the vast majority 
of an ISP's customers would switch away from the ISP if it degraded Internet 
service significantly. 

There are many serious flaws in the survey design and methodology that render its 
results unreliable. For example, [[ ]] respondents that stated they had 
a smartphone with a mobile wireless data plan also stated that they do not have a 
mobile wireless data plan (such as for use with a smartphone) when asked a separate 
question. Even leaving aside the flaws in the survey, its results purporting to show 
that almost all consumers say they would switch in the face of degradation of 
Internet service by their ISPs are contradicted by empirical evidence on what 
consumers actually do. 

e. Dr. Israel claims that DSL has grown much more quickly than cable in recent years 
as support for his claim that DSL is a strong competitor to cable. He reports that 
the number of DSL subscribers grew at a 26.9 percent annual rate from 2009 to 
2013, while the number of cable subscribers grew at a 17.9 percent rate over the 
same period. 

This finding is based on a sleight of hand. Dr. Israel's claimed DSL growth 
statistics result from his use of a 3 Mbps threshold. During this time, many DSL 
subscribers upgraded to speeds in excess of 3 Mbps (although 3 Mbps is still 

165 Israel Declaration II, ^ 56. 
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generally much slower than the speeds for cable subscribers). The claimed growth 
comes purely from the modest upgrades in DSL speeds. Taking all subscribers 
regardless of speed, there was an increase of over 11 million cable subscribers from 
2009 to 2013, as compared with essentially no change in the number of DSL 
subscribers. 

199. Sections A-E below provide details on Dr. Israel's claims concerning these issues and 

my discussion of the flaws in his claims. 

A. Impact of Transaction on Terminating Access Fees 

200. Dr. Israel offers three arguments regarding the impact of the Transaction on access fees. 

First, he argues that the empirical evidence that Professor Farrell and I have presented 

documenting that larger ISPs obtain better terms for interconnection is unreliable. Second, he 

argues that we should focus on Netflix's costs of sending traffic rather than on the access fees 

themselves. Third, he argues that the Commission's decision in Comcast-NBC Universal 

provides support for the assumption of a constant split between buyer and seller that is 

invariant to buyer or seller size in the bargaining model relied on by Dr. Israel. As I discuss in 

the following subsections, each of these arguments is wrong. 

1. Empirical Evidence 

201. In my initial declaration and the initial declaration filed by Professor Joseph Farrell, we 

presented different empirical evidence establishing that larger networks commanded better 

terms for interconnection fees. Dr. Israel argues that Professor Farrell and I have failed to 

account for relevant quality differences among networks that, according to Dr. Israel, would 

account for the better terms received by larger networks. 

202. With respect to Dr. Farrell's empirical analysis, Dr. Israel argues that "[comparisons 

between larger ISPs that do offer backbone services—and thus for whom the relevant decision 

may be between settlement-free interconnection vs. charging for interconnection services—and 
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smaller ISPs, who generally have to pay for transit and at best might hope to get settlement-free 

terms, are effectively meaningless due to this fundamental difference."166 

203. Dr. Israel is pointing to the fact that smaller ISPs are in a worse bargaining position 

because they are more dependent on transit providers. The fact that a larger ISP is less 

dependent on transit does not mean that it provides higher quality to a CDN or to Netflix in 

terms of connecting to the ISP's customers. Indeed, one of the reasons why the Transaction 

will increase access fees is that Time Warner Cable is more dependent on transit providers than 

Comcast is, so that the merged entity will have greater bargaining power with respect to the 

Time Warner Cable customers because it will be less dependent on transit than Time Warner 

Cable currently is today. 

204. Dr. Israel also argues that "[gjreater ISP connectivity to the Internet reduces the costs of 

direct interconnection with the ISP because of the presence of more interconnection options for 

edge providers and because of the reduced distance between servers."167 (By "greater 

connectivity" he is referring to an ISP having more places where transit providers and CDNs 

can connect.) Larger ISPs often cover greater geographic areas and therefore, not surprisingly, 

have more interconnection points across all of those areas so as to receive traffic closer to their 

subscribers. For example, a hypothetical ISP that has customers in Boston and customers in 

Chicago would likely use interconnection points in both regions. If instead the Boston and 

Chicago operations were hypothetically owned by two distinct ISPs of the same size in each 

region as the combined ISP, the Boston ISP would probably not have an interconnection point 

in Chicago. 

166 Israel Declaration II, ^ 153 (emphasis in original, internal citation omitted). 

167 Israel Declaration II, 154 
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205. The greater number of connection points of the combined ISP is a function of its 

geographic scope, which is correlated with size, not of any significantly greater efficiency that 

the combined ISP provides. Indeed, Mr. Florance has stated that from Netflix's perspective, 

interconnection consists of straightforward hardware arrangements and that the only "quality" 

that Netflix considers is whether the ISP can provide sufficient bandwidth to fulfill the needs of 

Netflix subscribers using that ISP.168 

206. Dr. Israel's claim that the greater number of interconnection points of larger ISPs is 

primarily a measure of the higher quality of the access they provide is therefore wrong. Rather, 

the greater number of interconnection points of larger ISPs is primarily a reflection of ISP 

size—e.g., the number of geographic footprints it is in. By adding the number of 

interconnection points into Professor Farrell's regression analysis, Dr. Israel is in fact adding in 

a highly correlated measure of size. By doing so, he is creating a classic multicollinearity 

problem in which {{ 

}}-169 

207. Dr. Israel offers a similar criticism of the evidence I presented in my initial declaration 

that {{ 

}} Dr. Israel argues that my finding is not reliable because 

I failed to control for the quality of the ISP. As I have explained above, Dr. Israel's purported 

168 Florance Declaration II, fl 17, 21. 

169 {{ 

}} 
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quality measures are in fact measures of ISP size, not quality. Notably, Dr. Israel, who has 

access to the agreements signed by Comcast and Time Warner Cable, does not dispute that {{ 

}} 

208. As I discussed above, the number of interconnection locations that an ISP has—which 

Dr. Israel claims as a quality measure—is not a measure of the quality of the interconnection. 

Rather, it is correlated with the size of the ISP. If the number of interconnection locations were 

important, I would expect it to be a significant factor in determining the price of 

interconnection. {{ 

•  } } n 0  

209. Dr. Israel also states that "[he] also understand[s] that other differences across ISPs 

generate differences in the quality of their interconnection services. Such differences include 

greater server capacity and more efficient server utilization, which also reduce the costs of 

interconnection and thus create additional surplus." Dr. Israel appears to be confusing 

interconnection and CDN services. As Mr. Florance explains, interconnection services only 

consist of the provision of network ports and cross-connect cable.171 Netflix does not purchase 

CDN services from Comcast, only interconnection that provides transport between Comcast's 

doorstep and the household that has requested Netflix content as part of their contract with 

Comcast. 

170 Florance Declaration II, 17. 

171 Florance Declaration II, TJ 11. 
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2. Dr. Israel's Flawed Claims Regarding Comparisons to 
Comcast's Access Fee 

210. Dr. Israel criticizes the comparison I presented in my initial declaration showing that 

larger ISPs have more bargaining power than smaller ISPs with respect to Netflix. As I have 

discussed, the empirical evidence is clear that {{ 

}} and that {{ 

}} 

211. Dr. Israel argues that my analysis "does not establish that {{ 

}}; only that it pays more to the 

ISP itself, with which it connects directly.... The fact that Netflix pays the ISP, rather than some 

other interconnection provider, does not establish that Netflix pays more in total."172 

212. As I discussed above, for each of the more than {{ }} ISPs that Netflix 

interconnects with directly, other than the four largest, Netflix does not pay a terminating 

access fee. (The more than {{ }} other ISPs that Netflix connects to using a transit 

provider do not charge for access either.173) Netflix does not use a third-party provider (a 

transit provider or a CDN) to connect to these more than {{ }} ISPs or to Comcast. In 

sharp contrast Comcast charges a positive access fee of about {{ }} per Mbps, while the 

other ISPs charge nothing for subscriber access. The only ISPs that Netflix connects to directly 

that it pays are Comcast, Time Warner Cable, AT&T and Verizon. 

172 Israel Declaration II, 166 (emphasis in original). 

173 In these cases, Netflix uses a transit provider, which takes the traffic from the IXP at which Netflix connects to 
the transit provider to another location at which the transit provider has agreed to interconnect with the ISP. 
These are typically smaller ISPs that do not have a presence at IXPs so that they cannot connect with Netflix at 
an IXP. Such an ISP takes traffic at the point at which it connects to the Internet (through its transit provider, 
which it pays) and does not charge either the transit provider or Netflix for interconnection. The service 
provided by the transit provider to Netflix to connect to these ISPs is not needed in cases where the ISP is 
present at an IXP. 
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213. Dr. Israel also argues that "[ajbsent data to compare the prices Netflix pays to the large 

ISPs with which it interconnects directly, relative to the prices it pays to transit providers and to 

the costs it incurs to operate its CDN, Dr. Evans' comparisons say nothing about [1] whether 

large ISPs capture higher prices than other transit providers, [2] which of these methods is most 

costly to Netflix, or [3] whether these highly technical distinctions between interconnection 

methods have any material negative effect on Netflix."174 

214. Let me take each of Dr. Israel's three points in turn. First, he suggests that the question 

of "whether large [terminating] ISPs capture higher prices than other transit providers" is 

relevant. Dr. Israel's suggestion that a large terminating ISP's provision of terminating access 

is a type of transit is wrong. The typical service provided by a transit provider to Netflix, or 

any edge provider or CDN, is to transport traffic between different ISPs and/or exchange 

points—many of which are physically distant from each other. By contrast, the interconnection 

services provided by large terminating ISPs are merely for access to the ISP's internal network 

and for providing uncongested paths from the edge of that internal network to the subscribers 

that have requested content. 

215. Netflix's agreement with Comcast covers only the provision of port capacity to 

interconnect with Comcast's network to provide an uncongested path from the edge of 

Comcast's network, over the last-mile, to the Comcast subscriber that requested the Netflix 

content. Netflix's agreement does not provide for transit service, CDN service, or any other 

service involved in getting content to the edge of Comcast's network. 

216. Under the agreement, Netflix must pay, as it did before the agreement, for all of the 

costs that were previously incurred by a third-party CDN, including: 

174 Israel Declaration II, H 169 (numbered points, [I], [2], [3] added for ease of discussion). 
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• Transit costs for transporting data across the country to reach interconnection points 
with Comcast; 

• Engineers to develop and maintain Netflix's CDN; 

• Hardware; and, 

• Fees related to maintaining a presence at an IXP including fees for space, power, and air 
conditioning. 

217. The second question Dr. Israel raises—i.e., "which of these methods is most costly to 

Netflix"—is also irrelevant. In a merger where firms are supplying an intermediate good that is 

an input to a final good, as a matter of antitrust practice and sound economics, the focus is on 

the impact of the merger on the price of that intermediate good.175 Attempting to discern if the 

price of the final good has been elevated is unnecessary if, as here, we can directly observe the 

price being charged for the intermediate good. The relevant issue here is whether the proposed 

merger will allow Comcast to increase access fees significantly. As I have discussed, the 

greater bargaining power of larger ISPs in commanding higher access fees, as compared with 

smaller ISPs that charge nothing for access, indicates this is likely. 

218. Given that we can directly observe the price of interest—namely the access fee—it 

makes no economic sense to compare the total costs of different interconnection methods, 

which can be complicated given differences in costs across time or across interconnection 

methods or ISPs for reasons that have nothing to do with the access fee. If we care about the 

price of an input and can observe it directly, it makes no economic sense to instead attempt to 

infer differences in the input prices by analyzing output prices, which differ for reasons 

unrelated to differences in input prices. 

175 United States Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission (2010), "Horizontal Merger Guidelines,'" § 
6.2 (noting mergers of firms that sell intermediate goods through bilateral bargaining should be analyzed using 
similar approaches to those used to analyze other differentiated products industries). 
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219. Nevertheless, for completeness, I now describe how Comcast's terminating access fees 

increase Netflix's total costs of delivering streaming video to Comcast's customers in 

comparison to other benchmarks. The relevant benchmarks are situations in which a 

terminating access fee is not being charged. The following are the ways in which Netflix 

currently delivers content to subscribers, which do not include access fees except in the case of 

the four largest ISPs, and the associated costs: 

• ISPs with embedded Netflix servers. More than {{ }} ISPs interconnect with 
Netflix using Open Connect appliances that are "embedded" within the ISP's network. 
None of these ISPs charge a terminating access fee. In this case, Netflix's costs of 
serving traffic to a large ISP using this approach are about {{ }} per Mbps.176 

This represents the costs Netflix needs to incur in order to deliver traffic to an ISP 
within the ISP's network using Open Connect appliances. 

• ISPs that connect with Netflix at IXP. More than {{ }} ISPs interconnect with 
Netflix at an IXP or other public interconnection point. With the exception of the four 
largest ISPs, none of them charge a terminating access fee. Netflix's costs of serving 
traffic using this approach to an ISP that is not charging a terminating access fee are 
about {{ }} per Mbps.177 This represents the costs Netflix needs to incur in order 
to deliver traffic to an ISP at an IXP. Netflix's costs of serving traffic to Comcast using 
this approach is about {{ }} per Mbps. This consists of the same {{ }} per 
Mbps costs incurred by Netflix to exchange traffic at an IXP as with other ISPs but, in 

176 All the $ per Mbps estimates discussed in this section are based on the 95th percentile traffic methodology that 
is common in the industry. The {{ }} Mbps estimate consists of an estimated {{ }} per Mbps of 
hardware costs, {{ }} per Mbps of CDN headcount costs, and {{ }} per Mbps of estimated 
allocation of general and administrative expenses. The hardware costs are estimated based on the costs of 
serving traffic to {{ }}, which uses embedded Open Connect appliances The cost per Mbps of 
cache servers generally decreases as ISP size increases. Netflix's costs for larger ISPs would likely be at or 
below the cost for {{ }}; Netflix's costs for smaller ISPs would be significantly higher. I report the 
estimate for {{ }} as that is more comparable to the costs of connecting to Comcast using 
embedded Open Connect appliances. Because Netflix does not provide CDN services to third parties, it does 
not incur certain costs that some third-party CDNs would incur, such as sales and marketing expenses. Third-
party CDNs would need to cover such costs in their fees and would need in the long run to cover the cost of 
capital invested. A full comparison between a self-supplied CDN and a third-party CDN would need to account 
for these types of differences. 

177 This estimate consists of {{ }} per Mbps of IXP costs, {{ }} per Mbps of CDN headcount costs, 
and {{ }} per Mbps of estimated allocation of general and administrative expenses. Because Netflix does 
not provide CDN services to third parties, it does not incur certain costs that some third-party CDNs would 
incur, such as sales and marketing expenses. Third-party CDNs would need to cover such costs in their fees and 
would need in the long run to cover the cost of capital invested. A full comparison between a self-supplied 
CDN and a third-party CDN would need to account for these types of differences. 
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addition, Netflix must pay a {{ }} per Mbps terminating access fee imposed by 
Comcast.178 

• ISPs that connect with Netflix using a transit provider. More than {{ }} ISPs 
interconnect with Netflix using a transit provider.179 Netflix connects to the transit 
provider at an IXP and the transit provider takes the traffic to another interconnection 
point closer to the ISP. The ISPs served using this approach are typically smaller ISPs 
that do not have a presence at an IXP. Netflix's costs of serving traffic to a small ISP 
using this approach are about {{ }} per Mbps. This consists of {{ }} per 
Mbps in costs incurred by Netflix to exchange traffic at an IXP with the transit provider 
plus an approximate {{ }} per Mbps in fees paid to the transit provider. 

220. Another benchmark is the cost to Netflix of using CDNs in the absence of Comcast 

charging CDNs access fees that increase the CDNs' costs of doing business. It does not make 

sense to use the cost of using CDNs and/or transit providers at a point in time when those costs 

are affected by Comcast's attempts to charge terminating access fees and/or degrade its 

connections, as those costs would be artificially inflated. The most direct CDN benchmark 

would be Netflix's costs of using {{ }} as a CDN from its contract entered into 

November 1, 2010, with terms covering the first quarter of 2011 through the fourth quarter of 

2013. Shortly after the contract was signed, Comcast attempted to charge {{ }} a 

terminating access fee for the first time and was successful.180 A conservative estimate based 

on that agreement is that CDN costs would be approximately {{ }} per Mbps based on be 

178 The Comcast access fee is calculated based on the methodology discuss above. See, supra, n. 113. 
179 For these ISPs, Netflix uses a transit provider, which takes the traffic from the IXP at which Netflix connects to 

the transit provider to another location at which the transit provider has agreed to interconnect with the ISP. 
These are typically smaller ISPs that do not have a presence at IXPs so that they cannot connect with Netflix at 
an IXP. Such an ISP takes traffic at the point at which it connects to the Internet (through its transit provider, 
which it pays) and does not charge either the transit provider or Netflix for interconnection. The service 
provided by the transit provider to Netflix to connect to these ISPs is not needed in cases where the ISP is 
present at an IXP. 

180 Letter from John M. Ryan, Assistant Chief Legal Officer, Level 3 Communications, Inc., to Marlene IT Dortch, 
Secretary, Federal Communications Commission, GN Docket. No. 09-191, Nov. 30, 2010, p. 2. To the extent 
that any potential concern about Comcast seeking an access fee was a consideration in negotiating a contract, 
then the comparison is conservative as the rates would have been lower absent such a concern. 
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the CDN fees charged by {{ }} before {{ }} was forced to pay a terminating 

access fee to Comcast.181 

221. Table 5 summarizes these benchmarks and compares them to the costs of serving 

subscribers at Comcast under the Netflix agreement with Comcast. Under Netflix's agreement 

with Comcast, Netflix's costs are between: {{ }} per Mbps more than with 

many other large- and medium-sized ISPs. It is also at least {{ }} per Mbps more than 

my estimate of what Netflix would pay a third-party CDN such as {{ }} to provide the 

same services—absent Comcast's intervention in charging {{ }} a terminating access 

fee. 

222. These results reflect that reality that Comcast is charging an additional fee solely for the 

purpose of providing an uncongested path for Comcast to transport Netflix content that its 

subscribers have requested from the edge of the network, where Netflix has delivered that 

content, to the household who requested it. That additional fee raises Netflix's cost of 

delivering traffic significantly. As I noted above, the most relevant comparison is between the 

access fees charged by the different ISPs, in which case it is clear that Comcast is charging a {{ 

}} per Mbps while all ISPs other than the other three largest ISPs charge zero. 

181 This estimate is based on the agreement Netflix with {{ }} in November 2010. The estimate uses the 
stated {{ }} per Mbps traffic rate for 4Q 2013 as the current rate, without adjusting for further decreases 
in rates to the present. This estimate includes estimated storage costs of {{ }} per Mbps based on a {{ 

}} ratio for Netflix of CDN storage fees to CDN traffic fees in 2013 (last year of significant CDN use at 
Netflix). This is a conservative lower-bound estimates in that it assumes no further decrease in traffic or storage 
rates after 4Q 2013 even though the stated rates in the agreement declined by more than 50 percent from the first 
quarter of 2011 to the fourth quarter of 2013. Because Netflix does not provide CDN services to third parties, it 
does not incur certain costs that some third-party CDNs would incur, such as sales and marketing expenses. 
Third-party CDNs would need to cover such costs in their fees and would need in the long run to cover the cost 
of capital invested. A full comparison between a self-supplied CDN and a third-party CDN would need to 
account for these types of differences. The comparison to the {{ }} rates is conservative in this regard. 
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Table 5: Netflix Costs of Delivering Traffic Using Its CDN and a Third-Party CDN 

{ {  

}}  

223. Dr. Israel also argues that the Netflix agreement with Comcast is beneficial to Netflix 

182 because "the contract includes guaranteed unit cost reductions year-over-year." As I have 

discussed above, there are reasons to believe that Comcast would be able to raise the access fee 

significantly at the end of the agreement. But, in any event, the declines that Dr. Israel points 

to are much lower than declines in transit costs, which have declined 33 percent over the last 

183 year and an average of 35 percent annually over the last three years. By contrast, the decline 

in the Comcast rate based on the contracted capacity in each year is only {{ 

}}. The decline 

in the rates for usage above the contracted capacity is even lower, at {{ 

}}.184 By the last year of the renewal period of 

the contract, the Comcast fee would be {{ }} based on the contract rates than 

if the decline had been at the 33 percent annual decline for transit fees.{ { 

182 Israel Declaration II, 1174, citing McElearney Declaration, ^ 43 (emphasis in original). 
183 See http://drpeerina.net/white-papers/Internet-Transit-Pricina-Historical-And-Proiected.php. This is the data 

source used by Mr. McElearney in his discussion of historical transit prices. 
184 Comcast-Netflix Agreement, February 18, 2014, Service Schedule 1, Sections 1, 5.c, 5.e. 
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} }  

224. The third question Dr. Israel raises—i.e., "whether these highly technical distinctions 

between interconnection methods have any material negative effect on Netflix"—is also 

irrelevant.185 As I have discussed above, whether the price of the intermediate good is a small 

or large proportion of the cost of the final good is generally not relevant to an inquiry into the 

existence of market power over the price of that intermediate good or changes in that market 

power. In fact, Dr. Israel's approach would exempt many mergers from serious scrutiny, since 

only mergers involving products that constitute a large fraction of the costs for businesses (or a 

large portion of household spending in the case of consumer goods) would be relevant. 

225. ISPs control access into their networks and to their subscribers. As I have discussed, 

the competitive price for such access is zero. The four largest ISPs have market power and 

have charged Netflix for access. The relevant issue here is whether the proposed merger will 

allow Comcast to increase access fees significantly. As I have discussed, the greater bargaining 

power of larger ISPs in commanding higher access fees indicates that this is likely. 

185 Dr. Israel reports the results of an event study he conducted to "further assess whether the direct 
interconnection agreements—or the anticipation of the transaction and any associated inferences about future 
changes to interconnection agreements—has had any negative effect on Netflix or other edge providers." He 
claimed that the "results provide additional evidence that market participants did not expect the transaction to 
harm edge providers." See Israel Declaration II, 177-179. One basic flaw underlying Dr. Israel's event study 
is that one would not expect the events to have the effect that Dr. Israel claims to be testing. One event is the 
publication of rumors of a Comcast-TWC deal and a second event is the announcement of the deal. Dr. Israel 
uses these events to test whether the deal would be harmful to Netflix or other edge providers. His implicit 
assumption is that the event study would reveal the extent to which the market believed the merger would harm 
Netflix. But this presumes that the FCC and the Department of Justice would permit such a deal if there were 
such harm, which is the very issue that they are assessing. The other two events that Dr. Israel looks at are the 
announcement of the access fee agreements between Netflix and Comcast and TWC, respectively. Analyzing 
the financial market reaction to these agreements is only meaningful if they are unexpected. But, to the 
contrary, it should have been expected that Netflix would need to pay the largest ISPs for access given the 
ability of these ISPs to restrict access to their large networks. The fact that Netflix was forced to capitulate was 
not meaningful new information to the financial markets in this respect. Thus, the lack of market reaction to 
these events that Dr. Israel claims to find in his event study does not have the implications he claims. 
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3. Commission Decision in Comcast-NBC Universal 

226. Dr. Israel argues that "the fact that economic theory makes no systematic prediction on 

the shape of the surplus functions means that it also makes no general prediction on the 

directional impact of the merger" on the access fees charged by the merging parties.186 As I 

discussed in my initial declaration, Dr. Israel relies on an economic model that assumes that the 

bargaining power of all sellers is the same with respect to all buyers. It further assumes that the 

split will be 50/50 regardless of the size of the buyer or seller. As I have discussed, the 

empirical evidence in this case is that most ISPs, covering a wide range of sizes, charge zero. 

Only very large ISPs charge positive fees. {{ 

} }  

227. Dr. Israel argues that "the Commission itself employed [the bargaining model relied on 

by Dr. Israel] in its analysis of Comcast-NBC Universal to assess the effect of the transaction 

on NBCU's programming prices to Comcast's MVPD rivals. The predictions of that analysis 

were based on the changes in the outside options of the various parties. 187 

228. In the Comcast-NBC Universal proceeding, one of the questions at issue was the degree 

to which Comcast's ownership of NBCU programming would give it an incentive to raise the 

price of NBCU programming to other MVPDs because Comcast would gain some cable 

subscribers if alternative MVPDs were denied NBCU programming. 

229. That transaction did not pose an issue of how changes in buyer or seller size would 

affect bargaining power. Rather, the issue was the impact of the gain to Comcast as a cable 

provider from denial of NBCU programming to other MVPDs on Comcast's pricing of NBCU 

186 Israel Declaration I, ^ 144. 
187 Israel Declaration I, "|| 145 (internal citations omitted). 
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content. Given that the relevant question in the Comcast-NBC Universal transaction was the 

impact of the transaction in changing the surplus from reaching deals with MVPDs, it made 

sense to consider models that were based on changes in the surplus on the terms of the deals. 

In this Transaction, the fact that Comcast and Time Warner Cable would be combined does not 

directly change the surplus from reaching a deal with Netflix—as compared with the Comcast-

NBC Universal transaction where the transaction resulted in a new revenue stream for the 

merged entity's outside option (which reduces the size of the surplus from reaching a deal). 

Thus, relying on a model that assumes that bargaining power is fixed, regardless of buyer 

and/or seller size, does not make sense. 

230. Moreover, in assessing the Comcast-NBC Universal transaction, the Commission did 

not endorse an assumption that the split would necessarily be 50/50 between buyer and seller. 

To the contrary, the Commission explicitly noted that more popular networks would be 

expected to have more bargaining power than less popular networks—i.e., that the larger 

networks (in terms of viewership and/or intensity of viewing) had more bargaining power than 

smaller ones.188 The Commission cited an empirical study that estimated that NBCU would be 

expected to have a 53/47 split with telco MVPD providers and a 56/44 split with satellite 

MVPD providers.189 The Commission adopted a 50/50 split assumption because these 

estimates were close to the 50/50 assumption in the theoretical model, and also noted that the 

188 Comcast-NBCU Order, ^ 40, ("Estimates for six NBCU national cable networks are reported. In order to use 
these estimates to infer NBCU's bargaining skill parameter in negotiating with various types of MVPDs, we 
need to account for the fact that national cable networks are almost always sold as a bundle, combining marquee 
networks and less established networks. To the extent that the content provider obtains carriage of less popular 
networks rather than a higher price for more popular networks (e.g. USA Network) when negotiating the terms 
at which an MVPD will accept a bundle of programming, the reported empirical estimates of the bargaining 
skill of any individual network could be biased. In particular, this dynamic would tend to generate a downward 
bias for the bargaining skill parameters associated with individual popular networks and an upward bias for the 
parameters associated with less popular networks.") (internal citation omitted). 

189 Comcast-NBCU Order, % 40 
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applicants had relied on that assumption.190 There was therefore no endorsement of a 50/50 

assumption in situations where the bargaining split may be expected to deviate either across 

firms or from the 50/50 assumption. Rather, there was an explicit recognition that we should 

expect that lamer firms would have sreater bargaining power. 

B. Claimed Harm to Comcast's Service from Degradation 

231. Dr. Israel argues that his claim that degrading Internet service harms Comcast's 

business is supported by the real world experience from Comcast's degradation of Netflix 

streaming.191 The "real-world experience" he cites is an increase in the number of customer 

service calls to Comcast. However, he provides no details from the transcripts of these calls to 

determine whether, for example, customers blamed Comcast or Netflix.192 As I discuss below, 

Dr. Israel also cites a survey prepared for Comcast in connection with the review of this 

Transaction that finds that more than 70 percent of consumers would switch away from their 

ISPs if the ISP degraded Internet traffic under various scenarios. If such unprecedented 

switching had taken place, it would not have been hard to document. Dr. Israel provides no 

such evidence. 

232. I have reviewed transcripts of Netflix's customer service chats in connection with 

1 9T degradation of Netflix streaming by Comcast and other large ISPs. {{ 

190 Comcast-NBCU Order, H 40 
191 Israel Declaration II, ^ 56. 
192 Israel Declaration II, 56. 
193 Transcripts provided by Netflix. 
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}} SomeNetflix 

subscribers stated they would cancel service: 

•  ( {  

}} 

• {{ 

}} 

• {{ 

}} 

C. Comcast's Churn Rate 

233. Dr. Israel attempts to rely on Comcast's churn rate—the proportion of its customers that 

are disconnected—to argue that consumers switch broadband providers frequently.194 Dr. 

Israel reports an annual churn rate of { { }} for Comcast, excluding churn from 

customers who moved.195 Dr. Israel's analysis of the churn data is fundamentally flawed. He 

uses imprecise inputs, which exaggerate his estimates. Most importantly, Dr. Israel includes 

involuntary churn, such as customers who are disconnected by Comcast for non-payment, in 

194 Israel Declaration II, ^ 94. See also Israel Declaration II, K 32. I take the churn rate to be equal to (number of 
broadband customers who disconnect between month t and t+l)/(number of broadband customers in month t). 
As I discuss below, disconnections can be voluntary or involuntary on the part of the customer and the relevant 
churn rate for assessing the ability of customers to switch from Comcast is based only on disconnections that the 
customer makes voluntarily. 

195 Dr. Israel also reports Comcast's churn rate inclusive of customers who have moved. He argues that that it is 
appropriate to rely on a switching rate inclusive of customers who move because "[t]o the extent that customers 
switch ISPs when they move, this means that moves break whatever switching costs exist and give ISPs a 
chance to compete for moving customers." See Israel Declaration II, n. 104. Comcast does not, however, have a 
chance to compete for customers who move outside of its footprint, so the existence of such movers does not 
impose any constraint on Comcast's actions. More generally, churn rates inclusive of customers who 
disconnected when they moved greatly overstates the likelihood of switching for the vast majority customers 
who do not move. Moreover, Dr. Israel's estimated churn rate for all customers, including those how moved, is 
overstated for the same reasons that Dr. Israel's estimated churn rate for non-movers is grossly overstated, as I 
show below. 
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his estimated churn rate. Correcting Dr. Israel's errors results in a churn rate excluding movers 

that is only {{ }} a year, more than {{ }} lower than Dr. Israel's 

reported estimate of {{ }} a year. 

234. Dr. Israel reports an estimate of churn exclusive of consumers who moved of {{ }} 

percent a year based on the Comcast churn data.196 This estimate is more than {{ 

}} as the switching rates from the FCC study I discussed in my first declaration (rate of 11.6 

percent) and the Comcast-commissioned survey that Dr. Israel relies on and that I discuss 

below (about 10 percent).197 Note that the FCC study included all wired ISPs and therefore 

included switching from DSL to cable. I would not characterize an estimate of the switching 

rate from the churn data that is {{ }} as being "in line with" the other estimates, 

as Dr. Israel does.198 

235. Moreover, my review of Dr. Israel's churn rate methodology and the underlying data 

finds that Dr. Israel has made significant errors in his use of the data. Dr. Israel calculates a 

churn rate among non-movers using the following approach: "Comcast's data shows that the 

monthly churn rate for broadband customers has been in the {{ }} percent range for 

several years.... Comcast data indicates that approximately {{ }} of aggregate 

broadband churn is due to customers moving.... Assuming that the aggregate monthly churn 

rate is {{ }} percent (midpoint of {{ }} percent), monthly churn excluding 

196 Israel Declaration II, n. 106. 
197 See FCC (2010), "What Drives Consumers to Switch - Or Stick With - Their Broadband Internet Provider," 

Working Paper, pp. 5-6 and Evans Declaration II, fn. 62; Comcast data produced in FCC Information and Data 
Request - Exhibit 74.3, p. 5. 

198 Israel Declaration II, 94. 
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movers is {{ }} percent (i.e. {{ }}), and therefore the implied churn excluding 

movers is approximately {{ }} percent annually."199 

236. The data Dr. Israel relies on shows that for Comcast overall, the monthly churn rate is 

only between about {{ }} and about {{ }}, rather than between {{ 

}} and {{ }} as Dr. Israel claims. The average monthly churn rate is only about {{ 

}} for the twelve months ending in June 2014 (the last month of available data).200 By 

starting with a monthly churn rate of {{ }} rather than {{ }}, Dr. Israel 

has overstated the churn rate by about {{ }} 

237. Dr. Israel's calculation to exclude movers is based on his claim that {{ }} of 

Comcast's churn is due to movers. The document he provided to support this claim showed 

that movers accounted for {{ }} of Comcast's 

churn. Just making this adjustment and using the actual monthly churn rate shows that 

Comcast churn from non-movers was about {{ }} a year rather than the {{ 

}} Dr. Israel reported.201 

199 Israel Declaration II, 94 and n. 106. 
200 {{ 

}} The average monthly 
churn rate is similar in preceding years, at {{ }} and {{ )} for the twelve month periods 
ending June 2013 and June 2012 respectively. To the extent that Dr. Israel is including customers who 
downgrade their broadband service in his calculations, that is inappropriate. For Comcast customers 
experiencing degraded Netflix streaming, it is unlikely they would downgrade their broadband speeds. If 
anything, as indicated in the Netflix customer service chats I cited above, it is more likely they would attempt to 
upgrade their broadband speeds, thereby providing a benefit to Comcast. 

201 Dr. Israel also appears to be calculating the annual churn rate by multiplying his estimated monthly churn rate 
by 12. The appropriate calculation given a constant monthly churn rate is given by [1 - (1 - monthly rate)A12] 
rather than [12 x monthly rate]. At the {{ }} rate used by Dr. Israel, the correct figure would be {{ 

}} rather than the {{ }} he reported. In the calculations 1 report, I have used the correct 
approach and have also used the individual monthly churn rates for the twelve months ending in June 2014 (the 
last month of available data). {{ }} 
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238. Dr. Israel makes an additional critical mistake by ignoring the fact that, as explicitly 

reported in the data he uses, only a portion of those consumers that churn do so voluntary. 

Among non-movers, about {{ }} percent of those leaving Comcast were doing so 

voluntarily. Churn that is not voluntary is not relevant to an assessment of whether the threat of 

switching by consumers would limit Comcast's ability to engage in, for example, degradation 

of OVD video streaming for the substantial majority of customers who do not disconnect from 

Comcast voluntarily. The data produced by Dr. Israel do not separate churn resulting from 

non-payment versus other involuntary reasons. A different Comcast document, however, found 

that about {{ }} of consumers disconnecting were disconnected by Comcast for non

payment of their bills.202 Such involuntary disconnections do not impose any constraints on 

Comcast's actions with respect to the vast majority of Comcast subscribers who pay their bills. 

239. If we take only the {{ }} percent of non-mover customers that disconnected from 

Comcast and did so voluntarily, the annual churn rate is only {{ }}, which is over 

{{ }} lower than Dr. Israel's claim of a {{ }} annual churn rate. On a 

monthly basis, the voluntary churn is only about {{ }} on average. The Comcast 

churn rates are lower than the switching rates found by the FCC's study, but it is likely that the 

rate of consumers switching away from Comcast is lower than across all ISPs, as a significant 

portion of switching in recent years has been due to consumers switching away from lower 

speed DSL offerings. 

D. Comcast Survey 

240. Dr. Israel cites results from a survey of broadband subscribers by Global Strategy 

Group (GSG) as support for a number of his claims. It appears that this survey was prepared 

202 {{ }} 
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for Comcast in connection with this proceeding, as opposed to having been prepared in the 

ordinary course of Comcast's business operations. There are serious flaws in the survey design 

and methodology that render its results unreliable. Even if I set those flaws aside, there is 

direct evidence that shows the claimed findings of the survey are wrong. For example, Dr. 

Israel relies on the survey to claim that Comcast is constrained because it could not degrade 

Netflix streaming without being subject to a mass exodus of its broadband subscribers. In fact, 

the evidence is that Comcast did degrade Netflix streaming without any such consequence. 

1. Survey Methodology Is Unreliable 

241. There are significant reasons to question the reliability of the survey. 

242. First, the sample for the survey was provided by an online panel provider. The identity 

of the panel provider was not disclosed in the materials I have seen. According to the Best 

Practices of the American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR), "[i]n a bona fide 

survey, the sample is not selected haphazardly or only from persons who volunteer to 

participate. It is scientifically chosen so that each person in the population will have a 

measurable chance of selection.... Virtually all surveys taken seriously by social scientists, 

policy makers, and the informed media use some form of random or probability sampling, the 

methods of which are well grounded in statistical theory and the theory of probability."203 

243. Survey samples taken from online panels are not probability-based. Rather, they are 

panels of individuals who agree to participate in the panel in return for various inducements. 

As part of the panel, they are sent surveys for which they fall within the target population of the 

203 American Association for Public Opinion Research, "Best Practices", available at 
http://wvvw.aapor.org/AAPORKentico/Standards-Ethics/Best-Practices.aspx. 
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survey. Such panelists are not randomly selected. They have self-selected by being willing to 

participate in the panel, typically in response to solicitations by the online panel provider. 

244. The AAPOR states that:204 

When we draw a sample at random—that is, when every member of the target 
population has a known probability of being selected—we can use the sample to 
make projective, quantitative estimates about the population. A sample selected 
at random has known mathematical properties that allow for the computation of 
sampling error. 

Surveys based on self-selected volunteers do not have that sort of known 
relationship to the target population and are subject to unknown, non-
measurable biases. Even if opt-in surveys are based on probability samples 
drawn from very large pools of volunteers, their results still suffer from 
unknown biases stemming from the fact that the pool has no knowable 
relationships with the full target population. 

245. Second, according to the AAPOR's Best Practices, someone conducting a survey 

205 should "[pjretest questionnaires and procedures to identify problems prior to the survey." It 

is unclear from the materials provided whether that was done and how it was done. It is not 

clear, for example, whether a careful assessment of whether respondents understood and 

accurately replied to the questionnaire was undertaken. I do not have access to the individual 

responses to undertake a more detailed assessment, but one area of inconsistency in responses 

to related questions is notable. 

204 American Association for Public Opinion Research, "Opt-In Surveys and Margin of Error", available at 
http://www.aapor.org/AAPORKentico/Education-Resources/For-Researchers/Poll-Survev-FAO/Opt-ln-
Survevs-and-Margin-of-Error.aspx. 

205 American Association for Public Opinion Research, "Best Practices", available at 
http://www.aapor.org/AAPORKentico/Standards-Ethics/Best-Practices.aspx ("High quality surveys and polls 
always provide adequate budget and time for pretesting questionnaire(s) and field procedures. A pretest of the 
questionnaire and field procedures is the only way of finding out if everything 'works' especially if a survey 
employs new techniques or a new set of questions. Because it is rarely possible to foresee ail the potential 
misunderstandings or biasing effects of different questions or procedures, it is vital for a well-designed survey 
operation to include provision for a pretest. All questions should be pretested to ensure that questions are 
understood by respondents, can be properly administered by interviewers, and do not adversely affect survey 
cooperation.") 
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246. Out of the 1012 total respondents, [[ ]] indicated they owned a smartphone.206 Of 

these [[ ]] smartphone owners, [[ ]] indicated they had a wireless data plan for the 

smartphone.207 A different set of questions in the survey asked respondents to first identify the 

types of Internet connections they had at home and, if mobile wireless was not named, 

respondents were asked if they had mobile wireless service. Of the [[ ]] respondents 

indicating they had a wireless data plan, [[ ]] indicated they had a mobile wireless 

connection at home.208 Of the remaining [[ ]], fully [[ ]] indicated that they did 

not have mobile wireless service.209 That is, [[ ]] respondents who answered yes 

to "Do you have a wireless data plan for your smartphone?" answered no when asked: 

"Do you have a wireless or mobile broadband service that allows you to connect 
to the Internet with a mobile device (this does not include devices that only 
connect to Wi-Fi)? Examples of wireless or mobile broadband service include 
an AT&T data plan for your smartphone, iPad or tablet; or a Verizon data plan 

210 for your Jetpack mobile hotspot device?" 

Anyone answering yes to the first question should answer yes to the second, yet nearly [[ 

]] respondents appeared not to understand and/or failed to pay attention to these questions. 

247. The reliability of the survey is therefore highly questionable. 

207 [[ 
208 ^ 

11 
11 

11 
11 
]] Comcast data produced 

in FCC Information and Data Request - Exhibit 74.3, pp. 1, 5. 
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2. Impact of Comcast Degradation 

248. Dr. Israel relies on the GSG survey as support for his claim that customers switching to 

a different ISP if Comcast degraded the quality of Netflix streaming would act as a significant 

competitive constraint on Comcast. Before even getting into the flaws in the survey, we know 

that the claim is wrong. In fact, Comcast did degrade the quality of Netflix streaming, and 

Comcast customers did not leave Comcast in droves (if they had, I assume Dr. Israel or 

Comcast would have reported as much). 

249. Dr. Israel cites the survey for the claimed finding that "the vast majority [71-80 percent] 

of broadband users are likely to switch to another ISP, even an ISP offering slower speeds, if 

their current ISP were to take any of the following actions: 'prevent access to favorite 

websites'; 'slow down Internet speeds for your favorite websites; or 'slow down Internet 

speeds for Netflix.'"211 

250. As I have discussed, the reliability of the survey as a whole is highly questionable. 

There are also significant reasons to question the reliability of the specific question that Dr. 

Israel relies on here. The hypothetical posed by the question is highly unrealistic. It states as a 

fact for the respondent that his/her ISP is at fault for the slowdown in Internet access. In 

reality, there can be extensive disputes between an ISP and an OVD over the assignment of 

blame for poor video streaming performance, with consumers unlikely to be able to understand 

the competing arguments. Moreover, the hypothetical also clearly states as a fact that the ISP 

that offers slower speeds does not take any of these actions, such as slowing down video 

streaming.212 In reality, consumers may have little confidence that slow video streaming would 

211 Israel Declaration II, 90. 
2,2 Comcast data produced in FCC Information and Data Request - Exhibit 74.3, p. 5. 
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likely be fixed by switching ISPs, especially when other ISPs may also be engaging in the same 

practices. In addition, the question is vague as it does not state how much slower the speeds 

offered by the alternative ISP are. 

251. The findings of the GSG survey relied on by Dr. Israel are also at odds with the findings 

of an October 2013 analysis commissioned in the ordinary course of business by Netflix. That 

analysis advised Netflix that {{ 

} }213 The study noted that attempting to get consumers to switch 

away from their ISP was unlikely to be successful: 

{ {  

i r 4  

252. Dr. Israel also attempts to use the survey results from a similar question on the survey 

about switching to "another provider like DSL or Wireless broadband" in reaction to the 

respondent's ISP degrading Internet access as support of his claim that wireless broadband and 

DSL are attractive alternatives to cable broadband (used in the standard sense).215 Again, the 

question is poorly worded. First, the question includes both DSL and wireless, so that it is 

unclear which technology it is that consumers are willing to switch to. Second, given the 

definition of cable broadband as "high-speed internet connection through your phone or cable 

company," which would appear to include DSL, it is quite possible that consumers would count 

cable broadband (in the standard sense) to be "like DSL." The question at issue does separate 

213 {{ }} 
2,4 {{ }} 
215 Comcast data produced in FCC Information and Data Request - Exhibit 74.3, p. 4 (emphasis in original). 
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the definitions of cable, fiber, DSL and wireless broadband technologies, but the fact that the 

definitions differ from those given in a preceding question is in itself enough to question the 

reliability of the responses to this question. 

253. Dr. Israel also attempts to rely on the survey for evidence on the extent of switching by 

broadband customers. He claims that the survey shows that "one-third of survey respondents 

switched providers in at least the past two years, and nearly half (49 percent) switched 

providers within the past four years."216 Dr. Israel's ignores the fact that 40 percent of 

respondents stated that they switched because of a move.217 If we exclude 40 percent of the 33 

percent of respondents that switched in the prior two years, we would get roughly 10 percent a 

year who switched, which is not inconsistent with the 11.6 percent figure I reported in my 

initial declaration based on an FCC study.218 They are also {{ 

}} 

3. Mobile 

254. Dr. Israel also claims that the survey "documents extensive usage of wireless broadband 

today, including for 'high-bandwidth' activities such as video."219 He cites the survey as 

finding that "approximately 42 percent of survey respondents indicated that they use wireless 

broadband at least as much as wired broadband for high bandwidth activities, and 60 percent 

216 Israel Declaration II, ^ 93. 
217 Comcast data produced in FCC Information and Data Request - Exhibit 74.3, p. 5. 
218 Evans Declaration I, 81 and n. 62. 
2,9 Israel Declaration II, 88. 
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or more use wireless broadband at least as much as wired broadband for low-bandwidth 

activities."220 

255. As with his reliance on the survey's claimed finding on the impact of degradation by 

Comcast on switching by broadband subscribers, Dr. Israel does not test the survey's results 

against real world evidence. In fact, consumers do not currently view Netflix using mobile 

wireless to any significant extent. As I reported in my original declaration, about {{ }} 

percent of Netflix hours are viewed over a mobile wireless connection, compared to about {{ 

}} percent on a wired broadband connection. So even if consumers are using mobile 

wireless for a range of Internet activities, it is still the case that they find it unsuitable for 

watching Netflix's long-form video content. 

256. In defending the claimed finding in the survey concerning the relative use of mobile 

wireless versus cable, Dr. Israel argues that "the survey is careful to avoid confusion between 

mobile broadband, the subject of the question, and Wi-Fi."221 The only basis he offers for this 

claim is that the survey has a statement that wireless service does not include Wi-Fi. But there 

is no evidence to show that respondents to this online survey actually read those clarifications, 

or that they understood them if they did read them. 

257. Another significant source of confusion in the framing of that question is the definition 

of "cable broadband [Ijnternet" as a "high-speed internet connection through your phone or 

cable company and includes cable Wi-Fi accessible on your mobile device."222 I assume, based 

on what I understand the intent of the survey to be, that this definition of "cable" is meant to 

220 Israel Declaration II, ^ 88 (emphasis in original). 
221 Israel Declaration II, n. 100. 
222 Comcast data produced in FCC Information and Data Request - Exhibit 74.3, p. 2. 
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encompass services such as basic DSL from telcos, U-verse from AT&T, and FiOS from 

Verizon. But such a definition is at odds with standard usage and likely to lead to confusion. 

Whether a Google fiber subscriber would count in this definition is unknown. Using 

definitions that are different from standard usage, even if the definitions are provided, is likely 

to lead to confusion among respondents. 

258. The particular question at issue is also itself poorly phrased for the use that Dr. Israel 

makes of it. The question asks "how often" mobile wireless is used compared to cable 

broadband for "[h]igh-bandwidth activities such as streaming media applications like YouTube, 

Netflix, Hulu, etc."223 The fact that YouTube is included and listed first is a source of concern. 

As I discussed above, the use of mobile wireless is much more common for viewing short-form 

video content, such as on YouTube, versus long-form video content, such as on Netflix. The 

fact that consumers may watch a lot of YouTube on mobile wireless is not particularly relevant 

to whether they would be willing to use mobile wireless rather than cable broadband for 

viewing Netflix. Moreover, asking "how often" is vague. "Often" could be taken, and is 

perhaps most reasonably taken, to mean frequency, as in "how many times." Thus, a 

respondent who watched 2 clips on YouTube that were each 2 minutes long using mobile 

wireless and 1 two hour movie on Netflix would accurately reply that he or she used mobile 

wireless more often, even though that would be meaningless to the question of whether Netflix 

consumers would use mobile wireless to watch Netflix's long-form content. 

223 Comcast data produced in FCC Information and Data Request - Exhibit 74.3, p. 2. 
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E. DSL and Mobile Wireless 

1. DSL Growth 

259. Dr. Israel claims that actual data on market growth shows that DSL has been growing 

faster than cable. As support for his claims, Dr. Israel reports statistics on broadband customers 

over time in Table 4 of his declaration. To show why his claims are incorrect, I reproduce his 

Table 4 below (without the columns relating to mobile wireless, which I address separately 

below) along with an analogous version of that Table including all subscribers, rather than just 

those meeting the 3 Mbps threshold Dr. Israel used. 

Table 6: Wired Broadband Subscribers (in thousands) by Technology, 3 Mbps Threshold and All 
Subscribers 

Month 3 Mbps Threshold All Broadband Subscribers 
FTTP DM 1  1  1 P - D M  ( able FTTP DM M i l '  D M  Cable 

.Inn 2009 3,333 5.(.23 o5o 2 5.oss 3.548 30.848 34.396 1 1. 1 5 1 
Dec 21111*1 3.7 50 <vl08 10.117 IBiSill Iffjgft 31,212 35,192 12.4 5.0 
.luii 2010 I . I ' D  (..2X8 10.480 5ll.fi If. I . I  1 1  30.950 35.391 1 i.o23 
Dec 2010 1.725 7.5 lb 1 2 . 0 1 1  52.538 31.637 36.630 1 5 . 5 3 )  
•Iiiii 2011 VS •S.02S 1 1.1 1 5 5  I . I  1  5  77 31.770 37.247 lo.oos 
Dec 2011 Liif b I0..-77 15,983 5 l.b"9 giUM: 31.478 37,376 18.2(i 5 
• I I I I I  2 0 1 2  6.001 12.905 IS.''I'd 5-.-"8 (. 51)0 5  1 . 5  1 2  5 d i :  49,664 
Dec 2012 6.425 13.061 1 4 . 1 3  5 6,728 3 1 . 1 1 1  37.839 M . 6 I 6  
.Inn 2015 (..".SO l().i)63 23.052 l(i.n 14 7,261 31,009 38,270 52,760 

Annual 
Growth 
Rate 

20.4% 30.7% 26.9% 17.9% 19.6% 0.1% 2.7% 6.2% 

Increase in 
Subscribers 
(beginning 
(o end) 

3.65f> 10,440 I -I .Odd 22.056 5.71.5 3.874 1.326 

Source: June 2013 I'CC IAS Report, Tables 5 and 7. 

260. Dr. Israel points to the 30.7 percent average annual growth rate of DSL as compared to 

the 17.9 average annual growth rate of cable as support for his claims about the strength of 

DSL as a broadband technology. What Dr. Israel is focusing on, however, is not true DSL 

growth but upgrades of DSL consumers to higher speed tiers.224 Elsewhere, in explaining why 

224 This is true on net for DSL. In addition to DSL subscribers who upgraded during this time period, there will be 
individual subscribers switching to and from DSL. As I show below, on net DSL has declined since June 2011 
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he did not look at higher speed thresholds, Dr. Israel concedes that looking at upgrades would 

fail to present an accurate picture, even though that is exactly what he is doing by using a 3 

Mbps threshold.225 

261. The right side of Table 6 above shows the full picture. We see that DSL has been 

essentially flat over that period, with an average annual growth in subscribers of only 0.1 

percent (and negative 1.2 percent per year over the last two years), while cable subscribers have 

increased significantly, with a 6.2 percent average annual increase.226 Given that cable was 

starting from a higher base, the absolute numbers are even more striking: an increase of over 11 

million cable subscribers versus an increase of only 161,000 DSL subscribers.227 

262. With the fuller picture of broadband subscriber growth from the right side of Table 6, 

we can see that the faster DSL growth that Dr. Israel points to using a 3 Mbps threshold comes 

from consumers who are upgrading to higher speed service in recent years. Only about 18 

percent of DSL subscribers were above 3 Mbps in June 2009, as compared to 58 percent of 

cable subscribers. What Dr. Israel claims as DSL growth is really an attempt by DSL to keep 

up with cable speeds. It is also notable that even if one focuses on the figures using the 3 Mbps 

(and grew only very slowly before then), so that the growth Dr. Israel claims based on a 3 Mbps threshold is, on 
net, coming from an increase in DSL subscribers that exceed the 3 Mbps threshold over this time period. 

225 Israel Declaration II, n. 62. I were to use a higher speed cutoff, it would largely capture upgrades by some 
customers rather than overall growth rates, and it would only capture growth rates for the highest speed telco 
options without answering the question about the overall set of telco options."). 

226 In my initial declaration, I reported certain figures for DSL exclusive of AT&T's U-verse. Dr. Israel claims that 
my exclusion of U-verse was an error. See Israel Declaration II, 1 80. The point I was making in my initial 
declaration was that slower forms of DSL were becoming increasingly less attractive to consumers. Whether 
one characterizes U-verse as a faster form of DSL or not, it makes no sense to include U-verse when discussing 
slower forms of DSL. In my analysis, I did not otherwise exclude U-verse. For example, the results I reported 
in Table 2 of my initial declaration on the lack of alternatives to Comcast and Time Warner Cable, included U-
verse along with all other forms of wired broadband. 

227 Dr. Israel also criticizes me for failing to provide a "unified view" of telco broadband providers by discussing 
DSL separately from fiber, see Israel Declaration II, 67. The point I was making in my initial declaration was 
that slow forms of DSL were poor alternatives for consumers who had chosen substantially faster cable 
broadband offerings. I also note that as shown in Table 6, even if we look at all forms of DSL and fiber 
combined, cable has grown more in relative and absolute terms in recent years. 
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threshold, the absolute increases in cable subscribers is more than double that for DSL, about 

22 million versus 10 million. 

263. And, while DSL subscribers have been upgrading to plans above 3 Mbps, cable 

subscribers have been moving to yet higher speeds, as shown in Table 7. 

Table 7: Wired Broadband Subscribers (in thousands) by Technology, 3 Mbps and 25 Mbps Thresholds 

Month 3 Mbps Threshold 25 Mbps Threshold 
FTTP dm 1 1 ll> l)SI Cable 1 1 1 l» DM FTTP+DSL Cable 

.Inn 200') » 1 1 5.1.2? X.o5( i M.UsX 40 0 4i 0 
Die 2009 3.759 (>. lOti ln.i r Bill 1—1 111—111 ill— 200 
•Inn 2011) l.l')2 0.2NS 10,480 30,616 338 6 34 370 
Dec 2010 4,725 12.0-11 32,? ?X 607 1111111111 6 IS 5 17 
•Inn 2011 s. 1 NX 8.925 1 UP ? 1.1 1 ? 814 74 888 1 S2n 
Dee 2011 \60f> IU.?77 S—Bg BlIBlllli 9"9 Ml—HI 1.063 5,552 
.Inn 2012 6,001 1 '.'Xi* 18,906 " 798 r" )5 1.426 7.037 
Dec 2012 6/125 1 ?.06l 19,486 14.1 ?? l.X ? 1 137 1,968 10,0)6 
.Inn 2013 In.ii(. ? 23,052 In.HI 1 2,508 168 2,676 19,816 

Annual 
Growth 20.4% 30.7% 26.9% 17.9% 97.7% 411.7% 102.1% 285.1% 
Rate 
Increase in 
Subscribers 
(beginning 

O.sf, 10.4 10 14,096 22,056 2. U.8 19,816 
to end) ; : ! : • : 

Sources: Internet Access Services: Status as of June 30, 2009, Federal Communications Commission: Industry Analysis and 
Technology Division, Wireline Competition Bureau (September 2010), available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs public/ 
attachmatch /DQC-301294A1 .pdf. Table 1; Internet Access Services: Status as of December 31, 2009, Federal Communications 
Commission: Industry Analysis and Technology Division, Wireline Competition Bureau (December 2010), available at http:// 
hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs pubIic/attachmatch/DQC-303405Al,pdf. Table 12; Internet Access Services: Status as of June 30, 2010, 
Federal Communications Commission: Industry Analysis and Technology Division, Wireline Competition Bureau (March 2011), 
available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/DQC-3Q5296A1 .pdf. Table 12; Internet Access Services: Status as 
of December 31, 2010, Federal Communications Commission: Industry Analysis and Technology Division, Wireline Competition 
Bureau (October 2011), available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/DOC-310261Al.pdf. Table 12; Internet 
Access Services: Status as of June 30, 2011, Federal Communications Commission: Industry Analysis and Technology Division, 
Wireline Competition Bureau (June 2012), available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs pubIic/attachmatch/POC-31463QAl.pd£ 
Table 12; Internet Access Services: Status as of December 31, 2011, Federal Communications Commission: Industry Analysis and 
'Technology Division, Wireline Competition Bureau (June 2012), available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/ 
DOC-318S1QA1 .pdf Table 10;; Internet Access Services: Status as of June 30, 2012, Federal Communications Commission: 
Industry Analysis and Technology Division, Wireline Competition Bureau (May 2013), available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/ 
edocs public/attachmatch/DOC-321076Al.pdf. Table 10; Internet Access Services: Status as of December 31, 2012, Federal 
Communications Commission: Industry Analysis and Technology Division, Wireline Competition Bureau (December 2013), 
available at http://hraunfoss.fcc.gov/edocs public/attachmatch/DOC-324884Al.pdf. Table 10; June 2013 FCC IAS Report, 
Tables 7 and 10. 

264. As with Table 6, the left side of Table 7 reproduces Dr. Israel's Table 4 using his 3 

Mbps threshold. The right side shows the change in subscribers over time using a 25 Mbps 

threshold. The subscriber counts using the 25 Mbps threshold show that a lot of the activity in 
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cable has been a move to speeds above 25 Mbps. The growth rate and absolute growth for 

cable above 25 Mbps is much higher for cable than for DSL and/or FTTP. Indeed, the 

subscriber count as of June 2013, at 19.8 million for cable versus 2.5 million for FTTP and 0.2 

million for DSL, shows that the telcos have been marginal competitors above 25 Mbps so far. 

And, DSL, with only about 168,000 subscribers above 25 Mbps (less than 1 percent of the 

number of cable subscribers above 25 Mbps), has been essentially non-existent at the 25 Mbps 

threshold. 

265. Dr. Israel focuses only on the statistics shown on the left side of Table 7, which shows 

upgrades in DSL plans to speeds above 3 Mbps. On a relative, though not absolute basis, the 

"growth" in DSL was greater than for cable. But that is because most cable subscribers were 

already above 3 Mbps. Many cable subscribers were upgrading their plans from below 25 

Mbps to above 25 Mbps over this time period. In addition, new cable subscribers were joining 

with plans exceeding 25 Mbps. When we look at statistics using a 25 Mbps threshold, we see 

much higher "growth" for cable than DSL. And, as we saw above in Table 6, when we look at 

all cable versus DSL subscribers, cable growth has been much higher than DSL on both an 

absolute and relative basis, even when U-verse is included in the DSL counts. 

2. Mobile Wireless 

266. Dr. Israel argues that mobile wireless Internet access is a good alternative for wired 

Internet access. He argues that the fact that I reported only{ { }} percent of Netflix viewing 

hours were using mobile wireless is "a backward-looking view of mobile wireless video usage 

in a world where conditions are changing so rapidly that only a forward-looking view will 

suffice."228 This appears to be a concession on Dr. Israel's part that currently mobile wireless 

228 Israel Declaration II, K 82. 
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is not a good alternative for wired Internet access for Netflix viewing. His argument is that 

mobile will become a good alternative soon. I show that this claim is not correct. 

267. Dr. Israel first argues that "industry analysts recognize that mobile is the number one 

growth area for Netflix itself: '[M]ost Netflix content is still watched on TV screens, but... 

mobile is seeing the biggest growth, in part because of the way phones have been 

changing.'"229 This is a highly selective use of the article cited. A more balanced review of the 

article finds that it fundamentally undermines Dr. Israel's claim that mobile wireless is a good 

substitute for cable. The article notes that in assessing viewing on mobile devices, "Netflix's 

designers came upon an unexpected challenge: 87 percent of all mobile sessions last less than 

ten minutes — but Netflix didn't have any content that was less than ten minutes long. That's 

why the company decided to experiment with shorter-form content."230 That demonstrates that 

consumers do not view mobile wireless as a good alternative for viewing long-form content, 

which is mainly what Netflix offers and its subscribers are paying for. That is, while viewing 

of short-form content over mobile wireless might serve as a complement to viewing of long-

form content using wired broadband, it is not a good substitute. 

268. Second, Dr. Israel cites an article discussing a statement by Hulu claiming that "content 

on Hulu has jumped from zero percent to 20% viewership using mobile devices."231 The 

statement does not distinguish viewing on mobile devices using a mobile wireless connection 

versus using WiFi that is connected to a wired broadband connection. Moreover, the statement 

229 Israel Declaration II, 82, citing Janko Roettgers, "Netflix May Add Short-form Content to Increase Mobile 
Usage," GIGAOM, September 5, 2014, available at https://gigaom.com/2014/09/Q5/netflix-short-clips/. 

230 Janko Roettgers, "Netflix May Add Short-form Content to Increase Mobile Usage," GIGAOM, September 5, 
2014, available at https://gigaoin.coin/2014/09/05/netflix-short-clips/. It is unclear whether the discussion 
relates only to viewing using mobile wireless broadband or also includes viewing on mobile devices connected 
using WiFi to consumers' wired broadband service at home. 

231 Israel Declaration II, ^ 82, citing Deborah Yao, "Wireless Operators Getting Serious about Mobile Video," 
SNL, September 10, 2014, available at https://www.snl.com/InteractiveX/ArticleAbstract.aspx?id=29163017. 
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does not distinguish between viewing on a smartphone versus viewing on a tablet such as an 

iPad. It appears likely that tablets are included in that statistic given that Hulu includes tablets 

in its discussion of mobile devices elsewhere.232 Increases in viewing of online video on tablets 

over WiFi at home have no relevance to the potential threat of mobile wireless to wired 

broadband. 

269. Third, Dr. Israel claims that "Verizon is poised to launch a new mobile-focused OTT 

business in 2015."233 In particular, he cites an article stating that the Verizon offering "would 

deliver content from major broadcasters and live sporting events to smartphones via a 

technology called multicasting, which avoids congesting the network because it essentially 

allows the carrier to broadcast content over a single stream of airwaves that consumers can tune 

in to."234 Importantly, the multicasting aspect of Verizon's potential offering—broadcasting 

the same programming to multiple subscribers—would not work for Netflix's individualized 

programming model. Moreover, Netflix would need Verizon's permission and cooperation to 

offer such a product. Whether or not Verizon's potential offering is successful, its success 

would not demonstrate the feasibility of consumers abandoning their wired broadband 

connections to rely solely on mobile wireless broadband. 

270. And fourth, Dr. Israel cites a report by Ericsson, stating that "[vjideo is the largest and 

fastest growing segment of mobile data traffic. It is expected to grow around 13 times by 2019, 

by which time it is forecasted to account for over 50 percent of all global mobile data 

232 Karen Nischol, "Free Hulu Clips On The Go!", Hulu Blog, October 23, 2013, available at 
http://blog.hulu.coin/2013/10/23/free-hulu-elips-on-the-go/. 

233 Israel Declaration II, 82. 

234 Israel Declaration II, ^ 82, citing Ryan Knutson, "Verizon Eyes Digital Video Service by Mid-2015," The Wall 
Street Journal, September 11, 2014, available at http://online.wsi.com/articles/verizon-ceo-evcs-digital-video-
service-bv-m id-2015-141046715. 
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traffic."235 Dr. Israel is conflating the importance of video to mobile wireless usage with the 

importance of mobile wireless usage to OVDs such as Netflix. The same report that Dr. Israel 

references indicated that video already accounted for 40 percent of all global mobile data traffic 

in 2013. As I have discussed, Netflix viewing over mobile wireless connections is essentially 

negligible today. That is true at the same time video accounts for 40 percent (or more) of 

mobile wireless data usage. It is implausible that going from 40 percent in 2013 to 50 percent 

in 2017 tells us that Netflix viewing over mobile wireless connections will become appreciably 

more attractive to consumers any time in the near future. 

IV. Conclusion 

271. Based on the economic analysis presented above, I conclude that this Transaction would 

cause public harm. It would create a national monopoly bottleneck that would control access to 

30 percent of American broadband subscribers. It would enable Comcast to increase the price 

that OVDs would have to pay to obtain access to Comcast's subscribers significantly, as a 

result of horizontal unilateral effects, and to maintain its significant market power in the MVPD 

and broadband markets, as a result of vertical effects. 

272. That would be bad enough. But then under the economic theories advanced by 

Comcast the merged company would be able to acquire the remaining non-overlapping cable 

ISPs thereby securing a national monopoly bottleneck over {{ }} of American wired 

broadband households as of today and more than {{ }} in a few years. 

235 Israel Declaration II, !| 82, citing "Ericsson Mobility Report: On the Pulse of the Networked Society," Ericsson, 
June 2014, available at http://www.ericsson.com/res/docs/2014/ericsson-mobility-report-iune-2014.pdf. 
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273. I therefore recommend that the FCC block this Transaction and prevent Comcast from 

continuing on a process that could result in the creation of a massive national bottleneck 

monopoly standing between edge providers and American consumers of Internet content. 
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The foregoing declaration has been prepared using facts of which I have personal 

knowledge or based upon information provided to me. I declare under penalty of perjury that the 

foregoing is true and correct to the best of my information, knowledge, and belief. 

Executed on December 23, 2014. 

David S. Evans 
Chairman 
Global Economics Group, LLC 
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Contrary to Professor Carlton's Theoty, ¢()~~~sta~s. ~S~(o:n,g 
Inotbt$ve·'to Engage in Vertical F reclo ut 

By 

Dllv'id . J. \f,Ul .' 

Match 18, 2015 

'Chairman, Global Economics Group; Lecturer, Urtiver. i ly ,f hi 'll~ Law School; Executive Dire(;toJ', Jcvon~ Institute 
for Competition Law and Economics; at}(fVi~iriJlgPmfc"CJr. l "1,' 'rsily College London. -nus paper responds to a 
request made by the FCC .at the FCC's Economic·,Analysis \'{!t>rkshop.toprovide <:ornments onPmfeSSQT Curlton's 
vertical foreclosure theory. 
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Pr f, SS01' nrIt n say that cc Il truc th 011' dem nstl"ntcs hal Com cast \V uld p t (j m re 

by embrn.cing Ds as c mpJ m,cn ts than by Ilga ing in eltlca\ ~ l'il 'l sur strate iC:!i. Meanwhile 

omcast's ducument'i :1re I·cpkt· with s(atcm 'n[s by it· s ruO_l'malla t:mcn t that VOs are a sed liS 

threat to its business and wiLh pr p sals fi r pI'otecting it · MVPO revenue sU'cam s, ' m eas s 

actions also speak o th erwise n' the compatly bA S taken tep t linli competiti n by VD s and 

treats th em as competito.rs rather than complements. 'l11jS I :rpcr explain, '\ hy Prof S 'or Carlton is 

wl'oog, :md Comcast is right, about the threat that VDs po e. 

I. SUMMARY F PRO ESS R CARLTON'S 'No VERTICAL FORBCLOSURE" THEORY 

p j,j fe ' Of Carlton has two reL'\tcd clwns rhat are bas d on th.e Chicago s in ie-man p Iy 

'pl'o£t theorem. I 

First, he S:lY' that COlnca , t would 11a no lnccoti e to engage in. vc.rcicn.1 orecl sure unle 's 

it "w uld:l C uIJ'c rnarkc r wet vcr c( nsumers \vlth wb m it does not Ctu:rcutly deal or hav • 

m:~rke t powct ov r." He says th:lt 'even if C( mcast were to dcstro Ncrfli.--.: (and all other D s), 

,omC3l't would n< t benc.fi Ibecausell t would n t obtain access to any customers 0 er whom it 

does n tall' ady have mru:kc:: t r> wer'." and tbere£ cu, g~lin no additional pm C1' to harm consumers 

ab ve what it already had .:lb. en the fo rec.losurc."l 

cc n I, h' 'ny:; that if VD s an I .( mc:tst arc c mpcring for custom (S, C( mcast "hns an 

InCentlV I' a h a mutual ly bcnefici. 1 vertlc,'l l :lrr:lng menr." ) role g les on r 51\Y, C('nms, rhe 

I nrCl') , t SCl:vJc pc Jdcr {J. 'r) :l nd til an tnC ntiv r neg tiare rerrl1 [ split 

en ' surplus that thcLt inrentcri n enerntes in n w.)' tha t m-akes b h beltcr off. '\ ' hl'll rs]>s ltnu 

I Professor C:lrlton cites Rc), ;1OU 'J'.ilOk (2007) ior a summary of the Chicago single-monopoly prolit theoI'em. 
Dechration of Dennis W. CarltDn, Septemher 2.2, 20J '1 ("Cuiton Declaration"). '112, citing Pauit-k Rei' lind Je:1ll Tiro1e 
(2007). "_ \ Primel on Foreclo"ure," ill \flUk _lilllstmllg and Robert POfl<:!( (cds.), ]-itllldblJok ~/ il!i/lJjltitl/ OI:~(/Jii'{fII;OIl, Vol. 
3, North Ilolhlnd, Pl'. 2'145-2220 CRe)' (llld Tirole (2007),,), at p. 21!l:? ,\[ICI' s\lmmarizing til(' Chicngo ~j(lglc 'moJlopoly 
profit thCOf(~1l1 Rcy and Tirolc go 011 to di~cuss the literatllre 1h:11 shows specific silU,lliolls in which ,I lIlonopolist in Ol1e 
mai-ket would h:\\'c iJlcenti,'cs to cngage in fiJrccloSllfC strategies with regard to .111 entrant in anOTher market. III 
pnllicul:tr thtv summarize the literature that shows that <l monopolist m;\y engage in [orcclo:;\\rc in an :,djJcent market to 
deter entry into irs monopoly J11uht. Rcy ,llld Tit-ole (2()U7), at pp_ 2182-21 (I·t Jf~ al..-o Re), ami Tirolt: (20Il;). at 2155-
21!)2_ 

~ DcchmltioJl 1)1 Dennis C::lrlton, Seplember 22, 2-1·] ("Carlloll Dedac;\tion"), '1 I I. Jec (i//o Dennis Carlton, I '-CC 
Ecollomic . \mll)'Si$ \v'urk~hop, -"ll1Ilaf\, 30, 20 ]5, Tr:1nscnpl ("W'orkshop '! rallsnipI"), pp_ I ('(-~-172. 

i Carliol\ Decbralion, '1 II. 
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OVDs negotiate directly and flexibly, such flexibility removes any pricing-related constraints that 

might otherwise inhibit the ability to negotiate a mutually bendicial outcome,"·' 

He gives an example of such an arrangement: 

Suppo 'e a c nsum c \Vb p. ),' $5 t~ meas r.r vide n demand (V D) scrv ice 
c( nsiLlcr.<; swi tching ro Nctllix i.nstelld oI coo um.in 1 those aD ser\".ice~ Ca fi 1'Jn of 
tOl·u-sh:wing? In su b an i.llStllllCC Comen·t cou.td charge Net£lix $5 f ,. tbe switch 
if m<.::tst is th · monop .Iy supplier to ! etllix, a . C mmcntc.rs allege. :IflU ther f( re 
has no iocentiv · t . destroy Nctfli, co prc\7ent the switch.' 

These theoretical assertions are all based on. mlL1'l.e.r llS Assumptions about the productS :'Illd 

mru:kers in gucstion. T)rofcssor Ca.clron docs not identify, much less verify, that rhese assumptions 

bold in tills. particular mattet'o T discuss these assumptions further below and show it is unlikely rha.t 

l'hey arc s:lcisfied here, given th f.'l t I1ccl'ning _oJl'\cast's t f VPD and JST- businesses and the 

de cl pmeot of rhc rl) industry. 'Ih 'n I clcumcnt that the sen.iot managenwJJt of 'omcast after 

al')parcotly n 'idcl'ing th e risk posed by VD: carefully, dis:1grccs ~ !th Profess r atlt n's 

[cas IUllg. 

II. PROFESSOR CARLTON'S VIEW THAT "Acc·s TO Cu TOMERS OVER WHICH COl\t AST 

DOES NOT HOLD MARKET POWER" ISA NECESSARY CONDITION FOR VERTICAL 

FORECLOSURE Is WRONG 

l)rofessor Carlton's claim that "access to customers over which Comcast does not hold 

market power" is a necessary condition for vertical foreclosure is based on the Chicago singlc

monopoly profit theorem. Briefly, this is the theol'em. Suppose prod~lct J\ must be purchased .in 

order to buy product 13, suppose everyone who buys ;\ also buysB, and suppose a company is the 

monopoly seller of product A. t(J some set of custotners, That company can exu'act all of the 

monopoly profit from them by charging the monopoly price Lor product A. It cannot do better than 

that by monopolizing product B, assuming it must charge a singlc price for A and not engage in 

prjce discrinul1ation. It could do better under these :1ssull1ptions only if it could figure out a way to 

extend that monopoly po\V'cr over a new set of Cl1stomers. This conclusion only holds, necessarily, 

, CarltOJl DcdarJlion, '1 J I 11.2 L J, ~ a//(f D"I1I1I, C:"rlWIl, \Vorkshop Transcript, pp, 168 16\). 

:i ClrltOf1 DcdaLllloll, ("o(notl" 21. 
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III < I ~ ti milrk t nnd in whi h th • tw r r ducts. t i~sue flre s Itl ill l-U cd p' I rtion:; or in which 

other spl:<:ifi :'\ssumJ li ns ate trl.le/' 

Prorcs r '<ute n', (ht retical cbim is n 't nc cssarily corrcct, howc\-cr, in 11 d)'t}:linic market 

in which c · 1111 etition lhreat 'ns co erode:l campan ' In n p ly P wer. In that situatjon the 

In n 'P Iy cO\ ll eI hllYC nil incentive ~ llSC its m nop 1)1 P WC1= t prevCflL that competition from 

r >tllH:ing it. In n p Iy P wcr \'et some or rut of its cu tomers. \5 !tcy nnw Tit Jc note, 

ll::t: lven when the two goods arc complemcnr~, entt}1 in the adj(1cenh mark r D may 
facilitll e entry jn the monopolized ma rket . T hel1, thc incumbent moo polist M 
Inn be tenlpr d to del J: entry in the aJjacent Jl1:t1't. c t in order t h Ip prevent entry 
in it c rc marltet. 7 

TbM is the situation Comcast. is in. C mcasr cmrenrl has \rcr.y seclIre market p we.r V'cr 

pro\'iding broadband access to housel-iaId:; in its Locaj are and its documents discu sed bel \V sh w 

flUtr ir shares tbat vi w. hc devel pmcnt of aircrnaliv · however, ancl the _tesuluo 

widespr 'n ll :mril:tbilit>, of video programming on the Internet may in the long mn enable p tenti:u 

broadband entJ';uHs t avoid both the effo):t Qf licensing buncUes of progtnmming and the coSt 

disauvantagc f doing so ~lt srruill~ 'Cc'lle, thereby enabling theIll to enter as broadband nly or 

bro dbaod-:ltll1 ' t - I'll uppl1 r .1'0 Therefor , th~ success of OV alternatives would causc Comcast 

to fae the I 0 - 1'UI1 risk th:lt it would lose 00 oly irs I 1 I'D mOil pol r, but is l SP monopoly flS 

\V II. 

Professor Carlton's thcOl'edcaI claim is also not neccs!';arily true in static markets when the 

two goods arc consumed in variable rather than fixed proportions, or the C()mpany engages in price 

discrimination, which is the case here, In fact, Comcast engages ill highly refined price 

discrimination by offering variable bundles of broadband and programming services. It nses 

programming services to extract man: surplus from the households over which it holds monopoly 

power in access. I) The threat is that OVDs would dispbcc linear programming, take that price 

(, :\ldcn F :\bbolt ;1I1dJo~h\la D_ \Vrighl (2010), ".-\nrilrust.,\n,dysis ofT),ing ,\1T;lllgCrllCnts and Exclu$ivcDcaling." in 
K"jrh N. I lyiton (ed.), /I"tilm..-I 1.<111' II/Iri b'lJllolJlirr, Edwnd EIg;lr, pr. If.n 212, at pr ' HI? · I !IS, 195; Rc:.y ;md Tirolc 
(2n(l7). :It pr. 2155 ·2151-$; "lichacl J I. Rion\;Jn (2008). "C:')I)1retillv~ Eflc:.ns or VerliGil In tc:.gr:llion." in l'nolo BUCt:lfOS::j 
(cd) 11,lIIdl!(Jllk ()jjlllliJrllif E((IIIOl!lio, illrr Pr(~ss. pp. 1·15· 182, ai I'p. 1<11{ 151. 

J Key nnd Tirolc (ZOOi), :It p. 2183. 

" DcchratlOll of 1 )avid S, EV;1I1s, Dt:u:mbc:.r 2.'), 2014 ("Evans I )ecbnlfion II"), '1'1193-1 'n 

'. Evans Decbra!i(lrt II, '11 '1 , 
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uiscrimiJlllllon fO I . w!'Iy fn)m Comcnsf, and rh r b ' limit IfS :lbiliry t exrm t m nop 1)' profits 

[r ill b usehol ls rbmugh price tli cUO'lin:l tion. II
' 

VD ':l1s thrc:lten l p ' \rent ' mc.'1st 'om extending irs market power to a whoJc 

gCUCf:1t1 n of" I d-cutting" c nsumc s wh ate n t signing u p for cable at all but are lns(cacl 

cons'uming video c n tcJ)1 from OVDs :\nd the' edge providers. 11 That decline in dcmnncl over time 

w uld reduce the :\1 j1j ty ()f omca·t t' use 1 linelJ: pr g.t:1mming and vide ·oll-cI mnnd service 

bund le t cng1lge in price cUsClimjllnti n. OJ.ncns[ c llid c n Iud tha f, reelo 'ure is a superior 

strntC$)' to ncconunodatr !) (wen jf thcJ:C! Were I) low pl' babui ty that tJ1C lev 'lopOlent of VD 

wOtlkl reduce its ·jgoiflcant matket power in be aJb~\1 d. If gi ing VD' accc -s did reduce 

C mc. st's broadbaLld market p wcr, there would nt' en be the single 111 

by the the ·em. 

Fi.n. Hy, P.r ressol' ~a It o's the ccicaJ claim is based n tht: assumption that the rnon polist 

coulq, in pracLi " c ntin~le [ extra t i . fu ll moo poly profit ·~ JJo~ ing entry' into rhcprm·jsi 11 of 

th c mplemcntar pmutlct. To the e.'(tcnt that Vb:> .reduce ucma11U for l\fVPD services, 

Corneas! c()u ld rt ·p !lei iT) two b:lsic ways llcitller r which would likely enable Comcast to .recoup 

it · 10' pr firs. 

III Of course, COnlcast could tty to recover these 10st prclfits from th(~ OVD; but that is nor plausible either as I adtlrcss 
in the Hexi sectiun. 

11 Evans D(~(br:Hio.t1 TJ> fllIl (,2, 171. In the last few mOluhs, a number of firms have annqnnced new plans to hunch 
sl:tml-alone OT1' video services. which will make cot()-cut6I1g :lnd cord -~havjt\g even mote .atiGlctin·. These new 
offerings inclutlc I mo Go (nnnoullced Oc((lbcr 15, 2014), CBS l\Il .. \cccss (announced October 16, 201"), PlaySttlrion 
Vue (<lI1noUllccd November 'l3, 2(14), and Sling TV (anlluuneedJ~nuary 5, 2015). Time \'\!;tmcr, "f IHO CJ1airm'llI and 
CEO Richard Pltplcr .i\nr1o urIec:; HBO 10 Offer :1 St:lllti-,\jUllc I'lBO Sireaming Service ill 201 5," October 15, 2014, 
available at http!! / vww.llmcwjlrn!:I·.CQOl/alcwgroMl/pre~:;-reh;!IscsI2Q I-ti l 0/ 15 / hho-chainn l1-llnc! -cco-ricllll rd· 
pleplcr-announces-hbo-to-offer.a; Cynthia Littlelon, "/-1130 to Launch Standalone Over.the.Top Service ill U.S. Next 
y car," V;lri(~ty. Ot:lnbn 15, 2014. :lvaihlble at lllip;II\'l\rk l~ '£un£W1Altv 1 !II:w~ / llhe ,-fj) .l;tunch-QVCr- T!tc-CQP-<cO·jcc-ln
u .s-ncxt-ycar-120 I 1,JOS9Z!; CBS Corporation, "03S Bring l)rogrnmming Direct to C:OnsUIllCi'5 with N(.\\' \Iulti
PbHfo(lll Digit;11 Suh,nip!ioll Service," October 16, 2014, av.lil~bJe at b.t!p:/IW~~Nb..>'\Ul.rPQmli.Q1L(0.!llLo~o 
i!!!iclc.php?id=-I 0')(,: Sony, "Sony NCIW01k Fntcl t~inJl1(,l1 t fnt('rnaliol);I1 U.C (SNET) ;\1\(1 Sony CompuTe;r 
Entertainment Inc. (SCE) Today Unveiled PbYSI:lli(lll Vnt',:1 Pioneering New Cloud-13~s(;d TV Servile rhnt R"iIWcnts 
the Television l~xl'crj(,lJcc," Novcmber 13, 2frl-+. ;!\,;\ibblc ~lt ~'\v'\·."f)J1y,\ ,QtI) /S :. \ / .:. " llp:I1t)' !lCW'l-{n T C:<~ 
rl!lcn ~c;jb()lIr (oQ)O lllll()1I ( C·.I01enql /::!O 14h;uuy 11C I'\1ol'k-l'ntl'rt,tillrut:!lJ jnTelll.lliuIIll l·:lfld .~o/l .r-.~hl rnl; Gig;tOm, ". \ 
Sneak Peak:ll Sony's PbpLllioll Vue Internet TV SCI'\'ice," J;IlIU<U)' 2R, 2015, avaibhlc ~t 
!ill~J;lill!J1., l'I1lJl /:::(] I 'i! ') 1/2Xh, ;ll ... lIk-pc·k !1l ·~Ul1y,;-p l :~l.J.:ill:.J.lll(cOIer-t\' ~eo'J 'l '/; 1 )ISI f. "Slillg TV 10 

L:tll/lch Lil'c, O\'Cr-Thc - ['op Service for $20 Pcr ;\ IOllth," J :lllU:UI' 5, 2015, :1\'aibble a r h t Ip:/ lahlllll.dish.col11,1 prcss-

1'(' I l:;1 StJ.. p.millU;.li:..:WJ.I.· S('_r}i~i'J~~lil!f;::'~<LlIl \ ell I ive-() \' e r· tDll:.~.;:.Dj~J;:.?thll!.) nJh:~\~J.' h :i 'L'i.::JJlbJ ~!;;" 
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(1) Since rhe 0 Ds :trc wmpt ncnta1")' t bl' >:l 1I , ml, ir c )uld rais rh· p.ric s ro irs 

broadband custamers. ,\ : J bav di~CllSS 'd previ lIsJ)', rbnt sWltegy encou nters three pr blems, t lle 

is that C mcast rna)' not he able to make, s much pr fit, ivell its loss of pI gmmming as a m terjn~ 

device for engaging in price discrimination, Another ' that (hi' r sp ll$e \V uld r 'slllr in :1 m;lssiYe, 

nationwide iJlcrease .in the prices for all of Comcast's bron.dband ptouucts and thus 1m it· e ultHory 

rutiny.'! Anti iin all y, a significant incrensc ill broadband prices an 1 the ~ 'd sp.t:enc.1 nv~labilily of 

YD video I r gral1'lJl-ll!1g \ ( uld mcrea.<;c the likclihood of broadband-onl emry by c mpetit r . 

(2) Alternative! C mcast ukl act mpt chMge OVl)::; directly, h:u is dl 'soltHi t1 ula t 

-Pr fesso! C~Il'lt()Jl posits. I l H e sa s eha r C mcnst will be able t( n t t in t n tnl.ltunUy bcueficiil l 

COl1U'flct with the ; Ds tlUlt woul l en:l blc it to make nt lens' lis Jnuch p.rofi as.i t made a~ :10 

1 MD. I tum nexr fO Pr fessor ariton's analysi f his altCI!l~tive. 

Ill. PROFESSOR CAnl.TON~S C(CONTRACT BETWEEN CO~ICA T AND OVDs IS BEITER 

THAN FORECLOSURE" CUII\'l 

As noted aGove Profess.r a.rl on's bSCJ:vcd by war of exam ple that" omc:tSt cou ld 

charge ct£li" 5'in order to recover i rs lost revenue of $5, H Tb:lt c old be tJ.l:1 nly un.tle!; vCJ.')' 

pnrticul:u: condition that a[e not presenr here. 

A. Prafes Qf Ca !ton's No-Vertical Fored sure COllle ct Works Only Un.der 

Ce rtain C nditi ns That Are Not jkc1y to Hold H rc 

Let me W\rt with a mote fully developed example man the one Professor Carlton has 

provided to show a situation in which he could be exactly right. In my exnmplc there is a COnSU111C1:, 

Jake, a Comcnst lincar programming channel caned Channel 77, and an OVD that I will call Zebra, 

Obviously, this example, like Ptofcssor Carlton's, abstracts from a number of teal-world Jctails. 

TabJe 1 summarizes the financial details disctlssed below, 

L: 1'.v:\n5 Dl'c1anllion LI, '1 178. 

J.', l'rnrl; S~()r ell'lron IllIlS! a,;mnw for hi~ :Inaly~.is thai ;lppJiC;lhk l:1ws :In<l regulatiolls do not prc\'l:l1t Come;1St fWIll 
elltning illin the ~01 ts of COlllr;)ct~ he envisions or Ihn ConK;lst Clll identify nthc'l way, to cb;lrgc ()VJ)~ Ih;lt fCCOV ('1" il$ 

prniit :; but do n O I vi"Jatt' litc kIter of Ih<>sc Jaws or rcgulations , In the disclIssioll bdow J aSSlllll(: Ihis j " ilw em.' :IS well. 

Il Cnholl Dcc):lralioJl, rootnOIl' 21. 
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Taplel{ Sinlatj It in Whi h COn).cas.t Can Find a." DealtJll:del'Whl~h Aec'Qm:rnQdatillgOVD 
BptJ:y is upcriol' to Foree! s:ute . 

COJllC;'l~t .hnnncl 77 

Cnn~lIl11Cr 

Y ,Jut! u.nd price 

chllrgcd 

SIO 

Dcnllmu Ii)' 

c::on ~umer 

(1 indicales 

ycs,O no) 

OS t 

ACl!C ~ .Pcc 

Hcccivcd 

(Pl1id) 

Pr II 11nrgin 

From 

ConSllnlllr 

S7 

.1:0. the initial: situation; with,'no.'OVO, c-QtnP9.titic"ttJJlk.e~woa:tdhe~G9~9lt%,$'€11~n~eJ 7.1~ 

CQ.1ncast charges ]ake 'ane;ct:l:'a $lO,tt)':'i)'brall1 Chmn,¢l!1:7. In;()sts (;o~¢a$t l3' to:~'4~pl¥ Ch:@n¢l 77' 

toJake: C6ntc~l'stmake's a 1n'arginQf'~16ftofJik"C:Thiill~;sh6wn:in·t:he'~B'efbfe:En:t:tf''.:i?att of 

Table .1. 

An OVD, Zebrn, appears; Zebrilh'as corit~ntfhat.'th'ntJa:klt:I'refets: ovM:ePiRfurel 77,andhe 

would watch Zebra tather thau Channel 77 if both were aVflih(ble.lfZebra' had .'access to JRke, it 

shQuld be able to charge Jal<e mote thM:$10. say $12; because Zebra is s'lJp«ior'to Cha:nne177. 

Suppose Zcbtaa]so mCllts it cost o£$:$ to supply its content. It would m:ake~(rhatgirt of $9 in the 

absence of nny access charge by Comcast. This is sho.wn in the "Enttywith No Access Fee" pa.rt of 

Table 1. 

If Comeast allowed Zebra to reach Jake nod did not impose any acceS5 charge, Jake would 

sign up for Zebra at $12 and drop Channel 77 at $10. Comc~st wO'\,lld lose margin pf$7. 

7 
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, \ll 'ro:nivc.ly, j£ 'omclt , t diu not allow Zcbr. to rea h J(lkc, jt would rl!t:lin irs margin o f $7. In that 

call' " mca 't would have cng:tgct.l ilTvcrticnl f(Jl"cclo~urc, 

Profes 'or :ll'lt)n 'ay:;, however, that _ luca ' t would n cngng in verticru f red SUr\; 

b 'C:luse COl11cast coulul1l<lk • mor' 11;10 11 C)' by entering lot!) II {m~.m ' t with Zebra, ' men t f, r 

'x-ample, cou ld re ch ao agr "me.o.t with Zebra lU1dc.r \ hich Z(!bm lays :U1 ncce;:;s charge of $8. fn 

rhar ea'e Zebrn \VouJd make .I ( 12· 8- . ). This is sh WIl in th . HL":rm}' WHh t\cc $"$ Joet: 'section )1' 

'fable 1. 

UntiCl' this hhtracr, Zebra catns S 1 f h1llrgill, whicb is I CHer man n dung, 'omcasr cams 

$8 of. mnnrul, which j . 51 ct CJ' tban the $7 i hn befoxc; :lou], ke ha a bcrrer pr gramming 

pnc\{ng-e;, ad r this pa(ticlllar: C llU'nC Comcat't and Zebm :lceplirting the adwri Illli surpll)s f 52 

($12· 510) cJ;e:ttcd by Lc L,\ nt that $.1:2 price, Tha is dH= cenarl that I r fessor arlton llvi i ns il) 

\ hlch ,Olnta r nnd . 11 VI 'nt r luto n mu llnllyachrantage llS C ntnlct and split rJ1 s'ur-plus 

creared by inn vanv entry. But as 1 dJscu b low, hat , CCIl~ diffct's in critical ways from til • 

fncts of the Clll'1'ent ta~;e , 

B. h e C nditi fiS Uod r Which Pr fes r CarJton~s N Vertical F reclosure 

Contract W rks Me Quite Speci, 1 and FOICc1osUIC I the More Likely Strategy 

The result above that Comcast can do a deal under which it full)" recovers its J0st profits is 

quite fortuitous, In fact, contral), to Professor Carlton, Cotni::ast 15 bettct- off effectively denying 

Zebra access wiu:ncYer Zebrit's margin is less than Comcast's mmgin of $7. 

Suppose, for i1lStance, that Zebra was able ti] charge Jake S 11 and Zebra's cost was $5. Then 

its mnrgin would he $6, Even if Zebra handed over its entite margin, Comeast would be $1 short

it would lose $7 from Jake when he drops Channel?? and gain only $6 from Zebra, To put it 

:l1lother way, the access fee that ComC:.lst would need to ch:lrge to just recover its lost profits ($7) 

would leave Zebra with a negative margin ofS1 as shown in the "No Entry \V'ith Access Fee" part of 

Table 2, below, Comcast cannot enter into a mutually advantageous deal with Zebra, Comeast 

concludes thaI it is better to foreclose Zebra, It could do that by charging an :lCCCSS fcc of more than 

S6, which Zebra cannot ;]fford to pay, den\' access all together rather than entering into a fruitless 

contract negotiation, or, if complete denial is infeasible, do what it c;]n to impede access to minimiz<.' 

its loss of i\IVPD profits. 
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Tabl 2: Situation in Which Comcast, Finds Forecipsing;:(JVD E*ltty ls' S\1.p~ri:o., .. to 
A comm,oda ti 11 " . 

DCII"".I h Access Fcc 
(Hl~ Ul n~r I'rofi l I M~,jn 

R"cciv"d 'onsum or 
:l IIIC nnd pri ' c COSt 'rom 

(1 indicatcs )'C " (i/nid) 
ChMgcu n wUnl "' r 

Om,) 

DCr!)f' 'Elltry 

3 ' /\ 7 

so 

o "3 

s 

Wbileit is po~~ble thatOVD~ roake:mo't~~gm Jb~ C9mC,I\,st. mtd 'iti.$;~ble that 
Comt~'St:.p.nd,OVDs ~ould strike 'deals in which Cd,l(J1c'l1§t;J$b{ftttW6:£f, .;h:,~~)i~<I,J.,q :oh,v1o.u$, :te~s9Q: 

wliy,tnattrtust be So, and l'tof<:s$()! Catltot16ffet$:\n()~~vid!!fiQe thatitiS:,sQ,)£d.ti~ 1lot;Comcas(s, 

beststtategy is to fbreclose~ effe~tiv:ely, J:~ther ,th~t1 !\C,cC)ni:n1;oq~teih cliissiin;ule ~l~~s (),t:examples. 

One response to this conclusion migpt be that foreclosure of Zebra is. the right outcome; 

from aSQcial. welfare standpoint, if its costs arer~al1y hjgherthau ,C01l1C~t~s. Zebra generates less 

sociil slJtplus ($6 which is the difference betweenJ~e's v.alue of$11 and Zebra's C()st of$5) than 

Comcast ($7 which is the difference between Jllke's value of $10 and COlncast's cost of.$3).15 

J 

1~ Note that for simplicity I hnve constructed the examples so that the pco\o'ider sefs ;t price equal ro consumer surplus. 
Olle of the benefits con~umers might gel from nccess is more consumer surplus as a result of mo.«: competition between 
COllu;aslJs 'i\!VPD llnd the OVDs, 

9 
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l'ht:n.: are Il'HlOy reasons hO\ ever, why C mca l tnay 11 rcall), b . lU rc ,ftIciel1c thnr1 ZcI r:l 

t1espitc these ligll[cs. The markers involved bel'c arc n rhe st:lcic pcrfccdy C lmpct.itivc rnnt;k lS ( 

cexrl ooks and joun111ls. Comc;lsr s co r:l I anrngc cou ld result ( m 111 n p ' n ' p wcr v'r 

pr ~~ ·ammC.ts, fOLll:taoce, mrher thall superior cffjcicncy. Zeb.ra c uld als be n .~r wing ( VD thnt 

ha:; 0 t a hi.cvetl :\Jl the benefits of scale, so its costs ar' higher now than til w uk! be if it were 

allowed t gtow. In a t1ynrunic i.ndul>tr , it would in fact be hard to sOrt out durin 

gr wth ph:l e which firm w ulcl be III re 'ffici nt in long-run clluilibrium. Sin ce mcast h:c; n 

\Va>' t kn w \"hat Zcbnt's < st. nught I cc m r h '\ Zebra might become even marc dan 1 rous, 

it h. S lio incentivc I all w Zcb .:\ urvwe. let nlone t grow. 

Tht:! cxamp1c in which C mea t :lnd Zebra d strik 11 deal in this hypothcti a1 exampJc, 

however raisc-s further issues. omcasr n.lways h:ls the pti a f dtoyi.]) access.lt thexe~ [c need ' 

(0 get lIt least its lost 111}lCgin to Jo :1 deal. • hat necessa.ri1r me}lns chilt thc oJ)' cl '31 it will offer thc 

VO will be nc 111 which the ( D ghrcs up ::I n amount clue i equal Comca' s lost p.r fits. The 

VD \v ultl have maJm r\Vice the mru:gin of ·' omCRst [11 the ab enc fan ltCCCS$ fee, to nUll!? 

with a m.'1cgin :15 g o{l a om<;n~t after the access fcc. T he likely decimation of 0 ' Os' margins 

l.1t1cier I ( . fess .. C~ll'lton's f rttmous cpotnct w uld redllce tllvcsoncntand entry by OV ' . .And 

whJlc IhM may oot result in ful l ~ 'cclosurc, even this case could 1:C u lt in slowing and 'cstricting the 

urow h f th VI it du. rry. 

lore imp .craml)" tll's x:un\ ! 's nly c nsid t '001 ast' I st p.r) It .from its I\1 

bU 'in 'S5, 1'h y d( n r :lee WIt ~ r [h risk f l'osi,ng pr firs [1' m its [SP bll, incss nnc! tlll1~ Ih 

cntlrcry f it market p w r a $I resul f ntry illt br adb<lnd. 1 ~v 'n n J1'l ldC!;t pr b:'\bilit)' of this 

hnppcn i Ilg \V uld make som . de, . . 'e f f, .r c IOSll r 

cxpe lnt fduc lha l" accummDcialiuo Lhrough the c n[(;1I:1' Pwfc '~i n ' :Lrlt 11 cllvjsi os. F I' 

example, jf ' on) ;15l c tdel charge a.n ;1C~<: ' S fcc tlH't Illy rc~ vct 'd it , los t\SVPD rr( fits, any 

1'1'1 b, hiut . rhal U\ D cntry W Llkl dimjnat il:! I J' :1<.11 and pro lit:; \\' nld push it 1:1: 1m 

a cOll1moJ :llion, lh ugh charging :til :u; ·css fcc, to [on:dusllrc. 

C. Comcast's Incentives to Engage in Vertical Foreclosure jn the Real World 

In the real world, neither OVDs nor Comea.st make husiness decisions based on simple 

margins. UVDs have to make fixed-cost il1Y(~stll1cnrs and, for c{)mpanics that follow Nctfli,,'s 
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mod ' I, thcs' fix'c] ost:; constitur(' a lll'ge Cea tion f o\'crall costs. TIl.' V iJ ,dustr)' i als a 

rclativ~1 1l (.'W in lustr ' nnd the grm til of the iJldustJ"Y is likel . to r' nI t fr 111 j 'n.iCicllllr n w cntl' r, 

Hnrrams in any lTI!\rkcl' paltl ularly dynamic, fa · t-ch anging on " face significant ri"sks, ;'Inti nHJn Y d 

not ulcirnllt Iy ·uccced. Te.rminaung acce;s fce!; at level that wonld compensate mcast just for its 

10 t M P pl' Eir~ (not to'l klOg int ace Ul1t the parenti:" for lost ISl profits) wOL,ld nc,-ertbel ss 

c1ctct VDs frOIl't entering the industry r f tee thCJl.1 to't\d pt different business 01 Jels that 

deUvet less value t . c llslltners. 

T herefore, rllere is no basis f, r nssUlnJng that 'VD would be abl t opcmrc viable 

busine'ses that deliver vaiLle t coo llmcrs if they had to p:l. r omcast te.rm.i.natin :'ICCCSS fees that 

campen 'areo Comca r for the profits it would 10 c if rhe were successful. t\ ~ noted ,tb \rc. t.b 

VD:l w uld h!wc m h~vc businc s mouds th~\t ill effect start with :omcast's profit levels. s , that ir 

can [urn rIm tim ve t U'lCnSl, and rhen try to make a margin on top of tbllt. 

C mcast I {nce' signIficant uncerrainty in setting th cermlna cing nce:: 58 fcc. It has to 

asses be C;,xpected loss of NIVI>D pr firs dml \V mId foll \ ii ill aU wing an VB :'I'cce's C HS 

'ubscriber . Thnt is lik Iy t d pend on lh nalure f rhe 0 D's pl'ograJ'lim.ing and h \V it e\' lves 

vcr urn . Comcas[" lIld cvcntu~tlly IC:H'1l en ugh :'IbOllt th VD busjnes 0 m:'lke tbjs 

determination. But eluring th ~ clltq and J: \ th pha 'c of, the OVD lll<.h.l try> It CO'IO only gue. s. r fit 

se ts lhe £i ' e too 1 W, it could risl igl1.i.ficant I 55 f profit·. Tt i als po sJble nc pe ple make rh 

dec.isi n to \ arch VDs it is dlflicult (0 get them to com back lI nd \ ':'Itch l\IVPDs. 

I would expect thar COl11cast would build a significant risk premium into these (hypothetical) 

terminating access fees in light of this uncertainty, since it would be less costly t() err hy setting the 

fcc tod high than by setting it t()O low. And iris cancelyablc that it decides that foreclosure is the 

best strategy if the terminating access fees that would recover its lost profits inclusive of. the risk 

premiulll would need to be so high as to make it unlikely that OVDs would enter into contracts 

any\vay. The risk to its ISP business from OVD programming increasing the likelihood of 

broadband entry significantly exacerbates these concerns and further reduces the likelihood that 

Comcast would reach an accommodation with OVDg rather than foreclose them. 

11 
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IV. WHAT COMCAST SAYS 

Trrro"fc.:ssor C!lrlton's theory were tnlc Com Sf shOllld etnbrncc ) D s I teau. c they nre 

mpletncnt to irs b :ldbanu product. By making bw:tdbanu more va luable Comcnst . houJd bl;! 

abl r make mOl' m t1 y fr 111 irs Cll!';f mrs . loreove r to the extent that VDs substint tc fot its 

rvr pI: gt:ll rnnllng, m cn$r sh uld b ' nble c ch rgc VDs nn access fee that more than covers 

rhe lost profits. )tok,;:; r Carlton argues Olnc:lst sb ukl be able t make greater profits 

by accomm Jating VDs than by f r I sing then'}. 

Ho :vever, C0111Cast's document nre inconsi tent with Ptofc .I' CndtOll's c ndusi. .0. n,ey 
-Il w hllt {{ 

} f G {{ 
}. 

A. Comcnst S ni()r Executiv s View OVDs as the Most Serious Ri k to It 

MVPD) lSI), and NBCU Busines 'es 

mcn:;t 'cccntly £ un I rh:lt VDs were { }} thr~ts to th 

C Il"lpany, ft I" tl\king lilt , .Lee un th bcnefi and cosn; of OV • to omc!lst's I IVPD :tI1Ll ISP 

bu. ineli ~es . Th:1 COl lu ion j, based 00 the-

}} IR 

1(. Comcas['s senior managcment lHls done, ill cffect, whot is cJlled the "vertical ;lnlhmetjc" in anl;[fUSl economics to 
balance Ihe benefits and costs of foredosnre 

}} 

}} 

12 
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F igur 1: {{ 

} } 

ElM,"»' t~lUdh~,l ... ;tilkf!h frtiin' { .. { t,).;,.,.:sU'.tn:mlli'l'es, th6ir:aflsessm.ent·o£tQH:'t1sk~; . ,,5~'" .~'" .. . A;> . ". .' f,,",,,. . . at 

},},The mps:t $.~QP~~~;a.,t~ {:{ 

th~>bigb~tvvln~bllity andjmp~ct----Qre f{ 

withOVD,s. 

Comca:st overall, is {{ 

} . T11C two most 'eriol] ri oks-the one with 

}} . BOlb result from COIl1 I eririon 

n. ThafcoiresportdsJo {{ 
. , 

} }. Included in this categot}' are; 

{{ 

13 
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{ { 

} } ~ I 

1hc{ { }} highlights the impo taoce f these and ther i sues faced by the 

compnn)1 :'Ind, lP pnrticulil(, rhe critic:'!! role of {f } } , 

{ { 

'Thl?,>imk~((>~$$m~.nt .recognized tb,:at ~¢j;e cou l.d be mi tigating factot:s . 1 n particular >a()t)1~$!i. 

nbtedthat~{ 

} .12 COl1lCast however, f 

}}, Tn f::tot. th' nly miti~ting f:'l t J' i 

tn{' O 10Jl concC!nlng 'Os i~ f { 

mease's {{ }} ~d§q ~~ew~~l0VP:$.a~pQ$'~n~;th:e;m~t~~c@t cil$k,;(C) 

{{ }}nnd in faCtthctll:dSts:erl~us.rlskto; U }}. 'that 

risk i {{ }}. Tile {{ J} lloted tlhit;.{{: 

!" I n 
.), { I }} 

'I Ii }} 
, 

II ! } 
1\ { ! }} 

14 
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wn c '{ } as c:amplc$. Comcast vicwe 1 till' ri5k as 

signit1cnnt balls ·: 

( 

B. C mea t Action Show It View, OVO < s Threats Ove.r.lJ and 1- M De ideo 

N t to A coromod. te Them 

Comcast MS taken n number f Iledou' th(lt flrC consi tenhvich irs vi ~ in" 0 'Ds n' n thre1H 

ltl1d that it has chos tl t . comp~tc with ( VDs emher rhon accomm dnt· them. 

• Ir rc luced the (]uality of service t it · custom't. who wanted to watth Netflix 

b tw en N ,'ember 201 and Februnry 214, n' T b:lVe de 'cribcd previollsly. maller 

cable companies which do .fiot corn significant pwfits fr m til ir {\ JD 1 \Jsine s " 

hn c not adopt d sih1i,hr stra tegies. 

• Ir hns r fLl. cd to int(.'g-rntc N<:tflix's tlpplicnrion oro is set top b 

Its documents reflect that this is a delibetate tleci ·j n r (bmpcn the c mpctici" 

threat posed by Netflb:: {{ 

} } 

}} 

}} 

15 
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.~ It:hasstllrted'to impose :d~t.'l GOOSl.l1l.1pt101l caps on it$;;$ubscrihetsfw}ii,ch· fuc:1udes~ 

Plet~rlng;9f OVO' traffic,;while sihifilt\llieOt1sIy1i()t theiettngi'Some ,Gf-itSc;own v'ideo 

SJ~tViS:~1!.gaia~:t<q~~(:o!is.uJU'p Ii , n 1.iJl1i~. 2A' N;Qt#.J[>ly; :PY>!!9~~t,j9~.;- t\ 0 weeks 

Q$fQJ:e;;th¢ .mer~t'w~~ artn,ountedt {{: 

} }:? 

• Despite not offering an IT ideo service mtsidc. of i fo !:print, { { 

} \I I 

Comc,1.st do "ume.llt£ <lIs c nhlill nn liS statement thal indi at ' the executives v'icw VDs 

} }, 

I} 

7' .1','" L'in1f>lhy B J .ce:, .'Vrl . rCltlmlll>, CO/lm?'/J It II "d . /llIIlfl .(JI}h'lH/'s X/lOX On I rIIlillld Sm-;,'l, \f!l Tcchni .1, . [llf. 2(1 , 2C) 12, 
IHlp:1 /:II'~ l e hllic",,(') IIl / It! II pl Ii 'y/2nJ _/n3/ IICl Il fJ ulr ali,y c nCl: rn~·rn l $cd-:Ihoul -c meR'1 - '( b tl\( ull t1cOla llu-~cr\· ltc/. 

:I 

}} 

}} 

}} 
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V, PROF '~SOR CARLTON'S CL\l.1\1 THAT CO fCAST FACES STGNl P,I CANT C l\1P _TITJON IN 

BROADBAND IS N 01' VALID 

1 I'Ofcs!1 L' ad t n bas argu ed th:u rhc ({ }} is 

c n!'i ' eM with mea ' l la king. ignifi 'not o1. rker power in be adbrwu and therefore lacki..og che 

, I iIiry t eng.'lgc in f r cI ' lH stra cgics rei ing nits tccrnlnnting :lce s; monopoly: 

N w wh:lt's rC"rfectly com istcn t with rhe b :uu I ~ .. is that there" c mpctiti n for 
br adband. They ha n - ver y lime market power jn br ndband. ' VDS ate going 
t corne in and able. TV l11 n.rgins li re g iog [ , eli }lppcar . .. , IT/hat pert cd)' 
consisten t with people in the company being wmric.d abc ut aVD if the}"rc 1). t a 
III nO]}oJj f; t f broadbanJ ... . J(, 

.nee again, the undcrst-tnding ( 

l' .:tdt n" claims,1n the {{ 

m ast's senior management is not consi reO[ with 

} } prc cn tari n C mcast 

}}. [c c ncluded tlmt ~herc ax {{ 

omcast couklnot h:l.\'e concJuded a the ISC, given the evidence. r-,'lost c( rl. l1mc.rs h:1 c 

Illy one alternativc broadG:lI1d p ro ider; thnt pr idc)' i!'; gcnerally ST., \ hieh conSlllncrs are 

movIng away fr 111; switching costs from Com cas( a.rc vc bigh: and few pc pl in fact dt p 

Comca."t, ~ ' Th cc 0 mic marketplace c\-idence docs not It.L:lVC much room fo r doubt thar Comcasr 

has signilic:l11l l1'ultkct powcr- css Il tmll. ~ tcnninatmg Recess monopoly- over In st of irs 

~6 Dellflis Cnrlton, Workshop Truns<.:npl, pp, 188 ·189. 

Ii {I 

.w ({ 

; '1 {{ 

} } 

}} 

}} 

I" E V;111S Dechmllion I, ",,64·71; Evam Dccl:1ratioll II , ~ l ,,~ 85-88, 

JR 

} } 
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h6usehc>Id subscribers,> {{ l}. The merger will i'ncte«se ii:$ 

1 ,~ 

Professor ildron's theory rhaT C me, st w ttld CJHCI' inc mutually beneficial c atrn ts wid, 

o -is bnsed on v:uiou unsupported assll1npti ns that ar inconsistent with rh :lema! facts 

c necrnlng omeast ll11d the competitive Uucnt that Ds pose to .omeast's MVPD and TSP 

profits not to mention lts NBC nlversnl pro6ts, .fost unpoJ:toJltly otncast has c n idcrcd 

w,bcther it m~kc sense to accommodnte VDs and has concluded that it is oot in the company's 

intcre ,t t l10 so. It bas taken a number of :leti os t make ltJul.rder ~ l'lt su bscribers to IH;CCSS 

and ir - ex curivcs hav' r c mmemled against co perntion wilh VDs. 

~1 Evans DeciMation 11, '11155-197. 
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I. Introduction and Summary 

This paper addresses four related issues concerning the price effects of the merger in 

light of the evidence and arguments submitted to date and, in particular, following the FCC 

Economic Analysis Workshop. 

First, I show there is robust evidence that Comcast has significant market power over 

access to its broadband subscribers and thus has the power to impose terminating access fees 

that significantly exceed the competitive level. Comcast can restrict access to its network by 

significantly degrading the video streaming quality that its subscribers receive for an OVD and 

can demand terminating access fees to end those restrictions. 

Second, I show there is robust evidence that larger ISPs charge significantly higher 

terminating access fees. This evidence implies that Comcast’s market power over terminating 

access fees for OVDs would increase significantly as a result of the merger. Based on this 

evidence, the estimated increase in terminating access fees resulting from the merger are much 

higher than the 5-10 percent increase often used as a threshold of significance in merger 

analysis. 

Third, I show that there is no basis for dismissing these significant increases in prices 

based on the fees that Netflix agreed to pay Comcast to end the congestion that reduced the 

quality of Netflix’s video streaming for Comcast’s customers. It is unlikely that Comcast 

exercised its full market power in negotiating the terms of that contract, and thus the relevant 

base for assessing an increase in market power is likely to be a multiple of the value of the 
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Netflix contract. 1  Moreover, the OVD industry is likely to grow rapidly, so that even if the 

Netflix contract were the relevant base for assessing the increase in terminating access fees, the 

absolute size of the increase in terminating access fees would be very large when applied to a 

much larger industry. It is not appropriate to evaluate the economic significance of the increase 

in prices based on the size of a nascent industry that is expected to grow rapidly over time and 

on the basis of a contract negotiated in the midst of an impending merger application and 

regulatory proceedings. 

Fourth, I show that under Professor Carlton’s theory that Comcast would not engage in 

vertical foreclosure because it could get its monopoly profit through charging OVDs2 (a theory 

I have argued is incorrect), the merger would have significant price effects.3 “Under Professor 

Carlton’s theory, Comcast could charge OVDs about {{ }} of terminating access 

fees annually by 2022 {{ }}, and that amount could rise 

by an additional {{ }} due to increased market power from the merger.” The present 

value of the increased fees resulting from the merger exceeds {{ }}.4

1 In negotiating the contract with Netflix, Comcast focused on breaking the zero price equilibrium for terminating 
access fees and setting a precedent with the Netflix contract.  For further discussion see Declaration of David S. 
Evans, December 23, 2014 (“Evans Declaration II”), ¶¶ 109-111 and discussion below at pp. 19-20.  

2 Professor Carlton does not explain in what manner the fees would be imposed, but they will represent an access 
charge, regardless of how they are imposed. 

3 His theory is wrong as applied to the facts of this matter, and is contradicted both by analyses conducted by 
Comcast’s senior management and presented to its Board, and by Comcast’s actions to treat OVDs as 
competitors rather than complements.  See David S. Evans, “Contrary to Professor Carlton’s Theory, Comcast 
Has a Strong Incentive to Engage in Vertical Foreclosure,” March 18, 2015 (“Evans Vertical Paper”). 

4 Comcast’s corporate structure influences the terminating access fees that it would charge OVDs and how these 
relate to the impact of the merger on competition.  If Comcast were only acting as an ISP, it would charge 
OVDs terminating access fees to maximize its ISP profits.  In those circumstances the merger results in a pure 
horizontal effect. The larger ISPs, as I have shown, charge a higher terminating access fee. Declaration of David 
S. Evans, August 25, 2014 (“Evans Declaration I”), ¶¶135-148; Evans Declaration II, ¶¶ 136-142. My analysis 
in this paper shows that, even if the Netflix contract reflected the full exercise of market power, the economic 
magnitude of the increase in terminating access fees would be significant. It is more likely that the Netflix 
contract does not reflect the full exercise of market power, so the annual terminating access fees would be even 
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To assess the magnitude of the increase in terminating access fees in this matter, the 

U.S. Department of Justice and Federal Communications Commission should consider the 

impact of the increase of these fees on the OVD industry over the long run. First, the OVD 

industry is nascent but is expected to continue to grow rapidly. Using current OVD revenues 

would greatly understate the economic impact of the merger. Second, the approving authorities 

cannot count on dynamic competition to discipline the impact of the merger on price in the 

longer run.  Comcast faces little prospective competition in providing high-speed broadband 

service to American households. Furthermore, the merger would increase its long-run market 

power by raising the barriers to entry into providing high-speed broadband.5

II. Comcast’s Market Power over Terminating Access Fees

In this section, I summarize the evidence and state of debate following the FCC 

Economic Analysis Workshop on whether Comcast has significant market power over 

terminating access.  The evidence is robust and there appears to be little real disagreement 

                            
larger. Comcast also operates as an MVPD that competes with OVDs for viewers.  In those circumstances, there 
are two possible price effects from the merger, which result from the interplay of vertical and horizontal forces. 
One possibility, advocated by Professor Carlton, is that Comcast enters into mutually beneficial contracts with 
OVDs under which the OVDs get access to subscribers and Comcast at least recovers its OVD profits. 
Declaration of Dennis W. Carlton, September 22, 2014 (“Carlton Declaration”), ¶¶ 11-12. In those 
circumstances, the merger increases those terminating access fees as a result of increased bargaining power and 
greater lost profits per subscriber as I discuss below.  The other possibility is that Comcast determines that it 
cannot recover its lost profits from OVDs and therefore either does not enter into a contract with OVDs or 
charges terminating access fees that make it unprofitable for OVDs to seek access. In those circumstances, the 
merger increases terminating access fees because it increases the incentives and ability to foreclose OVDs, as I 
have explained earlier. Evans Declaration II, ¶¶ 155-197. The long-run effect of OVD growth on ISP entry 
exacerbates this effect.  In these circumstances terminating access fees are just one weapon for foreclosing 
OVDs. One strategy is to make the terminating access fees prohibitively expensive. 

5 Potential entrants face significant regulatory and legal obstacles to entry into local broadband markets some of 
which have resulted from Comcast’s direct or indirect lobbying efforts.  They also face a significant cost 
disadvantage because Comcast can secure much lower prices for distributing programming. The merger would 
increase Comcast’s long-run market power by increasing its programming cost advantage as well as its 
bargaining position in interconnection negotiations. Evans Declaration I, ¶¶ 85-86, 152-175; Evans Declaration 
II, ¶¶ 136-142, 194. The merger would increase its long-run market power by maintaining and raising the 
barriers to entry into providing high-speed broadband.  Evans Declaration I, ¶ 179; Evans Declaration II, ¶¶ 193-
197. 
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remaining on this point between Comcast’s economists and the economists for the opposing 

parties.6

Comcast has significant market power over the terminating access fees paid by OVDs 

because it provides the only way that OVDs can provide long-form videos to households that 

use Comcast as their broadband provider. There is no credible evidence that competition 

between broadband providers limits that market power, and significant credible evidence that it 

does not. Households have limited choices and high switching costs, and they seldom switch.7

6 Dr. Israel still maintains that Comcast is disciplined because consumers could and would switch ISPs if the 
quality of OVD service declined but, as I discuss further below, he has no credible evidence to support this 
point. 

7 Evans Declaration I, ¶¶ 64-71, 78-89; Evans Declaration II, ¶¶ 85-89. Dr. Israel has filed an ex parte submission 
in which he elaborates on his claims regarding the willingness of consumers to switch ISPs. Comcast Ex Parte 
Submission, February 23, 2015, Appendix A. I address two of his main points here. 

First, he continues to rely on the Global Strategy Group (GSG) survey commissioned by Comcast for the 
purposes of this proceeding, though he now concedes that “I recognize that the GSG data are not actual 
marketplace outcomes and thus do not perfectly predict how many consumers would actually switch.” Comcast 
Ex Parte Submission, February 23, 2015, Appendix A, at pp. 5-6. The ex parte filed by GSG is even more 
equivocal about the value of the survey results, noting that “[o]pinion research reflects what people say they 
might do in a hypothetical situation which may deviate in substantial ways from what happens in real-world 
situations.” Comcast Ex Parte Submission, February 19, 2015, Global Strategy Group Memorandum, at p. 1 
(emphasis added). This is a somewhat remarkable concession and it is difficult to take the survey results 
seriously in light of that alone. I explained some of the flaws in their approach in my earlier declaration.  

In addition, as I have noted, the finding of the survey that the vast majority of the subscribers would switch to a 
different ISP in the face of, for example, degradation of OVD streaming is generally implausible and flatly 
inconsistent with lack of such switching when Comcast did degrade the quality of Netflix streaming. Dr. Israel 
argues that this degradation happened while AT&T and Verizon also degraded the quality of Netflix streaming, 
so that it does not provide a test of degradation of Netflix by Comcast alone. Comcast Ex Parte Submission, 
February 23, 2015, Appendix A, at pp. 4-5. If Dr. Israel were correct that this was the reason for the lack of 
switching, then that indicates that degradation at the same time by the largest ISPs is a coordinated strategy they 
can undertake without significant costs. But Dr. Israel is not correct that this was why the real-world outcome 
differed from the GSG survey results. There were many regions in which Comcast does not compete with 
AT&T or Verizon, and the vast majority of Comcast broadband subscribers did not abandon Comcast in those 
regions, so that it is wrong to ascribe the lack of switching to the degradation by AT&T and Verizon. 

I also note that GSG’s claim in its ex parte disputing my explanation of why their survey results were internally 
inconsistent fails to address my criticism and is wrong. Comcast Ex Parte Submission, February 19, 2015, 
Global Strategy Group Memorandum, at p. 2. GSG refers to the responses to Questions 12 and 13 in its survey. 
The point I made in my declaration was that [[ ]] of the respondents who answered that they had a 
wireless data plan in Question 13 answered  “no” in Question 2, to which they should have answered “yes” 
because they had a wireless data plan such as for a smartphone. The GSG ex parte simply fails to address this. 
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Comcast has claimed, however, that it cannot prevent OVDs from traversing its network 

and reaching those subscribers. In particular, Comcast has argued that Netflix could have used 

more than 40 settlement-free paths during the “congestion episode” in late 2013 and early 

2014, and decided not to use them, and therefore chose to harm itself.8  As described below, Dr. 

Israel has conceded that Comcast was determined to charge Netflix interconnection fees, 

directly or indirectly, and had no intention of allowing Netflix to use settlement free paths. 

There is robust evidence that Comcast has charged Netflix terminating access fees for 

accessing Comcast customers over the “last-mile” of its network and that Comcast has either 

charged terminating access fees to CDNs and transit providers that Netflix has relied on, has 

congested their connections and induced them not to want to do business with Netflix, or has 

demanded that the provider cease accepting Netflix traffic.9

                            
 Second, Dr. Israel does not appear to dispute my analysis showing that his calculation of a {{ }} 

annual Comcast churn rate among non-movers was vastly overstated and should have been a {{ }} 
rate for voluntary churn. Instead, Dr. Israel continues to assert that involuntary churn is as relevant as voluntary 
churn. Comcast Ex Parte Submission, February 23, 2015, Appendix A, at pp. 6-7. A substantial portion of 
involuntary Comcast churn is from disconnections by Comcast for non-payment. It is implausible that a concern 
about the impact of degradation on this population of non-payers is a significant restraint on Comcast’s actions. 
Dr. Israel also asserts that churn from consumers who moved is relevant. . Comcast Ex Parte Submission, 
February 23, 2015, Appendix A, at p. 6. Churn rates inclusive of customers who moved greatly overstates the 
likelihood of switching for the vast majority of customers who do not move. Moreover, Comcast does not have 
a chance to compete for customers who move outside of its footprint, so the existence of such movers does not 
impose any constraint on Comcast’s actions.  

8 Comcast revised the claim of “more than 40 settlement free paths” to exclude nine of those paths in an ex parte 
submission to the FCC on December 8, 2014. Letter from Francis M. Bruno to Marlene H. Dortch, FCC, MB 
Docket 14-57 (December 8, 2014), at pp. 2-3. Then, at the FCC Economic Analysis Workshop, they abandoned 
the claim.  

9 For a discussion of this strategy on the part of the largest ISPs, see Level 3 Communications Inc., “Response to 
Request for Information from Level 3 Communications, Inc.,” February 11, 2015, at p. 4 (“The key trend that 
Level 3 has observed in [the area of ISP network management practices] is that, as the Internet has grown, and 
particularly as the economic importance of the Internet has grown, the large eyeball ISPs have increasingly 
attempted to leverage their control over access to users to extract tolls…. Notably, in order for an ISP to be 
successful in demanding a toll, it must ensure that there are no non-toll (i.e., settlement-free) routes into its 
network that can offer sufficient capacity to take the traffic. And so a related trend is that some of the largest 
ISPs have, for the last several years, despite repeated requests, refused to increase interconnection capacity with 
Level 3 and other Transit Service and CDN providers unless Level 3 or these others pay a toll.”). 
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Virtually all wired ISPs in the US provide enough port capacity to enable their 

subscribers to obtain the content they have requested from OVDs and other edge providers. 

They do not charge OVDs or other edge providers for that port capacity. Nor do they impose 

any other charges on OVDs or other edge providers for carrying traffic between the edge of the 

network where that traffic originates and the household where it terminates.10

Comcast did something different. It refused to provide enough port capacity for 

carrying Netflix traffic requested by Comcast’s subscribers unless CDNs and transit providers 

that Netflix relied on, or Netflix itself, paid interconnection fees. As a result of this strategy, the 

video quality of Netflix’s traffic for Comcast subscribers declined precipitously at the end of 

2013.  The degradation of Netflix’s traffic continued until Netflix agreed to pay Comcast to 

provide enough port capacity for Netflix customers that relied on Comcast.  It entered into such 

a contract on {{ }}.11

Comcast claimed that Netflix did not have to pay terminating access fees because it 

could have used “more than 40 settlement-free peers” to access Comcast’s network.12

According to Dr. Israel’s declaration: 

10 Evans Declaration II, ¶¶ 63-66; Declaration of Ken Florance, August 25, 2014 (“Florance Declaration I”), ¶¶ 43, 
60; Declaration of Ken, December 23, 2014 (“Florance Declaration II”), ¶ 15. According to Level 3, “With the 
exception of Comcast, Level 3’s Interconnection Agreements with the 19 ISPs identified in response to Request 
1 [by the FCC] are either Settlement-Free Peering agreements or Transit Service agreements where Level 3 is 
the selling party.” Level 3 Communications Inc., “Response to Request for Information from Level 3 
Communications, Inc.,” February 11, 2015, p. 1. 

11 As Level 3 has observed, “And when commercial entities, like Netflix or Major League Baseball, sell a 
streaming video service that critically depends on their customers having reliable, uncongested access, those 
commercial entities will have no choice but to pay a toll if the ISP controls access to a sufficient number of 
customers.”  Level 3 Communications Inc., “Response to Request for Information from Level 3 
Communications, Inc.,” February 11, 2015, p. 4. 

12 “Comcast reaches well over 99 percent of the Internet’s networks through more than 40 settlement-free peers 
and numerous other commercial interconnection agreements, and across our interconnection partners there is 
more than enough capacity into our network - even enough to carry all of Netflix's Comcast-bound traffic-which 
is available at reasonable, market-based prices.”  Comcast Corp., Opposition to Petitions to Deny and Response 
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 “[T]he interconnection charges that lie at the heart of [the] theories of harm are 
… literally zero for more than 40 ‘settlement-free’ paths into the Comcast 
network.”13

 “Most simply, the existence of over 40 settlement-free paths into the Comcast 
network is inconsistent with the claim that Comcast can impose anti-competitive 
harms on interconnection”14

“[T]he fact that there are over 40 settlement-free paths into the Comcast network 
demonstrates that having a large number of broadband customers does not 
parlay into the ability to charge high prices for interconnection services. …[A] 
claim that Comcast could force higher prices on all paths even though more than 
40 are settlement-free today-would depend on an implausibly large and entirely 
unproven increase in bargaining power over the entire Internet backbone due to 
the proposed transaction.”15

Ken Florance and I explained that these claims were wrong in our earlier submissions. 

In particular, I noted that Comcast has a closed private network and that Comcast can, and 

does, limit traffic between the edge of its network and the households on its network. 

Dr. Israel retracted these claims concerning the availability of settlement-free paths to 

Netflix at the FCC Economic Analysis Workshop as the following exchange demonstrates.16

[Israel:] “In the meantime, Comcast was saying we’re negotiating with you. We 
don’t think you should have interconnection for free. We’re not going to let you 
…if you try to go somewhere else and backdoor that, ultimately if we see the 
Netflix traffic, we’re in the middle of a commercial negotiation over what the 
price should be.”17

In response to this, I said,
                            

to Comments, September 23, 2014, pp. 209-2010, quoting Declaration of Kevin McElearney, September 19, 
2014 (“McElearney Declaration”), ¶ 3.  See also Declaration of Mark A. Israel, September 22, 2014 (“Israel 
Declaration II”), ¶ 52, also quoting McElearney Declaration, ¶ 3. 

13 Israel Declaration II, ¶ 6. 
14 Israel Declaration II, ¶ 12. 
15 Israel Declaration II, ¶ 133. 
16 As noted above in footnote 8, Comcast revised its count from {{ }} to {{ }} and its economists abandoned 

the claim altogether at the FCC Economic Analysis Workshop.  
17 Mark Israel, FCC Economic Analysis Workshop, January 30, 2015, Transcript (“Workshop Transcript”), pp. 92-

93.   
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[Evans:] “I think what I heard Mark say is that we agree that Comcast’s position 
is that Netflix needed to pay a terminating access fee, either directly to Comcast 
or indirectly to someone else that had an interconnection terminating access fee 
deal with Comcast. At least I think that’s what I heard. So let me continue and 
maybe Mark can tell us whether I misunderstood that.”18

Dr. Israel then came back to respond to me. He said,  

[Israel:] “… I don’t disagree that Comcast with Netflix—Comcast and other 
ISPs with Netflix and others have negotiated with them in order to you know, 
charge a – in order to charge a fee for traffic that coming onto the last mile of 
the network.  I don’t disagree the negotiation was over Comcast’s view that 
Netflix should pay Comcast something.”19

Comcast and Dr. Israel also argued that Comcast was saving Netflix money.20 That is an 

odd claim in light of the lengths that Comcast went to impose interconnection fees on Netflix 

and the lengths to which Netflix went to avoid these. At the FCC Economic Analysis 

Workshop Dr. Israel appears to have repeated this claim, although it isn’t entirely clear, and 

offered apples-to-oranges comparisons to suggest that Netflix saved money from the Comcast 

deal.21

Dr. Israel has reiterated his claims in an ex parte submission.22 He continues to rely on 

the flawed comparison of the costs to Netflix of serving traffic to Comcast subscribers with the 

costs to Netflix of serving traffic to very small ISPs that do not connect at Internet Exchange 

Points (IXPs).23 This is like arguing that if, for example, a soda manufacturer uses its own 

trucks to distribute soda directly to the warehouses of supermarket chains but chooses to pay an 

18 David Evans, Workshop Transcript, p. 95. 
19 Mark Israel, Workshop Transcript, pp. 98-99. 
20 Israel Declaration II, ¶ 134.  
21 Mark Israel, Workshop Transcript, pp. 65-66.   
22 Comcast Ex Parte Submission, February 23, 2015, Appendix B. 
23 Comcast Ex Parte Submission, February 23, 2015, Appendix B., at pp. 1-4. 
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intermediary to distribute soda to small corner stores that do not have warehouse facilities, it 

would be appropriate to compare the cost of distribution to the largest supermarket chain with 

the cost of distribution to small corner stores.  

To take the analogy further, Dr. Israel is saying, following my example, that if the four 

largest supermarket chains charge an access fee and the fees increase with the size of the chain, 

while other smaller supermarket chains charge a zero fee, we should not infer from that that 

there is a correlation in the size of the supermarket chain with the level of access fees charged. 

Rather, he points to the fact that there are additional costs of distribution to small corner stores 

and the need to pay intermediaries to reach those stores as equivalent to the access fees charged 

by the largest supermarket chains. Even it if were true, the fact that it may be more expensive to 

distribute soda to small corner stores than it is to distribute soda to the largest supermarket 

chain after accounting for its access fee does not mean we should not be concerned about the 

impact on access fees of a merger of the first and third largest supermarket chains. Dr. Israel is 

wrong to focus on total costs rather than on access fees and he is wrong to compare dealing 

with the largest firms to dealing with extremely small ones without accounting for other 

differences in the transactions.24

24 Dr. Israel’s comparison is so inappropriate that the figures he uses are beside the point, but I will also note that 
he uses the wrong figures for his comparisons. He compares the rough estimate of {{ }} per Mbps that I 
reported that Netflix pays transit providers to reach small ISPs that do not interconnect at IXPs with his 
calculation of an incremental {{ }} per Mbps that Netflix pays Comcast as a terminating access fee.  As I 
noted in my declaration, all the traffic cost figures I reported, including the {{ }} per Mbps fee to transit 
providers, were on an industry standard 95th percentile basis. Evans Declaration II, footnote 175. See also, 
Evans Declaration II, footnote 108. In calculating the {{ }} per Mbps Comcast fee, Dr. Israel uses a 
different methodology, estimating the cost based on contracted capacity. Contracted capacity differs from 95th 
percentile capacity in two significant ways. First, 95th percentile capacity is based not on peak capacity but 
rather on the 95th percentile of capacity used when measuring usage at frequent intervals. As I noted in my 
declaration, {{

}} Second, 95th percentile capacity is based on actual usage, which will differ 
from contracted capacity. Thus the {{ }} per Mbps Comcast access fee calculated by Dr. Israel is 
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I reported the apples-to-apples comparison of access fees in my second declaration.25

Netflix connects directly to Comcast at an IXP. Netflix also connects directly to several 

hundred other ISPs at IXPs. In all those cases, for Comcast as well as the several hundred other 

ISPs, Netflix bears the entire cost of getting traffic to the IXP using its CDN. The only 

difference between these several hundred ISPs and Comcast is that these ISPs do not charge 

Netflix a terminating access fee and Comcast does. Netflix therefore pays substantially more to 

get traffic to Comcast subscribers than to the subscribers of these other ISPs by the amount of 

the terminating access fee. 

III. The Relationship between Terminating Access Fees and Number of 
ISP Subscribers 

There is robust evidence that larger ISPs charge higher terminating access fees. Dr. 

Israel has conceded the fact of this relationship. He has offered no credible economic evidence 

in support of the claim that prices are higher because larger ISPs offer some value other than 

access to more subscribers. 

Three independent sources of evidence show there is a significant relationship between 

the size of terminating access fees and the number of ISP subscribers. 

Netflix Interconnection Deals with ISPs. The Netflix interconnection deals show that 

the four largest wired ISPs are able to charge a positive terminating access fee, and that no 

smaller wired ISP is able to charge an access fee greater than zero. Among the four largest 

wired ISPs, the highest fee is charged by the largest (Comcast) and the lowest fee is charged by 

                            
understated if comparing fees on a 95th percentile basis. The estimate I reported in my declaration of {{ }} 
per Mbps is appropriate for the comparisons I reported. 

25 Evans Declaration II, Table 5 and ¶¶ 220-222. 
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the smallest ({{ }}). All smaller ISPs charge nothing. I submitted a Tobit regression that 

shows that there is a highly significant positive relationship between the terminating access fees 

and the share of subscribers. 

Comcast and Time Warner Cable Interconnection Deals. The Comcast and Time 

Warner Cable interconnection deals show that Comcast charges the same edge providers 

roughly {{ }} as Time Warner Cable on average.  Comcast has 1.8 times as many 

subscribers as Time Warner Cable. These interconnection deals involve {{

}}.

Charter, which is smaller than Comcast and Time Warner Cable, {{

}}.26 In addition there is {{

}}.27

The Cogent Interconnection Deals. Professor Farrell obtained data on the prices 

Cogent charges {{ }} ISPs for peering, the number of subscribers at each ISP, and the 

number of cities at which Cogent interconnects with each ISP. He found that {{

}}28

26 For further details of the interconnection agreements for each of the three ISPs, see Evans Declaration II, ¶¶ 
130-131 and Table 2. 

27 In addition, {{
}}.  

28 Declaration of Joseph Farrell, August 25, 2014 (“Farrell Declaration I”), ¶¶ 172-176; Declaration of Joseph 
Farrell, December 23, 2014 (“Farrell Declaration II”), ¶¶ 58-67.  Dr. Farrell showed that there were significant 
data errors in Dr. Israel’s econometric analysis. 
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There is no dispute among the economists working for the merging parties and the 

opposing parties that large wired ISPs charge higher interconnection fees. According to Dr. 

Israel, “... I don’t disagree with the numbers that … indicate that the {{

}}.”29  He 

also says, “…it is true today that larger ISPs in some cases like this charge higher 

interconnection payments.”30

Dr. Israel claims that these higher fees are a “reflection of quality and capacity.”

However, in the case of the Netflix interconnection agreements he has provided no evidence 

that Netflix received any service from the four wired ISPs it paid—other than agreement to do 

what more than 400 other wired ISPs of varying size did at no charge: ensure there is enough 

port capacity to enable ISP subscribers to obtain high quality downloads of content those ISP 

subscribers requested. As Ken Florance of Netflix explained in his declaration, “[T]he only 

‘quality’ of an interconnection service we take into consideration . . . is whether the ISP can 

provide sufficient bandwidth to fulfill the needs of our subscribers. That quality . . . does not 

vary across ISPs, and certainly did not vary across the four ISPs we ultimately were forced to 

pay.”31 In other words, Netflix was simply interested in obtaining necessary port capacity. This 

is confirmed in an internal Comcast email from {{

}}, stating that {{

29 Mark Israel, Workshop Transcript, p. 56. 
30 Mark Israel, Workshop Transcript, p. 56. 
31 Florance Declaration II, ¶ 21. See also id. ¶¶ 17-21. 
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}}32

 Dr. Israel has also provided no economic or technical evidence that the number of 

interconnection points could account for the price differences between the very large ISPs. For 

example, he has provided no meaningful evidence that Comcast is providing edge providers 

something more than {{

}}—other than access to more subscribers. 

The only empirical evidence Dr. Israel has put forward does not support his quality 

claims.33 Professor Farrell has shown that Dr. Israel’s analysis was subject to significant data 

errors that once corrected reverse Dr. Israel’s result.34 But even aside from these data errors, 

Dr. Israel’s original analysis provides no statistically reliable evidence that the number of 

interconnection points explains the differences in prices. His interconnection variable was not 

statistically significant at the five percent level typically used by economists in professional and 

consulting work including on antitrust matters; he claimed it was statistically significant based 

on using a 10 percent level of significance not ordinarily used in econometric work. 

He claimed at the FCC Economic Analysis Workshop that his regression nevertheless 

proved that the number of interconnection points was a better explanation than subscribers 

because the inclusion of this variable rendered the subscriber variable insignificant. However, 

32 {{ }
33 Dr. Israel has filed an ex parte submission on this issue. Comcast Ex Parte Submission, February 23, 2015, 

Appendix B. However, the fundamental problem remains. He has included a variable that is highly correlated 
with the number of subscribers in the regression, without any significant support for why that variable should 
have a significant effect on price.  He then claims that the coefficient on the number of interconnection points is 
statistically significant when in fact it is not at the significance levels that economists ordinarily use. 

34 Farrell Declaration II, ¶¶ 58-67.   
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in his regression neither the interconnection variable nor the subscriber variable is statistically 

significant at the 5 percent level and the coefficients on the interconnection and subscriber 

variable are statistically indistinguishable as a result of their both having very large standard 

errors.35 They are jointly significant at the one percent level. All of this simply points to the fact 

that the number of interconnection points is a proxy for the number of subscribers. In fact, in 

response to a query from the FCC, Dr. Israel reported that the correlation between the number 

of interconnection points and the number of subscribers is almost 90 percent.36

The evidence therefore shows robustly that ISPs that control more subscribers can 

charge significantly larger terminating access fees.  The price-size relationship shows that the 

impact of the merger would be far greater than the 5-10 percent increase often used in merger 

analysis.  Based on the Netflix contracts with wired ISPs, I showed that the merger would result 

in an increase of {{ }} percent in the overall terminating access fees for the combined entity.  

The fact that Comcast {{

}} also is consistent 

with that range of increases. There is no basis in the evidence to conclude that the increase in 

price would be anything other than “significant” as that term is used in merger analysis.  In 

fact, the evidence indicates that the likely percentage increases are an order of magnitude 

higher than those that ordinarily cause concern. 

35 A test of the equality of the coefficients has a p-value of 0.43.  
36 Israel reports a correlation of 0.89 between size and the number of interconnection points. Comcast Ex Parte 

Submission, December 2, 2014, p. 4. 
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IV. Netflix’s Interconnection Payments to Comcast Are Not a 
Conceptually or Empirically Valid Base for Evaluating the Economic 
Significance of the Merger 

Comcast’s economists claim that we can brush all of these findings aside because 

Netflix can afford the {{ }} that Comcast is charging it for sufficient port 

capacity through {{ }} and that these charges are “tiny”.37  That claim is not consistent 

with sound antitrust economics or generally accepted methods for merger analysis.38

A.  Terminating Access Fees Are Economically Significant Input Costs 
for the OVD Industry 

The annual terminating access fees charged by Comcast and Time Warner Cable 

constitute about {{ }} percent of Netflix revenue.39 I have previously demonstrated, and 

summarize below, why the fees set in these agreements do not reflect the full exercise of 

Comcast’s market power.  But even at these levels, this is not a trivial amount. For example, it 

37 Carlton Declaration, ¶ 14; Dennis Carlton, Workshop Transcript, pp. 32, 51-52, 86-89; Mark Israel, Workshop 
Transcript, p. 56.   

38 Professor Carlton and Dr. Israel also use the Netflix contract to argue that it shows that Comcast does not have 
significant market power 

39 This figure is based on the Comcast and Time Warner Cable interconnection fees to Netflix of {{
}} per year and {{ }} per year as specified in the respective Comcast and Time Warner Cable 

contracts with Netflix. To express the Netflix fees to Comcast and Time Warner Cable as a proportion of 
revenues, I divide the {{ }} per year Comcast charges Netflix and the {{ }} per year Time 
Warner Cable charges Netflix by the portion of Netflix revenue ({{

}}) attributable to Comcast and Time Warner Cable subscribers, respectively.  This 
gives average fees of {{ }} percent of OVD revenues for Comcast and {{ }} percent of OVD revenues for 
Time Warner Cable, for a weighted average of {{ }} percent for the two companies. Note that this weighted 
average of {{ }} percent can also be derived by dividing the Comcast and Time Warner Cable’s combined 
terminating access fee ({{ }}) by the amount of Netflix’s revenue that can be 
attributed to the two companies combined, without accounting for divestitures. If instead I divided by the 
amount of Netflix’s revenue attributable to the two companies’ subscribers, net of subscribers to be divested, the 
resulting percentage fee would rise to {{ }} percent. Using {{ }} percent as the terminating access fee 
(rather than {{ }} percent) would imply even higher Comcast fees to the OVD industry as a whole. 
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is around the level of payment card interchange fees that have been the subject of highly 

contentious litigation between retailers and payment card networks.40

That input cost would increase significantly following the merger. Based on the price-

size calculations above showing a predicted {{ }} percent increase, it would {{ 

}}, to {{ }} percent of revenue for OVDs entering into new contracts, even setting 

aside the fact that we are starting from a level of fees that does not reflect the full exercise of 

Comcast’s market power.41 Terminating access fees would therefore be an even more 

significant input cost for OVDs after the merger. 

B. Terminating Access Fees and the Merger-Specific Increase Would 
Grow Rapidly Over Time 

The OVD industry is relatively new and is expected to expand considerably over time. 

It is therefore not appropriate to assess the economic significance of the increase in the 

terminating access fees based on the current size of the industry. Although there are few 

publicly available estimates of the growth of the domestic OVD industry, several analysts have 

reported estimates of the growth of the global OVD industry, and these provide a guide as to 

40 For the same reason, in the analysis of a consumer product merger one would not dismiss a price increase for a 
consumer product because it constitutes a small percent of overall household expenditures.  Consumers spend 
around 0.8 percent of their total household expenditures on dairy products.  U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Consumer Expenditure Survey, 2011, available at http://www.bls.gov/cex/csxstnd.htm. We would not dismiss 
the price effect of a merger of yogurt manufacturers because it accounts for a “tiny” percent of household 
spending. 

41 These estimates only refer to price increases resulting from the horizontal effects of the merger under the 
assumption that Comcast does not engage in vertical foreclosure strategies. If it did engage in vertical 
foreclosure strategies one such strategy could involve charging a fee higher than the profit-maximizing fee as an 
ISP or charging a fee higher than the profit-maximizing fee as an integrated MVPD and ISP under Professor 
Carlton’s theory. Comcast would set a fee higher than the profit-maximizing fee because it would benefit from 
foreclosure of OVDs, in the form of higher MVPD and ISP profits by limiting competition from OVDs. 
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the growth of the US industry. They ranged from 15 percent for 2014-2018, 25 percent for 

2013-2018, and 21 percent for 2010-2020.42

The shift towards the OVD model accelerated in late 2014. Late last year a number of 

major players announced that they were entering the OVD business. 

On October 15, 2014, HBO announced that the company will offer a stand-alone 
streaming service in 2015 (subsequently named “HBO Now”).43 A January 2015 survey 
found that 17 percent of broadband households would “likely subscribe” to the 
service.44

42 Infonetics forecasted that global OVD pay-TV subscription revenue will grow from $5.8 billion in 2014 to just 
over $10 billion in 2018. That is a compounded annual growth rate of 15 percent.  Infonetics, “Over-the-Top 
(OTT) Pay TV Expected to Soar to $10B by 2018; Netflix, Hulu Just the Beginning,” November 19 2014, 
available at http://www.infonetics.com/pr/2014/1H14-Pay-TV-Services-and-Subscribers-Market-Highlights.asp.
PwC forecasted that global OVD TV streaming subscriptions will grow from $3.3 billion in 2013 to $10.1 
billion in 2018.  That is an annual growth rate of 25 percent. Steven Rosenbaum, “Digital Video and OTT 
Poised for Dramatic Growth,” Forbes, June 9, 2014, available at 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/stevenrosenbaum/2014/06/09/digital-video-and-ott-poised-for-dramatic-growth/.
Digital TV Research has projected that U.S. OVD video revenues (including subscriptions, advertising, and 
other revenues) will grow from $2.3 billion in 2010 to $15.5 billion in 2020. That is a compounded annual 
growth rate of 21 percent over that decade Digital TV Research, “OTT Revenues to Rocket to $42 Billion by 
2020,” September 24, 2014, available at http://www.digitaltvresearch.com/ugc/press/100.pdf. In its non-
subscription data, Digital TV Research does not report the split between growth over 2010-2014 and over 2014-
2020 for U.S. total OVD revenue. They report figures for total U.S. OVD revenue for 2010 and for 2020. They 
also report worldwide OVD revenues for 2010, 2014, and 2020. For the U.S. OVD revenue estimate, I have 
assumed that the share of the total 2010-2020 U.S. OVD growth that occurred in 2010-2014 was the same as the 
share of world-wide OVD revenue growth that occurred in 2010-2014. This gives us an estimate of total US 
OVD revenue in 2014 of $7.0 billion, compared to $2.3 billion in 2010 and $15.5 billion in 2020. The estimated 
growth rate for 2014-2020 based on this calculation is 14.3 percent. 

43 Time Warner, “HBO Chairman and CEO Richard Plepler Announces HBO to Offer a Stand-Alone HBO 
Streaming Service in 2015,” October 15, 2014, available at http://www.timewarner.com/newsroom/press-
releases/2014/10/15/hbo-chairman-and-ceo-richard-plepler-announces-hbo-to-offer-a; Cynthia Littleton, “HBO 
to Launch Standalone Over-the-Top Service in U.S. Next Year,” Variety, October 15, 2014, available at 
http://variety.com/2014/tv/news/hbo-to-launch-over-the-top-service-in-u-s-next-year-1201330592/ (“…HBO’s 
unambiguous announcement of its intention to embrace the [stand-alone OTT] opportunity still caught the biz 
by surprise.”); Time Warner, “HBO to Launch Standalone Premium Streaming Service in April,” March 9, 2015 
available at http://www.timewarner.com/newsroom/press-releases/2015/03/09/hbo-to-launch-standalone-
premium-streaming-service-in-april;.

44 Amadou Diallo, “HBO’s Web-Only Service Projected to be a Huge Hit,” Forbes, January 22, 2015, available at 
http://www.forbes.com/sites/amadoudiallo/2015/01/22/hbos-web-only-service-projected-to-be-a-huge-hit/.
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On October 16, 2014, CBS announced “CBS All Access,” an OTT service delivering 
live streaming and full seasons of current shows for $5.99 per month.45

On November 13, 2014 Sony announced PlayStation Vue, a cloud-based TV service.46

On January 5, 2015, DISH announced plans for a 2015 Q1 launch of Sling TV, a stand-
alone OTT live-TV streaming service that includes 12 channels (including ESPN) for 
$20 per month.47

Apple is reported to be in the process of launching an OTT service in the fall of 2015, 
offering “consumers a ‘skinny’ bundle with well-known channels like CBS, ESPN and 
FX, while leaving out the many smaller networks in the standard cable TV package.”48

Analysts expect more entry.49 If the OVD industry were to displace much of the existing 

MVPD industry, as some commentators expect, these growth figures are significantly 

understated.

45 CBS Corporation, “CBS Bring Programming Direct to Consumers with New Multi-Platform Digital 
Subscription Service,” October 16, 2014, available at http://www.cbscorporation.com/news-
article.php?id=1096.

46 Sony, “Sony Network Entertainment International LLC (SNEI) and Sony Computer Entertainment Inc. (SCE) 
Today Unveiled Playstation Vue, a Pioneering New Cloud-Based TV Service that Reinvents the Television 
Experience,” November 13, 2014, available at http://www.sony.com/SCA/company-news/press-releases/sony-
corporation-of-america/2014/sony-network-entertainment-international-and-sony-.shtml; GigaOm, “A Sneak 
Peak at Sony’s Playstation Vue Internet TV Service,” January 28, 2015, available at 
https://gigaom.com/2015/01/28/a-sneak-peek-at-sonys-playstation-vue-internet-tv-service/.

47 DISH, “Sling TV to Launch Live, Over-the-Top Service for $20 Per Month,” January 5, 2015, available at 
http://about.dish.com/press-release/products-and-services/sling-tv-launch-live-over-top-service-20-month-
watch-tvs-tablets.

48 Keach Hagey, Shalini Ramachandran and  Daisuke Wakabayashi, “Apple Plans Web TV Service in Fall,” 
March 17, 2015, available at http://www.wsj.com/articles/apple-in-talks-to-launch-online-tv-service-
1426555611. The report noted that “For now, the talks don’t involve NBCUniversal, owner of the NBC 
broadcast network and cable channels like USA and Bravo, because of a falling-out between Apple and 
NBCUniversal parent company Comcast Corp., the people familiar with the matter said. Apple and Comcast 
were in talks as recently as last year about working together on a streaming television platform that would 
combine Apple’s expertise in user interfaces with Comcast’s strength in broadband delivery. Apple came to 
believe that Comcast was stringing it along while the cable giant focused on its own X1 Web-enabled set-top 
box, the people said. One media executive said it may be difficult for Apple to launch a service without 
NBCUniversal channels.” 

49 Kenneth Ziffren, “Who Wins the Race to Go Over-the-Top,” March 20, 2015, Hollywood Reporter, available at 
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/power-lawyer-ken-ziffren-who-780897; Claire Atkinson, “Amazon 
Plans a Streaming-Video Alternative,” November 21, 2014, New York post, available at 
http://nypost.com/2014/11/21/amazon-plans-a-streaming-video-alternative/.
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C.  Comcast’s Contract with Netflix Does Not Reflect the Full Exercise 
of Market Power and Is Therefore Not the Relevant Base for 
Assessing the Economic Magnitude of the Price Increases 

I showed above that the terminating access fees based on the Netflix contract amount to 

{{ }} percent of OVD revenue. It is likely the Comcast did not exercise its full market power 

in negotiating the contract with Netflix. It is likely that Comcast would charge OVDs much 

higher terminating access fees in the future, in the absence of the merger, so that the base for 

assessing the increase in the terminating access fees resulting from the merger would be larger.  

In other words, the relevant base for calculating the economic significance of the terminating 

access fees is likely to be a multiple of the {{ }} percent and the increase in the terminating 

access fees is therefore likely to be a multiple of the {{ }} percent.   

Comcast entered into a contract with Netflix over terminating access fees on {{

}}. That was {{ }} days after Comcast publicly announced its proposed acquisition 

of Time Warner Cable.50 Comcast therefore faced a strategic choice: if it charged a higher fee 

reflecting its full market power, it would be providing opponents of the merger clear evidence 

that it had significant market power over interconnection fees.  It had a significant incentive to 

charge a lower fee than it could to increase the likelihood of the merger being approved.  In 

addition, independent of the timing of the merger, the pendency of proceedings regarding the 

Open Internet Order provided an additional incentive not to seek to maximize terminating 

access fees.  As a result, the level of the terminating access fees that OVDs would pay in the 

50 Netflix first noticed Comcast congestion in mid-2013, and began negotiations shortly thereafter. The ultimately 
successful round of negotiations began in January 2014. Florance Declaration I, ¶¶ 45, 49, 56-57; McElearney 
Declaration, ¶ 43. The Comcast-Time Warner Cable merger was publicly announced on February 13, 2014. 
Comcast Corporation, “Time Warner Cable to Merge with Comcast Corporation to Create a World-Class 
Technology and Media Company,” February 13, 2014, available at http://corporate.comcast.com/news-
information/news-feed/time-warner-cable-to-merge-with-comcast-corporation. {{

}}
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event that Comcast had exercised its full market power is likely to be substantially higher than 

the level reflected in the Netflix contract.51

The Netflix contract itself may not prevent Comcast from imposing higher pecuniary or 

non-pecuniary costs on Netflix over the remaining life of the contract.  For example, Comcast 

could breach the contract.  Comcast can also limit Netflix’s ability to reach subscribers in ways 

that do not depend on port capacity, for example by imposing data caps, and seeking higher 

fees to address such limitations. 

V. The Merger Would Lead to an Economically Significant Increase in 
OVD Interconnection Fees Based on Professor Carlton’s “No Vertical 
Foreclosure Contract Theory” 

If Professor Carlton were right that Comcast would enter into mutually beneficial 

contracts with OVDs,52 rather than engage in a foreclosure strategy, then he is wrong that the 

merger would have “tiny” price effects. Comcast would charge substantially higher terminating 

access fees than discussed above if it charged OVDs for its lost profits, as described by 

Professor Carlton’s theory. In this section, I report estimates of the terminating access fees 

under Professor Carlton’s theory and the increase in those fees that would result from the 

merger.53 Since I do not believe that Professor Carlton’s theory is correct—Comcast would 

more be likely foreclose than accommodate OVDs through a “mutually beneficial contract”—I 

51 As I have noted before, Comcast was engaged in a public battle to “break zero” for terminating access fees. Its 
contract with Netflix, the largest OVD and most vociferous opponent to terminating access fees, set an 
important precedent for OVDS regarding terminating access fees. Evans Declaration I, ¶¶ 108-111. 

52 Even if it was possible to strike a deal between Comcast and an OVD, this “mutually beneficial” contract could 
result in an OVD having to hand over most of its potential profits to Comcast.  See Evans Vertical Paper. 

53 I focus on the terminating access fees in 2022 {{

}} 
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also do not believe that the estimates reported below are, in fact, relevant to evaluating the 

horizontal effects of this merger.54

A. Professor Carlton’s “No Vertical Foreclosure Contract Theory” 

Comcast operates both an ISP and an MVPD.  There is increasing evidence that OVDs 

compete with MVPDs for viewers.55 Comcast’s documents also indicate that it is {{

}}.56  Consequently, when Comcast considers 

the prices to charge for terminating access fees it would consider the fact that allowing an OVD 

to access its subscribers would result in the loss of profits to its MVPD and ISP businesses. As 

a result of this “vertical effect” it would charge a higher terminating access fee than it would 

charge if it only operated an ISP business. As OVDs become closer substitutes for MVPDs, and 

lower barriers of entry to the ISP business, we would expect Comcast would charge terminating 

access fees much higher than the levels discussed above.57

Professor Carlton has argued that Comcast would seek to recover its lost MVPD profits 

by charging OVDs access fees.58 However, he argues that Comcast would not have an incentive 

to engage in “vertical foreclosure.” He says that if OVDs and Comcast are competing for 

54 Evans Vertical Paper.  
55 Experian (2014), “Cross Device Video Analysis,” available at http://www.experian.com/marketing-

services/cross-device-video-analysis.html?intcmp=emsblog, at p. 6; MarketingCharts, “Pay TV Trends: Cord-
Cutting and Cord-Shaving on the Rise,” January 21, 2014, available at 
http://www.marketingcharts.com/television/pay-tv-trends-cord-cutting-and-cord-shaving-on-the-rise-39291/.

56 {{
}} 

57 It will become apparent from the calculations below that these lost profits are not accounted for in the current 
terminating access fees Comcast is charging Netflix. 

58 Carlton Declaration, ¶¶ 11-12.  
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customers, Comcast “has an incentive to reach a mutually beneficial vertical arrangement.”59

He goes on to say, “Thus, the Internet service provider (ISP) and the edge provider have an 

incentive to negotiate terms that split the surplus that their interaction generates in a way that 

makes both better off.   When ISPs and OVDs negotiate directly and flexibly, such flexibility 

removes any pricing-related constraints that might otherwise inhibit the ability to negotiate a 

mutually beneficial outcome.”60

He gives an example of such an arrangement:  “Suppose a consumer who pays $5 to 

Comcast for video on demand (VOD) services considers switching to Netflix instead of 

consuming those VOD services (a form of ‘cord-shaving’). In such an instance, Comcast could 

charge Netflix $5 for the switch if Comcast is the monopoly supplier to Netflix, as Commenters 

allege, and therefore has no incentive to destroy Netflix to prevent the switch.”61  In other 

words Comcast would seek to charge OVDs like Netflix a fee for access to Comcast’s 

subscribers to compensate Comcast for the fact that those subscribers would reduce their 

demand, and Comcast’s profits, for MVPD services as result of these OVD choices.62

Comcast would therefore be no worse off by giving OVDs access to its subscribers and 

better off if it also shares in the surplus created by OVD entry under Professor Carlton’s theory. 

He claims that it is better to accommodate OVDs than to foreclose them. As I have stated 

59 In fact, this “mutually beneficial” outcome could also be described as Comcast demanding a ransom for the 
release of Netflix’s hostage customers. See Evans Vertical Paper.  

60 Professor Carlton’s analysis does not hold, even given his other assumptions, in the situation in which OVDs 
threaten its long-term broadband monopoly (see Evans Declaration II, ¶¶ 155-197) or result in lost profits for 
NBCU (see {{ }}). 

61 Carlton Declaration, ¶¶ 11-12. 
62 The basic idea is that, if consumers value programming from an OVD more than they value programming from 

Comcast, then there must be some surplus that would enable Comcast and the OVD to enter into a deal, split the 
surplus, and have Comcast and the OVD both better off.  Although Comcast loses the MVPD revenue, it also 
avoids the cost of licensing programming, and charges the OVD more than enough to offset its lost MVPD 
margin. Meanwhile the OVD gets access to Comcast’s customers and makes some surplus too. 
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previously, Professor Carlton’s theory is incorrect. But if it were true, Comcast’s 

accommodation of OVDs would result in OVDs paying substantial terminating access fees as I 

show next. 

B. Estimate of Comcast’s MVPD Profits at Risk 

Comcast’s video revenues are about {{ }} per subscriber per month and its video 

operating margin is about {{ }} percent.63 Thus, its operating profits from video are about 

{{ }} per subscriber per month. It also incurs customer acquisition expenses, which I 

estimate conservatively at {{ }} per customer, expressed on a monthly basis.64  As a result 

its video profits net of customer acquisition expenses are about {{ }} per subscriber per 

month averaged over the expected life of each customer.  These calculations are rough but 

precise enough for establishing that interconnection fees would likely be economically 

substantial under Professor Carlton’s “no vertical foreclosure contract theory.” 

Comcast’s MVPD profits likely result largely from Comcast’s ability to negotiate 

favorable programming licensing deals.  Programming expenses are the major component of 

63 {{ }} This document is the same source Dr. Israel relied on for assessing the relative 
profitability of different types of customers for Comcast. See Israel Declaration II, ¶¶ 59-61. Note that these 
numbers are for video-only customers. Using these numbers as a proxy for Comcast’s profit for all MVPD 
customers is conservative, since bundle customers are typically more profitable. 

64 Comcast reports an upfront customer acquisition cost for video of {{ }}. See {{ }}. I 
amortize this on a monthly basis using the information on the attrition rate over time of video-only customers.  
See {{ }}. I estimate the constant monthly amount that would result in a net present value of 
{{ }} at the beginning of the period. I note that Comcast also reports that the customer life expectancy for 
video-only customers is {{ }}. See {{ }}. If I had calculated the monthly acquisition 
cost using that estimate of life expectancy, the estimate would have been significantly lower, which would have 
resulted in a significantly higher MVPD profit per subscriber. To be conservative, I use the former calculation. I 
also note that triple play customers are significantly more profitable for Comcast than video-only customers 
because they have lower attrition rates. To be conservative, I did not estimate the higher profitability of triple 
play customers and attribute a portion of that additional profitability to the video product (which is part of the 
triple play product). The estimate of the profit margin could also be further adjusted by a) accounting for 
installation revenues, or b) accounting for promotional discounts not included in the monthly ARPU. Data on 
these factors were not available in the {{ }}. Data on these factors were 
available for {{ }} and the net effect of these adjustments based on those data would be to 
increase the estimated profit margin, which would increase the MVPD profit threatened by OVDs. 
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costs for an MVPD. My understanding is that the largest MVPDs pay significantly less for 

programming than smaller ones. Smaller ISPs have indicated that the video business is 

essentially unprofitable on a standalone basis—AT&T, which is about a quarter the size of 

Comcast as an MVPD, has stated that “our video product is, on its own, unprofitable.”65

Smaller ISPs have also indicated the video is unprofitable and is essentially a loss leader for 

getting ISP subscribers.66

This analysis indicates that Comcast’s MVPD profits, on a per subscriber basis, result in 

significant part from its size. An important implication of this is that Comcast’s profits would 

fall disproportionately from a loss of subscribers.  As it has fewer subscribers it would have 

less bargaining power and its profits per subscriber would fall.67

   The growth of the OVD industry would jeopardize those profits. Much of the increase 

in OVD revenue is likely to come at the expense of MVPD revenue as consumers substitute 

one for the other.68 Table 1 shows projected OVD revenue as a percent of current MVPD 

65 Statement of Randall Stephenson (Chairman, CEO, and President of AT&T Inc.), Hearing: The Proposed 
Merger of AT&T and DirecTV, United States House of Representatives, Committee on the Judiciary, 
Subcommittee on Regulatory Reform, Commercial and Antitrust Law, June 24, 2014, available at 
http://judiciary.house.gov/_cache/files/f6c337d5-a54e-4681-b611-88f1443a2e71/stephenson-testimony.pdf.

66 At a recent investor conference, the CFO of TiVo noted that “One thing that is very interesting about the 
international market relative to the U.S. market is everyone looks at the U.S. cable market today and says that 
the value is all created from broadband. Video is looked at as a loss leader or some might look at it as a tack-on 
for additional margins from what they can secure from the broadband. The profits aren’t being driven by video.” 
SeekingAlpha, “TiVo CFO Naveen Chopra at MKM Partners Investor Day Conference,” September 24, 2014, 
Transcript available at http://seekingalpha.com/article/2519165-tivo-cfo-naveen-chopra-at-mkm-partners-
investor-day-conference?page=2.

67 This reduced bargaining power and higher programming cost reduces Comcast’s advantage relative to smaller 
ISPs and in particular ISP entrants. That provides a further incentive for Comcast to engage in vertical 
foreclosure contrary to Professor Carlton’s theory. See Evans Declaration II, ¶¶ 193-197. 

68 The exact relationship between increases and OVD revenue and MVPD revenue is complicated.  If consumers 
paid OVDs and MVPDs the same effective prices for content and if OVD viewership substituted one for one for 
MVPD viewership, a 100 percent increase in OVD revenue relative to 2014 (from $7.0 billion to $14.0 billion)  
would result in an {{ }} percent decrease in MVPD revenue (from {{ }} to {{ }}) 
relative to 2013. If substitution is less than one for one then MVPD revenue would fall less than OVD revenue 
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revenue as of 2022.69  It ranges from {{ }} percent of MVPD revenue with an OVD growth 

rate of 15 percent to {{ }} percent of MVPD revenue with an OVD growth rate of 25 

percent.70 Given the current pace of change, and how rapidly change has taken place in other 

industries disrupted by the Internet, it is conceivable that in the absence of foreclosure the OVD 

model could displace a much larger fraction of MVPD revenue by 2022. 

 Table 1: U.S. OVD Revenue in 2020 under Various Growth Assumptions 
OVD Revenue CAGR  

2014-2022 
OVD Revenue, 2022 

($ bil.) 
OVD 2022 Revenue as % of 

2013 MVPD Revenue 
15% $21.3 billion {{ }} 
20% $30.0 billion {{ }} 
25% $41.6 billion {{ }} 

Based on these estimates, it is plausible that if Comcast gave OVDs access to its 

subscribers it could lose a substantial portion of its MVPD profits by 2022. It is plausible that 

Comcast could even lose all, or close to all, of its MVPD profits, even though it would retain a 

substantial part of its MVPD revenue. If there is a shift to an equilibrium in which consumers 

turn first to OVDs for content, the profitability of the MVPD model could deteriorate quickly. 

                            
would rise. If OVD effective prices are lower than MVPD effective prices then MVPD revenue would fall more 
than OVD revenue.   

69 For this calculation, I started with an estimate of $7.0 billion total U.S. OVD revenues in 2014 based on data 
from Digital TV Research (which includes subscription, advertising, purchase, and rental revenues) and 
assumed a constant compound annual growth rate of 15, 20, or 25 percent. Note that in its non-subscription data, 
Digital TV Research reported U.S. OVD revenue in 2010 ($2.3 billion) and in 2020 ($15.5 billion), but did not 
report a separate number for 2014. Digital TV Research, “OTT Revenues to Rocket to $42 Billion by 2020,” 
September 24, 2014, available at http://www.digitaltvresearch.com/ugc/press/100.pdf. They also report 
worldwide OVD revenues for 2010, 2014, and 2020. For the 2014 U.S. OVD revenue estimate, I have assumed 
that the share of the total 2010-2020 U.S. OVD growth that occurred in 2010-2014 was the same as the share of 
world-wide OVD revenue growth over 2010-2020 that occurred in 2010-2014. This gives us an estimate of total 
US OVD revenue in 2014 of $7.0 billion. 

70 I estimated size of the U.S. MVPD industry in 2013 by taking the number of MVPD subscribers as of year-end 
2013 as reported by SNL Kagan and multiplying by {{

}}. 
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To estimate what Comcast would have to seek in terminating access fees, I need to 

calculate the total amount of profit that Comcast would lose if it gave OVDs access.71 As noted 

above, Comcast’s monthly profit per MVPD subscriber is {{ }}. I assume that Comcast 

would lose 50 percent of its MVPD profits in 2022 if it allowed OVDs access to its subscribers. 

As I have noted, it is possible that OVDs could displace more MVPD revenue and profit by 

2022. Comcast’s MVPD profits depend in significant part on its scale, so that a given 

percentage loss in revenues would likely result in a disproportionately larger loss of profits. I 

take a loss of 50 percent of MVPD profits as a plausible scenario.72

 The loss of 50 percent of its MVPD profits would amount to {{ }} 

annually.73 Comcast would have to charge OVDs at least this amount annually to eliminate its 

incentives for vertical foreclosure under Professor Carlton’s theory. This estimate is 

conservative, in that it does not take into account the profits Comcast may lose if ubiquitous 

OVD programming results in accelerated entry by broadband ISPs. 

C. Estimates of the Merger-Specific Increase in Fees Under Professor 
Carlton’s “No Vertical Foreclosure Contract Theory” 

After the merger, Comcast would be able to increase the access fees it could demand 

from OVDs as a result of its larger size. It will be able to do so for two merger-specific reasons. 

71 I note that these estimates of lost MVPD profits are for Comcast only. I have not attempted to calculate a similar 
figure for Time Warner Cable in the absence of the merger. Also, as noted above, these estimates are based on 
{{ }} under the Carlton no vertical foreclosure 
contract framework discussed. 

72 Even with a loss of only 25 percent of its MVPD profits, the impact of the merger on terminating access fees 
would still be substantial. And with a greater loss of its MVPD profits, the impact of the merger on terminating 
access fees would much larger than I report below. 

73 For this calculation, I apply the change in MVPD profits per subscriber (12 months * {{ }} per month) 
times the number of post-Transaction video subscribers ({{ }}) to get {{ }}.  This 
calculation does not estimate the impact on divested subscribers. 
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The first is the one I discussed above and have addressed in my previous declarations. 

Comcast would have greater bargaining power as a result of controlling access to a larger share 

of the nation’s broadband subscribers. The price-size evidence described above indicates that 

the combination with Time Warner Cable would likely result in a significant increase in 

bargaining power over OVDs. 

Professor Carlton’s framework for establishing the terminating access fees that would 

eliminate the incentive leads to a second merger-specific effect on prices. The merged entity 

would likely secure lower programming costs as a result of its larger size, and realize higher 

profits because it does not face competitive pressure to pass those lower costs on to its 

customers.  As a result, in the absence of competition from OVDs, Comcast’s MVPD profit 

margin would likely be greater following the merger. It would therefore have more profits at 

risk and seek compensation for those higher profits under Professor Carlton’s theory. 

One estimate of the increase in access fees that Comcast could charge as a result of its 

increased size from the merger is, based on the Tobit regressions discussed earlier, {{ }} 

percent of the pre-merger Comcast fee.74 Taking the assumption that Comcast would lose 50 

percent of its video profits, which would result in an access fee of {{ }} per subscriber per 

74 The {{ }} percent is the estimated increase in Comcast’s terminating access fees based on my analysis of the 
Netflix interconnection agreements. This estimate is based on access fees that larger ISPs are able to OVDs for 
access to broadband customers. The access fee described in this section is based on the loss of MVPD profits. 
The MVPD profits come from the ability of larger MVPDs to implicitly charge for access to MVPD customers. 
The difference between the programming fees paid by larger versus smaller MVPDs can be viewed as an 
implicit fee for access that the larger MVPDs are able to charge. Thus, while the estimate of a {{ }} percent 
increase in the Comcast fee arises in a different context from the access fees discussed in this section, both types 
of fees are for access to a cable company’s customers for the purpose of distributing video content and are 
therefore sufficiently similar I use the {{ }} percent as a starting point. To be conservative, I also consider a 
range of price increases substantially below {{ }} percent. As I show below, the impact of the merger is 
substantial throughout the entire range.    Note that this is this estimate of the access price estimate is lower than 
the {{ }} percent I reference above, which is an estimate of the price increase for Comcast and Time Warner 
Cable taken together.  The price increase starting from the Comcast pre-merger price is {{

}}.  See Evans Declaration II, ¶ 139.   
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month, an increase of {{ }} percent would be about an additional {{ } per MVPD 

subscriber per month. With respect to the Time Warner Cable subscribers, if we assume that 

before the merger Time Warner Cable was receiving no more than Comcast was in video profit 

per subscriber and that after the merger the combined entity would charge the same access fee 

on former Time Warner Cable subscribers as on former Comcast subscribers, then the 

additional fee resulting from the merger applicable to the former Time Warner Cable 

subscribers would be at least as large as the {{ }} per subscriber per month I have calculated 

for the Comcast subscribers. 

Under these assumptions, the merger would increase annual terminating access fees of 

by {{ }} in 2022.75 In addition to a {{ }} percent increase I also consider smaller 

increases of 10, 25 percent and 50 percent for comparison, which result in increases of the 

annual terminating access fee of {{ }}, {{ }} and {{ }} 

respectively.76 The present discounted value of these increases over 10 years, from 2022 to 

2031, are {{ }} (10 percent increase), {{ }} (25 percent increase), {{

}} (50 percent increase), and {{ }} ({{ }} percent increase) in 2022 dollars. 

75 This is based on the post-merger entity having 30.0 million MVPD customers (accounting for divestitures). 
76 Even loss of only 25 percent of its MVPD profits, the impact of the merger on terminating access fees would 

still be substantial. The impact would be {{ }} assuming a 50 percent increase in fees resulting from 
the merger. With the loss of 75 percent of its MVPD profits, the impact of the merger would be {{ }} 
assuming a 50 percent increase in fees. 
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Table 2: Comcast’s Terminating Access Fee Needed to Replace Lost MVPD Revenue 

Increase in 
Terminating
Access Fee 

Terminating
Access Fee  

(Before Increase) 

Terminating
Access Fee  

(After Increase) 

Increase in 
Terminating
Access Fee 

Net Present Value 
of the Fee  

(After Increase) 
2022-2031

Net Present 
Value of the Fee 

Increase  
2022-2031

10% {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} 
25% {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} 
50% {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} 

{{ }} {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} {{ }} 

Therefore, if Professor Carlton were right that Comcast, in the face of losing MVPD 

profits, would enter into mutually beneficial contracts with OVDs rather than foreclose them, 

then Comcast would charge much greater terminating access fees than the approach based on 

the current Netflix contract described in the preceding section, and the merger would result in 

an increase in those annual fees that would be more be much greater than that based on the 

Netflix contract.77

VI. Conclusion

Robust evidence shows that Comcast has significant market power over terminating 

access fees to OVDs because its subscribers have little or no choice but to use Comcast and 

because OVDs have no way to reach those subscribers but through Comcast’s closed private 

network.  Robust evidence also shows that larger ISPs charge significantly higher terminating 

access fees.  Comcast would therefore likely raise terminating access fees significantly 

following the acquisition of Time Warner Cable. The absolute magnitude of the increase in 

terminating access fees following the merger is likely to be substantial given that the OVD 

77 Professor Carlton is not right though. His theoretical analysis is wrong as applied to the facts of this matter and 
is inconsistent with views stated by, and actions taken by, Comcast’s senior management. See Evans Vertical 
Paper. 
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industry is growing rapidly and will likely account for a substantial portion of the time 

American households spend watching long-run videos using their wired ISPs.
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* * *

 The foregoing declaration has been prepared using facts of which I have personal 

knowledge or based upon information provided to me.  I declare under penalty of perjury that the 

foregoing is true and correct to the best of my information, knowledge, and belief.   

Executed on April 6, 2015. 
     

__________________________ 
David S. Evans 
Chairman 
Global Economics Group 
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Public Interest Statement concerning the Merger 

of Charter, Bright House, and Time Warner Cable 

Fiona Scott Morton 

24 June 2015 

I. Introduction 

1. I am the Theodore Nierenberg Professor of Economics at the Yale School of 
Management, a Visiting Professor in the Economics Department of the University of Edinburgh, 
and a Senior Consultant at Charles River Associates. I was the Deputy Assistant Attorney 
General for Economic Analysis with the Antitrust Division of the US Department of Justice in 
2011 and 2012. I have taught at the business schools of Stanford and the University of Chicago 
and served as Associate Dean for Faculty Development at Yale School of Management. I 
received a PhD in Economics from MIT in 1994. 

2. At Yale University, I teach courses in the area of competitive strategy and competition 
economics and policy. My research is in the area of empirical Industrial Organization, the sub
field of microeconomics that includes competition economics and the study of firm behavior. I 
have authored or co-authored more than 20 articles in a variety of areas of economics. Those 
articles have been published in leading scholarly and professional journals, including the 
American Economic Review, the RAND Journal of Economics, the Journal of Industrial 
Economics, and the Quarterly Journal of Economics. 

3. The economics of the proposed mergers among Charter Communications ("Charter"), 
Bright House Networks ("BHN"), and Time Warner Cable ("TWC") promise substantial 
pro competitive benefits. Consumers will benefit from the procompetitive incentives and 
resources of the combined firm ("the post-merger firm" or "New Charter"). These consumer 
benefits, coupled with the lack of any anti competitive effects resulting from the mergers, indicate 
the mergers are in the public interest. 

4. In preparing this statement, I have reviewed documents from Charter, TWC and BHN, 
and interviewed executives from Charter and TWC. I rely on information from those documents 
and interviews below. As the merger review process continues, more information will become 
available, and I may update my findings. 

II. The merging firms do not compete to provide MVPD, broadband or voice services 

5. The mergers will not cause any harmful price effects in the markets for multichannel 
video programming distributor ("MVPD"), broadband, or voice services. Charter, BHN and 
TWC have de minimis overlap geographically, and therefore do not currently compete to provide 
MVPD, broadband or voice services to the same subscribers. Because there is de minimis 
geographic overlap between the merging firms, there can be no change in the post-merger firm's 
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incentives to unilaterally increase prices to subscribers.) The post-merger finn would not want 
to raise one of its prices and risk losing a subscriber with the hope of "recapturing" the 
subscriber with its merging partner's products. There is no hope of such recapture without 
meaningful geographic overlap. Therefore, these mergers will not create a loss of competition 
MVPD, broadband or voice services. 

III. Increased incentive to make fixed cost investments 

6. New Charter will have an increased incentive to invest in new and upgraded technology 
and services, because the post-merger firm will have increased scale and scope relative to any of 
the stand-alone firms. This increased incentive is procompetitive and will lead New Charter to 
increase its investments. Those increased investments will benefit subscribers. 

A. Increased scale 

7. Based on the parties' EOY 2014 subscriber counts, the increase in scale due to the 
transaction ranges from 58% to 842%, depending on the stand-alone finn and the service. See 
Table 1. For example, Charter has about 5 million broadband customers and BHN only about 2 
million. The merger will join these two entities with TWC and increase TWC's scale from 12.3 
million to over 19 million broadband subscribers. 

Table 1 
Subscriber Counts by Company and Service (000) 

End of 2014 
Video Broadband Voice 

Stand-alone companies 

Time Warner 10,992 12,253 5,607 

Charter 4,293 5,072 2,619 

Bright House 2,039 2,057 1,168 

Post-merger Company 17,324 19,382 9,394 

% increase over stand-alone 

Time Warner 58% 58% 68% 

Charter 304% 282% 259% 

Bright House 749% 842% 704% 

Source: Parties data. 

8. Suppose a new product is valuable to subscribers, such as a modem with faster transfer 
speeds in the home, and that subscribers are more willing to subscribe or to pay more for the 
improved speeds. A firm will have an incentive to provide this valuable product, if the 

J In fact, cost savings and other synergies related to the merger will give the post-merger firm an 
incentive to lower prices. See my discussion below. 
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additional subscribers and revenue is enough to recover the cost of providing the product. The 
additional amount must cover both the variable and fixed costs of the product. Variable costs are 
costs that increase with the number of subscribers. Part of the cost of the modem is likely 
variable-you need one modem for every subscriber and, as you increase subscribers, you will 
increase the number of modems you need. But part of the cost of the modem is also fixed. The 
investment in the design of the modem, for example, is a fixed cost that does not vary as the 
number of subscribers increases. The additional revenue a firm can earn from a product is the 
per-subscriber incremental revenue times the number of subscribers. Holding all else constant, 
the additional revenue increases with the number of subscribers, while the fixed cost stays the 
same. The more subscribers there are, the more likely it is that the additional revenue outweighs 
the fixed cost. Thus, it is clear that more fixed cost investments will be undertaken as the 
number of subscribers, or scale, increases.2 

9. The reason it makes sense to highlight the fixed costs of investment is because there are 
many important innovations whose costs are mostly fixed. Software is a good example; it costs 
the same amount to write the code no matter how many subscribers use it. When a large number 
of subscribers use the innovation, the per-subscriber fixed cost is very low. Therefore, it is much 
easier for the firm to earn a positive return on a software innovation when it has larger scale. 

10. Because of the economic benefits of scale, New Charter will have an incentive to incur 
much larger fixed cost investments in order to create a new product or service than any of the 
stand-alone firms. The increased incentive to incur larger fixed cost investments will lead to the 
creation of new products and services that would not have been invested in by the stand-alone 
firms. These products and services will be valuable to subscribers and will make the combined 
firm's products more attractive and competitive with substitute products. 

2 A more formal exposition of the principle that a larger scale will lead to more fixed investment 
can be based on the classic Dorfman-Steiner Model. See Dorfman, Robert, and Peter O. Steiner, 
"Optimal Advertising and Optimal Quality," American Economic Review 44, 826-36 (1954). 
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11. For example, consider the fixed costs associated with Charter's Spectrum Guide shown in 
the table below.3 

[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

spectrum Guide Deployment Cost per Su b 

SPECTRUM wIne - RXED CAPEX 
15 i.,M!I.Qm/ 

Video a.stom.eB 
(harter 4.3M 

TWe lUIM 
BHN 2.~ 

Total 173M 

AS!'Iumption'!!: 

2015 

Cost per Sub 

I Ie 'oii!Iw 13lb~ "QI 

2. 'CUI ~:05 ~ ;u.J' 1! !>':'5'I-5 ~: .. 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

Total 
Chane!" Co.s:t 

Toul 
am 

Charter 

12. According to this analysis from Charter, Charter will invest more than [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]in fixed 
product and network operations costs during 2014 and 2015 in order to deploy its new cloud
based Spectrum Guide to Charter subscribers. Allocated over Charter's approximately 4.3 
million video subscribers, that [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END 
HIGHL Y CONFIDENTIAL] translates to [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]per subscriber. Charter estimates that it would cost an 
additional [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] to enable TWC and BRN set-top boxes to communicate with the Spectrum 
Guide. Nonetheless, the additional subscribers from TWC and BHN will dramatically reduce the 
per subscriber cost down to [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL]. This analysis illustrates the significantly lower per subscriber cost of a 
fixed investment for the post-merger firm compared to the stand-alone firms. Because the per
subscriber cost is so much lower, New Charter will have an increased incentive to make fixed 
investments in products like the Spectrum Guide. 

13. Some of the products and services that New Charter will invest in will create new or 
increased competition in adjacent markets. For example, the post-merger firm will have an 

3 See <Spectrum Guide Cost Comparison> received 6117/2015 . 
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increased incentive to invest in WiFi technology and deployments that will allow it to compete 
on a facilities basis with current cellular providers. WiFi provides customers alternative access 
to data services for tablets and other devices from those offered by cellular providers. One 
potential technology called Home as a Hotspot makes home wireless routers act as wireless 
hotspots, enabling customers to easily get online from locations away from their own homes. In 
combination with New Charter's increasing deployment of out-of-home WiFi, this would create 
a robust WiFi network available for millions of customers. 

14. There are many examples of fixed cost investments that the stand-alone firms have 
chosen not to make due to lack of scale. For example, all three firms cite a lack of scale as a 
reason for having smaller research and development teams. With more scale, the incentive to 
increase the size ofthose teams will increase. TWC, which is the largest of the stand-alone 
firms, has delayed investments in: 

[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

• 
• 
• 

• 

• 
; and 

• 4 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

15. Similarly, Charter reports that ifit had more scale over which to spread development 
costs it would have been able to: 

[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

• 

• 

4 Based on input from Peter Stem, Executive Vice President and Chief Product, People and 
Strategy Officer for TWC, provided June 7, 2015. 

5 Based on input from Richard DiGeronimo, Executive Vice President of Product and Strategy 
for Charter, provided June 9, 2015. 

5 
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[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

16. With the increased scale, the post-merger firm will be more likely to recover the costs of 
all of these investments, and is therefore more likely to make them promptly. The result will be 
higher quality services for subscribers. 

B. Increased geographic scope 

17. Along with increased scale, the post-merger firm will have increased geographic scope. 
Its increased geographic scope will make certain types of investments more efficient. For 
example, New Charter will have an increased incentive to invest in attracting and maintaining its 
subscribers using mass market advertising. Because mass market advertising like television ads 
are purchased for an entire DMA, the value of the mass market advertising to New Charter 
increases as New Charter's geographic coverage within a DMA increases. New Charter will be 
more likely to spend resources using mass marketing to attract and maintain its subscribers 
because each advertisement will reach a larger number of subscribers or potential subscribers. 

18. While other providers, like DirecTV, DISH, AT&T, Verizon, and others, also compete as 
MVPDs within different DMAs, cable mUltiple systems operators ("cable MSOs") serve 
virtually non-overlapping regions. Because their regions are virtually non-overlapping, a higher 
share of cable MSO subscribers serves as excellent proxy for a cable MSO's breadth of 
geographic coverage within a DMA. For example, in Ql 2015 Charter accounted for 
approximately 14% of the cable MSO video subscribers in the Los Angeles DMA, TWC for 
73%, and BHN for none. The post-merger New Charter would serve 87% of cable MSO video 
subscribers in the Los Angeles DMA. 6 Table 2 illustrates for five large DMAs how post-merger 
New Charter will create wide geographic coverage. In fact, I understand that today mass market 
advertising is efficient for only about 50% of Charter subscribers, while it will be efficient for 
90% of the post-merger firm's subscribers'? 

6 But note that the post-merger firm would only serve 34% of all MVPD subscribers in the Los 
Angeles DMA. Other providers like Dire.cTV, DISH, Verizon, and AT&T would serve 24%, 
16%, 12%, and 9% respectively. 

7 Based on input from Jonathan Hargis, Executive Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer 
for Charter, provided June 3, 2015. 
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Table 2 
Summary of Cable MSO and Other MVPD Subscriber Clustering 
Five Large DMAs where Merger of Charter, TWC, and Bright House Creates Clustering 

los Angeles, CA Dallas-Ft. Worth, TX Charlotte, NC 
Raleigh-Durham 

Milwaukee, WI 
(Fayetteville), NC 

DMA Rank by Total HHs 2 5 23 25 36 
Number of Subscribers 

Time Warner Cable 1,277,907 309,688 361,935 405,770 296,920 
Charter 247,454 107,385 80,940 30,119 68,845 
Bright House 0 0 0 0 0 
Charter - TWC 1,525,361 417,073 442,875 435,889 365,765 

Other Cable 233,264 76,040 59,595 26,334 820 

Total cable 1,758,625 493,113 502,470 462,223 366,585 

Other MVPD 

DlrecTV 1,094,248 520,648 213,493 221,118 143,694 
DISH 707,169 344,628 149,064 152,018 96,353 
AT&T U-Verse 396,228 461,313 69,597 50,186 130,847 
Verizon Fi05 520,005 253,291 NA NA NA 

Total MVPD 4,476,275 2,072,993 934,624 885,545 737,479 

Share of Cable Subscribers 
Time Warner Cable 72.7% 62.8% 72.0% 87.8% 
Charter 14.1% 21.8% 16.1% 6.5% 
Bright House 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Charter - TWC 86.7% 84.6% 88.1% 94.3% 

Share of Total MVPD Subscribers 
Time Warner Cable 28.5% 14.9% 38.7% 45.8% 
Charter 5.5% 5.2% 8.7% 3.4% 
Bright House 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 
Charter - TWC 34.1% 20.1% 47.4% 49.2% 

Source : SNl-Kagan, 2015 Q1. 

19. The post-merger firm's increase in geographic scope will make the per-subscriber 
advertising cost of mass market advertising fall. As such, the post-merger firm will have an 
increased incentive to advertise, which will intensify competition with rivals and benefit 
consumers. 

20. Although not related to the firm's incentive to invest, another benefit of increased 

81.0% 
18.8% 
0.0% 

99.8% 

40.3% 
9.3% 
0.0% 

49.6% 

geographic scope is that the post-merger firm will be better able to serve multi-location 
businesses. Businesses with locations that currently span a combination of the Charter, TWC 
and BHN networks will be better served by the post-merger firm, because all of the business's 
locations will be served by a single provider rather than two or three separate providers. Thus, 
these multi-location businesses will gain a "one-stop-shopping" benefit that will reduce their 
costs.8 A similar benefit will accrue to advertisers that seek to buy advertising on cable TV. 

8 Note that this benefit does not have a potential countervailing harm, as there is no reduction in 
competition for subscribers from the merger. See § II above. 
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Post-merger, advertisers that want to reach subscribers spanning a combination of Charter, TWC, 
or BHN networks will be able to reach those subscribers by buying ads from a single cable MSO 
rather than two or three cable MSOs. 

IV. Lower marginal costs 

21. Because of its increased scale, the post-merger firm's marginal cost will decrease. The 
post-merger firm's marginal cost will decrease because it will be purchasing higher volumes of 
inputs like co-axial cable, construction services, set-top boxes, and modems. These higher 
volumes will allow the post-merger firm's suppliers to achieve economies of scale and their 
associated cost savings. A portion ofthese cost savings will likely be passed through to the post
merger firm in the form oflower input prices. In turn, the post-merger firm will likely pass 
through a portion of the savings associated with lower input prices to its subscribers.9 Thus, both 
suppliers and subscribers will benefit from the post-merger firm's increased scale. 

22. Charter's World Box is also a likely source of reduced marginal cost. For example, I 
understand that TWC currently pays [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] plus [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] in cableCARD fees for an HD set-top box. IO Charter currently 
pays [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] plus 
[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] in platform 
fees for a World Box HD set-top box that does not need a cableCARD because it uses 
downloadable security. I I Due to the difference between the cableCARD fees and platform fees, 
the World Box is less costly than the TWC box by [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]. Based on these numbers, if New Charter uses the 
World Box instead ofTWC's box, it will save [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) on each box, which will result in a reduction of the 
marginal cost to serve video subscribers. 

23. I also understand that TWC has lower programming costs than Charter. Because 
programming costs are typically paid on a per-subscriber basis, if New Charter can lower its 
programming costs for current Charter subscribers by purchasing all of its programming under 
TWC's terms, it will reduce New Charter's marginal cost per video subscriber. Part of that 
reduction in cost would likely be passed through to subscribers in the form of lower prices. 

V. Increased speed as a consequence of scale 

24. The post-merger firm will have an increased incentive to invest in its network to the 
benefit of subscribers as described above. A significant aspect of these investments in fiber, 
software, and hardware is the increased speed that will become available to the post-merger 

9 A profit maximizing firm that faces a downward sloping demand curve will pass through a 
portion of the marginal cost savings in the form of lower prices. If the demand curve is linear, 
the firm will pass through 50% of the marginal cost savings. 

10 See <STB purchasing request 0615115 (2).xlsx>. 

II See <World Box and DCAS DRM Summary_2014-07-17 _FINAL.pdf>. 
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finn's high speed data ("HSD" or "broadband") subscribers. See Table 3 for counts ofHSD 
subscribers by Internet Service Provider ("ISP"). 

Table 3 

High Speed Data Subscribers in U.S. 2014 Q4 
Subscribers 

Total High 

Speed Data 1 

1 Comcast 21,962,000 

Pro-Forma New Charter 19,443,462 

2 AT&T 16,028,000 

3 Time Warner Cable 12,253,000 

4 Verizon Communications 9,205,000 

5 CenturyLink 6,082,000 

6 Charter Communications 5,072,000 

7 Cox Communications 4,841,923 

8 Cablevision 2,760,000 

9 Bright House Networks 2,118,462 

10 Suddenlink 1,212,800 
Other Operators 11,364,815 

Total U.S. 92,900,000 
1 - SNL Kagan. Total excludes wireless and satellite high speed 

data subscribers. Figures include commercial customers. 

Shar~s 

Total High 

Speed Data 

23.6% 

20.9% 

17.3% 

13.2% 

9.9% 

6.5% 
5.5% 

5.2% 

3.0% 

2.3% 

1.3% 
12.2% 

100% 

25. Investment in broadband speed is widespread in the industry. EOY 2014 broadband 
subscriber counts are shown in Table 3. I understand that all major ISPs are investing in 
improving their networks and attracting more broadband subscribers. For example, companies 
like Google, AT&T, Cox, CenturyLink and others have announced their intention to invest in 
gigabit Internet services. 12 Thus, while the merging firms are increasing their number of high 
speed subscribers, the total number of high speed subscribers is also increasing rapidly, which 
makes HSD shares a moving target. 

26. The increasing number of subscribers with faster broadband speeds does indicate a clear 
conclusion: investments in complements to speed will become more profitable and more 
prevalent over time. Complements such as content itself, software interfaces, and mobile 
applications will all be faster, higher quality, and therefore in higher demand by subscribers as 
speeds increase. ISPs will want to sell subscribers services they demand, and will have an 
incentive to invest as described above. In particular, subscribers are likely to take advantage of 
speed by consuming more Online Video Distributor ("OVD") services. The primary rationale 
for such speed increases is to facilitate use of streaming video services. A credible signal of the 
post-merger firm's strategy to enhance entry ofOVDs is therefore its investment in broadband 
speed. 
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27. Note that the value ofincreased broadband speed to subscribers is almost certainly 
enormous, and greatly exceeds any amount subscribers are currently willing to pay for increased 
speed. The next generation's Amazon, Google, eBay, or Facebook may well arise because of, or 
benefit from, increased broadband speeds. The value of increased speed will likely be closely 
tied to the value of new Internet innovations that require speed. With more investment in speed, 
innovation is more likely to occur faster. 

VI. Partnering for Innovation 

28. The post-merger firm's larger scale will make it a better partner for innovators. In the 
same way that the post-merger firm's larger scale increases its incentives to invest in new 
products and services, it also increases the incentive and ability of the firm to partner with 
innovators in vertically related markets. For example, by giving an innovator access to its larger 
base of subscribers, the post-merger firm is more likely to give the innovator an incentive to 
invest. With access to a larger base of subscribers, the innovator is more likely to gain the scale 
needed to make a fixed cost investment profitable. An innovator may even be able to achieve the 
scale it requires for profitability from the post-merger firm alone. This would reduce any 
uncertainty about its ability to profitably enter and would likely reduce its cost of entering. 

29. First, note that there is no required scale for innovation. Some innovations may be 
profitable with very few subscribers, and others may be profitable only with very many 
subscribers. One of the benefits of the mergers is that New Charter will become an additional 
option for innovators that need a large scale for viable entry. And not all innovators need 
partnership with broadband providers. In fact, numerous edge providers of many types offer 
content that is agnostic to the identity of the broadband provider. For example, the browser 
based streaming offerings of Y ouTube do not require special broadband provider integration. 
The innovations where partnering benefits the innovator include offerings where the broadband 
provider can enhance the customer's experience and thus improve the innovator's product. For 
example, suppose an innovator needs to have access to at least 15-20% of broadband subscribers 
to justify its fixed cost of investment. Today, only Comcast or AT&T can provide that scale of 
access by itself. See Table 3. In the past, without either one of Com cast or AT&T as a partner 
to, for example, optimize a technology to work on a particular cable system, an innovator would 
have to spend the fixed costs to negotiate and optimize with multiple broadband providers to 
reach 15-20% of subscribers. This would increase its cost of achieving that initial scale and 
discourage entry. New Charter will provide another option for entrants that desire a strong 
partner with scale. Furthermore, Com cast and AT&T are understandably less likely to support 
innovation that either does not fit their technology (i.e., AT&T's DSL) or their strategic 
priorities. For example, Comcast is less likely to support OVDs with programming that 
competes with NBCU programming. 

30. Because the post-merger firm will increase the options for innovators that need this type 
of scale, it will reduce the cost to innovators. The post-merger firm will compete with providers 
like Comcast, AT&T and others to sponsor the innovation that is best for them and their 
subscribers. Because the post-merger firm does not have the same incentives as these other 
providers, this competition to sponsor innovators will lead to a larger variety of products for 
subscribers. 
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31. I should also note that growth in broadband subscribers across providers continually 
improves the options for innovators. As different providers grow, they become more likely to 
have the scale to support innovation on their own, or to be part of a group of providers that 
support an innovation. 

32. An example of the type of innovation that New Charter will support comes from 
Charter's current effort to include OVDs on its Spectrum Guide. The Charter Spectrum Guide is 
a cloud-based system that presents Charter's video service to its subscribers. It includes a 
program grid that allows subscribers to navigate directly to programs. Charter designed the 
Spectrum Guide so that it could be expanded to include OVDs in the program grid. Charter is 
actively working with OVDs, including some of the largest, national OVDs, to include their 
programming applications within the Charter program grid. This would allow subscribers to 
access the OVD programming directly from the grid rather than via a separate Internet session 
using a PC, mobile phone, tablet or other device. Charter believes this will improve the overall 
experience for its subscribers, and also for OVD subscribers. 

33. It is not costless for OVDs to access subscribers of different networks. The OVDs need 
to design applications that can run on the device the subscriber wants to use. That could be a 
computer or laptop, but it could also be an application on the MSO's set-top boxes and network. 
Designing such an application is a fixed cost for the OVD. Charter's Spectrum Guide and World 
Box lower these costs for the OVD. Currently, if an OVD wanted to build an application for the 
three distinct Charter, TWC, and BHN platforms, then the OVD would have to develop three 
distinct applications, increasing the fixed development costs. With New Charter, an OVD would 
only have to develop the application once. And, New Charter's increased scale, as discussed 
above, lowers the per subscriber costs even more. This means that New Charter will be an even 
more desirable OVD partner in the future than any of the stand-alone companies are now. 

34. I should note that New Charter's increased scale will not likely give it the ability to 
foreclose innovators. For example, almost 70 million or 80% of broadband subscribers will be 
served by firms other than New Charter. Unless an innovator required access to more 70 million 
broadband subscribers to reach its minimum viable scale, the post-merger firm would not have 
the ability to foreclose. To put that in context, Netflix launched its video streaming service in 
2007 when it had about 7.5 million subscribers, a number one-tenth that size.13 Thus, it is very 
unlikely that the post-merger firm would have the ability to foreclose entry. 

VII. Improved access for OVDs 

35. A significant concern about the recently proposed Corncast I TWC merger was that 
Comcast would have an increased incentive to foreclose OVDs. One concern was that by 
blocking OVDs Comcast could give an advantage to its NBCU unit. Another concern was that 
Comcast's desire to protect MVPD revenue would create an incentive to foreclose OVDs. 

13 See "A brief history of the company that revolutionized watching of movies and TV shows," 
available at 
https:llpr.netflix.com/WebClient/loginPageSalesN et WorksAction.do ?contentGroupld= 10477. 
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36. However, New Charter has different incentives that favor rather than hann OVDs. New 
Charter will not have a similar incentive to foreclose OVDs and other vertically related 
providers. Unlike Comcast, New Charter will not own substantial interests in nationwide 
broadcast and cable programming, while its technology is relative inexpensive for both OVDs 
and consumers. 14 Because it will not have substantial interests in these vertically related 
industries, New Charter will not have an incentive to foreclose finns in those industries from 
access to its subscribers. For example, because New Charter will not have an interest in the 
production of nationwide video programming, it will not have an incentive to prevent rival 
networks or OVDs from being distributed to its subscribers in order to favor its own video 
programmmg. 

37. To the contrary, New Charter will have an increased incentive and ability to promote 
OVDs and other edge providers in order to encourage usage that expands subscribership to its 
broadband network. In addition, given that the merging parties are experiencing growth in 
broadband subscribers as video subscribers decline-and given that each finn's profitability and 
future success depends far more on its broadband business than its video business-the 
combined finn will not have any incentive to take any action that hanns the attractiveness of 
broadband to its consumers. 

38. To detennine if New Charter will have an incentive to foreclose OVDs, one needs to 
compare the benefits and losses New Charter would get from foreclosure. The benefits will 
depend on whether OVDs offer services that are substitutes or complements for New Charter 
services. Is a subscriber that purchases OVD services like Netflix more or less likely to purchase 
video services from an MVPD? I show below that OVDs are often a complement to MVPD 
video services, and therefore that it is unlikely that a non-vertically integrated MVPD will have 
an incentive to foreclose OVDs. In fact, even if OVD services are substitutes for MVPD 
services, it is unlikely that MVPDs like New Charter will have an incentive to foreclose. 

A. New Charter Will Not Foreclose OVD Providers 

39. Suppose hypothetically that New Charter could somehow refuse OVDs access to its 
broadband network, making OVDs unavailable to its broadband subscribers. Suppose further 
that OVD services are substitutes for traditional video services provided by MVPDs. Under 
these assumptions, if New Charter chose to foreclose OVDs, some of its broadband subscribers 
would purchase more traditional video services from New Charter, which would be a gain for 
New Charter. Other broadband subscribers would switch to an ISP that did not foreclose OVD 
services (such as rival ISP / MVPDs like AT&TJDirecTV, or Verizon), which would be a loss 
for New Charter. If the gain from the subscribers that stay with New Charter after foreclosure is 
less than the loss from the subscribers that leave (or that chose not to subscribe in the first place), 
then the foreclosure would be unprofitable and New Charter would not have an incentive to 
foreclose. The keys to understanding the incentive to foreclose, then, are the incremental profit 

14 I understand that TWC has a partial interest in iN Demand and the MLB Network. I 
understand that Liberty Broadband will hold a minority interest in New Charter, and I understand 
John Malone holds a minority interest in Liberty Broadband. Because John Malone will not 
have a controlling interest, he will not have the ability to require New Charter to favor any 
interests he might have in video programming. 
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margins generated by the different services subscribers choose, and the likely proportions of 
subscribers switching services versus buying more services when OVDs are not available. 15 

i. Single Play subscribers 

40. Broadband is an important and growing service for each of the current merging parties 
and will remain so for New Charter. Table 1 helps to indicate this importance. Combined, the 
three firms have about 17 million basic video subscribers compared to about 19 million 
broadband subscribers. In Ql 2013, the combined video services had roughly 0.9 million more 
subscribers than broadband services. 16 By Ql 2015, broadband services exceeded video services 
by roughly 2.6 million subscribers. 17 The tilt of subscribers towards broadband is likely to 
continue into the future. 

41. Broadband services are incrementally more profitable on average than video services and 
require less capital investment for new connections. Recent trends suggest that broadband will 
only become more profitable relative to video. Broadband revenues have grown faster than the 
operating costs of broadband services. Between Ql 2014 and Ql 2015, the broadband revenue 
per subscriber of the top three cable MSOs (Comcast, TWC, and Charter) grew 11.5%, while 
direct variable cost per subscriber rose only 7.4%.18 In contrast, over the same period, video 
revenue per subscriber grew only 1.5%, while direct variable cost per subscriber rose 5.7%. The 
primary driver in the declining gross margin of cable video service is programming, which is 
increasingly costly per subscriber. 

42. My analysis of incentives below center on "gross margins" earned from subscribers. In 
general, gross margins are revenues minus the variable costs of producing the goods sold. They 
measure the amount a company retains from sales that it can use to offset fixed costs, those that 
are not directly attributed to producing individual units of the goods. They thus do not include 
so-called "indirect" costs such as marketing and sales forces, service support, and other 
administrative and fixed costs. These margins also exclude the impact of depreciation and 
amortization charges associated with capitalized expenditures that are necessary to deliver these 
services, including set-top boxes and modems, research and development costs and the 
investments needed to extend or maintain network infrastructure. These capital costs can be 

15 Below I estimate New Charter's short run gross profit margins for different sets of subscribers 
based on the high-level financial information from the parties that I have reviewed. As the 
merger review process moves forward, I might update my findings and assumptions as more 
detailed data becomes available. 

16 SNL Kagan reports that in Ql 2013 there were 18.3 million video and 17.4 million broadband 
subscribers of the combined MSOs Charter, TWC, and Bright House. The difference was 
approximately 876,000. 

17 SNL Kagan reports that in Ql 2015 there were 17.3 million video and 20.0 million broadband 
subscribers of the combined MSOs Charter, TWC, and Bright House. The difference was 
approximately 2.6 million. 

18 "Cable video margin falls precipitously to all-time low in Ql," SNL Kagan Multichannel 
Market Trends, May 20,2015. 
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significant such as the over $5.5 billion Charter has invested in capital expenditures such as 
shared technology and infrastructure since 2012. As such, the gross margins are not the same 
as a company's earnings or other measures of net profits, and they typically exceed--often 
dramatically exceed-those other measures. 

43. Table 4 below shows the average revenue per user and average gross margins made by 
TWC, Charter, and BHN, and also the weighted averages that reflect what New Charter might 
earn in the near future. 19 These averages are across all the subscribers that purchase single play, 
double play, and triple play services.2o The average revenues are highest for video services.21 

However, direct expenses, especially with the programming fees that are associated with it, are 
higher for video services.22 Consequently, the highest gross margins are not made on video 
services, but on broadband services. 

19 Bright House gross margins after direct expenses by product were not available. For the 
purposes of analysis, Bright House gross margins as a percentage of revenue are assumed to 
match the weighted average across TWC and Charter. The numbers in Table 4 are from nonnal 
course financial reports from TWC, Charter, and Bright House for full year 2014. 

20 Double play and triple play services are bundles of video, broadband and voice services that 
generally have a discounted price relative to the price of the unbundled services. 

21 The video average revenues shown in Table 4 include per video subscriber average revenues 
from advertising. For TWC and Charter, these revenues were around [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] per video subscriber. 

22 Direct expenses for video include advertising expenses related to commissions and other 
expenses associated with third-party sales of advertising. 
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[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

Average Revenue and Gross Margins 
Residential Customers, Full Year 2014 

Average Revenue Per User (ARPU) 

TWC $ 
Charter 

Bright House 

Weighted Avg 

$ 
$ 
$ 

Table 4 

Video 1 

Gross Margin Percentage after Direct Expenses 2 

TWC 

Charter 

Bright House 3 

Average Gross Margin 

TWC $ 
Charter $ 
Bright House $ 
Weighted Avg $ 

Broadband 

1 - Video revenues and margins include both video service and advertising, which 

is dependent on video subscribership. 

2 - Direct expenses for video include programming costs, regulatory fees, and video 

franchise fees. Advertising expenses include commissions and costs of advertising sold. 

3 - Bright House advertising revenue and gross margins by product were unavailable. 

Figures reflect weighted average of TWC and Charter margins. 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

Phone 

44. Using the estimates of the gross margins in Table 4, consider a simple model of the gains 
and losses to New Charter that would be associated with any single play broadband subscribers 
affected by foreclosure. As Table 4 illustrates, the average gross margin for broadband services 
is [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL], while 
the average gross margin for video services is [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]. Suppose that, in response to OVD foreclosure, some of 
New Charter's single play broadband customers chose to purchase video services from New 
Charter. Under that assumption, New Charter would gain an average gross margin of [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL].23 However, some 

23 This is a conservative assumption regarding gross margins for at least two reasons. First, there 
are one-time-costs for subscribers that are not accounted for in these gross margins. For 
example, the costs of installation and of a set-top-box are not included in the direct costs, and are 
therefore not accounted for in these gross margins. Accounting for these costs would reduce the 
calculated margins. Second, it is likely that a current broadband subscriber would purchase a 
bundle of broadband and video services and get a discounted price. The [BEGIN HIGHLY 
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of New Charter's single play broadband subscribers would switch to a different ISP, one that 
didn't foreclose OVDs. For each subscriber that switched to another ISP, New Charter would 
lose an average gross margin of [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]. And some single play broadband subscribers would not change 
their purchases at all. Based on this simple analysis, for foreclosure to be profitable for New 
Charter amongst single play broadband customers, [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] subscribers would have to purchase video services for 
every [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
subscribers that decided to switch to another ISP [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL].24 

ii. Double and Triple Play subscribers 

45. There is potentially even more at stake for New Charter than just the profits available 
from single play broadband subscribers. The fact is many subscribers often purchase more than 
just broadband services. For double play subscribers that already purchase both broadband and 
video services, New Charter has more to' lose and less to gain from foreclosing OVDs. For each 
ofthese subscribers that chose to leave New Charter for an alternative ISP, New Charter would 
lose the combined video and broadband average margin. In December 2014, the average 
revenue for Charter for a video and broadband double play subscriber was [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL], including average 
advertising revenue per subscriber.25 Based on direct expenses used to calculate Table 4, one 
can estimate that the average margin for a combined video and broadband customer was 
[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL} [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL].26 The 

CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] margin is a blended margin 
across all types of products and is therefore higher than the margin New Charter earns on a 
subscriber with a bundle discount. For example, the currently advertised Charter TV Select 
video and Spectrum Internet bundle entails a $10 per month discount from the prices of the 
individual services. Adjusting for this bundle discount, the [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] margin to be gained under 
foreclosure could be as low as [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]. Charter bundles are shown, e.g., at 
https:llwww.charter.comlbrowselbrowse-bundles/bundles. 

24 E.g., [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] roughly equals [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]. If the ratio were smaller than [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL], foreclosure would not be 
profitable for New Charter amongst single play broadband subscribers. 

25 All bundle-related ARPU figures in paragraphs 45 and 46 are non-GAAP and recurring in 
nature for customers in their respective bundles. They exclude one-time charges and 
adjustments. 

26 The average direct expense can be calculated from Table 4 as the average revenue minus the 
average gross margm. For video (including advertising), this was [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL], while it was [BEGIN 
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loss would be even greater for triple play subscribers that currently purchase video, broadband, 
and voice. For those customers, New Charter would risk losing a combined average gross 
margin of [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL].27 

46. For each of the double and triple play subscribers that chose to stay and purchase 
additional or upgraded video services, New Charter would gain very little. Indeed, among Triple 
Play customers that already have upgraded video service, there is likely little gain to be made 
from additional or upgraded service.28 Among double play video and broadband subscribers, the 
gross margin Charter currently makes from upgraded video, for example, is less than [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL].29 Amongst double 

HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] for broadband. The 
potential margin loss would thus be [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL], reflecting the [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] average revenue minus the direct expenses of [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] for video and 
[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] (END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] for 
broadband. 

27 Similar to the calculation for video and broadband double play customers, this margin is 
calculated as the average revenue from double play customers minus the average direct expenses 
for each service calculated from Table 4. In December 2014, Charter's average revenue per 
triple play customer was [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] (END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL]. Based on Table 4, the average direct expense for a triple play customer 
was [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
reflecting [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
for video (including advertising), [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] for broadband, and [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] for voice. The average gross margin for a triple 
play customer is thus [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]. 

28 It is possible that these subscribers might purchase more VOD services. I do not currently 
have the infonnation necessary to evaluate this potential effect. 

29 Specific infonnation on the gross margins earned on upgraded video service is unavailable due 
to the wide array of options provided by the parties. For the purposes of this illustrative 
calculation, consider the three basic video packages offered by Charter: Select, Silver, and Gold. 
Charter currently advertises the Silver upgrade for an additional $20 and Gold for an additional 
$40 over Select. At the end of2014, Charter had [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] Silver and Gold video tier subscribers, (BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] of which were Silver. 
The weighted average video upgrade was then priced [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]. Charter incurred 
approximately [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] per month in direct expenses, or an average of [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] per subscriber, for the 
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play video and broadband subscribers, then, for foreclosure to be profitable roughly [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] subscribers would have 
to purchase upgraded video services for every [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] that switched to a different provider.3o 

iii. Subscriber mix 

47. If New Charter foreclosed access to OVDs, it would affect all its broadband subscribers, 
not just those that purchased a particular bundle.31 The two prior sections show that an 
important factor in determining New Charter's incentives to foreclose is the mix of broadband 
subscribers that take multiple services. That mix will determine what is at risk for New Charter. 
The following tables present information about the subscriber mix that I have used to estimate 
the average margin at risk for New Charter's broadband subscribers. 

48. Table 5 shows the mix of subscribers across bundled and single play services for TWC, 
Charter, and BHN as of the end of December 2014. The subscriber mix is similar across TWC 
and Charter companies. BHN broadband subscribers are significantly less likely to purchase 
broadband alone. For all three companies, most subscribers purchase bundles. Around [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) of subscribers 
purchase a triple play bundle, while [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] purchase either a double or triple play bundle. 

[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

additional video tier and premium video programming to serve its [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) higher tier video 
customers (including approximately [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] ethnic and other non-standard tier subscribers). This results in a 
margin of [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
per upgraded subscriber for the upgrade portion of their video service. Note this is not the 
average gross margin across all subscribers, since [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] of Charter's [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] video subscribers already 
had the Silver and Gold video tiers. The average gross margin for upgraded service across all 
video subscribers is [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL), reflecting the [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) margin times the [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 
[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) of video subscribers that do not already have upgraded 
service. 

30 The level of lost customers that make the foreclosure unprofitable is the ratio of lost to gained 
margin [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL) which is roughly [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]. 

31 Note that subscribers need broadband services to access OVDs. 
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Table 5 
Charter, Time Warner, Cind Bright House Customer Relationships 

End of December 2014 
Share of SUQscrlbers SubsCribers (DOOJ 

'tJ 
c 
to 

..D 
41 0 'tJ C New New 

~ ~ 0 
Cha~er BHN .<: TWe Charter TWC Charter BHN Charter ~ 59 to. 

Triple Play 1 1 1 29.2_% 32.8% 
Double Plays 

VIdeo/Broadband 1 1 
Broadband/Phone 1 1 

Video/Phone 1 1 
Single Plays 

video Only 1 
Broadban~ Only 1 
Phone Only 1 

Total 100m~ 100.0"- 100.0% 100.0% 15,198 5,840 
Source: Time Warner, Charter, and Bright HOUse reported tOlals. 

[END IDGHL Y CONFIDENTIAL] 

Notably, broadband customers typically ub cribe to more tbanjust the broadband service. Only 
a little over [BEGIN IDem.. Y CONFIDENTIAL] [END mGHL Y 
CONFIDENTIAL] of broadband customers subscribe only to the broadband service. Table 6 
shows the breakout of broadband customers aCro s each bundles type. 

[llEGIN HIOllLY CONFIDENTIAL) 

Table 6 
Broadband Customer -Bundles 
End of year 2014 

Triple Play 
Videa/Broadband 
Broadband/Phone 
Broadband Only 

Total Broadband 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

All Subscribers 
Share of 

Subscribers Subs 

100.0% 

iv. Average margins across all broadband subscribers 

49. Table 7 summarizes the average revenues and average gross margins by broadband 
bundle for the 19 million New Charter broadband subscribers shown in Table 6. Since 
subscribers need broadband services to access OVDs, this is the set of subscribers that might be 
affected by OVD foreclosure. Larger bundles include more services and have higher average 
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revenues. The average direct expenses per subscriber reflect those used in calculation of Table 4 
and tallied to include the average direct expense of each service included in the bundle.32 

[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

Table 7 
Charter Average Gross Margin by Broadband Bundle 

Avg. Revenue Avg. Direct Avg. Gross 

Triple Play 

Video/Broadband 

Broadband/Phone 

Broadband Only 

per sub 1 Expense per sub 2 margin per sub 

1- Reflects Charter average revenues in December 2014. 

Video revenues include 2014 average advertising revenue per subscriber. 

Excludes installation and bulk housing agreement fees. 

2 - Reflects Charter average direct expenses per subscriber for full year 2014. 

Excludes installation costs. 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

The gross margin by service bundle helps define the amounts New Charter stands to gain or lose 
in the event ofOVD foreclosure. Table 8 combines the breakdown of broadband subscribers by 
bundle in Table 6 with the gross margins by broadband bundle in Table 7. For each broadband 
bundle, Table 8 shows the margin New Charter would lose if the subscriber switched to a rival 
ISP, and the margin it would gain if the subscriber increased its purchases of video services.33 

These margins are labeled "Loss" and "Gain" under "Impact of Foreclosure." 

[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

32 Direct expenses in Table 7 are based on the full year 2014 figures underlying Table 4. This is 
conservative. Since December 2014 average direct expenses were approximately [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] higher than the full 
year average, gross margins based solely on December 2014 would be slightly lower. 

33 The margins for Loss and Gain in Table 8 are based on the figures shown in Table 7. Losses 
reflect the entire gross margin per subscriber for each broadband bundle. The potential gains 
entail calculation of the incremental margin from adding or upgrading bundled video service. 
For example, the [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] margin gain for broadband-only subscribers is the [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]video and broadband double 
play margin gained minus the [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] broadband-only margin that was already being received. For existing video 
and broadband double and triple play customers, the gain is not that they begin video service but 
instead upgrade to higher video tiers. The average gross margin for upgraded video service was 
described in a preceding section. 
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Table 8 
Incentive to Foreclose OVDs by Broadband Bundle 

Triple Play 

Video/Broadband 

Broadband/Phone 
Broadband Only 

Total Broadband 

All Subscribers 
Share of 

Subscribers Subs 

100.0% 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

Netfl!)c Sub'scrlber!> 
% of Subs also Share of 

use Netflix Subscribers Subs 

100.0% 

Impaat of Foreclosure 

loss Gain 

50. Note that many broadband subscribers do not watch online video and therefore would not 
be affected by OVD foreclosure. For example, according to a survey conducted for Charter in 
2014, only about [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL} of broadband subscribers also subscribe to Netflix.34Charter's experience is 
comparable to the rest of the U.S. In Q4 2014, Netflix had 39.1 million U.S. streaming 
subscribers, which were only 42% of the total 92.9 million U.S. broadband subscribers.35Assume 
that subscribers that care about OVDs currently subscribe to Netflix, and that those that do not 
care about OVDs do not currently subscribe to Netflix. Only current Netflix subscribers, then, 
will be affected by foreclosure. Table 8 shows an estimate of the number ofNetflix subscribers 
by bundle. 

51. Based on the estimated number ofNetflix subscribers, New Charter would lose [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) on average for 
every broadband subscriber that left: New Charter, and would gain [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] on average for every 
broadband subscriber that increased its video purchases. See Table 9. This means that more 
than [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL} 
subscribers would have to purchase upgraded video services for every [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL) [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) that switched to a different 
provider [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL].36 (Note that if! instead assume that all subscribers would be affected 

34 See, for example, General Product Meeting: Video On Demand Content Strategy, May 12th, 
2014, p. 5. Assume that these penetration rates also apply to Netflix's penetration ofTWC and 
BHN subscribers, and that Netflix has the same penetration amongst subscribers who purchase 
broadband and voice as those who only purchase broadband. 

35 SNL Kagan data. 

36 These estimates are conservative. Upgraded or new video service could come with additional 
installation costs associated with a "truck roll" (technician dispatched to do installation). 
Installation costs would net against the monthly gross margin gain in determining whether 
foreclosure was profitable. If these new or upgraded video subscribers did not stay with New 
Charter for long to payoff the installation costs plus the other losses, New Charter could actually 
lose money. 
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rather than just Netflix subscribers, the ratio would increase to [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL]. 

[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

Table 9 
Overall Per Subscriber Impact of Foreclosure 

All Subscribers 

Netflix Subscribers 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

loss Gain 

Ratio Loss to 

Gain 

B. New Charter would likely lose a significant number of subscribers if it 
foreclosed OVDs 

52. The evidence suggests New Charter would lose a substantial number of profitable 
broadband subscribers ifOVDs were foreclosed. Charter's survey of subscribers found that 
consumers want more content than Charter provides. The survey showed that [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] of consumers want 
more options for free programming to watch on demand and [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] want full past seasons of 
programming that can be "binge" watched.37 OVDs are a source of this type of programming, 
and therefore access to OVDs increases consumer value for Charter broadband. If even a small 
percentage of these consumers switch away from New Charter in response to a foreclosure 
strategy, New Charter would be worse off. 

53. Few surveys have directly asked consumers whether they would switch their broadband 
provider if OVDs were unavailable. One survey by Global Strategy Group ("GSG") found that 
over 70% of broadband subscribers also subscribing to Netflix would switch ifNetflix service 
were degraded.38 This implies approximately 27% oftotal broadband subscribers would 
switch.39 Note that if New Charter foreclosed OVDs and that foreclosure caused 27% of 
broadband subscribers to switch to a rival ISP, then [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] of broadband subscribers would have to 
upgrade video services for it to be profitable-an impossibility since only 73% of subscribers 
would remain with New Charter after the switching. 

37 General Product Meeting: Video On Demand Content Strategy, May 12th, 2014, p. 4. 

38 Letter from Michael D. Hurwitz, Willkie Farr & Gallagher, to Marlene H. Dortch, FCC, at 
encl.,p.l (Feb. 19,2015). 

39 Memorandum from William Lake, FCC, to Marlene Dortch, FCC, Exhibit 1 b (public 
information) (Dec. 9,2014). This 27% figure reflects 39% of broadband subscribers having 
Netflix times the 71 % that would switch broadband service. 
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54. The average gain and loss shown in Table 9 can be used to calculate the critical 
percentage of affected broadband customers whose loss would make foreclosure unprofitable. It 
shows that for every one average subscriber lost, New Charter would need [BEGIN HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] average subscribers to upgrade 
video service. Stated another way, the foreclosure would be unprofitable if as little as [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] of the affected 
broadband customers were to switch while all of those that did not switch instead upgraded their 
video service.4o Of course, not all broadband subscribers watch OVDs and some will be 
unaffected by foreclosure. Foreclosure would be even less profitable ifthe retained broadband 
subscribers do not all choose to upgrade their video service. For example, if only half of the 
retained customers upgraded video service, foreclosure would be unprofitable if as little as 
[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) oftotal 
broadband subscribers switched away from New Charter.41 

55. The costly response of consumers leaving Charter need not be immediate to make the 
analysis above applicable. Broadband providers experience substantial chum, giving customers 
ample opportunity to leave one provider for another or simply stop turning to one of the 
providers. In any given year, Charter experiences substantial churn among its broadband 
subscribers. During 2014, typical monthly churn for Charter broadband was around [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) yielding an annual 
chum around [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL]. Charter constantly needs to attract new customers to replace this chumjust 
to stay even. An OVD foreclosure strategy that would blemish a broadband provider in the eyes 
of consumers would also reduce the demand for its broadband service from new customers, and 
would lead to less broadband growth. Any slowdown in attracting new broadband subscribers 
could easily result in overall losses as new subscribers are not signed up while existing 
subscribers are turning away at a rapid pace. 

40 This percentage of customers lost where foreclosure becomes unprofitable is typically called 
"critical loss." Assuming all of the affected broadband customers retained were to upgrade 
service, it is calculated as the result of the margin gained [BEGIN HI GHL Y 
CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] divided by the sum of the 
margin gained and the margin lost [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) 

[END HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL). 

41 If only half of retained affected customers upgrade video service, the gain would be half as 
great. The critical loss would be [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) of affected customers, which reflects half the margin gained 
[BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] divided by the sum of the margin gained and the margin lost [BEGIN 
HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL]. Assuming [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL) [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL) of broadband customers subscribe to Netflix, the foreclosure would be 
unprofitable if [BEGIN HIGHLY CONFIDENTIAL] [END HIGHLY 
CONFIDENTIAL] of broadband customers switched away from New Charter. 
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56. Some of broadband churn is natural and can happen from customers moving residences. 
However, a substantial amount of the churn is due to competition between broadband service 
providers. A 2010 FCC report found that 37% of broadband users had switched providers one or 
more times in the past three years.42 Of those users that switched, the FCC calculated that 57% 
did not switch broadband providers because of moving residences. Thus, about 20% (=57% x 
37%) of total broadband users switched providers in the last three years for reasons other than 
moving residences. 

c. Post-merger incentive to encourage growth in OVDs and other new services 

57. New Charter will have an incentive to encourage the growth ofOVDs and other new 
vertically related services and products because those services and products increase demand for 
its broadband services. As I showed above, on net, a loss in broadband subscribers will be more 
damaging to the profits of the post-merger firm than any potential gain in revenue from video 
subscribers. Therefore, New Charter will have an incentive to make the consumer broadband 
experience more attractive to consumers to expand broadband subscribership. 

58. As noted earlier, the majority of OVD users also have video service. In fact, it is likely 
that some of the OVD services are complements to traditional video services for many 
subscribers, not substitutes. The ability to watch past seasons of a series, for example, can spur a 
subscriber's demand to view the current season. HBO's chief executive noted in 2014 that 
consumers want both avo and traditional products.43 A survey by TiVo Research and 
Analytics found that consumers are not currently substituting traditional television for Netflix.44 
Instead, Netflix viewers were found to watch about the same amount of traditional TV as other 
viewers. The desire on the part of consumers for OVD products and the differentiated products 
offered by MVPD providers gives an incentive for New Charter to ensure their customers' access 
to these OVD products. 

59. Consumer surveys show that it behooves service providers such as Charter to not only 
allow but encourage its users to also adopt some OVD streanling. A recent survey by TNS 
Global of25,000 U.S. households found that about one sixth of pay TV households changed 
their level of video service in the past year and that those that stream video were roughly twice as 
likely to have changed the level of video service.45 However, these households were not 

42 Broadband decisions: What drives consumers to switch--Dr stick with-their broadband 
Internet provider, FCC Working Paper, 2010. 

43 "HBO is launching a stand-alone streaming service in 2015," Washington Post, October 15 , 
2014, available at http://www. washingtonpost.com/news/busine1Ss/wp/20 14/1 0/15/hbo-is
launching-a-stand-alone-streaming -service-in-2015/. 

44 "Netflix subscribers still watching just as much boob tube," CNet, July 19, 2013, available at 
http://www.coet.com/news/nctilixsubscribcr tillwatc.hingjustasmuchbo btubel. 

45 "Streaming video brings pressures and profits to traditional pay TV," Broadband TV News, 
November 8, 2014, available at http://v,tVvv-v.broadbandtvnews.comn0 14/11108/streaming-video
brings-pressures-and_::protits-to-traditi onal-pay -tv /. 
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disproportionately downgrading pay TV. Instead, households that stream video were nearly 
twice as likely to have upgraded rather than downgraded video service. 

60. If New Charter forecloses OVOs, it is more likely to drive subscribers who view OVD 
services and traditional MVPO video services as complements to switch to other providers. 
These customers would be among those already subscribing to bundles including both broadband 
and video services. They would thus be associated with the higher margins coming from 
bundled services. The more subscribers in this category that view the services as complements, 
the more likely that New Charter would lose profits if it attempted to foreclose OVOs. 

D. Summary regarding foreclosure 

61. As described above, New Charter would likely lose a significant portion of its broadband 
subscribers if it foreclosed OVOs. And it would likely make attracting the subscribers necessary 
to replace churn, much less to grow, very difficult. This means that an unrealistically significant 
portion of any remaining subscribers would have to purchase more video services for foreclosure 
to be profitable. Furthermore, OVO services and traditional MVPD video services are likely 
complements for many subscribers, and these subscribers are likely to purchase less video 
services ifOVDs are foreclosed, not more, as required for profitability. For all ofthese reasons, 
it is very unlikely that New Charter would find it profitable to foreclose OVOs. 

VIII. Conclusion 

62. There are a number of strong economic arguments indicating that the proposed 
transactions will be pro competitive and benefit consumers. First, the merging firms do not 
compete for consumers of broadband, video, or voice, so there will be no impact on local 
competition in those markets. Second, New Charter will have much larger scale than its 
constituent firms and therefore will have additional incentive to undertake fixed cost investments 
that improve quality and speed of service for consumers. Third, New Charter is not vertically 
integrated upstream with significant programming interests, while its technology is relative 
inexpensive for both OVOs and consumers, so it remains open to carrying and partnering with a 
broad set of complementary firms. 

63. Perhaps most importantly, New Charter will have improved incentive and ability to 
sponsor entry among Internet innovators. New Charter will have the scale and complementary 
assets to be a strong partner to innovative entrants, lowering their costs and giving them more 
choices in partners. Moreover, New Charter will have an incentive to make its HSO offering as 
compelling and attractive as possible in order to attract consumers. This will lead to New 
Charter continuing to integrate with, encourage, and include OVOs in the Charter user 
experience (e.g. on the Charter Program Guide). Such a strategy is logical and sustainable 
because each broadband user is profitable at the margin, and therefore any foreclosure ofOVDs 
that drove away those consumers would not be in the best financial interest of New Charter. 

The foregoing declaration has been prepared using facts of which I have personal knowledge or 
based upon information provided to me. I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing is 
true and correct to the best of my information, knowledge, and belief. 
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Executed on Wednesday, June 24, 2015 
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r. Introduction nnd Overview of Declaration 

I, My nnmc is David S. Evans. and I am an economist. This iJltroduct ion summarizes illY 

qunlilicatiol1s. my assignment, and my principallindings to date. 

A. Qualifications 

2. I am the Chairmun of Global Economics Group, LLC Hnll bused in its Ooston urtil.!c. 

am also the Executive Director of the Jevons institute for Competition Law l1nd Economics and 

Visiting rrofessor at the University College London, and lecturer at tbe University of Chicago 

Law School. I have SA, MA. and Ph.D. degrees in economics, all from the University of 

Chicago, where. J specialized in industrial organization and econometrics. My curriculum vitae 

is attached as Appendix A. 

3. As an economist. I specializ.e in t.he field of industrial organization, which concerns the 

behavior of fiml S und Iheir inlemctions, unci in antitrust economics, whjch is the pOrtion of 

industrial urgani7..alion that concerns the anulysis o f business prnctices that could limi t 

competition and hllnn consumers. I have u particular expertise in the study o /" rllulti ·s ided 

platJo rms that serve as intermediari es between several groups of customers. I 

4. I have written s ix major books and more than 100 scholarly articles, many of which 

concern industria! orgunizOlion and antitmst. My work has heen widely read and cifed. 2 Over 

I My ItlleSI book (with RichnnJ Schnmlcllsec), Mmdlll/lllwrs. 711e Ncll' £(:OIl(}II1ic.f of AJ/illiJiaed P/r,tjorms, ,,,i ll 
be publi:.hcJ by IIarv1II"d BusineSS School PreS$ in Spring 20 16. 

I I :ml ranked llnlnng Ihe lOp 3 ["ICrcclU of ecol1tlmisiS :Iccording 10 qtlalily~wcightcd citllt ion ~ by I DEAS/Rcpec, 
which Iraeks publicativns nnd cilatkms by ecollOm isl s worldwidc. MllUY or my publicnl ions alld citllliol1 
nmkings are tlVai lablem· .I I Like many socin l scientists, 1 POSt much MillY 
work on Ihc Social Scicnc... of Janllury 9. 2016, bnscJ On quality-weightcd 
citat ions. I milked 173 out of the tOP 30.000 socia l scientists globillly tor whom SSRN reports dt:ltlon d:ctll, 82 
Ollt of the tOP 8.000 ecunomlcS professor.; glubally for whom SSRN rcpon_~ citation dAta, rllld 6 Oll t Ill" Ihe lOP 
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the. last 25 years, 1 ha e taughl cIa. e all Jltilrusl ee n al . rdhmn Uni er ily Law 

chool, Uni ersity C liege 14; ndon fo'actl lty of Law, and the ni ersityof hicag aw 

hoo!. [n ndditi 11, I have erved Oil the faculty for the m. ricanBar Association Annual 

ntitrust Me ling:' on three occasions. I af 0 have taugbt variolls ~sp cts of antitrust 

eeoc niics to judge ill Cbina andtbe European Uni n. 3 

5. I have prov-ided expert consulting oil antitrust ahd related regulat ry matters sine ; 1975 

beginning \vitb Us. v. lBu/on behalfofIBMa:nd u. .. . AT&Ton behalf of the U.S. 

Deprutment of Just ice. J have testHied. or sllbmitt~d ~~stimollY to courts and regulatory 

auth rities" ilnite United tate as weH.as Australia Brazil ' hina tfte European 'Union 

Singap-ore and Thailand. Ln additJon, 1 have leslifi~d b fore several committee' 0 .the U.S. 

Congress including tbe en ate Banking C(lllunittee~ and l.h Ho.usc FinanciaL Services 

OJl1mittee and tbe House Oversight ommittee, and the tl.K. sHouse of Lords. 

6. [ have condu · led research plIoJisl,ec!, r submitted testimony on industrie that 8J 

relevant to lhe propo~ed m.erge l: (the 'Transaction) of Charter mmurucati011S Inc. 

(. harler '), Tim~ Warner able, Joc. ("TWC'') and d ancelNewhollse PartneJshijJ (BHN I' 

Brigbt H us Nctw rks ') (tog'lbt::r Applicant ') ·including. the able tclevi ion indu 'try. th 

m diq indu try. Internet S I ic Pro idol's lllternd content providers. and tbe 

telec mmLlr)icaliOils indusrry. r ha 'e been invited to Ie lure on Internet-based industrie by tb 

Chill ' > Mini lry f Jnduslr and Lnfonnali n Tcehn log the lcxican F'dernl ' n1mis ' ion 

3.000 law professor global ly f6r whom SRN rcpOrlS citation data. My S RN pllblicaiions are :wailuble al 
hllp://paper, . "1'11 _ omt I3/CI~d v/t\bs ByAlIlh.c fm'?p~·r id""268756_ 

111 2009 and 1 I 0, I tallght cl(1)sCS for judoe including basic economic principles and h1lclk tual pr perty, in 
the European nion for a pl'otram sponsored jointly by the Univer II) ollcge ond nand lhc T ul use dlO I 
of Economics. I\l the rcCl llest or the 'hinesc St t Mi,\j Iry r Industry < nd I n ~ nnati n T I!clUH.>logy (M I IT). iu 
10 I J nnd 2014. I tought I!rlilin asp Ct. f il ntilrusl C onoll1ic intilldillg tnlcrnct"bascd and platfonll-hased 
il lt!11 lries. 10 jIH.JgCS 1'1'0111 tbe hill i"c 11prCml: Pt;\1p le" 011 1'1 <I11d provin ' iu l uppeal court . 
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of Tel ceo Ill llluni co. lions, the U.K.' s Oreom, ami the In roComm Development Au thority in 

Singapore. 

7. I previously submilted dl!clura tions to the Federal COmmllJlications Commiss ion in lhe 

proposed merger of eOlll enS! Corporation ond Time, Wamer Cable and 1 mode prescnlations to 

the FCC siaffand part icipated in the Economist Roundtab le organized by the FCC in that 

transflctiOiI rev iew proceeding.,1 

B. Assignment 

8. COllnsel for INCOMPAS. a trade association for communications and technology 

companies, asked me to cvn llintc (1.1) whether the Transaction would result in an increase in 

bnrguin ing power over video programmers and, if so, whether that increase would cause 

competit ive harm and (b) whether Charter's claim, supported by Professor Michael Katz, that 

the reductions in video programming prices paid by Chm1er as a result of the Transolction 

should be cotmted as an e.! ffi ciency because some portion of those price decreases wo uld be 

passed on to subscriber households. 1 am not offering any opiuion on any issue other than those 

iden tified above including whether the FCC should approve thi s Trallsaciion. 

C. Principal Finuings 

9. r have found Ihnt the Transacti on wou ld resu lt in a signiTicant increase in the prices Ihat 

video programmers pay for HCCCSS and distri bution to the households of tbe Appli c<lllts and that 

the increased markct pow(:r over video programmers resulting from the Transaction would raise.! 

S..:e David S. Evans, Econom ic Analysis of the llllPllCI or lhc Corneasl-Time Wnmer Cable TnlllSllction on 
I nt~'rne t Access to On line Video Distributors (A ug. 25, 20 (4) (submi1!cd wi th Nct nix, Inc., Pctition 10 Deny, 
Mil Docket No. 14-57 (Aug. 27,20 1,1) ("Evans Corncnst Declnrlllion"); Dnviu S. Evnlls. Economic Analysis or 
the Impllct of th!! Comenst· Time Warner Coble Tr:lI1snClion on Intcrnet ,' ccess 10 On line Vidco Distribut ors: 
RC~llOnsc 10 Opposition to Pet itions to Deny nnd f{csllOnsc to ComrnO:J1t s., Mil Docket No. 14 ·57 (Dl'C. 23, 
20 14) C'Ev:m~ Comeast Reply Declanllion"). Fcdeml COllltllunicntions Comlll ission, Proposed Comcn~ I-Titne 

Wnrn(!f Cnble·Chancf Tmnsaclion Economic Annlysis Workshop, MI3 Docket No. 1<1·57 Onn. 30, 20 15). 
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bl.lrricrs to entry .1IId reduce cQmpetition ill local broadband. The Transaction would inc rease 

the prices to video progmmmers under (a) a standard single-sided analysis that focuses only all 

video programmers as purchasers of inter me dint ion services and a (b) two-sided analysis thu! 

considers the pattiai pass-through of lila! pl'icc increase to subscriber househo lds rmd the jI1lP~\C I 

orlhe Transaction on the total price paid by video programmers nnd households together for 

intermediation services. My conclusion is based on five major specific findings. 

10. first, the Applicants, like al l Multichannel Video Programming Distributors 

("MVPDs"). are intcnncdinries between video programmers and househo lds. They provide 

,Iccess and distribution services that enable video programmers to reach households and for 

households to reach video programmers. The price' for ncccss <.Ind distribution is pari of the 

exchange of value between MVPDs, including the Applicants, and video programmers. A 

higher access and distribution price paid to video progrommcrs by rvrvPDs resullS in a lower 

video programming price paid by MVPDs to video programmers. Larger MVPDs pay lower 

prices to video programlllers because the MVPDs can charge higher prices, because of 

increased bargaining power over video progn:lInmers. This sillialion is analogous to the 

siturnion the PCC add ressed in the proposed merger between Comcast and Time Wumer Cable 

in which these Internet Service Providers (ISrs) were illtcnnediarics between IlIlernet con tent 

providers anci subscriber households. 

J t. Second. the Tmnsaction WQuld Significantly incrcusc the I11nrkel power of tile 

Applicants over the distribution of video prognlmllling to households. 1\5 a resu lt, it would 

sign ifi cmltly increase fhe prices lhat video progmmmers would pay the Applicnllts lo dist ribUlc 

their con tent to subscriber households. There is no dispute that the Tran:-;acti on would 

significantl y increase the bllrgnining power or the Applicants. and Ihal they \.,.ou ld use that 

(, 
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bargaining power 10 obtai n substanti ally beuer terms from tht: video programmers. Unlike the 

proposed Comcast-TWC merger: Charter agrees lhat thallhe merger with TWC witl result in a 

significant increase in bargaining power which would enable the merged entity to extract better 

terms for providing ncccss lind distribution to the Applicant's households. 

12. Third. Profl!ssor Knlz's claim that the merger increases economic efficiency by 

reducing the priacs the Applicants pny fo r vi{leo progrnm ming is wrong. lTe ignore~ the 

increase in intermediation fees. for access and distribution, paid by video programmers and 

incorrectly claims the partial pass through of the price increase to subscriber households as a 

merger-spec ific cffic iency.5ln fact , based on the empirical evidcnce he has prescnted, ihe 

Transnction resu lts in an increase in the totlll price paid by video programmers and households 

for jntermcdintiol1 services because the increase in).hc price of access and distribution to video 

programmers is on ly part ly offset by a decrease in price paid by households accord ing to his 

ana lysis. According to his analysis, the increase in the total price is the result of an increase in 

bargaining power frolllihe Transaction. 

13. FOllr!h. there is a significant market fai lure in the provision ofloeaJ broadband service. 

This market rllilurc results, in part , from the fac l that broudband providers lI1usl provide video 

programming and compete flS MVPDs. in addition 10 oJTering broadband service 10 attract 

customers. Video programming accounts for a Significant portion of operating costs. and 

smaller MVPDs pay s ignificfUltly more for video programming thun larger MVPDs. 

14. Filihl the lower video programming costs for the Applicants would reduce investment 

in the entry and expansion or smaller bro(ldband providers <lnt! thereby reduce competition ill 

, II I,ould he nnalogolls ill the Comcasl T\VC merger 10 clOlim thM one cou ld ignore Ilic itlll)aCI orcharging higher 
priccs to Illlcnlct cunlcrU providers oOlhc grounds Ihal SOllle ponion Ortlrosc higher prices would be passed on 
10 households. 
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lhe pr vj i Jl floea! boatlband III th aJ;eas er cd by the pplicant.6 Recent en lry into locol 

bl' adband market. d l11onst(c. ~es UU.\l e-ntry f addili nal l'>roadbnl19 provi,ders resu lt In 

sign ifi antly lower prices and higher qua lity of broadband and more inn vation.7 

15. I thus conclude that th Transaction-would harm competition in the provisi n of 

int rmediation ervice to video pro~rn.mmers fI ' r acces 'atfd distribution and in the, PI' ision 0 

COl11petitive local br ' adb Ild serviees,. 

l. Tlle Transaction Would Raise Prices Paid fe)]' Distributing Video 
Pr()grnmming 

16., The Applicant ~re MVPD that operate cable systen'ls' in many pOrts of the cotntry. 

MVPDs ar intermediarle that Pl' vide access and distriblltion servi es' to video 

1 rogrtnnm rs and a souree 'of video progran:uiling to households, Video programmers 'use 

MVP to distribute their programming jJ~cluding dvetli in~ to MVPD household 

subs ribers. g'MVPDs then provide hQUS holds acce s to tha.t pr gr~mming as parl of bundles 

r, jn, nme sel ct ill tan'ce ,slandal ne video. cpo ices. An rvrvPD earns a margin based jn J~ge 

part Iflhe diffj!renc: b tween what it collects from it subscribers and what it pays lhe ideo 

I r grammer. 

17. Th -r in lIi put inlhismatterUltlargerMVPDspay . ubstantiallylowerpr.iceslhan 

. mallet" lYPD' for video pr gramming.9 This rel~\li nship occurs becnLl . ~ MVJ arc flen 

tbe n . I fficielll.and S ll1elime the nl feasible. v a for video pr grammcrs t reach 

(, For Ihc purpncs oClhis report "brofltlbsnd' refers to broadband deli creel over u fixetl wire and d cs n I incilide 
mobi le wirel"ss or arel lite unles indical d ollll.lI'wi c. c rep rl broauband use b!!l w bil.~l,;u Oil d Wil l ad 
!iP'; ,(.\. f eithur 1 Mbp or 25 I Ibps. 

7 See i/yi'!lut cClionlV. (dl scll .s il1g ben~ficill l a"fcc ts rillcreasedc lTlpeliliollrr Illn wbro,dbandenlmnl). 

k • e/!. .g., Kill!. Dcc.l n rat ion !I I 7 !\lId 77, nil, 6 & 89. 

'I • '(]I! K tl. cc lurali 1Il nt Seclioll 11. ,I. 
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h tiS h Ids and 11 I' h u chojds to obta in video programming sh ' rl S\ itchi.llg l an ther 

MVPD. Larg r MVPDs can d ny .video progralDl)1er~ ace to TTl. Ie bO\l ehold and thereby 

Imp e significant ha1',111 011 tbem. 10 

18. MVPD and video programmer n gotiate. omplex di tri ution contract. Th lvNP , 

get valuable progl'nmrhiog,for ~hich tbey can charge househoids. The video programmers gel 

'a ce s-to those households, a.ie ~bJe to"sell advertising sp'ots fi r them and benefil from having 

the MV PD, ill etTect., collect p. yments for them From the hOllsehpld . The cQntracfs usually 

restlll in. a net payment from the MVPD to l'be v,i, leo prograu,1.mer.1'hat.net payment, ho\ ever 

r fleets ail impl i h payment paid by the video programmer for access and distribution to the 

MvP s h tJsebolds. That i ) ,after all, what the video progl."ammer is buying·from th MVl D 

and i, IP r _ &son larger ~PDs g~t 19wer p.rice~, as,l d_i~~u~~Jn III ~e detail belo~v.' 

j 9. Th Tl'allSaction wou ld substantially jncr aSe the bargajltii)g power of the Applicants 

ver ide programmers. Tn terms ofMVPD subscribers New harterwould be 57 percent 

larger than TWC and 302 percent Jarger Ill. n. Charter. I I New ' hart r would be able to pay Ie ..... 

10 The cc non it I gic fOr lhi SlalCll1cm i -imilar 10 that accepted by the F C unci the U.S. Departm nl of Justice 
concerning I. P . S~e J 11 . nllet, General oun cl, F C, Prcpar~d Rell'l<l):ks atthll Telecommunications Policy 
Research ontcrcnce: . ,~ he Fcdl!rn l ' mmlJllicnti~n~ 'Commissjon nnd Lessons ot"Recent Merg rs & 
Acquislt ion Reviews,' at 13 ( cpt. 15.2( 15) (I<, nllct Remark ' J ; 'Bm Saer, DOJ, Keynote Address althe 
f ll illre 0(" Video ompetition and Regular.! I) G nferencc, OCI. , 20 15) ( 'Oacr K eyn te '). In his recent pcech 
on the Comcaslr rWC ond . rlDIRE V merge) . Justice DeparflilCnl ASsi (,111 1\tlOlTlcy Gell<!l~ I Billl3acr 
cxp'laincd, "CubJ cornpcllli~ . :'Ire 'scl1linl gqt k llers tQ what ellSI J1lel"~ wnlch, Ilil I how Ih y' watch it, II' 
(" nlcnl companies Jon ' l think they have a \Va to gel their prouuctt c nS\lnlcrs, Ihey WOll I in est and won' t 
i1111 vale. Or if cable COll1pan ie ' u. e c . ntl'ol 0 el' the br ad band pipu I increase the charges strenm ing se rvices 
must pny to rell h ou tomer, then Ihose new serv ices may be less c.ffective in competing \ illl lraditiolllli video 
services." See .Bner Kcynot e at , Video programmer collecl revenue. indirec t! from hous~ho lds from t'he 
Pi) ' l1lcnr~ III y l"eGci c rmm I VPl")s and pa large M VPDs for a c~ss and dislribllli n. See infro a l eet iOll 
JJI.A . 

II r-,'I PD sub' ·dber CO II illS al'e ba cd on ufllo Ii'Oill Publ ic I nlerest Stotement, M Docket 'No. I ~ - I 49'. Public 
pplicntion or hurter omm lill icatioll s, Inc .. Time Warnt:r Coble Inc., ,ncl Advance e\ hO\l~e Panl1e Irip For 
Olls¢nt to the I"ilnsrer r oll\rol of I.i n ~ • nd AUlh riZal i I1S, JUlie .0, 0 J I p. 29 . 1\ 1" 2014 4, 

rw . horter, mId I1right H \1, c N ' II" ... k~ had II milli n . milli n nnd:2 mill iun ide 511 cr ibe . 
re~pect ivaly. 
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to video progrnmmers under its contracts because it would be able to c/llIrge more La video 

programmers for access and di striblilion . New Charter would be able to use its increased 

bargaining leverage 10 increase the access and distribut ion fees to video programmers 

substantially. Although J do nol have lhe data 10 calculate this price increase with precision, n 

rough estimate suggests the Transaction could increase the price that video programmers pay 

New Charter for access and distribution by { BEG IN CI END CI } percent. 12 

20. Professor Katz slates that New Charter would pass through abollt half of the benefits it 

gets from its increased bmgaining power to households in the [a nn of lower prices, I) If we 

accepted his finding l4 then even after accolUlIing for the partinl poss through to households. the 

Transact ion would result in a significant increase in price charged by New Charter for video 

(Jjst ribution, There is no basis in antitrust economics or merger analysis for the apprOach takcn 

by Professor Katz, which ig.nores lhe price incrca:;e to one set of customers of an intermediary 

nnd then counts a part ia l offsetting price decrease to another sct o f customers os an efficiency 

gai n. Under thm approac h, the merger to monopoly of intermediaries would be pro-competitive 

so long as the monopoly passes on some of its higher fees to one group of customers. Indeed, 

lInder Professor Katz 's analysis, the proposed merge r of Comcns! and TWC would hove been 

pro-competiti ve even if it was shown that the merged ent ity would increase prices significantly 

, ~ SCC! in)Ta :11 SeCl ioll 111.0. 

t) Katz Dedflrmion at Section 11.13.2. 

14 Prorl!ssor K:m:'s IInaJysis of the pllSS through to sub$Cribcrs is, how.:ver, tlcl!pty flawed. I tis nn;l lysis depends 
cri llc<llly vn nn cn)numic moJe/II",t lI$sumcs th:.ll New Charter sells a single pn){/ul!t (I[ II single price. In f:lel, 
Ih!! i'ar1ll."S olTer many producls, engage in product bundling orbt'Oadbillld, vidco programming amllelephone 
sen'ices, "nd clmrge dilTcrem prices based on the bund le of services provided l!lld the houscholtl situation 
(including whet her Ihcy have risk losing Ihe household 10 n riy"I). J would expcct lhnt New Chnrlcr would do 
Ihe smne. lIe has 1101 orrercd .my reliable evidene.: thnl Chm1cr. Qr the other PllJ1ics, has in fnel made acros~· 
the·bo;lnil'ficc cJmngCl> in response to change!> in cOSt~ 10 the degn .. -e he claim5. SltC il/fra:1I Section V. 

10 
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to Onljnc~Video Distri butors (OV Os) so long as some of the price increase wos passed 011 to 

hOllseholds. 

2. The Tra nsaction Wou ld I-I:lnn Broad bu nd Competit ion as a 
Result of the Inet'cased Market Power ovcr Video Programmers 

2 1. The higher access and distribut ion fee per subscriber, or lower price paid for video 

programming per subscriber, would increase New Charter's operating margin for video 

programming. That wou ld enable New Charter to engage profitably in mo.re aggressive 

strategies to. deter entry and expansion by sma ller, competitive broadband providers. 15 In 

particular, TWC and Charter already use (heir higher margins on video progmmming to engage 

in pricing and product strategies to. suppress compeiition by new find existing broadband 

providers,I6 The Tmnsnction would fUliher increase Ulose margi ns and enhance the nbility of 

the Applicants to cngage in these strategics,I1 As a resultJ the Transaction wou ld stifle 

Ii Thcse smaller brolldtxmd providers include ncw and innovali\'1: entrrullS, smaller telcos, and various competitive 
bro.'tdband providers Ihat ilrt investing in fiber and In some cases offering very fast speeds. I will sometimes 
refer to these smililer broadband providers as brondb,md entrants even though some of them are incumbent fimls 
that arc replacing DSL with fiber and thereby dl1lm3lieally increasing the qUlll ity of their service offerings. 

!(> Sift! infra at Sec/ion v.n. I 11m not assert ing Ihllt Chllrtcr or TWC arc currently engaging in amicompelitive 
stnllcgics or would do SQ lo llowing the Transact ion, The focus of my anlllysis is 011 the lIlerger-specific impact 
o f the Tr:msac\ ion on competition, and consumer welf.'tI'c, in the related market for bromlbmld. J show th<lt the 
TrnnSilction would enhance the ability of New Chnrtcr to engage in strmcgjes thllt could reduce consumer 
welfare but thnt wou ld not obviously violnte thc antimlst laws. My nnalysis hinges on the presence ofa 
signific.mtll1arkel fai lure in the provision oflveal broadband services today. 

11 Ford nnd J.lckson, who Proressor KalZ relics 011 for his t:stim<lle or<l50 percent pass Ihrough rmc, also mised the 
I)ossibility thm incre'l~cd bargaining pOlVcr Oller video programming wou ld reduce loca! MVPD competition nod 
thai the horm from reduced competition could outweigh the benclit li"Om pll!1ial pass· through afsonlc savings 
("Secuml, \~hile the resu lts oflhis simple we lfare :m:llysis suggest thm incrcaseu ownership concemration of 
cable systems by large j>. ISOs enh~lIlCC5 sveial welfare, Wi! also found that such concclllration clln result in 
substontial programming discounts. These discounts arc huse enough so liS to potentially constitute an absolute 
cost udvantng.e ror incumbent cable systems I' is·a·vis poh.'lltial enlrnnts and thus <I bnrricr 10 entry. 11'50, welfare 
clllcu lalions m\l~tl:lke into account the eO·eel on competitive cntly. Such enlry has been fOllnc! to have 
subsl:!ntial wei fare enhancing properties through lower prices And hi~hcr (!u<l lily of service. Since di rect 
cOl1lp': li"on belween cnl>le cOlllp:lnics h<ls been shOwl) by numerOl1s studk-s to reduce basic cable pr'ices by over 
20 percellt, the )'e lali~·ely moJest incrCIISC in ~oc i al welftlre due 10 increuscd concentration (derived rrom Ollr 
cSlinmtcs) suggests thm limits 011 such COIlCl.'ntr.1I ion Illay be lI'arrnnted. IlolI"l'lier, lIlure evid~'ncc tim! such 
concentrat ion does indeed rcstr<lin coml~lilivc enll)' is no.'Cdcd.'') Georg.e Ford & John Jtld:'son, ""oriznnl,,1 
COllcenlmtion :lnd Vertical Inlt:gml ion in the Cable Television Industry," Rel'i!!1I' of I"dllstrif// Orglllli:tltiuII, 12 

II 
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compelilive broadband lnv tm 11l and d ployment y 1l1uUer, competitive broadband 

PI' id rS and ther by harm bl'i)adbond c mp tition. 

22. The conclu ion that the TransactiOn \i otdd harm local broadband comp tit; n is bas d 

on five Reci'fi findings. 

23. First, lhcre i a sjgnillcant market failure jn the provIsion of local broadband services in 

the ar as sel'\( :d by u~c App!ic~tlts. The households in hat ould be N w hart r' .fj tprint 

wou ld have an aver g of only' .9 broadbU}ld pro iders otherth~n the Applicant that offer Cl 

download sp ed of at I ast to Mbps unu ou average only 0.15 alLernati e providers tbat 0 fec 

the some or fa tel' download spe ds tiS the Applicants. Only 14.3 percent of the b , usehold jn 

Applicant' footprint have an ltemativ thnt offers the same or faster d wnload sp~eds as the 

Applicants. There are signLfi'cant obstacles to entry and' eXpllJls io.n of COID]JCting systems. 

Charter and W ' like other large'<>able companie have very low ralings ~ r cu tomer"ser icc 

c mpar d t othel; U .. compani 

24. econd the abi li ty of Inrg MVPDs which op rate many local cable ystems, t secure 

10\ r ideo pn:,gra.mming prices lbr lIJ:,h their market p weI' er distribution increa e the 

barriet I I cal bl' ac.lbund comp liti n nd thereby exacer ales this market failure. Broadband 

entrants have t offi)' video programming "ervites to compete for household . '3 They therefore 

hov t I,; mpet as I tV Ds as ell os br adbantl internet service PI' videI' (' ISP '). 'he 

Ul - 17 (I 97). M cu · howe CI' is on th ros ~m ,,'k'd impac t between MVPD Dnd I P compl!li tion \ hill! 
F I'd and Jackson focllsed on the within-market compet ition among MYJ>Ds. 

If; S'I! Fr IIlil.lr' n1mlJ11icntion ' llrp., R0spon tllO Information Rcqllc ' t I 13 D eke t No. 15-14 ( cl. .!. ,20 15) 
" Whoc bra, t.lbnnd prioing i important, thc abi lity to olTel' vidco and voice service, in ttlildem with hi",h peed 

Il1lcrncl' - 11 ''"lrip le-play'' 0 fcring - is R kc compelitive lilctor in the morkCl for high 'pee I Internet . . , We. 
ngrcc wiLh the • C • s observation tlull broadband adopLI n increase ' ' igni IiC"l1tly when it is uffere .1 \ 'gelhcr 
with vid.eo s 'rvice ,n il Ilhlll .::nhanced vidoo c mpt;lltion '~lIld broo(lband depi Yll1en( are inlen'clated. ), See 
also, The F ckrnl 'ommunicati n ommis ion," ol1necting medea: The Ntlti nll18r :lublll1d Plan," Murch 
17. -0 I 0, hUJ~;Ll1I' \ -,)£~..gQ..j etlernllnati lll!l:.br adQJ!l1d- Ian (Uthe ast lIlaj ril. r CcmSlInlers PlJl'cha~ 
hr fl(l/ nn'd hUll 111:(1 \ ilh v ie\;, video or both." . 

1-
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signilic<lntly higher vidc:o programming di stribution fees received, and lower video 

programming prices paid, by larger cable systems make it diflicul t for smaller, compCtitive 

broadband prov iders to compete for households and reduce the incentives OfUlCSC smaller 

providers to invest in new and fas ter broadband plant. ThaI is the case now in the areas served 

by the;: Appl icants and as di scllssed be low the proposed merger would significantly exacerb..1lc 

this prob lcm.19 

25. Third, the Tmnsactiol1 would sign ificantly decrease the v i deo~progrnmming prices paid, 

increase the implici t video-programming access and distribution fees earned, and increase the 

margins on video programming rece ived by the cab le systems operated by the Applicants. After 

tJle Applicants renegotiate their ex ist ing contracts, I estimate .. roughly. that the Transaction 

would reduce the programming costs by 17.0 percent for cable systems operated by Charter and 

4.3 percent for cable systems operated by TWC or Bright House Networks.20 

26. Fourth, the Transact ion would reduce the incentives for smal ler broadbMd providers to 

compete in local areas served by cable systems operated by the Applicants through, in 

part icular, investing in new competiti ve fiber that meets or exceeds the broadband speeds of the 

App li cnnts. The incentives to invest in fiber pre-Transaction orc low because o rlhc video-

programming cost advnntage held by each of the mergi ng Appl icants. The Transaction would 

Illrthcr rcdllce this and li kely deter smaller, compet itive broadbnnd providers from cntcring lh:W 

.m:as ~11ld laying new liber? 1 

I~ SlJe Fnfrll at S~'c tjon IV. 

:m As I J iscuss belOw. (1/ SeClion III .C, about I IBECtN IICI 
revcnue, will come up for rCIl<!wlIl i n ((BECIN It CI 
IIcr END He l )} }C;lrs. 

!I So!f: illfi(ItJI $ectioll ll loC. 

EN D ItCII l Ix:rcent or Ihc contracts, lVeiglllcJ by 
END 1·le l J} und almost ;,11 within I(OEC IN 
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27. FifLh by uppressing competition th Tran acti n w uld us result of delerre::d entry 

and expansion like! result in h useh ] Is in I cal areas .served by the pplicants having Jow -r 

broadband facing Jligher pri es getting,p'oorer s-[vke; and havll)g no equal r better 

alternative to Ih provider operated by ne of the r"pplicants. Where entry-has taken place 

household have received much fa te ~l1d more ir;Ul,ovative broadband el'vice. Mote_over entry 

has forced large nati nru, cable. 'yslems to invest in ~nd offer much faste( broadband service-.22 

28. Th FCC sh uld consider the pos ible adverse effect of the Traosa.ction oi; competition 

in the prov'i i n oflocal broadband in lh€ .areas served by New , harter in ~vall1ating wij,elh,er 

U1C 1 ransaetion is in the public itlteresl. New harter would aCCOtU1t.fi r 19:4 million of the 

92.9-million (21 percent) broadband'! P subscriber in (his counh,},.23 Furthennore, in al'ea 

wheLeN w Charter offer br adband download sp~eds at. La Mbps. or grealel~ 225 percent of 

the p ptIlutl(1) d es not have acc~s.s t an altem!luve broadband provider and Oilly 14.3 percent 

oflhe populati n bas access to a broadband provider with equal or fast r sp eds. 

D. Organization of Declaration 

29. Thi deClar, lion c nsi ·t f fot'll" main secti n in addition t this lntrod'llclion. Section 

II pre:: ents ba kgr und on the ppJicants their pr ducts, and their pricing trategi Ulat 1 rely 

on in tile ubsequent secti n . SectioLl ru show tl1at the Trnn action >You ld restllt ill a 

sib'TliLicant increase in (he prices that video programm IS pa ~ tor distrjbutjon to MVPD 

2~ See in reI. (If S'cf;un IV.D. 

J ' A. 0f10J4 Q4 Ihe lOp cablc und teleph()ne cottlp:mi . had 87, 40,878 hl'oadl,>lll1d subsrib'rs, which 
I'c,!prescnt 'cl9.l iyo of 11 inl<!mtll subs I'ib rs. Therer reo tit re \ c!re l'Ollgh ly 92.' million in\cmct ' \lb cribers in 
201<1 87, 4 • 78 105 4 = 92,9 15,828 . N w hurt r W !lId hav I .4 1l1111h 11 rlho 92. In Ilion broadbond 
sub 'cribels in till! clll1nlry, gi iug i( <1 2 1 perc...:nl sil;ln.: of fill brOlldbfl1\d 'ubscribul ., ba I!d on publicly avail ble 
daw (19,",,00.000/92,900,000 ~ 0.21 .. .'leI! 'hurter onU1ll1l1iCll liollS (nc. Public Interest ' t<ltem nl, In the Mattcr 

f Public Applieali 11 of hanel' • mnlllniC<llion Inc. Time \ nrncr ·llblc Inc., and AdVance cwhousc 
Purtnership ·o . IlSellf co the Trtl llsfer of onlro l of I.icenses and uth rizulions. JUI!\: 25,2 15 at 29: 

eidllm 11 Rcsc;]rch Group, "Resca rch NOlc IQ 2 0lS,' 
hllpJJww\ Ic lchtmnnresc< rch.co11l/l'cscarch/n tesC:l~_2 IS.pdf. 
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househo lds. Section IV s hows that the Transaction would like ly result in consumer harm 

resuli ing from dec reased broadband in vestment and competition. Section V explains why 

Charter is wrong that lower vi deo programming costs should be coullIed as an cr(iciency and 

why I>rofcssor Katz has not provided credible economio evidence orthe port ion of video 

progrnmmingcost savings that Clu1I1cr would pass tJuough to consumers. Section VI makes 

brief concluding remarks. 

30. My analysis is ongoing, and [ rescrve the right to supplement my on"lysis, The Hie! that 

I have not responded to c la ims made by Charter or its economists does not mean that f agree 

wilh those clnims. 

II. Bnckgrolllld 011 Tnmsnclioll and the Applicants 

3 1. The Transact ion would merge Charter Communications, Time Warner Cub Ie, and 

Bright I-louse Networks.24 'E ~)ch ent ity provides broadband service operating as an ISP; video 

programming opemting as an MVPD; nnd Voice·over·IP (Vo lP) telephone service. EElch entity 

o lTers bundles of the vu .,iolls serv ices, including stand-alone broadband and !Stand·alone video 

programming, at vodous prices depending on the broadband speed and the video chnrmels and 

options included, 

32, The proposed merged ent ity has been rererred to as New Charter in these proceedings. 

Table 1 !Shows the number or-broadband and MVPD subscribers lor each system in 2014 Q4 

oml the ranks oj' each sys tem :lmong nil \\ ired broadband providers in terms of number of 

21 Bright I louse Networks hilS II rcllliionship wllh 'I we under which r we..; ncgoli{l\l!.$ wilh video progfllllllllCrs on 
bclmlfofbolh companies. S4!/'l\pplicalion ut 12; Sw K:II'l. Dcclnrmiorl al I'n ll t[ ("Wi lh respect to Briglll 
I [ O llSC',~ video services, Brighl I louse has the CQlltroclUal ri~ht IQ rely On TWC to purchase Ihird-pal'lY 
progrmnming and rOUlincly HIkes ;Idvamllgc of 111m opportunity wilh resllecl 10 cable progromming networks 
and mati) broadcilsi slaltoos."). Therefore. "hen I discuss the price of video programming below Ill)' reft'renco..-S 
10 -I we also rcrcr 10 Brighl 1 louse NCI\\'orki. 

15 
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subscribers. New hurler \ ould b lh sec nd larg st \i ired ISP ill the Wltty and the third 

larg st MVPD.r 

Table 1: 1 ew Charter U.S. Video and Internet Sub cribe .. RanJ{ 
Internet ub cribc) . 

Comnln 

Vitleo ubcribel' 

Number of ub cribers Rank NluubcJ" of Subscribers Hanl 

Time Warner Cablc 1 J 000000 

4 0 0,000 
,300.000 

l 7,300,0'00 

4 

7 
5 

12300,000 3 
Bright House Networks LtC 

harte;r 

~lOO 000 8 
5. 100,000 6 

New Charter 19,400,000 2 

Snure s: Charter Communi.cation loc. Public [ntere t Statement In the Maller of Public Applicati n of 
Charter Communicntions. lnc.~ TIme Warner able I'll ., and Ad .ano INewhouse P rtner hlp Fo/' 
Consent to the Transfer of Con troJ of Licellses and A llthorizations June 25 2015 at p. 29~ Leichtman 
Res arch Group, Research NOles I Q l O.15 ' 
hllp:/h\(\ w.l ic/ltll1illiresear¢h. omlresearch/notes03_20 1 ~.pdf; 

33. he Applicants face limit d competition in U,e provision f loeal broadband service. 1 

he e eXDmined th alternative available to individualS in the censu block,ss rved by each of 

the pplic8nts as of December 31, 2014 and r port th ~sl~lts ill T&bJe 2~26 il),ruvjQuals in Uleir 

service areas have an a rug~ of abom 0,89 choic sof a ota ' dband' provider 'in addi tion to the 

Applicants with a broudband d .. vn load speed of at leastJ.O Mbps. 7 1m sl alJ individuals lack 

acce s to an altcrnativ br adband pr vider lhal 0 ti r all 'qllal . r fn ten I wnloac.1 peed. The. 

allernativ' pr id r is usuall y '01 le le I r v ider o n'ering 1) L r a sLow r fiber offering than one 

25 1)0 1Hrll nc!ioll , Nel hancr will be the 'ccoml lorge. ' wired (SP, trni lillg olily omcasl, which had 22 mi llion 
broadl:iaml IIbscriber: ill 2014 Q4, and the Ihlrcl lnrgesr MVPD behind mcas! nlld I it cTV which ho"(122 
milli n nnd 20 Illilli n sub ,'iuer r !:peclivel in _014 4. 

21 I r W' lifnil,ed !Illchti 11 to CCIISII$ blQcks with a<;cess r br ndbund peccI. 01 Ille urrcnt benchmark. 
inlli vi Ilial i ll lhc New harter crvi c arcus hnve lUI avera~e fab lit O. broadband pr vidcrs in uduilion 10 

lhe merging pnny. The Ii j current broadband benchmark speeds arc ~5 megabits per second (1\11 bps) for 
downloads and:; ivtbp. for IIpload6. Se.e F C. "2015 Brmrdband Progress Report ," (Feb. 4, :!O I )1 
http. :/Iwww.fcc. 0 lrepoI1s-rescarot report ' llr , dblloJ-pr gre -rep rt:.12(} IS-br t1bnn I-pro res -rep rt. 

16 
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of tIll.! merging panics. Approximately 101 mi ll ion imlividw.ds, <lCcotlnting fo r roughly onc-

third oCt he US population, would be in census blocks served by IS!>s opcmlcd by the 

Applicants that orfer broadband download speeds of at least 10 Mbps. 

T able 2: Population Weighted Average Numbe,· of Competing 
ISPs in Ccnsus BlocJ .. Served by Each of the Applicants 

Time \Vamer Coble 
Bright House Networks 
Charter 

New Charter 

Average Number of 
Compe ting ISPs 

0.89 
0.97 
0.87 
0.89 

Average Number of 
Co mpeti ng ISPs with Equal 
or F:lslr r Downlond Spccds 

0.16 
0.0 1 
0.17 
0· 15 

34. Each of tile Applicants is the dominant provider of broadband and MVPD services in 

most orlhe geograpbjc areas they serve. The three systems do not opemte~ with minor 

exce ptions, in each other's territories and therefore do not compete directly with cHch other for 

household subscribt:I-s?3 As a result, lhe Transaction, by itscl f# docs not direct ly niter 

competi tion among the Applicants for households served by the Applicants. 

II r. I III I>act of the T ra nsa ction on Access a nd Dis tribution Fees for Video 
I>rognl mmcrs 

35. The ~lgg IQmcr.lt jon of household subscribers acrosS the App licmHs' :->crvicc areas in to n 

much larger entity does, however, enhnnce the bargaining position or New Chaner (re lat ive to 

Lhal oft.:;'lch Applicant ,IS they nre organized today) over video programmer:; thai wanl lo reach 

1. Sel! Leller Irom John L. Fl>tl lI. Char1cr C0I1I111ul1 ic:lIions, tnc .• 10 Marlene 11. Dor1eh, FCC, MB Docket No. 154 
149.nll.2 (July2.20 15). 
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MVPD subscribers and Internet contcn t providers that want to reach brondband subscriber$.19 

There (I ppcars to be no dispute that the Tronsuctioll , as a result of the incrcm;cd size of the 

Applicant ' s combined systems, would signilicantiy increase the bargaining power of New 

Charter over video progrnmmers, and that the increllsed bargaining power would ena ble New 

Charier to secure significantly lower prices for video programming,JO 

36. ThaI decreflse in the prices paid to video prograll)mers results from an increase in the 

[Jccess and di slribution lee that video programlllers pay 10 New Charter. The Tmllsnction wou ld 

therefore result in " significant increase in the price ofivideo programming distribution charged 

by the Applicants to reach their household subscribers. Charter agrees that only a portion of 

that price increase would be passed on to subscriber households so thaI the overall price of 

providing occess Hnd d,istribution se rvi ces to video programmers and households combined 

would illcrease as well. 

37. POort A shows thut Ihe video programmers pay MVPOs for access and distribution to 

households and that lhis access and distributioll fcc is reflected in the net price that MVP.Ds pay 

video programmers. Pari B explains why an increase in control over hOlLseholds enables larger 

MVPDs 10 demand and oblilin higher access and distribution fees. PHrt C summa rizes the 

evidence thai buge MVPDs puy significantly lower prices for video programming and 

implici tly earn s igniricnnt ly higher access and distribution fees. Part 0 exp lains wh), this 

29 Allhough the prec ise detnit:. di rfe r, the increased bargaining powcr over vidco progr.ullmCI'! is analogolls to the 
inc reased b<l rgnining power over Illtern!!t contcnt providers thaI U.S. Dcpartmenl of Justice and FCC considered 
in the proposed merger uf CQil'lensl i'lnrJ TWC. Sec SH llel RCIflHrks at 8·9, 10· 1'1; Bner KeYllotc at 3·5. I 
analp cd Ih e: hOriZOllt i'l1 effect of the COlHcnst <llld I we merger 011 edgc providers in sever:l l su\,)missions (Q the 
FCC. SCI! Ev:m..; Comcast !)ccltl~l tion at 12· 17.52·99; Evans ComcBsl Rcply Decl<lratinn al iii·v; 5<.QO. 70-S8. 

In See Katz Dc.'(: lnrJ tion ut pp. 9·29. Ch:lrlcr und INCOMI·AS agree tl10llthc m.:rger will .:nhnncc the borgain ing 
position of the Applicil nts and result in lowcr video progl':lIl11ning costs. To Ill)' knowledge , thcre is no dispute 
over this in the sllbmis<:ions to dme. Sce, e./: , INCOMPAS. Petition to Deny. Mil Doclw No. 15·149. 818-13 
(Oct. 13.2015); INCOMI'AS. Reply.11I1B Dockct No. 15· 1;19, lit 12 (Nov. 12,20 15); Leiter rrom M:lI"kham C. 
erickson, Counsel to IN(;OMPAS, to Marlclle II. Dortch. FCC, MIJ Docket No. 15· 149. 111 1·2 (Ott .• 1. 20 (5). 

IX 
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amounts to II signi ficunt increase in price 11111.1 substnnll<ll lessening or competition in video 

progmmming distribution unde r either a tnlditional single·sidcd merger :uH11ysis or a two·sidcd 

platform analysis. 

A. The Economics of' the Relationship between MVPDs and Vitleo
Programming Providers 

38, Video·programming costs include licensi ng for a wide variety of content types that are 

often referred to as linear programming'. These include among others: (1) local broadcast 

stations sllch as WIlZ in Boston offering variety of content; (2) cable progrnmming networks 

offering a variety of content such as Fox News (live news content), ESPN (live sports and 

commentary), and USA (prerecorded and symJicnted conlenl)~ and (3) premium and pay~per~ 

view channels slich as r·JBO. Video progmmminc also includes the content lo r video OJ1-

demand~scrviccs. including TV series. movies, and some live sporting events. Video 

programmers typically make money from fees paid by MVPDs that arc proportional to the 

number of subscribers who have access to thei r programming and from advertising that they 

inserl at variolls points in the programming.)' 

39, Video programmers are interested in maximizing the s ize of the audiences for Iheir 

programs and reaching the mosl valuable demographics for advertisers. The), value having the ir 

progr:.nnming plneed in popular tiers, all a low channel number, and ncar other desirable 

JI See Knlz. Declrlf;ltiOIl (It 10 ("COrllt'llt COSIS tire determined :IS a n:sult of ncgotimioJl5 between a programmer and 
a vidro service. provider that W(luts 10 transmit the cOJitent to its customers. For a muhich:lI1ncl video 
programming distribtJtor ("MVPD"). Ihe license rees usually take the form ofa pcrsobscribcr. per-month 
payment rrom the MVI'}D to the progr:.lmmer"). Id At pp. IO~11 ("scrvice provider's pn)fits decline to the 
extent Ihill il loses subscribers lind advcnising rewlluc), when it cau nollrnnsmillhc prolf-mulling.") 
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channels. They also value h~lvi ng their programming distributed to geographic areus or 

demographic groups Ihnt nrc morc desir<1l>lc to Ihcl11. 32 

40. Video progrommers have various ways ofdislributing thei r progrmnming including 

lilcreasingly over the Internet through streaming. However, although slreaming is increasing, 

the primary way that American households obtain linear programming is through wired or 

s..'ltell ite MVPDs. Accorciing 10 eMarkctcr. as of the end of20 15, there ' .... ere 100.7 million pay-

TV households, compared to 4.9 million cord-cutting households and 15.9 mi ll ion cord-never 

households. It projected that by lhe end of20 19. the number of pay-TV households would 

remain above 96.4 million, while the number of cord-cutter households and cord-never 

households would rise to only 8.4 million and 19.8 millioll. respectively.)) 

41. Video slremning services lIrc p~lr(ia l substitutes for the disu'ibutiou of linear 

programming at th is time. For example, a 20 I J survey by eMarkerer found that 37 percent of 

U.S. Internet users strongly dis..1greed wi th the question "Would yOll consider Replacing Cable 

TV with a Slreaming Media Subscription in 2013," while 21 percent of respondents somewhal 

disngreed. A recent study by Leichlman Resea rch found that the percentage of households that 

subscribe to pay-TV service was higher in 20 15 compared to 2005. It not cd , "[tlhe misd irection 

Ihm people take wi lh cord cu tting is the idea that there's been a signilicant acceleration."J·IAs n 

n Sec K:nz Dcdllr:Jli<1n ;J( ~~1 29-JO: SN t. K:lgan "Eeon~'lllic s of O;lsic Cnblc" December 4, 2014 aT p. 93 
("ESPN's (ldvcrtisillg revenues hencfit large ly Ii'om lhe I1clwtuk's cxc!ush'c sports content, which drnws the 
cove(ed d(:mogr(lphic group of males agcu 1 K 10 ,11)." ) . 

.1.1 eMilrkeler, '"A mericans Clllling, the Cable TV COlt! II I Jllcrc:lsing Puce," Dec. 10,20 15, 
hu !!;t!W\\ \II .cmllrkcler.com/A rl jde! t\OlcriC:1lJs-CUII jug-Cable-TV -CQrd-1ocrl.'asiJlI!-I)lIccl J 0 1.3327 . 

',I Ad Week. "Wilh So II. lany Americans Dropping Cable, Will Cord euning Doom 1 V as We Know It? Observers 
Mguc Ihe pace of change is grc(l( ly cXlIggcrolcd." OCloner 27,201 5, 
hnp!lIw\\ w.a<l\\ ed ; .com/llcwslleitvisionlso-rn:1nY-:'lnlerica II<;;-dropping -cable-wi I I·cord·elnt ing -UOtlIIH v-we
~now-il·16 77~fJ. 
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re ult MVP s remulIl Imp .-lcUll a . IlUC ' ofdi. tribmian far vid () programmer und a rnaj r 

SQur e of pragTamming for many hOlls holds. 

42. MVl 0 alld vide PI' gramme!"' oleT into ompl x o(Jntracts that g vern lh 

dislri uti n f vid 0 programming ( d lh inlerm lioft n s rvice ree i ed by the vide 

progranull rs. 3S Typically the exchange of alue belwe n'MYP s and vide pro g.r8111m el'S 

involves the following tenns. The MV 0 pays the video programmer fees base'dol1 the number 

ofjndividuals ho 11a e ncees 10 the idlw programmer's prQgrarnming.36 Til video 

programmer ha the ability to in el'1 adverUsem nt, into that programmiJlg and am the revenue 

It m Ilin those potS.37 And sometimes 111 MYP g ts the ability Lo insert adverlisem nl 

int sp ts 'ld eam orne f tbatrev ·nue. A a l:e llll oft.he . c nlracl teon. lhe MVPD 

typkally pay vide programmers. 

43. {{ B !.GIN fI I 

J} See Katz Declaration, ~ 29. 

36 See ld al p. 14 ("Content cOSIS are determined as a result of negotiations between n programmer and a video 
s'ervice provider Ihat wallts 10 transmit the content to i ts customers, For all MVPD, llle license fees usually take 
the fonn ofa per subscriber, per-month paYlllent from 1he MVPD to the programmer"). {{BEGIN Hel 

ENDH I J} 

37 {BEGIN Cl 

E I) I J 

; 8 Katz Declaration at ~I 30. 
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44. A ' these contract terms inuicate, I IV PDs, including Charter and TW , pl'~)'vid · access 

and distriblllioll s~rvices to video pr grammer. hey u ist the vid 0 programm rs in s curing 

viewers for their pr grams and the embcdd ~ advertisements. They c lIeet money from their 

ubscribers on behalf of the vid 0 pt grammers. R ughly speaking, the MVPD makes a margin 

on til dilli rene b twe n what it charges h 1I h Ids and' what il pay vidC() progr()nU11ing 

provi.ders plus mClybe some advertisingJ'evenu for pot the MVPD sells::10 MVPDs car fully 

track tile average revenue pCI' subscriber and the average video programming cost per 

subscriber. That business inodel i common for distributor and other inteuucdiaries:U 

45. The faclthat Professor Katz refers to this economic relatiollship -on oeca iOIl as the 

pLU'chase of"vid programming dj slribuLio.n rights' doesn' t chang~ the reality orwhat is g ing 

on. As his own descript.ion makes c!ear'12 the video programmer lise MVPD as intermediaries 

lhat C<U1 onnl::ct them with h II ehold. and pay them for prom ling Ib i1' pr gram . The vid 

progrmnrn r nd the hQlIsch Id have n reJati n. hip. E eopJ watch A , not harler and 

;;9 Id. 

~o More precisely the MVPDs' expected margin per subscriber for a video programming contract is the difference 
between the incremental revenue from including the video programming in its packages and the incremental 
costs of that progrmmning. 

·11 It is a standMd model for ml1lti-sided platforms. See David EVlIJ1s nnd Richard Schmalensee (2014) "The 
;\ ntitrusl Analysis of Multisided Platform Bllsinesses," in Blair and Sokol, ed, The 0\{01'(/ hal1dbook of 
IIIIema/jollal Antirust Economics, VO/lIlIle J at Pl'. 411-413 discussing Jean-Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole 
(2003) "Platform Competition in Two-Sided Markets" JOllrnal olthe European Emnomic Associalion 1 (4) and 
Mark Armstrong (2006) "Competition in Two-Sided 1'vhlrkcts" R(lIId JOIi/"twl o//:'COIIOlllici 37(3); Andrei Ilngiu 
"Strategic Decisions tor Multisided Plnllonns" MIT ,)'/olln AIanagement Rel'ieH', December 19, 20 I J Andrei 
Hagiu (2009) "Two-Sided Platforms: Product Variety and Pricing Structures," .Io"/'IJal o/Economics & 
,HwwgCIJlt:II/ "·;/I"OIt!.KF 18(4). 

12 Slle. e.g. , Kat!. Declnration at ~~ 29-3 I. 
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I,; bL:tbcr they like J\&E or not has 11 direct imp~c{ all how much m !ley'· . will make. This i 

not at aJllik an autmn bile maker buying jnyllor car nts. 

4 . The fact that contracts beh en MVP . and video progr Illmers resulr in n payment 

fr m the MYl to the video programmer docs not me~n that the MVPD are buying input . 

In fact, video progranun rare pUYlng MYP s for collecting rll0ney from households and for 

providhlg access and distribution to the subscribers on the systems operated by the MYPDs. To 

see this, it is useful to c 11 ider lnternct distribution of video programming.43 

47. An Online Video Distributor C·OVD ") enlcr· into a direct relationship with a 

h useh Id thaI agrees to pay 01 · VD $JO per In nth. (Tue dol/ar figures 1. usc here are made 

up JUSl t illustrate the pint. T11 hOllseh lel then sends requesL., fur OVD content to its ISP 

which results in OVD video tre~uns being djsrribut d over the fn(crn t. The lSP might charge 

the OV a (lccess and distributi 11 fee p r subscriber, ds of $1 per month to obtain ace s to the 

11 uschoJd and di lribute its cant nt to that hou 'ehold; ome · ery large 1 P have flectiveJy 

done o. The lSP colle t $1 per subscriber. which is it margin In, and tbe OYD recei es a net 

payment f$9 :=: $10-$1. 

48. her · is a differ J t way this bl.l ine S could bo rganized. Th ISP c uJd provide til 

VDservicetQitsclI ' lomcr r r$lO·mdpa til VD$9. he l Pwouldgetlokeep$/ = 

$/(J-$9, which is it margin. That difference r il ct · tIl s rices lh {SP pr \ ides [or billing 

and collcctLng rc CI111 C from Ihl! slIb 'crib rand u po ibl ,\ c -': an I di tribllti n r e. 

49. ThaI economic result is Ih . !-;omc;.r in thl.! prl! iOllS nrrangcmenl. Tn ILh cases the YO 

g>ts a r\:t! pel· su i · Tit l!r. Ps, (Ir '9 ::1IIt1 1hc IS ! gel $1. In the JrSl case th " I P charg d th 

I.l ProfCssor Karz points to Internet distribution as a slibstituk for MVPD distribution. See Katz Declaration at ~ 
76. II is th~rerore particularly uscrlll to compare the busincss models for these mcthods of distribution for video 
progr<mllllcrs_ 
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nee ,,~s and distribution Ii . oC $1 explicitl y. In the 'e nd cuse the 1 "P t ok ttl distribution fcc 

as lb mOl'gin bel eenwhal it ci1nr() d lh hOll 11, 1d and whal it rebated t th YD. 

50. Suppose n w that larger] Ps wCrt: ubi to charge significantly higher access and 

di lribtlti 11 fee. , III the fir t arrangement that wouJd bc 'cen directly in the acce sand 

distribution fee of$d per subscriber increasing significantly with the number of subs crib rs. 

Larger '1 'Ps would be paid more pCI' subscriber for acces and distribution. hl Ule second 

arr ngem nt th i would be s n LO the LSP paying a Jo er pri e to the VD.t1 r thervicc and 

getting. to 'I(, p a higher margin $m p r subscribeJ:. Either way t\1ejarger 1 P realizes a higher 

Ilh ['gin per subserib r for providing acce and dl'st.1'ibutioll services. 

51. We kn w fr m the PLlblic record in the propo d Comcastffime Wru:o r Cable merger 

Ihat 'maller 1 'Ps do not have sLlffici nl market power l barge -access and distdBution fees-to 

VDsJl4 (lnd that Larger lIs cbarge great race ss and distdblltion fees. 5 

4~ See David ,Evans, Economic Ana ly·j of Ihe Impaci r Ihe Comc8St-Time Wnmer Cable Trallsaction Oil 

hIlCj1'ct Access to nline Vide istributo (Allg. 25, 2014 (submiued \ ilh Netflix, Inc., Peritionl Deny. 
MD Docket No. 14- -7 (Aug. 27 20 14 "Evuns omcn t Declaration ' lit 142 ('Ex hiding Ih lar~:st r, ur 
I -P.) I Ps have nut btlcn able I impose terminating ,1 cC' fec 01\ NetOi '. Smoller I P hn c been I1n, ble I ) 
dCll1unu und receive payment. They conti'nlle t llllhcre 10 th 7. ro rricc .,.;quilibrium .") 

45 Id. at ~2S ("further research I have conducted has /bund consistent and substantial evidence that, in fact, larger 
ISP~ ch<lrge higher tel'lll inating ncce,<;;s fees On a per unit oflmllie basis."). See Evans COnleasl O<;c.1aration ~~ 
135-41 ("[Llllrger ISPs have more bargaining leverage and can therefore likely demand and rec.ciVe higher 
prices for terminating access."); Dectaration of Joseph Farrell, MB Docket No. 14-57, ~ 13 (AUg. 25. 2014) 
("Larger lSPs showed themselves more willing and able to adopt tough bargaining positions lhat did smallel' 
iSPs in certain recent disputes and negotiations with Netflix and with Cogent. ... Subsequently, Com cast, 
Verizon, AT&T, and TWC appear to have reached mlln:: lucrative agreements with Netl1ix than did the smaller 
ISPs. Jnfonmllioll from Cogent ~Iso indicales lhal larger ISPs are less likely to pay for Interconnection and 
likely to pay less ifilley do so, All this suggesls that !;1I'ger ISPs have greater bargaining power than smaller 
ISPs, as cyjeknced bOlh by the adoption or tougher tactic:; and in the financial olltcollles.'}: Neltlix, Inc., 
Petition 10 Deny, MB Docket No. 14-57. a\ 52 (Aug. 27, 20t4) (,,[LJargc access ISPs' market power depends oJl 
the size oflhcir slibscriber base and also on iheir ability to rouk tratTic through many scItJcrncnt-li'ce and paid 
interconneclion points. SIlHlllcr access terminating access networks have neither the subscriber base nor the 
plethora of rOll ling options to exercise power in this way."). 

See alsu [)cclHral ion of Joseph I'MI'd I, DPh il. /11 tl/(: Mlilfer t!f ApplicCitiollS o/,ColJlcas( C(Up. ([lid Timt· )fume,. 

Cub/I.', Illc. JUI CUI1.Yl'lIf Iv 7"(11141.''' ControJ c!f Licc.'lIses ami :I IIlhori::al ions, i'vl B Docket No. 14-57 (Aug 25 , 
2(14),. at ~ 13 ("Third. it "ppears lhm leu'ger ISPs showed themselves l110re willing and able to adopt lough 
bargaining positions than did smaller ISPs jn eeI1ain rccent disputes anu negotiations with Netnix nnd wilh 
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52. lvfVPDs nni id PI' gramm rs 1J llow til sc nd 01 del tI scri bed abo e. Th ~ MVPD 

oll.ecls III ney from hOll , cboltl sub: riber', rebut sap rli n of thal 1 lhe vi<.l 0 pr gl'tlmmcrs, 

and lake its a cess and distribul ion fe . a the difference b lween the two. mailer MVPD d 

n I have sufficient mark t po er l charge signifj ant ac es and lishihution fccS.46 Larger 

MYP s are able to charg~ increasing.ly higher acce' andd;stributiolJ fees, wbi b they realize 

~s in reasing differences b ''vveenilie incremental re enue and c sts tram vid 0 programming, 

B. .MVPD Bargaining Power 0 er Video Prog)'an mel'S 

53, 111 the 11 1;1 nJl), and unless the hOll ehold switch MVPD the MVPD i tbe primary 

W'lY [he vid 0 programmJng provid r ean reach the househeld and js the primary way the 

h01.lseh Id can btain access t the pr gramming:17 AU else being equaJ larger MVPDs can 

llllpose far grcrltcr damage t a ideo progn:unmer than smaJl r MVPD ' by dim:yil.1g them 

access to hauseh Jds. Video programm rs h incurred fixed and sunk costs in developing 

the progr' mm.jng. For most video programming the video programmer has Jimited 

opportunities to eam re ell\Je fr In a household that it calm t acces ' Ther fure pre cnti ng a 

video PI' granill1 r [I' 111 blainillg ace s t a IOJ'g Jll1mber fhou ehalel an IInp e 

d · 'IS .evaslatlllg c n 'equ nee urse th MVPD wou ld incur cost too if it did nol can'Y 

Cogent. Larger ISPs were less willing to agree to NctOix's Open Connect Offer and less wil ling to upgrade 
interconnectiun ports with Cogt:llt evell attlie risk of degrauing their users' eXperience. Subsequently, C01llcast, 
Verizon, AT&T, ami TWC appear to have reached more lucnHivc agreeniellts with Netflix t!ian did the smaller 
ISPs. lnfortlWlion [i'01ll Cogent also indicates that larger ISPs are less likely to pay Itlr inlerconneclion and 
likely to pay less jf they do so. AI I this suggests thaI larger ISPs have greater bargaining PO\\;CI' than smaller 
lSPs, as evidenced bOlh by the ~doptjon oftollgher tactics and in Ihe linancial outcome~.") 

1(, See, illfi'a, al S'ecliull IVB. 

17 There is no dispute in the record Ihallarger MVI'Ds pay significantly lower prices to vitleo progmtnmcrs and 
therefore no plausible dispute that the aV<1ilability ofailernotive methods of distribution. including streaming, 
does not prevent larger tvlVPDs securing additional barg~inillg power. 

·IS The view or how bargaining takes place is consistent with Ille findings or regulatory authorities on ihe impact of 
all increase ill ISP !.il.c 011 the barga ining power over Internet content providers. See Sallel Remarks 111 13 
(naming increased bargaining power as "the centml concern" in ihe Commission's evaluation orlhe 
COIllC<1stlTWC merger); Baer Keynote at 6 (1l,lInillg Ihe risk or"djs!)ropol1i()n~tely increasing Ihc merged firm's 
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' must-have" programming. But 1ll0~1 pr gral11ll1ing i 1101 '''must have" and v auld not have 

d astating consequences to tbe MVI jf it did not frer tJ1al prognmu1liug. 9 

54. The Jurg r MVP s can demand lower efTccti price r III video p'l'ogrammer 

beau' e as inl rmediaries between the vide programmer and J us 11 Itl they all demand 

higher implicit ncces and djs[ributiO~l lees, That results in J wer id~o 1)1" gramming paid by 

Lhe MVP to the viueo programmer or equi al nlly a lower c, st incurred by the MVPD for 

video programmi11g.50 

55, Foil v ,ing the arithmetic J rib dab ve the payment p.er subscriber by the MVPD 

consists bf an amount that refh;cts the coli cc li t1 0 payinents from the MVPD s ubscribel' 

(p . per ' ubscriber minus the acces ond tli tributi u Ii e ds per s:lIbsc.ribex, l11e (1 t payment per 

ubscriber by me MVPD is Ns==Ps-ds, jl)Ce ds iftcrea~es with number of MVPD subscribers 

the net payment per subscriber Ns decreases with the nun ber ofMVPb subscribers. The CQst 

saving realized by larger MVPD resu lt ii' m charging higher acces and di tribution f c,; , 

c. Lm'ger IVP 
Fees 

harge ignific3ntly Higher Accc and DistributiOll 

56. • 0 my know] clge, all f lh participant l these proceed ing that ha e pin d on the 

issue agree that. among the largest MVP. s, lal'g r MVPDs P<y video pr gram mer 

consiuerabl les ' per subs rj er than ' mailer MVPI , ·jgur 1 'b \ S the prograrnming to, t 

bargaining leveragc" as a primary rcason for taking "tough stands" on the Comcast/TWC merger); 
('ol1lcastIAT&T Order. 17 FCC Re(L at. 23259'136 ("MVPDs can negotiate sllbstnntial discounts based on the 
nllmber ofslIbscribcrs to which the network will be transmitted, as well ,15 other factors slich as the network's 
placement on ;} particular tier. Ultimately, the more concentration mnong buyers, the more likely buyers will 
possess some market power over programming,"); id at ~[34 (explaining h(b]eeallse progranllmrs incur high 
fixed costs associated with the development o fprognlllllll ing, programming networks mllst have access to a 
criticl1llllllllber of viewers to ovoid finoncial loss,"), 

,19 For programming to have such "competitive signillci1l1cc:' it mllst feature "marquee prognll11Jnillg; sllch (IS 
populur sports cVCIlI~," See COIIIC(/sl/' / rtf.: T Order, 17 FCC Red, at 23287 " 102 n, 2SS, 

50 See Conn'as/i:1 T(~ 7' Order, 17 FCC Red. at 23259 ~ 36. 
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p r ubscribcr per month and the nllmbcf f sub$crib rs ~ r multiple M PDs using U1e dma 

equivnl.cnttolhatu 'db Pr fss rratzf rhi ' ch::ui L1pdat'dt lheyear nuing20 15Q3. il 

incJ llded abJevi ion, for which NL I agull f(!p rt e. t imatesl'video programming 

cost. 2 The Jigllre shows ft Lrong negative reJati n hip bc~.y ell f es per sl1bs riber and. 'ysl m 

size. 

57. T do n · t hav detailed data on ideo programming contracts 1 ondllct arefu l 

econom tri study ot~ the relati llsilip beh eell MYP size and viti 0 pr grrunming prices. 

}Jowev r to g l a rough idea Gthe relaLi nship 1 p ru 1l11ecl some simple univariate regression 

analyses. 3 U iog a linear regres ion) J have a und that there is a,statistically ignifieunl (atlhe 

5 percent lev J) negative relation hip b tween average ideo programmiiig co t pCI' sub fiber 

and Lh · I1UJ11Q r of sl1bsql'ibef'. Each additionru millio!) vide subserib r j. associated with a 

reductiol) of {B 'G1N I i NO el} in month ly por ubscriber programming co ls. 

58. TJle r gression line i sh · wn in Figw-e I aiong with the pint corre p0n.ding to lhe 

proje led sjz , of N w harter. Based on th is regressjon New hm1er is projected to have 

monthly per . LIb riber pr gramn)ing cost I INO J}pr nUe s 

than harter. {BEGIN I ,N D CI} percent less than Wand {BEGIN END 

J} pcrl.;cnll s than lheir w ·jgbtcd n crago Is.
5
'1 r \-vi lI lt, til s figur . t.o illl! (rat tb 

~ I l<nlz [) " [arario l) ot Figure I. 

s, (.1m . IN I 

END ell 

53 Due to the limited l1umber of data pOints, this regression docs 110t control for all potelltially important covariutes, 
stich as the differing quality of video programming purchased by diffcrcnl MVPDs. 

',I I have also explored the robustness of these results 10 alternative functionalforills. Using a sel11i-log model 
yields n:sllits that all: l)uulit<llivcly and t)1I1llltiMiwly similar: the crJcct ofvidco subscribcrs on pl:r subscriber 
monthly prognllllming costs rcmaillS negative and stutistically signific(lJn at the 5 pacent level, with predicted 
costs for New Charter or {BEGIN CI END el} per slibscriba per month, which is (BEGIN CI 
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poj:htsmade below; to provide:more reliable econometriceviden~e 1 would needacce$'s to. 

video programming contracts, and the detailed temlS, acrQSs a large number of MVP,Os spread 

acrossthesize'distrlbutibn ofMVPDs.$$ 

Figure:.l {BEG1N CI 

I' 0 el} 

END Cn percent less than Charter {BEGIN C) END el} percent less than TWC" and {BEGIN CI 
END CI} percent less than the Applicants' weighted average. 1 have focused on the lihear functional form in 
order to be conservative. 

S} The cost data I use in this regression are calculated lIsing the same data sourCe and methodology as Professor 
Katz lIsed in Figure I orhis declaration, except llsing more recent data (programming costs for the year ending 
20 J 5 Q3). The programm ing cost pCI' subscriber per mQnth I use are slightly lower than the figures reported by 
Professor Katz in TabJe 1 l)fhis declaration. The main difference in methodology.is that Professor KlHZ'S Table 
1 divides by "equivalent basic units" mther than raw counts of video subscribers. 
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f able silo',: 5 th rati o f the overage r ice per ubscribcr ft r tlch system r lalive I 

'nblevision . r ue ublevisi011 ill my report as n exampl of a smaJler MVPD. as video-

programmjng costs for Cablevision are reported by. NL Kagan. My understanding is that 

smaller compcti1i e broadband PI' viders m mbers have rates that aIe comparable [0, r higher 

than t11 se of obi vU an.) 'Com ast the largest tVPD, pays 28 per ent les, than the - y (em 

with III highe ·t costs (Cnb.levlsi n). TW ' pays 2 _ P fC nl les and hartcr ~ perccnliess lhan 

'able ision,56 s I e,'pJain in more d ta il bel w, tbe difference between the ideo 

programming r>dc s paid by each f these large systems and th ly lea l smaller MVPD re11ect 

th.e a c and dlslii bution fcc earned by Ul(1 t MVPD (1S a result of its contro] er access to the 

subscribers on its system. 

{BEGlN CI 

END CI} 

60. Professor Katz reports an analysis by Chmter that its av~rage per subscriber video 

programming costs will decrc.ase by {{ BEGIN HeI .END nCI}},57 

56 Bright HOllse Networks has a contractual agreement with Time Warner CabJcto rely on TWC to purciHlse third 
party programming. See supra at fn 24. 

57 Professor Katz rep0l1s estimates by Charter that its average pel' video subscriber costs per month would decrease 
by {{BEGIN HCl END HCl}}, S'ee Katz Declaration at Table I. Katz repolis both average 
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The decrcu:;;c in overage programming costs 0t' {{ n GIN J eel "NI H In is larger 

(bon an I g~\1crally c nsistnt wi th , th difr renee of {llF.GI.N CI I NO CI} lhallh 

t' . gressi n stimnte [report abo e would pre liet bas · don lhellf rell t: i.n vide sub criber' 

betw~vn hart r amJ TW . 

61. Professor Katz als b.erves that, a. TW contracts come up for renegotiati n. New 

. hruter would be able to neg t iate lower prices pCI' subscriber. ss 'U llo data provided by th 

Applicants I find th t {{ BEGIN HCI 

END HI}} Thcre.tl re, as llning the ran action were appr v d on July 

1 2016 {{ BEGIN H I 

62. To provide a reliable cstimut of th~ d Un in tb id 0 progr mming f1 s paid by 

New Charter it \-"ould be nc s nry. ,s n ted above, Lo Jl e] tail' c\ contra 1 data fb1" mUltiple 

MVPD' and video programming pro id rs he ause my 'lInd r L, nding is lhAt th actua l price 

sched'Ulcs anJ other e nsidcrati n exchanged b 1wc n Ih Applicants an ya.- I slib lantilllly. 

o pr id a r ugh c. limale , however, I h~\ve u. 'd a proj eli · n f the New harter m nthl)' 

PI' gramming sl p r ubscriber based 11th simple line, r r grcs. i n of'th datil inclllded in 

cost savings and a marginal cost savings. with the marginal cost calc\1latiun ~xclllding !i·om both Charler's and 
TWC's prognllllming cosls all programming costs associated with {{ BEGIN Hel 

END I lei}}. In order to fOCII5 on the cost savings once. existing programming 
contracts have been reJlegotii1h:~d. I lise his estimate for the average cost Sewings. 

58 See Katz Declarilrioll ilt , ; 2 I. 

5~ {{ BEG1N HCI END HCl )} for Twe video 
programm ing contract data. I lise Television Network 2015 net operuling revenue data Ii'om SNL Kagan as a 
proxy for TWC's progrn III III ing contnlcls' cost ,)'ee SNL Kngilll, TV Network SUnlmary, available at 
ht Ips: / !www.snl.com/inten)ctivex!!v. N clw orksS 11m rn ary .nspx. 
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rigure I disCll . 'cu n vc. Ba 'cd 11 that w)ul IS. cw harter would be ~Ihl e I S clire vernge 

vide programmingJ rices tll'lt are {BIi:CIN 1 END CI} P rceLH lower than TW an' [ 

BE IN 1 END 1) per ent I wer (h 11 'harter. N thingJ ay. however, d p nuS on 

these numbers pre is Iy 0111y the prt)PO iti 1\ that the declin 'in vid progl'amming price 

wouJd b qllit ignificant, v hich .it clearly is. 

63, The fact that New Chart r wouJd pay significuntly Lower ideo programming prices, 

becall e fits iner as d bargaining p wer implies thllt it would chnrg si.gni ricantLy hi Ther 

acoess and distribution fees because of its jn ' rea ed bm'gajning power. 

D. The Unilateral Effe t of the Merger OJ} Video Programmers 

4. The fa t that til Transaction auld lead t ig.nificantly high r ne s and distribution 

fees r r th vide progrnmmers is n ource r camp Uti ve coneem. Distributors and 

interm diari s like MVJ>Ds PI' vide ser ic s tbal enable 1:\ 0 uifferent types of ust mers to 

internet \ 1tl1 ad'! ther.60 They chHrge for pnwi<:ling that er ·ce. hey may c Ilect f i es from 

CiUl r or both Cl ,t mer, Fr m Ih > slandp int 01 :lntilru: l anal si , lh r is n basi. 1"1' 

consid ring 011 ( pc oj' ustom t erve I by the inlerm~di ary and ignoring the other type. 

65. [ ha e ca lculated r ugh e tim I ' of the avcrag acce and distributi n fce charged by 

th pplicants befor and n r t ho.; Tl'an~a tian. I limnt> t]1e verage distributed , ee charg <.l 

betbrc the Transac.[j 11 by laking U1e cJilTenmce bel\.vcclI the flV rage pri cpr 'ubscriber paid 10 

viuco PI' gromOll!rs fur the pplicants .. UlJ r r hlevisi n, the provitl r wilh the highe. l 

pr grnl11lll ing co~[s amon 'Iurg cable MVPDs, As 1 note [, b( v the cvidenc Sllgg Sf lh ~11 

60 For a disclission of intelTIlediaries see David Evans and Richard Schrnalensec (2014) "The Antitrust :'\nalysis or 
Multisided Platform l3usiJlcsses," in Blair (lnd SokoL cd. The Oxford handbook orlntcrnational ;\nlinlst 
Economics, VoluJl1e I ~ Marc RysmCln (200f)) "The Ecollom ics of Two-Sided Markets" Journal of Economic 
Perspectives, 23(3). 
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Illl1lJ r 'IVI D: do not have uffici nt barJaining p \ r to chorge. ace S' and ui stl'i uti 11 res. 

That differ 'flee give. , di stribution fee of {UEGIN CI l N D J} p r subscriber per 

month for hart r BEGIN CI I ND "'I} for TW ,and <l weight d average of ( 

BEGIN I END J} ase j n the r ugh e timate r reported ab ve, New harter 

wO\lld pay {BEGIN .1 END r} per m nth per ubsCliber. That gi es an access and 

di trjblllion fee f { B I -.. IN CI ENO l} p r ubscriberper month fi r New harter. 

66. A a re lIlt the acce. S and distribution fi harg d by cable sy terns operated by 

Charter wOl1ldincr ase by {BEGIN J END CI} 

and the a cess and distribution fi s charged by 'able system operated by WC and Bright 

HOlls Networks w uld increa e by {(lE IN CI 

END. el} The av I1Ig increase in the ac ess and di trjbl.ltion. fee for New harter~ weighted by 

Ule number of subscriber .in20 14 Q4 would bv { D I GIN CI EN CI } p~rcent. That 

estimate implie nn increase ofthc accl.!Ss and di tributiOll.fi s f {BEGIN CI 

END l} per yeM. Ii
! I therefore conclude that the r nsa ti 11 would result in a. ignificn.nt 

incr a e in the price paid by video programm rs for acccs and distribuli n lo I lew Chart r's 

subscribers. 2 'TIlerefore under a standard single-sided ':lIlo ly is, the Tnmsaclion W lIll re lilt 

(,J As 11 robustness check. J have also computed the fce increase under the semi-Jog model. With Ihat fUIlClional 
form assumplion, New Charter would pay a predicted { HEG1N CI .END CI } per month per subscriber, 
giving an access (lnt! distribution fce of S \3.0 I. This alllounts to an increase of { BEG IN cr END CI } 
percent for Charter, { BEGIN CI END CJ } percent for TWC and Brighll-]ollse. and l13EGIN Cl 
END CI} percent for their weighted average_ The total occess llJ)d dislribuliOrl fee wOlild increase by { BEGIN 
CJ END CI} million per year. 

61 My analysis, however. does not Jepend on these precise fllllnbers. which I'm ofTering only ns rough estimates 
b~scd on the available data, but on the likelihood lhat Ihe Transaction would decrease video programming prices 
paid by New Charter signific.mll), (a proposition Ihat is 110t in disptilC) and Illat would increase video 
programming access and distribulion fees c1wrged by New Charter significantly (which follows directly from 
the video prl)grallllllillg price reduction). 
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in a signiJicanl increa ' C in price to ideo pro 'rHmm rs thai arc buying ncccss tU1CJ di tribulion 

, l' (,' services trom lh pp lCunts . . 

67. To ev. luaee th vera 1 I impc 't flhe 1'1'. nsaclioll, under a Lv 0- iciecl plalt' tm <lnaly is. 

we need to account fi r hang that the . ppli ants w uld make t prices charged (0 it 

subscl'ibers.64 PI' fcss r K tz claims that N w harter ol!ld pass through 50~60 p rcent oHlle 

higher price it rec i es 'to subscribeI -. Taking bis figur implies that the 1'runsacti n would 

resu lt in an increase ill toe total price paid £i r distri uti n by ide 'pTogrammer and 

households of bcl\ cen {BEG IN CI END CI} p r cot. 65 1thercli re nolude 

that th Transacti n \ ould r su ltin a ignifi ant increase in UJe total price harged by the 

Appli ants [or providing n ces.<; and distribution t {heir households taking bOlh video 

programmers and h useholds int ac Q,unt. 

Q8. .s T disc\!' in more detail el w, l'rofe 'sor 1 atz's approach of looking at the pass-

thr ugh f a price dccre~e to one s ide of ElI'l intermediary ut ignoring U, price increa e to th 

the!' side f the intermediary i wrong as a mUller of ec n mics and is inconsistent with 

Slfl Jldarcl merg r practice. (j(, 

~.1 See US Department of Justice and the Federal Trade Commission (2010) "Horizontal Merger Guidelines," at 
Section 6.) Pricing or DHTcrcntialcd Products, https:!/www.lkgov/siicsfdefaultffllesiattach1lients/rnerger
review!lOO819hmg.pdf. 

6'1 David Evans and Richard Schmalensce (20]4) ''The Antitrust Analysis of Multisided Platfol1l1 Businesses," il1 
Blair and Sok\)I,ed, The OxjiJl'lI handbook of lllternalilinal Anrirllsl EconomiCS. Vollll'nc ): Eric Emch and T. 
Scott Thompson (2006). '"Market Definition and Ml1rket Power in Payment Card Networks," Review of 
Network Economics, 5(1) . 

• ; { BEGIN CI 
END CI J 

1,(, See inFo at Sec/ion VA. 
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IV. Impact f th Trll1'1 'action II Competition in L C~lJ Bronub:HJd 
Market 

6. The Trallsnction w uld rc ult in the Applicants. ecuring nddili nal market p wel' over 

vide PI' gramrner signHio(mtly raising the a cess ~lJld lIi tributi n fe s harged to vjdeo 

programmers and signiJicantiy toducing N w Charlet' co t of vjdco programming. That 

increased market poweJ in vide progranuniIlg access and ill tribuUon 11 , ing fran) the 

Transaction would ha e knock-on effe ts ill the PI' vi i011 of 10 al br adband. The rallS8cti 11 

\ auld likeLy reduce a tual or potential broadband competitiOn ill Ule local areas serv d b the 

cabl systems operat d by New harteI'. 

70. cti n A discus the well-known problem il) til provision of wired, high-speed 

broadband in thi;: United tales .• cction B examines ho mall r br adbaJld provider make 

decisi ns to inve t in entry and expansi II of fiber. clion shows that t11e increased margins 

obtained by the pplicant \VQuld reduce broadband c mpetilion. ection D sh W' [hal reduced 

br ndband c mpct!li n w uJd Jik Jy harm con tUller 'Ihr ugh higher pric . • sl w speed and 

I 5S ,innovation. 

71. J d n l have 'uflicjenl dnta to quuntif , the xl nllO which the Transaction IN uld 

redu 'e c I11petitjon by smaller brondband provi leI'S and thl:: impact Ll onsum r ellare. 

N vertbeless. r b li ev lb '1 the t:v idcllc pres nted bel demon trale' thal tile Tran noti n 

poses ', cr t li S r i k l · I cal ') rOt1(lb:md C mpt.:liU n. v hich the pee hOlll Ie nsidcr in it 

d lib l'ati ns. 

A. Market Failure in the Provision of Broadband 

72. Most American households have limited choice when il comes to obtaining broadband 

servicc. They are often forced to deal with large cablc systems that have persistently low 
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oustomer crvice rating. TYJ icall they cannot readi ly subst ituLe all the!' r vid r jf Lhey are 

lIi satisfied \: iUl s [vice or prices. 

73. able 4 pre eflls data Oil the state f c mp tili n fO I the 10 larg sl J Ps in [he c untry. 

Jt reports the avctage number ot 1 I ava i.labJe to h 1I ell Jd in Ihe-meas erved by the large t 

I Ps with a broadband d wolond 5) e,ed of at least 10 Mbpsano the percent of households that 

have access 10 an l 'P [ha l offers equal OF superior speed. ' 11 average for each of these TSPs 

1110 t I ouseholds have les tban one alt mative and lh pr p nd ranee of hOllsehold do 11 t 

have access to an r p U1at ffe rs qua] speed. 

Table 4 Population \Veighted Average Number of Competing P ID 

Census Blocl erved by Each Company67 
{BEGIN CT 

67 When computing the average number of competing ISPs with Equal or Faster Download Speeds, 1 restrict the 
both the ISP and competitors' ofTerings to those with download speeds of 10 Mbps,or greater. A competitor is 
considered to have an equal or faster downlond speed if its max download speed offering is greater than or equal 
to the lSP's nHlX download speed ofTering, Appendix n describes my methodology and datil sources in detail. 
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END J} 
Sources: hurter 'ommunicilli ns Inc. 1\lhlic 1111 To; t ~IlIICmcn l . In Ihe 1\1 IlUl" .If" flllilic I\pplicllii n of ' hnncr 

Urililluilicu\ions. Inc., rime" jlrllcr ';)I)I~ In.'. I1ml \J\,il IIC I!wh(lusc Pnl'1l)Cl"$hlp For Con'!>cul to lh~ rrlln lilr I.)f 
1111[\'0 1 01" Licenses mH] Authorizatiolls, jlIIH.' _5. 201 • ill, p. 1'.1: I.cichtnmn R CS.li1TCh ' roup, "R,,:sC1\r\!h 'ote. I V 20 1-:' 

http://~~' w\ .lcichhnnlll"~C:u·ch.cul!l!rc_ 1!an;h/n()le$03 _20 I .pdf; SNL Kagan, "T I" ,Ible tvl"Os." 
11IIps:l/wwws nl.con inter,\, live: op 'able 'ISO .asp · 

74. Table 5, rep rts the merican ell t mer 'atisfaction 1ndex C"A 1'") average customer 

ali fauti 11 ratings £ r the 10 larg st national [ Ps wh ich includes the AppJ icaru as w lL as 

rankiJlgs tor tbel' US illdu$trjes,6); Tbe average A r rating fo r lhc J 0 large t ISPs is 81 

percent of tbe average I rating for all indllstcie . Excluding C mea t hart I' and TW 

arc lhe'\ orst rated lSPs.io terms of 1 rating out anhe 10 largest JSP . Th . results are not 

Sllrpl'ising. 11e 1 Ps face little 0111)) ti liv pr S lire fr 111 e n lImer cho jngalt malive 

provider . r ,<"itch ing to tber provjders c~pecially I Ps that ba e equal or fa ler broadband 

speeds (/1a1 UlCY make little effort t ' rovide reasonable ser ice to their clIstomers. ThJ! abtlSe 

f cuslomers by Jarge c" ble 'y tem is well known.69 

G~ 1111:: Am 'l'icnn IISlOll1cr (l1islilClion Index is illlntional ros -industry measure of Clistollwr sati raction in the 
United tales .. The Inuc; · IllC<l!>ures the sinis RIC I iO Il or U.S. household consumers with Ihe qULl lity ofproduci 
unci services offered by bOlh roreign and d IlIcslic lirllls wilh i.,gnilicol lI hClrc ill U.S. market. Each yenr 
l'ough I)' 70,000 customers nre surve e J about til ' pr dUCl ' nllt! s'rv ices they lise the most. The.: survey uala Cl' e 
il inpllt to 1111 cc ttomclric m dellhat benchlllllrks C,lI lOme 'al is/heli n with In re thun JOO COI1lP nics in 3 
Indu, tries and 10 economic seCI rs. U - well as various serviccs of federal tll1ll lo<,;al guvernment agencies .• 'lUI 

)\ I, " AbclUt Ihe l11crictln ' u s ll)1ll 'I' :al) fa 11 11 I nd~. "<I ailable il t http://www.thc\lcsLorglabout-ncsi. 

69 Charter was ranked as havillg the third worst clIstomer service by 111e Hutlillgton Post .. See ,. 15 Companies 
With Impossibly Terrib.lc Customer Service" 'lhe fllI/Jingloll Post, January 1,2013 (available at 
http;!!' WI\' huffill glo llposI.col11J20 13/0 1I09/worst-cust0Il1er-ser i c n 4 '4Q67.htl11l). See a/so "Charter 
Customers S"y Bigger 1:,;n't Likely to Mean Better," The Nell' York Times, May 27..2015 
lllil?~L!w.ww .nytin) cs.col1l ~O 15/()5 _81 1I ill l.' Ichllrl,cr-cu tl) l1lcr. -S~I -b ig!!cr-isnt-I ikcIY-IO-tneull-b tler.hlm 1); 
CNET "Time Wilmer ('able gets ill Oil IhG 'curse oul your customer' trend," February 20. 2015, 
!ll!Q.;iL~ww,.~!let.coJ)){ncw!J 1 illl~-\Va l'l1l!r- ablc-gels- lil-I n-I hc-..:U! St·oul-" llr-cU!;l IIlCf'-II'Il IlU; "CUstomers give 
dismal scores to TV providers," eN!y' A1()J1ey. May 20, 20 I ,1 
bJJp:lfmonecY"Qlll.c12!JlL20 14/11~~9.L!!~~'5;colllpallies!cable:.cllstolllcr-sHtisrCll:tion; AI'S Tcchnim "Survey says: 
Comcast. Time Warner Cubic clistomers are still the angriest ," (May 19.2014), 
IH!.nJ In r1i1.~ch 11 i ea, co m.l.tlli5 i II Cl~I.~).L~fQ5.i£Qm<:'~5!:! i III (-wa rn cr-ca b I e-~H i II-ha yc- t he-a.ngri t~st511 st Olll ers-s 1I rV~J:: 
lindsi), 
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TableS 'Customer Service Scores for Internet Service Providers in the United 
States 

Ompl-HlY 
C mcast 
AT&T 
Time Warner able 
V ri7.on 
Cen t ury Link 

harter 

'ox ommunicati ns Inc, 
abJevisiol1 S st m orporation 

uhsoription eJevisiol1 S rvjce 
Municipal Uti.lilies 
Cooperative Utilities 
Cell ular Telephones 
A 

ACSI 
201S Rating 

56 
69 
58 
Ci8 
60 
57 

58 
61 
61 
63 
63 
63 
73 
80 
78 
75 

75, his illlali n resul ts from 'ignificanl market fa ilures in the pr visi n of broad and in 

lucal tl re'l ' across the o lllll ry ''lTld in pal'ticLlJal' in th ,c mea ' in wl1i 'h the Applican( , p ra te 

as Ihe d minant JSP. Th re are numerolls <ll1'i e.r' t inli'OSlructur investment in bl' adband a 

the Commissioll ha f lind in Ih lasl r ur f its rer Its on l' , dband compelition.7u Th I'e aTe 

f'iv main PI' blem '; 

'1(1 Inquiry Concerning the Dep/oymel/l a/Advanced telecoml1/ullications Capability 10.1/1 Americalls in a 
RfJasonable and Tiille~l' Fa~'hio/1. al1d Po,uible ""{CPS 10 Accelertllc S,/ell Deployment Pursuant /0 Section 706 of 
Ihe TelecommunicatiollS /leI of 1996. (IS Anwl/ded by the Broadband Da/a lmprovf!tI1e11l ACI, GNDocket /',.'0. J I ~ 
J 21, EI);thih Broadband Progress Nepol'f, 27 FCC Rcd 10342, at 10403-10, 'i') J 3 9-54 (2012); tnqllilY 
Cotlvemillg (he Deployment of.,lc/wlIJced TelecOlllmunications Capability to AI/ Americuns irr a Rt1(JS(Jlwhle anel 
Timely Fashion, and Possible Steps 10 Accelerate Such Deploymenl PIIJ'SII{I//t to S'eclion 7060nlle 
Tidecoillll1ul/icaliolls :leI 0/1996. as Amended hy Ihe Broadband Dara Improveme1l1 ACI, ON Dock!!1 No, 10-
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7 . ·i,. t th l' !Ire political and regulatory barrier t vll t ry in I cuI ureas. 71 Jy di cu ion 

~ i1h mall ompeli t i hroadban L provitl r' mud available to m . by IN OM"P/\ " 

ompelitiv ISPs") h onfirmed 1hal ne f the m sl imp rlant fact r in tle idjng wh Ie ro 

expand is lht: exl I1llo which it i p sibl\;; Lo. UW1( l)l1t til 'e n fl-ccon lIli barriel'~o ~nlry. 71 

The lal:gt: able companies in luding the I\ppli c nl . ha e participated in lobbying campaigns 

I bJ ck elltry in lu'ding 1 bbyjng for legislati h LO d s .7. • r xample, a I bbyillg group 

wh em l1ibers include' TWC wrot prop sed I gislation that 'would make il almost 

imp 'ible ti r Hies aJld t WllS 10 of~ r br acl band cr ices to n;sident and would perhaps ven 

ouUaw publi ~privat _ partJler hips lik > tb n that br ught Go gle ' I cr to F fll1SaS ity.' 74 

159. Seventh T!l'Q(uJband Progress Report and Order on Reconsider(ltion, 26 Fe Red 8008. C'l l ·8040 65, 
(2011 . Conne ling Amt:rica: The NoH nal Br adband Plan, GN OCkC1N() , 09-5 I, at 167-90 (20 10), 

71 ee, e.g. Rearillg on "Pr moting Broadb(mdllljraslrllclure !Jn le.vlmem" Be/ore the House COlllmillee 011 
Energy 'III(j C(Jllllllel'ce IIbc:mlllil, on COJII/ll 'cur flJld Tech. at 3- July 22, 2 15 (test imony of MichflcJ linger 

o glc Inc.) ('One ()fLile biggest hal'lcnges fitting I1C\ broadbandel11rants such as Google Piber is gojhing 
ffcce to wi lilY pies and c nduils.'); Dccl!lrution of John Toccali l1o, oogle Fiber Inc. ase o. 15-1 63 
6- 10 ( loy 2 1 2015) (Ol!8chcd os • hibii6 10 pposilion 0 Inter CI10 ' to Pelition rs' Motion for SIllY U. . 
Telecum Assoc. v, F 'e, Case No, 15-1063 (May 22. 2015)). 

1l III preparing Ihi dcdaral ion my Ie Illulld I were.: able to interview Ii \"c small competitiVe! I P ' Ihal pr vide 
bltndled video programming und high-speed, bract !balld lnLem~1 ace!! ,services. uc to mark lplace 
s llsitivi ti cs our team agre d Lo keepuur discu siolls an 1 review Iheir fin l'lIlcinl data <111 nym 1I • 

ollsequCutJy, I have llonymi7.cd ref r n es to their dow rIo Ji cu .. i ns wilh lhem b referring I th m as 
mpc;Li\ive ISPs. 

7~ Arstechnlcn, "Who wnnts compelit ion? Big cable tries outlawing l1lunicipal hroadband in Kallsas, January 31. 
2014. http://nrsteehnica,col11/lCch-poI1cy/20 1410 I /wllo-wants-cornpcl ition-big-cablc-trics,oul lawing-illull icipa 1-
broaclba nel-in· killlsas!), 
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77. S c no. there arc high link 'apical co t "rentry. I'or example it look 'oogle Fiber 

ull11o. ll\ ~ l1'ly m( nLh t iny nough libel' 10 P j)5' but not connect) 149 000 househ II in 

Knll a. ity. 75 As lh~ DeparUnenl of Ju tice observed. <'I \ ]ilhin a giv n I cal wireline 

brol.1Jband invol es very sub lantinl sunk costs to reach n lIstoIII er 10 alion ~U1d rath r I ~ 

marginal costs to pI vide i.nercmcntal services t c nn ted houst:;h Ids. 76 Buildi11g Ule la t. 

mile ofa broadband netw rk in olves subst, nti·tl fixed ost. Unlike Ule mi dle-mi le and core 

network, th re is ani on pot ntial cllstomer tor u lille guinu jnto a singl" h me s the 

in estill ' nt gen rat s no return when 'mu if th ' potential customer d t:. 110t actua lly subscribe. 77 

r:olr:mt ISPs v ould n I be able t rec vet much ()/'th ir jnves(menl irthey dec~ded to wilhdral; 

[rom the matket becau e, for examp!e, til ould n t p rate PI: Iitab!e ystel1'1s. 

7,8. l11ird, to be viable bro~dband provid r ha e t nter the MVPD b\1.~ il1es in additionl 

(he I 1 business because 111 st hou ch ld want to purchase both ideo programming and 

5S tog ther.78 
III adcliti n, lhey are con'lpeung directl y agai nst incumbent cable 

operators that ffcr both M PD and broadband 1 P servi cs. mp tiuve I Ps c nf'ion that it 

is elltTC~nU Dot p sib.l t se tire en ugh h us holq ubscribers for stand-alone broadband 

U, ee "Will G oglt: Fiber Wnsle S2~ Billion?," Forbes Aug. _ 1, 20 12 (u alluble 01 

hup:llwww.l.orbes.com/ itcs/pctereolmnl20 12/08 _lIwi ll-google-libt!r-wilsle-2R-bi liiol ;) To h rUIl h 
"Al1aly~t: oogle Will pend S~4 M Build ing Ul K 's ' iber Netw rk to 14 K Homes: $ 1 III rfll Weill 
Nntioll\ ide." April 8 2013 aVlti lable 01 h!11:1 ~ he lin h _J]J...,.QJ ./()4/08/google- riQet-co I-C. llma l!;). 

'16 US Department of Justice, Ex Parte Subm ission of the United Slntes Department of Justice Before Lhe Federal 
Communications Commission, III Ihe Matter of Economic Issues in Broadband Competition: A National 
Broadband Plan for Our Future, GN Docket No. 09-51. January 4,20 10, 

"IS See Declaration of Mark SCl111y, Case No, 15-1063, ~~17-8 (May 21. 2015) ("ColllSpan Declaration") (attached 
as Exhibil2 to Opposition oj" Illt~rvcllors to Petitioners' Motion for Stay, U .. ':;. Telecoil/ Assoc. I'. Fe'C, ensc No. 
15-1063 (May 22, 10J5); ,IT&nDIRD 'TV Order, ~i~ 57<:;9 ("Suhscribers arc increasingly buying video 
services as part ora blilldle. _ .. Although the number of customers who are relying only on OVD services to 
,)CcesS video programming is growing. it is Slill a small frnciiollllftilc consumers purchasing video services"). 
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. fvic to hov prontClt Ie businesses. B caus a . ub. ttUltial prop rti n r Ollstlmers vJunlt 

purcbase broadbnmi alld video t gether, it do nolrnftk S lise for mall provid 'r::; 1 offer 

standalone br adband. Oul of the 17 br ad band pro ide).' lhnt havG mad sign ificant enLl)' an J 

prulsion with new ti ber plant in the la 'l four years 15 offered til br adband dld video 

pl'Ogramming. 7~ 

7 FOUt1h,·as discud above the incl.lmbcrH cabl 'y'tem typicall y pay significantly 

cr pric s fOT video progrrumning, largel as a r suit of eaming higher access and 

distriblltfon fee~ than actual or potential rivals, including cornpeLiti e JSP entrants. As are. ult 

the incuD1ben·f cable systems can and do, 10\ r pri es. eJ tivcly to deter entry and expansi n 

while keeping prices hioh nough t ever c sl and arn a profit. 

80. Fifth it i difficu lt to persuad hOllseholds to switch broadband p 'ovidcrs becau cabl 

provider often engag in tactic' t makc it dilncl.llt for houscholds to switch. l' th ICC h,} 

nOled 'A mong Ihc c s th;)! c n lIl11er mayexp rien car : bigh upfr nt d j e Jnslallati n 

fees' lon g~tertll contract and early tenni1l81i n fj e.; th activation fee when changing service 

provid rs' and compatibili ty c t of wne I equipmcnt not w rking ,. ith the n 'W service. 

BUlld l d pricjng can uls pJa ami, as \ ingle-I r Juct .'Llbscrib I,'S . four Lime m r likeJ 

79 1n Oeccmbcr20J4, scvcnHlcn providers offered residential broadband fiber in footprints covering ilt least 0.5 
pCI'ccnt of the US populalion with access to fiber-based broildband. Of lhese, cleven (Puerto Rico Telephone, 
RCN, PcnTclcDa{[J, AT&T, llarbor Communications, CenturyLink. Google Fiber, Consolidated 
Communicatiolls. Metrollet Hawaiiilll Telecolll, ilud FairPoint Communications) had no fiber-to-the-homc 
coverage in the US in December 20 [0. Tltc other six (Verizon, frontier, Cincinnati Heil, En-Touch, Electric 
Power Bonrd, and West Wisconsin Telecom Cooperative) each morc than doubled the population covered by 
tileir fibcr-to-the-homc networks between December 201 [) ~Illd December 20],1. Calculations based on datil from 
NCltionai Tclccomnllll1ic<tLions lll1d infornHltiolJ Administration ' 5 ~tatc Dalu Inilialive (2014), National 
BroadbulJd Map, December 31,2010. lIvlIilahle (II htlp:i/wlVw.bromJbandlllap.gov/d,lta-downJoad; FCC, 
"Broadband Deployment Data hom FCC Form 477;' Version 1.0 (data ['IS of December 31,10 III), October 16, 
1015. Of these 17 fiber providers, only Iwo (PcnTeJeData and Harbor Communications) do nol offer video 
service. One oflhese ISPs (West Wisconsin Teleco111 Cooperative) relics on a third parly, another smalllSP, to 
provide video service. 
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hum lhd l h·jplc-pla ubscribers.' The e cost may limit consumer ' willingnes. 'lnd abili ty 

It) switch arrj rs ifsuch n choice is ind ed available.' ~o 

81. Histori all th . e barri I' were suFfi cient t liscourag new broatlbnnd pr vic! r: fr m 

entering and compet.i ng ith lh - inC~1Il1 ell IS. ev .ral developmen t in the Inst sev ral years 

have emboldened Finns t make i1westments in new lIber plant in competition Wilh t~e 

incumb nL eEl,ble y.t ems. 

82. Fi' t there is an incr ased coo lim r demand for high-quaJily high-spe d broadband 

s rvic ll1akjng it a ir to persuade bOtlseh ld ' t sv.ri tch where a high ... sp ed allernative 

provider is available. fl1 fac t, {{BEG IN H 

END H I}}RI i\. Whi te H use rep rt noted that "In 

2011 77 percenl of Amt.:rican Int rn luse rs age ' 25 and Ider reported relying on (he Illl mel 

lor p r50nol ommllnjcnl i os wb iJ 66 1 rc Jl l r lied n it n r general info rmati on - and about 

ball' I pend d on the Inlernet f r fin an in l scrvi es, tor <.: nsurner servic and r r 

cnle rlai nlllC I7t1 ,lt2 r re mericans vi \ high speed br adband Intel'Tl'>t a ces as sst:nl ial. 83 

b'1~ F . " "PI' 'Iccling and PromoLi llg the Op~n Internt; l [{CpOIl nud I'll!.: I' 11 Remilnd. Dec.hm-llory /(uIJtlg, llnd 
nJer." 0 r R d. -60 1.56 1-1 18 1 (Mill'. 12, 2015). 

i [fU . 111 H I E I) II J}}. 

82 "FOllr Years of Broadband Growth," The White House Office ofScicnce and Technology POl/cy, and The, 
National Economic COllncil, JUDe 2013. 

83 !d 
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8. 'cconci, Lhl:re is tlU il1creased ree grl'iti n thill high-quolity high-.'pet:d br adln1l1d i. 

important for I col cOllomic de eJ pm nl. 'hal recogni tion ha increased mun.icipal 

111 ' Ivemenl in the development and PI' Illotion of bro Idbunci .md has soften d political und 

regulal'Ofy barriers [0 entry. 84 

84. A a result a n:tlmber r companies have cauli usJy increaSl.::d investment in new fiber 

pJ.anr in c mpetiLi · n \i itb cl minant cable sy :rems inclut.li.l1g U\O operated .by the. App ll c~lnt ; 

They il'l.dude n.C'V.' players slIch as Goog'J Fiber as well a,s maIler te1c s that are r placing, DS 

with fibet and xtendiog fiber Lnt new aT AS. able 6 identifies several f the major players 

" here lbey llave m~de in estments, and the e. tent t which Lhey compete wjlh U1C pplicants. 

Thus faf the c maHer brOktdb~tnd rivals have laid new fiber plant in a relatively small .:portion 

of the United Stat and have garnered a v ry small share of household sub crib 'r . 

8-1 "CornnHmity-based Broadband Solutions, The Benelits of Competition and Choice for Community 
Development [llld Highspeed Internet Access," The Executive Office offhe President, January 2015. A January 
2015 repol1 from The Office ofthe White J louse said, "hundreds oftowils and cities uround the COUll!ry have 
developed their own locally-owned networks." These communities have "developed a variety of sirotegies for 
building locally-owned broadbilild networks and promoting higher-speed 'Internet ,!ccess" which has "emerged 
as a critical tool for increasing access, encouraging competition. fostering consumer choice, and driving locn! 
and regklllal economic development." The reporl also s<lid, ''It]hc President is calling for the Federal 
Government to remove all unnecessary regulatory and policy barriers 10 broadb,md build-out and competition, 
and is establishing a new Broadbund Opponunity Council of over a dozell govel'llm..::nl agencies with the 
singtllal' goal orspeedin~ up broadband deployment and promoting adoptions for our citizens." See a/so, Vice 
Motherboard'" J 01 Cities) lave Pledged to Secure /-ligh Speed Internet," July 9,2015 (available at 
http://ll1otherbourd.vicc.com/read/1 0 I-tls-c ities-havc-pledged-to-bll ild-thdr-o\vn-gigabil-networks: The Verge. 
"FCC Overrules State Laws 10 Help Cities Build Out IVlunicipa] Broadband," February 26, 2015 (available at 
h1Ip://www.lheverge.com!20 15/2/26/81 I 4205l1cc-dccision-llllmicipal-broadbnnd-intel'llet). 
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{13[(; IN C I 

END C I} 

85. These companies, as we ll as polcnli nl new entrnn ts, cou ld increase broadband 

compet ition ill this country. Importantly, they have alrcndy forcetll arge incumbent broadband 

providers (0 offer dramalically faster broadband speeds 10 compete. 

13. Econolll ics of In vcs11l1cIII'S in New Broadl>:l lld Pla nt 

86. I have intervi ewed several compet itive lSI's, and co llected information from them, to 

determine how they make decisions 10 invest ill new brofldband plant including upgrading 

existing DSL plant, entering in con ti guous areas, lind entering into new 'Ireas. In making these 

i.l vcstmcill decis ions. like Oil Y business. th ese broadband providers project fu ture operoting 

margi ns. assess the compeliljvc resl>onscs of other finns, and weigh risks. They make 

signilic<lllt capital investments in new plallt only when the expected rnle ofrclUm is high 

enough 10 compcnStHC lor the opportunity cosI oI' ("'npiwl and lor ri sk. 
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87. Vide -J rogrnmlll ing C) t · nrc on r th mo 'l i mportanl d 1 rmi llant f \ hether an 

inves,tm Jl I is I r Glabl, . 'or (mp lilive ISPs that also. erve a' fVIVPI 5, 'ide( -programming 

C . \ which <-I\' 'approximal Iy {{BE 1 II 1 i'NO IlCl}} n aver<Jge for fI ur 

'ompetitiv,C 1. P 1 hav' inl rvic ed c )Illprisc appro,' imateJy HE IN H I El D I I}) 

percent of the 0 eral l variable p ·rating c sls.85 L1 a ubscriber-weightcd a erage basis 

harter and we video programming cost are currently t B ! GIN HeJ END H 'I}}, 

il1 comparison, tor un appro,~i1llah.: {{BE .IN H I END HCI}} osl ad" nl g . Tlii:, co '( 

disa Ivantage in th MV]?D b in 55 makes it harder f r sm 11 bl' ad band nlrants to comp te in 

term oCUle prices and bundJes lhey ITer h us ·h Ids.il6 

8.8. Policy maker and indtlstry IJDrticipant have I ng r cog.niz d that the higher 

PI' gl'fUl'llning cos1$ faced by entrants puts them at a comp Wive disadvantage. 87 When til ir 

ideo prograll1mjng cost ar significal1tiy higher lhan the dominant cabJe . y tem, 'omp -tiLiv 

lSPs face true challenge. ir t the 11 ti n I ra k pri es bing hargcd by the dominant cabJe 

51. t m ma be su fGciently low, as a result of th cable 5ysl III pn sing on some f its higher 

access at),cJ distribuli I fees in th former 01'1 , er prices fur vari us bUJldle fbI' adbcUld 

85 {{ BEGIN lIGf 

END 
Bel }} 

~(. Generally. merger efficiencies,incJuuing reductions ill (;osts, are procompetitive even if they disadvantage 
competitors. Th;1I is not the sitmllioll posed by this /l1erger 1'01' two reasons. First. the "cust advantage" secured 
by New Charter results from an incrcnse in bargaining power ~)\'er video programmers. Second, tl1<1t exercise of 
mark..;! power cxncerbmes it significant mnrkct fnilure in <l related market as a result of the integration of 
MVPDs and lSI's. As I disl:lIsS in this section, the cOllibinatiull III those factOls could signillcanlly harm 
consumer welfare in the provision of local broadband. 

R7 G:'\O. "Video MarketphlCc: Competition Is Evolving ilnd Govelnment Rcp0l1ing Should Be RL;cvulu[lwd," 
GAO-13-576, June 2013, htlp:i/gau.gov/asscts!660/6554 76,pdf~ p. 22 ("A new pruvidt!rin Ihe video lllurket 
needs to secure nccess 10 il large pOI Ifolio of broadcast lind cable networks to competl' for customers .. _ 
INJetworks generally offer significant discounts based on the llumber of subscribers a provider has. Thus, a 
substantial disadv<1n(<lgc that an entrant has relative to a large provider is that it will likely have higher 
programming costs, making entry challenging:'). 
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vide ! nnd V 11\ hat the m,pctili e I Ps \. ould cam G l' I lively J w m, rgjn if it mat b~ I til • 

national ruck prices fo r those bWldl s:'8 ec nd the mp {itiv 1 ' 11 entrant nllls the risk that 

the dominant cable system wi llI wer its pric s n r SS-U1 -board ill th~ 10 at area ill hioh il 

faces competiLi n. Third Ih ISP broadband entrant run the ri k lhat the I minant 

cabl ystcm wi ll lower it prices electjv 1y. I custom.ers who are m t li kely to swjl~h t the 

smal l r broadband entran t to levels that the ntl'a'11I cann I match p1' Itably. 

9. The ompetitiv I Ps J hav intervjewed hov encOlmter d th s three issues. Tb e 

thnt compete with a dominant cab! y tem gel1 rn lly earn much) \v.er profits fr m proyiding 

vide -programming scrvic s than lh dominant c ble s)'. t III in (he J ul area wh n they 

r ughl)' match the incumbent s rack p1'ic s. 

90, Like lb i' large cuble yst ms the Applicants have rcuuccd prices s 1 cti ely in 

r spol), e to 3'tual or p tentinl c mpctilion. For exnmple TWC as v r C ncemed about 

C lnpetirion rr m {(B f G il H 1 END He} J} As an intern':ll presentation 

'tHtcd {(BEGIN Hel 

• 0 H J)} , l!9 In 

II 'U. tomer s r ic impr ' emcll t, find pricing pr motions. For 

e,'nmlle, in {{B ~ J II I 

~x Katz Declaration, ~~ 49-55, 61 , 63 . 

S'} {{BEGIN He] 
Hel }} 

EN!) 
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END HC( }f>o 

91. 1n addi li J1 TW emplQyed a mbinalion fa ross-Ihe-bo I'd price cut and elective 

retention efforts targeted at ub cd ers m st likely to deactivate which banned ompetitive 

I PIs pl'olHability and significantly reduced ompetitive l PI " planned gcogrupruc 

expansion a m.~lIcr 1 r. vider. ccti 11 [V.C bela describes till example in d tail. ection 

IV, I provide example fh d Olimlllt1'irms hay r spond d to geographic expansion an t 

j'l1creased speed offering by local omp titi e 18Ps. 

92. he Tnmsa lion w uld c ocomitantly substantia lly in rase lhe id o-programming 

margin for the cab] systems perated by the Applicants and increase their ability to make 

'eleoti e price rec.lucLion lodeter entry. Table 7 haws the video margin' of Charter we 

and right House Networks pre-Transaction againsl the estimate fOT New Charter. New 

harter s margins w uld increase fr m {{BEGIN H 1 END Her }}percent to {{BEGIN 

H 'I END ( I )pel'c 111. By tomparis n acc rding to tour Competilive ISPs 1 have 

il1t rvi " ed the median margin was appro. lmalely {{BEGIN Her END II I}} percent 

'mel (he average margin .. \ eighted by 20 15 vide SL1b crib r , was about {{BEGT leI END 

TIer }} percent. 

'1'1 {(nEe l II I 

END Hel JJ 
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lllEG IN C I 

EN D CI } 
93. Based on the rough estimates 1 reported above, as a result of incrensed market power 

over video programmers, the Applicants' average video programmi ng cost would fall from 

l BEG IN C I ENI) CI }, 

uner the renegotiation of contracts (and using current video progrnmming costs as II 

benchmark). The Applicants would be able to !ower prices selecti vely by up to {BEGIN CI 

EN D C I } whi le slil1 covering their incrcmcnlnl operm ing costs. Based on the 

experience of' Competitive tSPS, the domimmt parties would likely cngngc in thi s sort of 

Sl.!k Clivc pri ce-cutt ing. 

94 . As shown in THbie 8, ifall of thi s incn.:nscd margin rea li zed by the Applicnnts were 

l~lsscd on in the form of sd cctive pri ce cuts in :lrCIl:; they r:1 CC compe titi on. the median 

Competiti ve IS I~. of the four I have interviewed, would sec its margin on video programming 

decline from negati ve l{ BEG IN He l END IIC I J}pcrccnt to ncg:'l1i vc HBEC IN I-le i 

£N O lI e l llpcrc.cnt ; the subscribe r-weighted uvcrugc margin w\Julu d~dil1c from tlBEG IN 
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IIe[ 

~N HI}} 

{ n !. TN 11 'I 

ND reIn 

95. The ompetitive lSP' s abi li ty to invest in new broadband is directly linked to its 

profitability. Ifvideb profitability hrinks b caue ftatgeted pricing ef£ Its anti c mp ' titive 

respon ·c '. thi s \i ill reduce Llle j'eturn n invc.! Imenl < ncJ incrcllsc III lik Jiho 'd lJ '8llh,e J P 

annot meet lt$ hllrdJ..:: rate rol' inve tm I1t~ lb tine cssary t c v '-r it. C LOr capital and ri k, 

The lmpact of ('be Higher A cc' and Di trilmtion Fe on the ElIlry 
and l xp:msion of Fn. t Broadband 

<Xi , I he incrca es in th' price disparities, re 'lllting fr \11 the merger- pecific ex ' rc,i c f 

markOl jJowcr vel ideo programmers, arc large, The \ QuId sigllilicallll y inc r ase the 

obilitil,;s of the Applican ts to rtlise barrier LO CllLr, Clnd t.:xpall ' i n. 13y incr asing ill p.rofit 

margins Ulrn "d by th Appl icnnts, til would also increase the il1 cent.iv _. nil pli ants to 

91 The Competitive ISPs included in1he average had video subscriber bases ranging from just over a thousand to 
over a hundred thousand. 
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mise barriers to entry lind cxponsion 10 prOlect thei r IS!> rllld MV PD profits. As the c'xpccled 

retums ofenLry dcdinc iUld the risks incrt!asc, I wou ld expect thnt broadband providers wou ld 

red uce their investments in l<lyi ng new rilx:r find upgrading existing plant. In some local areas 

dominated by the cable sys tems operated by the Applicants, the Trunsnclion would make il l00 

ri sky or unpro fitable to enter de novo, to replace DSL with new ll ber, or ex tend fiber into 

adjacen t oreas. Given lhe short history of entry into local broadband Illarkets, the hete rogenei ty 

of Ihe ci rcumstances o f Ihese areas (including the precise nOlure of the competiti ve response by 

New Clmrler and its local cable systems), and the Jack of dala, I am not able to provide a 

pr< .. -cise estimate of the amount of entry, i.lnd investment in new fiber, that would be deterred by 

the Trn nsnctioll . However, my analysis o f Compeliti vc ISPs illustmtes the potential 

competitive harm arising from the Transaction. 

97. I have estimated that New Charter will save an addi tional { BEGIN CI END Cil 

011 video programming costs relative to the subscriber~we ightccl average programming costs of 

Ihe Applican ts. The past experi ence of Competitive ISI>s ind icates that margin changes of Ihis 

lllugni lllde can have la rge I!fTccts .. 

98. As mentioned nbovc, acco rding to Competi tive IS P I, TWC's aggrcssive pri ci ng 

practices nnd targeted retention el"forrs negulivcly alTcctcd Competi tive I~ P l 's financia l 

performancl.! and signi ficanlly harmed Ihe business easc for a planned fiber investmenl. TWC" s 

aggressive pricing strtllcgy included broad price reductions to 1I 11rnctncw customcrs and 

tilrg~tcd dforts to rctain existi ng customers thm were most at risk o f ticncti"ttting their service 

to swilch 10 the competi ti on .. III order to stny competitive. Compe ti tive ISPI had to mmch 

TWC-s pri ces. Competiti ve ISPI estimated thai TWC·s erforl~ atlH)utltcd to a {{BEG IN II CI 

EN D Il e l}} price reduction. averaged across nIl product ot1crings. Because Competit ive 
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.I ," I matched TW . s price, this in Lurn reduced the vide m~rgin f omp tili\c r ' PI s nc 

octj alions, inc luding those it bad anticipated acquiring as part of the pi tUll11::U cxpalls i 0 b 

{{O' JNH T EN 11 I}}, 'lhis ld to lhcrcdutionintt<lrevJ1uefromlSPL urrnt 

sub riber ba as w II as rcdu ti n in anti ipated re emu;: .~ r future. ctivaLi n which 

lib lantiaJly weakened the busj'ness case for Competitive I Pl's planned investment. " ll h 

acti l1 resulled in a {{BEGIN H J END HeI}} per enl' decline jn the int rnal rat >r 

rellll·n IRR) 'of Competitive 1 l' J s business, measul,"ltd over a ten~yeal' for ard-Io king period 

and cau ed C mpetilive J P 1 to reduce hs tiber ujld investment plans tor the 20)5 period 

wbidl inell1 ed several tb enting "pproximatc1y {{DE 11 HeI El D 

11 n perc I1t f IS1' I " cxisling footprint. 

99. ompetHiv [SP2 pr vides another eX~lJ)lple of h w higher acee . fees would imp de 

investment. ompetitive 1 P2 doe not dir cUy compet with the ppli ant, omp liti I 

r P2 ' id 0 PI' du t resuJts in negative m.1"gin '.11l f:.).ct . .tnp titive lSP2' ide ARPU is ' 

{{ j GIN H I I,ND H I}} and its vide . ~pr gra,mming Clare {{BE TN H I 

END Hel}}, Thi IN 11 r i' ND I}} fi r Il n-pl'ogramrning variable 

carrying ct· of video, Ace rd illg t tin: " }mp titivc J 1 s that I inler ie ed n n~ 

prognlJl1(11ing nriable can-ying costs are nppro 'imaldy l 'n t IN H I eND HI} 

e. cluLi ing capilnl xpenuitun.:. sale comn i si n and in ta ll ~ltiol1 . Thus, ifprogrnmming and 

11 n~pr gJ'nmming variabl carryi ng sts ar includ d. 'ump lilive ISP _ uper~ ty it ' vide 

service at H I S· or.ppr ximately {{BEGl II 'I EI D HI}} pel' III nth/usn. a 1 s thaI 

il make:; U[ for Lo some cx len1 in its hi gh- 'peed bn ad and pr dm:t. 

I Of , :ompctiti e J. P2 , aid it htl I offer ideo in ordcr I at is fy the demand of It . 

·ubscribl.:J' base. 10 lecd. Lil videl '· tnl e rate·' ()t C( mp tili e 1' 1'_', subsnibers i.e .. the 
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!'rnetic 11 1f ils ' U ~ ribers thal a i ' so scri be t videt rr till 'I) i {{BEGI H 'J l!:ND 

H 'J}}Jlcreetll. ompetit ive 1"P2 ilid "om model is based I the t~ cllhal we C~Ul11 1\ jn 

ell tomer away rrom tradili nal able broadband service with ut ffering a c mparabJe vide 

package," 

1 0 1, C mpetiti e JSP2 n led U1at if it CO ~ were to rise y a · litll as {{BEGIN He] 

END Hell} this w ulclllave c igniIicfiI'tt impact n profitability and on LnveSf.rilellt decisions, 

mall price impact like thi n, pel' user 'basis \ ould result in a large decline in the ~ rllli llg 

free cqsh nows that ompetitive ISP 2 c.c>ul.d u 'e 1 inve ,[ in ne\ br adband, 

1 2. lnt rvic\ sand docI)11lcnts PI vided by mp tilivc lSP3 and mp tit ive ISP4 

indi ate lhal (1) the diffcren e in vid 0 programming sts betw ell 1l1em Ives and large 

incumbent' are already a cau e 1 .r reduced.investrnent and (2) a fUl'ther jncl'ease in that 

lirlc rcru e , ..... \lld harm the bLi ineg cas for future broadband inve 'lmenl by a greater ext nt. 

11 execlltive at mpetitiY I P3 nored in "witten comment 1 my ' tfliT: 

P'or mall~ and medium sized providers. it j, becoming incrc singly challeng,ino 
t c ntinue [ provide ide pr gramm ing s rvices be all e vide pr gl'amn'ilng 
costs for t]lese providers continue to sc.a lale. Video PI' gramming c ts ha e 
been in,,"'l'ca ing fa tel' 6 t' Imlll ~and mdiul1H;ized rmulichannel video 
programming t1isldblltor, M t imp 1't ntl '. Illall~ and medilll11- ized PI viu ' rs 
po more for vide pngraml1ling Ihrln larQcr !'vfVPD ', \ hi h con demand fa r 
man; fay fable Lerm' anell ric fr m id pr grammer. b ~caLl . r thei1' seal , 

This disparHy between the cost paid by large il1cumbents and smaller 
competitive broadband providers nu1uralJy creates markets in which new 
deployments simply do not make commercial sense. In other words, a large 
delta like the one Charter seeks here makes it less likely those competitive 
broadband providers will be willing or even able to deploy into New Charter's 
territory-delaying or even ['oregoing opportunit ies fllr meaningful competition 
in those markets. 

'J he ChicI' FxccLltive Officer of Competitive ISP4 noted in written COIlUllCllls to Ill)' staff: 
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lligh video pr · gramrning co ts related to pr iding lincar vide distribution 
servic s (i.e.. abl t I. vi ion are already <un ng Ih ' m 1 :ign ili c<lm 
impediments 10 brondbmlu deplo 'Illent 'for small provid I'S. al'ge in umbenl' 
have a igniJicanl advantage in the vide markeL. Vide i. a gam of scale and 
mol l crat rs lJke Ollrs imply have none. 

OUf c mpany is olle rned about the ~rop0sed merger. We aJ)'en<Jy com pet 
with [ bart r ond TW in many f Ur Illa!'kets]. Because of our 10. k of senle 
on the video ide \ e nlready have ctifl1culty c mp ling again t [Charter and 
TW . J in the market place today. This already mak s il ·diJlj ull Ii r u to 
expand 0111'. deployments il1l more r their LelTjl ry. hat relative disadvnnlage 
will e significant exacerbated if harter nd TW ai' permitted to mbhle. 
As a r suit, the proposed transacti .n would [nol only jnhibh the abililY 0f our 
company and other smalJer provider. l inv st in broadband depJ ym [1t ill N v 

harter' f oIJ)l'i/lt but al. · lhrcaten ur exi ·ting investment in broadband] . 

103. The 10 of invesUllent \ ould be unfortunate fot' consumers in tile area served by New 

. hill'Lcr's cable sy '1ems as the beneficial r 'nlls of (' C nt entry, reviewed next dem nstrateS. 

D. Impa t of eel"eased BI"oadband Entry and omp titian on 
Consumers 

104. Th resp ns f inCtu1)bent to entry by 1 ' gle Fiber and other ulLro-higlHipeeu 

t roudband pro jd r 1)0\ " the Jarg COl) lllll r ben fit s f'r In ~ntry an I 'omnetiti n. W 

upgrad d il 100 Mbp tnt rn t plan t r ervicc in 

• " '>2 r K Aust1)1, cxas. n an a 'ily AT&T m v d t match Google Fiber's spcedand pric', whi le 

'omc,r[ and Tv iucrca: d it speeds y up 1 three tim s at no Pl'icl; in 'r(!(\, e.1J3 Sh r( IY,lft r 

n Martyn Williams. "Aha! Time Warner Cable Ups Auslin Brouuband Speeds llS Google Fiber Looms," PCWorld, 
Fe bnmry 20, 2014, blln:!/www.pcwQilll£pmhlJ"lide/2099908!aha-t i t11~.:}varnt:r-£l!b le-llQS-ausl!Il:Il[Qa d!li1l1d
~ceds-a$-~oo!! Ic- fiber- looms. h 1m I. 

9.1 Jacub D"vidson. "/\ T&T Just Showl:!d Us lh\! Only Way We'll Get 8etter Internet Service," Time, February 17, 
20 I 5, bJ.tQ;!! Ii.ll].<:" ,. C;_ll..'ll!mDLl~y1J} 12 tiEl!H:&Q.Qg\!;:.f;QJ]ill.c.Jjtion:in!.£lJldi; Bobby Bllrch. "The (joogle Effect: 
Fiber Breeds Innovation, Compelitioll." KansCiS City Rusiness Journal, December 12.2014, 
tillg;L!www.hi ? j olinlal..wlll/kan~ .. silvh rinl-cJilioll/_() 14/1-' 1 2/ 1b.~gp()g.k-.glr(x:.!::1igC;f;:lm~c~I~: 
j.r:lDQ~lili~.o.h!mJlpag(>"aJl: COllner Forrest, "ComcClsl, Tillle Warner Take On (iooglc F'ibre in Kallsa.~ City: Clln 
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gle Fiber rum lInced plans ( entr in Pr 0, lah , ' mea l increas d sp cds Ii r • ' isti:ng 

'lISl mel" und olfered a n triple play bundle at 105 lbps?' 1\ T&T m£ltche!; G ()gle ' $70 

prit: r I' igabi l 'l!r ic In gle ibe.· citie but chilrges hi 'h J r ri 

iner as d ils speeds inharlottc six foil at no addjtioDnl cl1arge t1fter G gle Fiber I1JlOllOCed 

plans to expar~d thcrc.96 These reactions are xacll what the' a a I mic literature 11 broadband 

competiti' n would lead LIS to exp ct. In a 20 I 0 conom tric study lWO F ' 'economi L Ii Llnd 

1111:\t broadband c mp titlon 1 ads to higher speed and 1, weI' pri es, particu.larly for slow r 

spe d 97 

105. This entry ba als pn. bed incumbellts to xpand their wn Qigabit offcrir1gs. 8 AT&T 

has ann uuccd plans to laullcb gigabit fiber in 56 ci lie in tolal many or which I'e the sam 

Hies thaI 00 glc Fiber is exploring.99 N ar the beginning oT20JJ Cox able · CEO 

dismi sed the id a ofupgracling 'l Gigabit speed saying that the upgrade would co t multiple 

the IllcUljjbents. ompete.?!> TcchRepublic, Aug. 12,20 ,1 , htlp,l/\ ww.lechrcpublie,coll I, rlielefcomcnst-Liine
wamer-Iak -on-googlc-fiber-in-kan as-cily-can-thc- ncumbenls-cQlTIpcte/. 

(l.I R ss Lindsay, "bnly Gootl Can Comes 1rom Google Fiber,'" Technique t ebmary 3, 2015, 
hllp:lllliqllC,Il i;l/opi l1 i onsl20 I 5/02/03/on Iy-g (lel-elln-Com\!-from-goog/e- fiberl. 

ogle ib r H ~ Tll11e \ ,TIler C ule >nc ring peed ' Ix Times 1·lIster at Ihe 
mn..: Price: 'c hE il1, April 1,2015. 

htl p· :J/www. I~·choiM.cClIllJbI()Wll~melltrnljl vlurLic ks120 1504 13/084359 063 S/ll1trc-thrcnt-googlc-libcr- luls-[J!1le
!. ~1I\ llcr-qlble-onerill g-snt;cds-s ix- 1 jmes-ra lor-sumc-pl'! 'c,sh . 1111. 

q, Scott Wallslcn alld Colleen Malahan (20 J 0), "Residential Broadband Competition in the United States," 
Working Paper, h!!p":i!}V()JJ1iJl('!'press.comL~gily_i~\\L~91!!elll.cgi arti Je= II O~&conIC~ l SC(\t1 wal lstclI. 

9~ Marguerile Reardon, ., ' oogh; r-ibt;f s -I etl: Ful:! r r I) Orood/lanu Explosi II ," I E r. Apri l 30 20 14, 
!ttl p;"'" WW. CI1CI. 'um/news/go gles-Ii ber-eITecr- ru 1-for- iI-broadband, xpl<)~; i(ln/. 
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bi 11'1 n. , I 00 About a I" lal_cr in jay _0 14, X allll tmc d i~s plan l launch ('jga it sel" i e 

ill Ph -en ix. L<I Vega, ar\d )maha, three ci Li es tnrg t d f r igabit s rvice by 'oogle Fiber 

and en Llll"yLink.101 foC hai nnan m Wheeler hn . attrib llted these eA'"P~n ions t in 'rea d 

competiti 11 even as he ree , gni zed the limited se pe to-date of this c mpelitivc deploymen1. 102 

106. These behe.tits from broadbuI1d entry anti C lUpetiti n are threat Il d by th Tnm~acLio n. 

In sum, th Transacti n would result in the merging partie:<> acquiring jncre~sed market p wer 

vcr video_programmin,g.distribution thatwoul 1 enable lhem La se uresigllificanLly I w r est 

fi r providing video p(ognrmmfn~ and 'Iugh r margin. Thal \ llid exacer ale existiAg market 

f<lilure in thcprovisiol1 of local broadb*llld and- in raniculal', would t nd to dis <.mnrge1.he 

entry and e pansi 11 of smaller lSI 5 in competition with the 1 P OpCl."Ot crby the mergjng 

p3lties. That in tum would suppress c mpetition and harm conSl,lmers in the local broadband 

markets, j(j3 

100 ' halini 1\:I1l0ChOllcint !l, .' 'peedier rn lemCI R,iv, I Push Pa r aol ,' Woll Slrcel )<lIlrno l, l!ll1unry 2 201 3, 
1l!.!.JlJ/\~'{,1~!lli.l!J:!i& 'si B 1 QQO 1 42':ll278l!732473 1304:78193390432:2 l484. 

16 Cill-

It,; lSI's arc also intermediaries between Internet content providers and households. By reducing compelitiOli in the 
provision of local broadband the Transaction could <llso inclease market power orthe merging parties over 
Internet content providers. {{ BEGIN BCI 

END HCI}} 
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V. hartel"s Economic AllaJy is of the Effici ncy am from Lver 
Vid 0 Progralllll1illu Price 

107, PI' fe: r Ka(z ond I agree 0 11 U Ilumber f key p illts that un! rei vanl lor evaluntillg th 

Trnnsnclion. The TraJl action wi ll result in a signjficnnl in rea . . in the bargaining power c[tll 

ppucant over vid .0 programm r '.104 he Transacti n wi n reduc U1C average lOLal co (of 

video progrnmming for New hart · r as are. ult or hurler stel ping inlo TW s c' ntmcts 

iniUnllylO' and :-l. a result MN w harter n g tinting I wcr rale .oV r lime. 106 Allh ugh s me 

orthe id .0 programmjJlg ontra ts havl: fixed, upti'ont fees f r sub crib rs. Lh. se payments 

arc arlin {iOl:t oruumbeJ; of sl,lbscrib rs anQ nre th rcii rc variable in lhe longer nm. I07 A a 

n 'ome p rtjoll of marginal c st 

decrea. (.0 their C\lstomers. I08 Charter would however pass on ubstantia lly Ie s than 100 

percent of the marginul cost decreases and keep the r muind r us increased margin. IO? 

LOS, Prores or Katz also agr.ee tbat Lhe plic nt pr vide a ces and di ributioll erviccs 

LO the video programmers, He note ' [p r graJ11I11ers demand for cool nt i ' derived fi'om the 

dem811d ~ r pr gramming. T reali z the la lter d mand pr grammer r quire distribulion. ,110 

!'l 1I sed above the I I'm a r I he conu'octs neg tiated etw '11 Charler Ilno we {{BEGiN 

H I 

10-1 K<J\z Declaralion at Section II.A.1. 

H\~ Katz Declaration at Section 11.A.2. 

lOb Katz Declaration at pp. 1 1--12,22, 26. "It:sho.l\ld be noted that this projection is conservative in Ibat it <lssumes 
that the combined entity will benefit Ii'om the "pplicution ortlle rntcs in TWC's current contracts with 
programmers but nSSlllTleS neither that New Chmter will be able to obtain lower rares tlUlli rwc would, nor that 
legacy TWC systems will be able to take advantage of any instances in which Charter has negotiated more 
favorable programming pricos than has TWC" 

!lJ7 Katz Declaration at p. 19_ 

)()S Katz Declarat ion at p. J I . 

1(19 For instance, Professor Katz eSlimates New Charter will pass on 50-60 percent of its Illurgin<ll cost savings on 
to its customers. Set' Katz Declaration at Section 11.B.2. 

110 Katz Declaration <111176. 
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END R J}} MVP ' tIr n' t 

purchasing pr gnm1l1l ing. lIsing jl ~S an input int a prOlJucli n prucess. Til are a ling as 

inl ·nnetlinri sbl:!lween id · pr grammet andhouseh 1t! , .111 

109. Profe I' KalZ and I al ,agree that it is D t appropriate to analyze th Transaction 

lIsing the mon p OilY model in'which n monop0ly buy r lise its power LO force down the price 

oran input. 1I2 Unfortunately Profe SOl' Katz bas madea fundam ntal mistake in analyzing.the 

impnct f the Transact! n. Despitehavblg rejected the monopsony model he es 'entially treat 

[he Transaction the ame way economi t · would treat th pm-chase of an il)PUL by a buyer. 

A.Professor Katz s Analysi of ib Ecollomi fficiency of the 
Transaction is Wrong 

110. Profe sor Katz. simply replaces the la~ ic monop ony m del in \ hi b a mon poly 

buyer ptu'chases 'U1 input wilh a Nash bargajning In d I in whkh tl buyer purGhas.e·$ an jnp.l1l. 

Ile treat MVPDs and video progra1umers in the same way as economist w ulLl treat 

aut mobile coltlpanie and steel manufactuJer engaging in b ilateral negolialions vcr input 

plIJch. s. A' ar lilt, hi an I is flhe impact ol'thc Transacti n neon umer welfare is 

\ Tong o. a IlHllter Or conomics Dnd 0 tandard merger practice. 

J J.I. T 'ccthe misLal ' larkJy' nsider Lhe imp licali ns fPr Cess r K tz" analy i ' ill th 

r II wing hyp >thetical itURti )1. ' llPP se there i a relalively mpelili e video PI' gr 1Il mer 

indll ,' lry. The vill PI' o l'o.ml11t:r. want t buyacee s .Inel clislL'ibuli )Jl t hOll h 1<.1 er cd by 0 

n: loLivdy Iflrgc number f IlHl II IVT S SI n;au acl' S5 lht: e unlry. In lhi hYPolhetical 

. iWali n. the MVI c IIcet payments 'r m h tlSchold f r the vic.lc) J rogroml11in I scrvic's 

J J I This point is seen most clearly in the fact lhnt the MVPDs enable video programmers to access households for 
Ihe purpose of presenting advertisem~nis to them. That situation is anCllogolls to 01 her intermediaries between 
advertisers and conslimers sllch as newspapers .nnd radio stations. 

II ! Katz DCl'larntion al Section IJ.D, I, 
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Hntl pay Lh I ba k t Ih ill 0 progromllJ rs minu a 'OJ11 mis i n. IVPDs ai ' charge an 

ace .. tin 1 distributiOl1 r . ror pr lding ac · es I Iheir subscrib r h usch Id . 11 wever, the 

snnli ler MYP . lack market p w r t demond signiJicanl fes hr providing acces' l their 

cu t mel'S. 

I 12. N W ; \lppOSe the MVP. s merge to mOll poly. They incre;;Qs the pri e of aee s rul I 

di. hibution etvic to th 'lid 0. programmers. Accor ling t videlyac ept merger practice 

we worJld tr al tbis as an in rease in the acce and dislri,buti n price to the ide 

pr gr nnmers. 11 1 The [uCL thut Ule monopoly rvIVPD pH "ses 011 sOme f the cost a illg lo 

h lIseholtls in the fonn of I \ er fees au ld Ii l sa thi. hypothdiCi:,J In rger fr m 

c ncl mnatl n. 

II . In a traditional sin~!e-sjdecl anal)' is antitrust atltho rili ~ would n l credit the sa iogs a 

an efficiency gain ince th household would n l b in (h r' ) ant market ~ r the p'llrcbase r 

vide pr gramming intermedi, lion s rvic S.I JiI It w uld be s\lfficielll ( h wan 

anticompetitive effi·ct 011 one ' ide flhe lnlennediru-y and no Il 'deraLi n wo'ultl be given t 

Ihl; til r ·ide. 11 111 n m dem lv - ideo ana lysi k at the impact or the merg l' . n 

1l.1 See. e.g. , COlliplnint. u.s. Y. Daily Gazelle Co., and MediaNews Grollp. Inc., ~ 26 ("Accordingly. the sale of 
local daily newspapers to readers, and the sale of <lccess to those readers to advcltiscrs in those newspapers, 
each constitules a line of' COllllllerce and a relevanl product market within the meaning of Section 7 of tile 
Clay tOil Act alld Icn' purposes ofSectiOJis I clnd 2 of the Shennan Act."): U.S. v. NAT. L.C. ,md D.R. Partners 
d/b/a Dome), ivledia GrollI'. ~ 8 ("Local diJily newspapers sell two products (services) (0 two sets ofellstomers. 
To readcrs, they sdl daily newspapers. To advertisers, they sell access to their readcl's. Each oflhese products 
constitutes a linc ofcolllmerce ~nd a rcJcvnnt product market witl1intllc meaning of Section 7 of the Clayton 
.1\ ct."). 

III Sce US Department of.lustice and the Federal Trade COlllmission (2010) "Horizontal Merger GuiJdines," at § 
IOn. 14 ("The Agencies IlQl'mally nssess competition in each relevant Ill,lrket aJlected by a mcrger 
independently alld normally will challenge the merger if it is likely to be <lllticol11pctitiVt' in <lily relevant 
l1l<lrkct.") 

115 SCI! SlIprtl . n. 113. I disngrcc with this approach and recommend considering both groups of customers. 
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t11 l tal price ride cJi slributi 11 an I Ih reJi l' net Oll t the saving I con Lllners.
ll lJ 

III 'incc 

Ih ' M VPD only passe buck a porU n 01' its higher access und distributi n ri.:c · to consumers 

(he m'rger [jll resu lt · in t111 increas jn lhe t tal price ofvid u di ·tribl'(lion. 

I J 4. AI1 ec nomic analy is lhat G II '\ ed Profe SO l' Katz line of rea. oning would ~ e llS 

ntir ly nth p s-through of the m -nopaly pri e increa e t househ ld ignore the impact n 

vid pr gramm '1's. and claim that Ule merger g aerate efficiencies. That is clearly '.\If ng as 

a matter r cOllomics and merg r practice. Yet there is n subslrullive ec 11 mie di tinction 

betv een the luerger 1 b ve j llS! de cri ed aud the ne con idereo l>y Prof s or Katz. There arc 

Illy ace LlnLillg differell'ce in howacce sand distributi n fees are "paid by lhc ideo 

programm r as 1 h wed above. 

115. Tbis misla'l e end Profess rKatz' analysi far ffcoW'$. Olle w-uld rdinarilY 

define the r levant markets in whi h intermediaries tomp t ~. assess th ext nt t which th ,Y 

have market power a intcrmediade asses the ex.t ) It to which lhe ruerger of intenneQiaries 

\ ould increa ·c I ric . t the two groups of customers they are providing inlermediati n 

ervic lO in th s mark ts, u. ess tile vcral l illl] act on prices fI r tbe two groups of 

ellst 111 rs. and tlnl consider 01 r cuing efficienci s. 

11 (l, Itt ~ t. Professor . Katz has re'1ehed tw 'mpiril:a I Jinciino that, tak n t gether how 

thaL the Transacti II W Lild t ml \0 igniJicanLly increase 'lhe price, paid by ide pn grammers 

~ r intermeti i, li on ~ rvi es, ~ r accc. and Ji lri llili n an til t tal price pai J by vide 

progra1l1m~J'. <.Ind h useh Id for jlllerme j llj( 11 ervices. Fir 't. he t~nds Ihal New 'harter 

1Iid pay signi Ii 'alltl le 's r r vide programmin.!. hcrcion; the viJeo progTammers" uld 

114 David Evans and Richard Schmlllcnsee (20 J 4) "The Antitrust Analysis of Multisided Platform Businesses," in 
BiniI' and Sokol, ed, 7'l,e Ox/6rd Hrmdbook ofJij((!rnalional Antirllst ECo/lOlIIles, Volume / at pp. 413c414, lind 
4JlL 
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pcy. ign iri anti' III r l'or access nn I di. tribulioll . S n ~ h tin Is that ew brlrt)' would 

only pass 0.11 1 b ut hal r or its reduced cost for video prognmUll iog. Tb Tr'lllsaC! i( II \' ulJ 

under his ~(1a ly i '. therefore incrctl e the t uti price for vide PI' gramll1ing nece sand 

uistrihulion. Afier n !ling ut jh 1 W I' pdc , to II scrib r 11 LIS hoi J. the incrcas in the total 

pric for vid programming a ~es and distribution IN ul. I ~qllal abouL half 0 III increa e in 

lh price puid by video programmers. f- s I sh · wed ab 'e \ling Professor Katz s pass-thr ugh 

slimate~ the ransaotion wOl.lld re"ult in ab ut a { B (GIN 1 f ND CI } p rcenl 

increase ill the price char!!. d by the merging pm'tie for pr viding aeee s and eli Lj'ibuti 11 1 

their h useholds. 

J 17. Based 011 tandard merger practi ·e aUbe U. '. D partment flustice aud lhe I·cderal 

Trade Comllli • j 11 we can ooncJu9 th fol lowing from lhe·ProJcssor Katz' findings on the 

impcwt of lhe Transaction on viti 0 programming c st and consumer pa s-throllgh: 

u. Examining th direct effect fthe merger n price with III conducting a fljaiket 
definiti n ana lysi w would' nclud that the Tnm 'action I'e ult" in a i&rnificanl 
ill reas in market p w r and price' based 11 a ingJe- id d fl ilal ysis (j u t vid 0 

progrLllllmers) or lw - ided unal sis ( ideo progrnmm 'rs p lus households), 

b . XtUllining the ffec.t~ of Ul m l' er on pri es in a r Ie , nt marl el that can i t or 
the local area served by fhe Applicants. we would con Iud that lJle Tran action 
(' . u l l in a ignific nL in rca c in mOJk t p weI' and I ric s bused on () 'ingle-sided 
ana lysis tiu t video pr grammcl's) · r tw -sided analysis (vide pr grummer pillS 
hOllS' hold 

liS. J am 110t, however, endorsing either of these approaches or presenting any opinion on 

the appropriate rclevanl markets for assessing this Transaction. 

B. Professor Katz's Analysis ot'Pass-Through Is Wrong 

119. Professor Katz also claims that Charter would pass on 50-60 percent ofthe marginal 

cost decreases to consumers. His analysis is baseJ on a standard tcxlbook. economic model in 
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\ bi ch a ' ompany pr luces a ingle PI' e1l1ct ami charge' a ingJe price. I 17 He ha accurately 

described ant! implemented that model. However, that simple 1110dcl is n ! directly applicnble 

for anl1lyzi ng cab le companies tll L ngagc in price dlscrimiJ1;,ujon Ul1'ough s !ling bundl r 

OJ tlJti pl pr d\1 t ,whJch 'e th ill clve buncU f other products. at multiple I rice ' nd 

engag in xtcn iv se.lccti , . 118 pnc · cuttIng. 

120. 'halt ' r engage jt) product bundling. 11<) It is well known that procluct bundling nables 

firms to engage in price discrimioatio/1 by providjng n dlstdbuti n of offers that truck the 

distribuLion OftllC"\ i1Jingness to pay.120 These bundles incl'ude more than {(BECIN I '1 

END H I)} different c mbinations of ariolls ubsidiary bundle f differ 'nll 'V -Is fMVPD 

lSP and VolP services. I I I Charler aJso engages in el ctiv pricing Lhr ugh PI' m lionnl 

d,is omits, whi h Dry cross' local areas and across households within loca l ar a .121 

liB To sec the importance of pritt! discrimination can idcr the standard tc~tbook model, re lied on by Professor 
Kut2, ofn monopolisnhnt chnrge a ingle price for II single product. In that crue, with lincar del11, nd. rhe 
monopo list wo lid pas on 5 percent fo rmll'ginll l c t decrease. By c ntrasl, consider a III n poli t that 
engage ill lirst-uegr ~ pric\,; discrimination wJlI:re il clmrgcs en h customer tit ir m3xif\lum \ iflillgJleS to p y 
Ihrough eli fTercllt pri ~s and bundl¢s. In thlll ellSc, the monopolist would!) ' t reduce prices at all Ii J.Jowillg a 
11 1arginnl OSI d crensc ince thc) · ml.l~ir.num willingnes I pity n r ench c n. umct' remoin. the samc, 

11
9 Pmfessor Ktlt7. invoke the "ll1liWdimcn iOl1o! lU1rU!'C r lVPD I'l ricing' as.l 1'1.:050 11 why it is "'dlrficult r ven 
iPlpossiple t6 t1et rmlnc a spctifi pit'ss-tbrollgh ratc from 'hal1cr's recent pricing behllvior." . (!t! Katz. 
Declanllion at ~ - I. Thc~am point applie. thi~ J g.il SiJllUlmiolllllodel. 

I ~(j S~t! Ie l)'ge S[iglcr ( 1968) .. A Note J1 HI k-13ookillg," 111 George ~tigt!r, c I, nil: Orgalliwfiof/ of /11£111 11)'; 
\ ill i, m (jams and J;lIlCI Yell 011 (1 (76) " omm dHy Bundling and thl; Hurd 'II (If' MI 1101 ly" Tlu! Quaner/ 
Journa/ (ijEcollllllli .v, 90( ~ at pr. 47?-49R; Ynnllis Bakos onJ Eric [Jrynjo l l' on (I 9< "Uulldl Pg Infol"lnati II 

Hoods: I ri in g., prOnlS ,lnd crncicllcy," Jl/mwgatlllJlll • • ' jl/llce -/5(2) nt PI. I 1 -16 O. 

1) 1 {{BEGII H , I 

~NI) H I f} 

I :~ For instance. intel'll" ) uOCll)llenL~ Ie C'l'ibing h"rlcl" !\ pr1cilig trategy 1[13 G I H ' I 
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12 1. PI,'o/ess)r Katz , logil simulation 1110 leI. h \ ev r a Sl1lneS a firni thut l"fer. ' I ingl ' 

prudud at a sing] ' pric ,I 2l [t is Ih J'e~m: nol relevant fo r esse. ing h w 'hl,ll'll:r wou! I 

I P nd to lecreast: in C ' l. In add ition. Pr fe or K tz ha pI" Yided n ec nomctric cyid nee 

tJUt'l Ihi s demand sp ificali( 11 and the · er,trand pri ing model that underlies it. is oonsi tent 

WiLh bo 'hart f, or MVPDs generally compete. These are sirl1ply assllmption , 

122. Hi ,logil slmulati n mod I result in a simpJe formula: UUll hows the relatl 'n.hip 

between U1 sjngl price charged by a sihole-pl'od uot .finn and its Jllarket sl1~c. Market share i 

lhe on1 fac tor that detet'mines pass-through lmderthis model. Tbe formula and Chal 

cOllclu ion, d.epends·on vari.o'us a umpti ns. Some of tho e a umptions are clearly WI' ng in· 

lh i parrieular ca e (thal the finn cJlarges a ingLe pric U'I a single product and til rare 

ur1l led thal cable companies engage in djJTerenliated mark t BerlrumJ c mpelilioo). 

Thereii re 1 would not put mllch weight on hi ilmmted pa -tJlf ugh rates. They ar driv ti 

entirely by nssul11pliollS and nOlby any empiIical analysis. 

[23, Pr or Katz admits that the lit is difficult or y n imp sible to detel"m in a p cHic 

pU s-.Ihl" ugh rate from harter recent pricing bchavi r" b " c,;811'e of the ; n llitidimcn i nal 

nalur ofMVP pricing," H provid the!' indirect evidence i ll upp 1'1 ofhls simulated 

pas -through rate .12-1 Non of it provides credible 'upport for his simulated pas -through 

eSlin alel) ba cd 11 Lhe Ingj f rmulu. 

END Hel}} 

12:< S'!!!! Katz Declaration at ScctiOli V,B.]. 

I:~ I Katz Dcclllr~1l ion at ~: 50 cilillg George ford anu John Jacksoll (J 997), "Horizontal COnCl'lltral;OIl and Verticill 
Integration in the C(lble Television Industry," Rel'i!!1f' (~(lndllslrial OrXlinizmiol/, 12 ~t pp, 501-518. lIe also 
citcs (l rccelll paper by Crawford and Yurokoglu which he s~ys "suggests Ihat COIlSlIllll'rs ultimately bcnd;t 
through lowcr prices Ii'olll programming cost savings." Crawford and Yurokoglu uo not rcp0l1 an estimatcd 
pass-through ratc . Slle (iregol)' Cnnvford and Ali Yllrukoglu (2012), "Thc Welj~lrc EITccts or Bundl ing in 
Multichanncl Television M,II kels," ;\mcrican Economic Rcview, J 02(2) at pp, 64J-68S. 
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124. He it sa sludy conducted by F I'd and Jackson based n duta r r the ci;lbk: indu try in 

,19 4. 1
_

5 F rei and Jack '011 ~ und a puss-through rate of about 50 percent. r would not plnce 

much weight on this tndy. It is bl1 t:d on analyzing comp titi n in the cabl in Itlstry in 199 

hot was befor t illS bt111dl d broadband . nd VolP wlli,ch weI' n t y t a ai labJe and 

to Lim when the cable industry was l11 'uch less concenlrated at national I J lhan it is t d .. iy. 

125. The fot'd :md lacks n fln:aly is. in fac l does nl upport Professor KalZ s thesis that 

low r vide programming costs for 'larger distributors increases consumet elfn re. b Huth rs 

conclude thal tll programming cost reductions fwm merger could decrease c n umer \V Ifm' , 

because the ben filS from th partial pass~thr ugh tcost savings I1r 011twei,ghed by th 

ofr duced c mp tLt-iot1 r slliting from lh height ned barrier to entry: I G 

[Wlhile th re. . ~IH of thi . sLrl1pJe weltc-tr · analy. is Llggest lhat i'per (IS d 
ownership conceJ:lt1'lti n of cil.ble· system by larB MSOs en.hOJ1CeS soettll 
wclfi'tre, we· also f u'nd that sllch c ncentrati n can L'esuJt in su stanlial 
programming discounts. These' discOlliltS!'br !nrge enough s as t poten.liaJly 
constitute an absolute co ·t advantage (! r illcllmbent cabl sym ms vis-a-vis 
pote! 'Ii ' entrants and th\{ a barrier to' entry. 1 S0, welfare calculation!) must 
take into account th effec'[ on Gomp€titiveentry. 'uch entry has b en found to 
havt: $\lbstanlial \; Ifare eni1c'lnci)1g propcr- ri S Lhto'Ugh I wt:r pri s and high \' 
quulityofs r iCt:. inc dir ct ' amp lit jon between able companies ha b en 
silt w n b nulU J'ms' lud ies to lred'uce bas ic 'a i'll prices by 0 er 2 p' rccnt til 
rcilHi el mode t increase in s) iaJ '< lfaJc due to in reasetl c nc 'ntmti 11 

derived fr m Qur e limatc ) uggests that limit· n uch c l1ccnlration may be 
\ arranted. 

126. Professor Katz also reports some evidence thnt Charter has "raised its rates in response 

to increased programming costs." This evidence highlights the complexity of pricing by 

12> Katz 'ISO. ciling Cleorgt: Ford and John Jackson (1997). "Horizontal Concelltration and Vertical Integration ill 
the Cable Television Industry." Review of Industrial Organization. 12 at p. 514. He also cites a recent paper by 
Crawford and Yllroknglu which he says "suggests that conSlllllers ultimately bencfit through lowcr prices Irolll 
progrmmning cost savings," Cr'awford and Yurokoglu do not report an estimated pass-through rate, 

1'(, Georg~ Ford und John lnckwn (1997), "1-loriz(Jllwl COllcentration and Vcrtic<ll Integration in the Cable 
I'elevisioll Industry." Review of1ndllstrlal Organization, 12 al p. 514. 



REDACTED - FOR PUBLIC INSI)ECTION 

.harter and the mi:;lHkc in a Sl1l11ing thot it fol io ~', lhl.: ~imple singJ ' pdc fo r a singl pr uu t 

model asslIllled b. the logit demand forrnula. Ace rding to Katz, 'hart r ' has pursued a p licy 

of genera ll y po., ing r trun mi Si' 11-C nsenl co tin 'rease thl' ugh to onsumel 11 a ne- r-

nc basi in lh Corm u/,charge: 117 ven til ugh th.e r'lran I)1j i n 

harge. are som 'lime incluTed at a loca l 1 vel 'haTt ~r imp. ses the urcharg Olla nati nal 

h:;vel. l- 0 l"vcen July 2 12 and January 2015 the surcharg iller ased by {{ BEGIN H I 

ND n I}} while he \Oeu'aosl1lis i n cosr per ub rib r increas d by {{ I3EGJN .[ I 

NO H I n. TIl e,re[ore, harl r passed on in lije fonn of higher surcharges {{ BEGll'; 

a. rEND H 1 I'imes the increase in relransmis Ion costs at a nati nalle el. 129 That 

higb pa'S through rate i inconsistent-with Katz's logic simul-ali n formula and other studies 

cited by Ka,1z thaLsho pm1ial pa:s~lbrough. Ther is no obviou r a, on h the two woultl b· 

different. 

127. r Kat7. claim tha~ rhe Bl'o.adcu t urcharg is part of a br adcr ll'a tl'g of 

'partiall pa ing lh«)ugh all programming costs' but doc not pt:oviJc any factmll support or 

thal stat'mcnt or an di 'cussi 11 f\<vhat lhat lralcgy is. To reconcile the {{ BEGIN H ] 

D liCl }} J ercenl pass-thr ugh rate with his estimates of pass thr ugh he id nlifies n 

p [lieuiar pric illt:reas ror set-Lop ho, .• by imp s'd by bar!·r. 11 > loes 11>1 'how t1l"lt 

Ih PI; e in rease. were the nly prj change:> made by haIL r or that t h~y ar~ lied t 

clwllgl!S in video PI' grtlJ11ll1.iJ1g c sts vel 'U 'om ther bllsiness . lraleg)'. l ie lake:) tht: pri 'c 

incren s for I hI;! S H tlp b xes, dds them I th 1'1. ac.ka '1 surcharges, and _BY. lhnt til · V(;I!JlI 

127 K all. 1 kc:larnt i on at ~5 I, 

ns Although SOI1lC agreements Illay overlap local markets due to common s1ation ownership , the slIrch<lrgcs arc 
llSSCSSl!U on <l local. slation-by-station basis. 

l.l'J That average masks enormous variability in the relationship between each increase in the surcharge lIncl the 
corresponding increa~c in retransmission costs. The four individu<ll pass-through rates reported by Katz in ') able 
2 <IIC (\ llEGIN IIC! END HCI )} 
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PC1l'll( n orviti 0 programming cost in reaSe including r Iransmis'i 11) vas {{ BE IN H ) 

It D I-I I} percent. ' n101 is 'imp l ~ an t rbilrar c~ IClllatioll that bappens 10 yi Id (l number 

clo cr 10 wllal Katz ha alculat d fr m Jti ' I git j,mllinti n m del. 

12. Pr fess . r Katz dell t provide (fny ei lence based 11 th · hi tOlical priclllg bchavi r 

by the ppl icant9 tbalthe \ 1.Ikl pas 50~60 percent'of 1 weI' video programming marginaJ 

' srs 11 in the fI rm on wer pdce. rTe did 110t have to restrict his analysis l horter. H ha' 

udvanceu a genen.11 proposition c ilccrning' pass-through of co t chang s J~)i' able sy (em . He 

could have tested UWl proposition with data ii' m TW and Bright HOllse Networks. In 

ptuti ular hi g 'n ral pr po ition predi ts th t TW 'h 1I1d chatg signifi ,ntl I w r pri es 

(han Chart r because it hn 'ignificantly 1 wer ideo programming ct. I rofessor Katz might 

have b ell able l te t tJ]at ptopo ilion {ht ugh a caI~flll examination of their prices. 

129. Based n my review r d not believe Professor Kat.z haoS pres nled 'redible or reliable 

CC 11 mi idcnce that New harter \; uld 50~60 percent o1' lh r uliclions in it· vide 

programming costs IJ to consumers. 1 ogre lh~lt ew harter , ou ld pass 11 som p rli 11. 

Eo ' d ,11 my r vi \'Ii an I dl C\I ion. amp tilil'; lSP , 1 (h'nk it i, m r li kely Ihot N -.: 

CJmrler W lJklllSe the inorea ed margins LO ngage in primarily targ -led price Clolls Lo limit I cal 

·ompclitlu.Il. 

VI. Conclusion 

130. Based on the analysis above, I conclude that the Transaction would increase the 

intermediation fees paid by video programmers for access and distribution and would reduce 

competition for the provision of local broadband. 
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APt cndix alculalion ' s'n I the Fe .INTI ,. NMi Hal Broadband lap 

I. This appendix describe the III thod logy I used \Vn Jl performing calculation 

us ing the 1· 'ClNe 1 s NatillnaJ Hr aclb,md Map. 

A. CaJculatioJ1S ReJated to the Numbcl' f ompetjng I r' in 11 LIS mockeu Serveu y 

I!;acll Compa n 

2. tmt ilh the f CC data for December 3 1,201 4. I Limit the data to C n us 

blocks wh se populations are reported in U, 20] 0 en li S Summary FOe 1.2 

This exdudes Am rica 'amon Northern Mariana Islands Guam and the U. 

Virgin Islands and in ludes the fifty sla t , the District .Cohlmbia, tmd 

Puerto Rico. 

3. Unless othenv1 e stated , restrict 111 data t wired br adband offering' 

(Tech ode not equal to 60 or 70 with do nl ad spe: cis great r Ihan Ot equal 

t 10 Mbps (Ma.'U\dDown greater th'U1 or qual lO 10) and thaI nre available to 

resid nLial consumers (c n SLlJ1) Cr equal I 1 . 

4. lJ the holding mpllny name (Hoc Final to iden ti ry distinct providers. fn 

each \.>1 ck, find the hight:s l lnl.1xin um 'Id verti sed speed 'for each holding 

c mp< ny /lering crvi c in that bl de 

5. f r cfleh b)ock_ get til populaLion f'r m 111 .-010 :CIl tI • 11I11m ry I-'il · 1. 

t Federal Communications Commission, "Broadband Deployment Daia fi'om FCC Form 477" availnblc ,11 
I tllp!i.llwww. ILC. g )\./t.:.c lI .J.idll.ro. l dblll1t.1-d~pl ,~ I1l<;JLI· t!;lIa · f'l:t-lolll l-t/7/. 

2 U.S. Census Hure<lu, 20 I 0 Census, Summary File J, (/l'oilahle ill hltp:/Jmcdc.missouri.edu/tgi
bill/uexp 1orc')(pul1/dilt(l/srl 20 I 0, 



6. F r a ' 11 b,1 k, OlJnt the number F bra dbanJ pr videl . other than 

Applicants Lb~l provide service wi th a maximum advertised download speed 

greater than or equal t I 1bps. If a competing provi leJ" has a down! ad 

peed allenst as grc 1 as thc pJ)licnnts in that blo k count it a' providing an 

an equal or faster download p 'd. S (a l1ag indicating wheth r Ole number 

of such cOlnpetilors in that blo k is zero. 

7. I'll 1) aggr~gate ver blocks. pc iI1 allYl cal ulate the p pulatioll-w ighted 

nverage numb r [ ... \~r d alternatives and count lh " lo <11 popu!ati n in block 

where lJ1e nl:lmber of uch c mpetit rs eC]L1~ls 7.cr . Limillhc umple to bl ck 

where the App licants are 1 resent. 

B. Calculations RcJatcd to Fiber Dcvclopnlcn1 

8. tart with the FCC data for Dee mber J 1, 2014 and the NTIA data for 

e ember 3 1 20 J 0.3 Limit the uala t Census bJ ks whose p pulations tU'e 

report d in the 2010 eli. u S Ullllllmy File 1. 

9. For lhe NTIA datA. lillIe s otherwise rated. l! e b th r the t \ li xed 

br adband PI' vider data cts (tb ne r I' large en us bl ck Hnd th ne ·fI r 

smt:l ll 'ensu hi cks. anti exclude the mbiI • wire l ~ 'S br uLiballd provider 

dillas 1. Rc lr iel the da ta I fi bcr-ha cd br adband !'fC ri ngs (lranstcch cq LI 

l - 0) with down load $p~t; d s t Mbps or grealer Max down bcb 'cen 7 nnd 

II ). 

, Federal Communications Commission, "Broadband Deploymcllt D<1I<1 from FCC Form 477" available al 
h'!Jp~;/!W.l:Yly.JC;£.gQ:dg,e"Lleral~h[Q!!gb.i!l1£l:deplm'Jl)t;.DLda@:::.fl'Cfc)fJIl:17.1; NatiOlwl Telecommunications and 
Information l\drninislralioJl, "Naliol1<11 Bro<1dbond IVlilp D<1laseIS," ilv<1il"blc 01 

lmp:!hyww 2. ill ia.doL' .!lOv/broadband-da.tn. 



10. 

II. 

12. 

For the FCC data. unless otherwise st<llcd. restrict the daHl to fib\!r-bnscd 

broadbnncl offerings (TcchCodc equal 10 50) with downlond speeds greater 

th,m or equa l to 10 Mbps (MnxAdDowll greater than or equai lo 10) and Ihm 

arc avai lable to residentia l COnsumers (consumer equnl to I). 

Usc the holding company nnme (J locoFinaJ/HocolH'llne) to idCl1tii'y disli,nci 

providers. In both the 20 I 0 und 20 14 dutasets, sum the number of individuals 

wi th access to fibcr-bnscd broadband lor each of tile distinct providers. 

Merge the 20 I 0 lind 20 ]11 dalascts by holding company nallle and lake the 

di rfercncc between the 2014 and 20 I 0 num ber or incliv idunls with access to 

fiber-based broadband. 
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